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SUMMARY 
1.1 Introduction  
Reproducing the quantum properties of matter is a difficult task for our (classical) 
computers and this problem is increasingly relevant as quantum technologies develop. 
For this reason, in 1982 R. Feynman proposed the realization of quantum computers, i.e. 
devices based on the laws of quantum mechanics physics, capable of naturally modelling 
the quantum phenomena. A quantum computer exploits the superposition of two states 
of a quantum bit (qubit), and the entanglement between two or more qubits. Several 
systems have been proposed to realize qubits: ion traps, superconductors, photons, 
nuclear and electron spins, etc. and, in principle, any system that satisfies the Di 
Vincenzo’s criteria could be used as a qubit. Among the various proposals, we have 
decided to focus on the electronic spin of molecules. Indeed, molecules with spin 𝑆 = 1/2 
under an applied magnetic field provide a two-levels system, manipulable through 
microwave pulses in order to create the required superposition. The main advantage of 
molecules lies in coordination chemistry that offers boundless possibilities for designing 
molecular structures. For example, entanglement between qubits can be achieved in a 
controlled way by exploiting coordination chemistry to finely tune the magnetic 
interactions between the magnetic centres. With respect to other proposed platforms, the 
ease of realizing multi-qubit systems makes molecules very appealing. Other advantages 
in the use of molecules concern their scalability and the possibility to address them 
individually once isolated on a surface. On the other hand, the major limit of molecular 
spin qubits is the coherence time of the superposition state, which reduces the 
exploitability of the quantum properties of the qubit. When referring to spins, the 
coherence time corresponds to the spin-spin relaxation time, T2, which experimentally 
can be estimated by using the phase memory time Tm. The coherence time determines 
the duration after which the quantum information of the qubit is loss. Another figure of 
merit is the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, which refers to the ‘classical’ memory time 
of the qubit. Controlling T1 is of crucial importance: if too long it limits the speed of 
initialization of the qubit, whereas, if too short it induces a collapse of T2, especially as 
the temperature increases. While the protocol to directly enhance the coherence time is 
quite clear, though demanding from the synthetic point of view, the strategies for a 
further and significant lengthening of T2 provided by a corresponding increase of T1 are 
still not sufficiently understood. The main source of the relaxation processes affecting T1 
originates from molecular and lattice vibrations. Such relaxation processes may occur in 
many different ways, but all of them indirectly involve the spin through the spin-orbit 
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coupling (the displacement of ions, caused by vibrations, produces a variation of the 
electrostatic potential around the reference ion). 
In this respect, the wide-ranging investigation carried out in my PhD work and here 
presented, has been aimed at the increasing of the molecular qubits performances through 
a rational chemical design. In particular, it has been useful to identify the necessary 
ingredients to lengthen T1 and to shed lights on the relation between structural effects 
and spin dynamics. The investigation has been developed on several vanadyl-based 
molecular systems by exploiting a multi-technique approach based on: direct-current (dc) 
magnetometry and continuous-wave (cw) Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) to 
determine the static spin properties, alternate-current (ac) susceptometry and pulsed 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) to characterize the spin dynamics in 
concentrated and diluted molecular systems, and Time-Domain Terahertz (TD-THz) 
spectroscopy to have access to the low-energy vibrational spectrum. However, other 
techniques have been employed within this work: low temperature -Hall magnetometry, 
calorimetric measurements, Cantilever Torque Magnetometry (CTM), 4D-Inelastic 
Neutron Scattering (4D-INS) and Muon Spin Resonance (SR) spectroscopy. Moreover, 
the close collaboration with theoreticians has been fundamental for the modelling and 
rationalization of the experimental results obtained.   
From these studies we established that long relaxation times are provided by using: 
i) molecules with a single magnetic centre, ii) principally based on vanadium(IV), which 
is a light element with 𝑆 = 1/2 and small spin-orbit coupling, iii) in a square pyramidal 
geometry, which strongly stabilizes the d֓֔ ground state, iv) with as little as possible 
nuclear spins in the paramagnetic ion neighbourhood, v) and in a highly diluted solid 
crystalline matrix. Under these conditions, T1 reaches values of the order of hundreds of 
milliseconds at the liquid 4He temperature, while T2 is of the order of few microseconds 
at the same temperature. Strikingly, coherence times of the order of few microseconds 
have been observed at the remarkable temperature of 300 K for these vanadyl-based 
molecular systems. The possibility to perform quantum manipulation experiments on 
these systems at room temperature has been also proven by recording Rabi oscillations.  
The investigation also points out that long coherence times, T2, can be reached at 
300 K only when T1 exhibits a weak temperature dependence. Indeed, it has been shown 
that an abrupt decrease of T1 causes a consequent pronounced decrease of T2, thus 
hindering quantum manipulation at room temperature. In this work, we have suggested 
that variations on the temperature dependence rely on the composition of the low-energy 
vibrational spectrum of the concerned molecule. Indeed, spin-lattice relaxation for a two-
levels 𝑆 = 1/2 system occurs through the one-phonon direct process and the two-phonons 
Raman process. It has also been shown that these processes involve low-energy 
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vibrational modes, whose characterization becomes fundamental for a full understanding 
of the spin-lattice relaxation nature.  
A more accurate optical characterization has been devoted to a specific molecule of 
formula [VO(acac)2], which has been taken as a vanadyl-based molecular spin qubit 
prototype to achieve a complete rationalization of their spin dynamics. Moreover, since 
THz spectroscopy is limited to the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone, this prototype molecule 
has been investigated through 4D-INS. Thanks to this, the acoustic and optical low-
energy phonons in all the main directions of the reciprocal space have been directly 
measured. The entire spectroscopic investigation has been flanked by theoretical 
calculations based on ab initio and DFT methods. Indeed, only a virtuous interplay 
between several experimental approaches and a theoretical modelling of these systems 
allows to shed light on the relation between the vibrational structure and spin dynamics. 
Usually, in the analysis of magnetic data, it is assumed that the lattice system is well-
coupled to the thermal bath. However, when the lattice is not able to dissipate the 
excitation transferred from spins, a significant depart from equilibrium may occur. This 
effect, which is known as spin-phonon bottleneck, becomes more dramatic in highly 
concentrated systems and when large crystals are used. Such a phenomenon has been 
found to affect many of the vanadyl-based molecules here investigated, with a noticeable 
efficacy in [VO(acac)2]. A comparative study has been performed by considering the 
results obtained for this molecule and those obtained of two other vanadyl-based 
molecules also coordinated by 𝛽-diketonate ligands. Moreover, heat capacity experiments 
were performed on a single crystal of [VO(acac)2] and the results compared to those 
extracted by ac susceptibility measurements. These findings have been successfully 
rationalized by means of simple thermodynamic considerations, supported by theoretical 
DFT-based calculations.  
In this work we have also proposed to use Muon Spin Resonance spectroscopy for 
investigating molecular spin qubits. Indeed, this technique offers a unique point of view 
for detecting the spin dynamics of molecular magnets. However, before applying SR to 
potential qubits, preliminary studies have been carried out. In this frame, SR 
experiments were performed on two isotopically enriched samples of a Dy-based Single 
Molecule Magnet (SMM). The isotopes that have been used, 161Dy and 164Dy, have nuclear 
spin 𝐼 = 5/2 and 𝐼 = 0, respectively. Muon experiments were performed at zero magnetic 
field and in the 2-300 K temperature range, conditions for which muons are effective local 
probes of the molecular spin dynamics. In this frame, we have demonstrated the 
capability of this technique to capture fine details of the spin dynamics of molecular 
systems, down to isotopic effects in the tunneling of magnetization. Moreover, deviations 
of the SR results from the ac susceptibility outcomes can be explained as a consequence 
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of the muon ability to detect not only specific dynamics processes but all the sources of 
spin fluctuations.  
A further preliminary study has been performed by using Low Energy SR (LEM) 
on a self-assembled monolayer of the same Dy-based SMM previously investigated. The 
spectroscopic characterization of the sample through X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(XPS) and X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) synchrotron-based techniques has 
confirmed the grafting of the molecules on surface and it has suggested several 
arrangements of the molecules on surface. In this study, SR experiments have been 
performed in presence of a transverse magnetic field and demonstrate that muons can 
probe the presence of paramagnetic ions close to the surface. Further SR studies in zero-
field are expected to give access to the spin dynamics of this monolayer of Dy-based 
SMM. Moreover, in a future perspective we think that such investigations will provide 
useful information also for molecular addressable spin qubits deposited on surface.  
Finally, the characterization of the static and dynamics magnetic properties of a 
system with 𝑆 > 1/2 is described. The inclusion of this study in the dissertation provides 
a useful example to highlight which aspects need more care when dealing with multi-
levels spin systems. The study has been performed on a cobalt(II)-based SMM in a 
pseudo-octahedral geometry, which results in three unpaired electrons and a non-
completely quenched orbital contribution. The multi-technique approach has been 
necessary even in this case, though involving different techniques. Indeed, we have 
employed a combination of dc and ac magnetometry, cw-EPR and CTM. Once more, the 
study has been supported by theoretical calculations. This approach has evidenced that 
the spin Hamiltonian well-reproduces the experimental data at low temperatures, but 
when the latter is increased the model is not valid anymore. In these cases, more accurate 
models must be used and ab initio calculations represent the best solution. Finally, the 
spin-lattice relaxation of systems with 𝑆 > 1/2 may involve further relaxation processes 
that complicate the analysis, such as quantum tunneling of the magnetization and 
Orbach process. The analysis of magnetic data for this system has shown the key role of 
the quantum tunneling at low temperature, whereas at higher temperatures the Raman 
process has been found to dominate over the Orbach one.  
The work carried out and described in this dissertation cannot be considered 
concluded. Indeed, we have pointed out the fundamental importance of considering the 
vibrational structure in the rational design of more performant molecular spin qubits. 
These achievements represent a solid starting point for further investigations. It should 
be stressed that the great tunability provided by coordination chemistry enable us to 
cover many still unexplored possibilities for the future development of molecular qubits.    
  

  
 
    CHAPTER 1  
   Introduction 
1.2 Introduction  
The birth of modern computer science dates back to 1936 with a breakthrough paper 
of the great mathematician Alan Turing.1 In that work, Turing developed in detail an 
abstract notation about a model for computation, nowadays known as Turing machine. 
Few years later, John von Neumann developed a simple theoretical model concerning 
how to put together all the components required for implementing the Turing machine 
in a practical fashion. The hardware development became a reality in 1947, when John 
Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and (secondarily) William Shockley built up the first 
transistor, for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize. Since then, computer hardware 
has grown in power at an impressive pace. In 1965 such a growth was codified by Gordon 
Moore, who stated that computer power would double for constant cost roughly every 
two years. Strikingly, Moore’s law has approximately held true in the decades since, and 
it is expected to end as soon as the quantum effects will begin to interfere in the 
functioning of the smaller and smaller electronic devices. This poses a limitation on the 
increasing power of computers. A possible solution to this problem might be the use of a 
different computing paradigm. A paradigm as such is provided by the theory of quantum 
computation, which is based on the idea of using a quantum physics approach to perform 
calculations, instead of a classical physics one. The In 1985, the theory was developed by 
David Deutsch, who questioned whether the laws of physics could be used to derive a 
stronger version of the Universal Turing machine, i.e. to define a computational device 
that would be capable of efficiently simulating any physical system.2 In particular, since 
the laws of physics are ultimately quantum mechanical, Deutsch was naturally led to 
consider computing devices based upon the principles of quantum mechanics. This laid 
the foundations of Quantum Computation. Following the studies of Deutsch, a quantum 
                                        
1 A. M. Turing. On computable numbers, with an application to the Entscheidungsproblem. Proc. 
Lond. Math. Soc. 2, 1936, 42, 320. 
2 D. Deutsch. Quantum theory, the Church-Turing Principle and the universal quantum computer, 
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A, 1985, 400, 97.  
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computer is expected to have computational power largely exceeding that of a classical 
computer, i.e. a computer based on a classical physics. The enhancement of 
computational power of a quantum computer derives from the possibility to increase the 
number of problems that can be solved in an efficient way, with a consequent significant 
speed advantage over classical computers. In the context of computer science, an 
algorithm is defined efficient if it runs in a time which is a polynomial expansion of the 
size of the problem solved, whereas an inefficient algorithm requires super-polynomial, 
typically exponential, time. The inability of a classical computer to solve certain problems 
efficiently is one of the main driving forces for the implementation of quantum computers. 
The heuristic vision of Deutsch was improved by many people, and in particular by 
Peter Shor, who demonstrated that two enormously important problems, i.e. the problem 
of finding the prime factors of an integer number and the ‘discrete logarithm’ problem, 
could be solved efficiently on a quantum computer. The importance of such a 
demonstration relies on the fact that no efficient solution to these two problems exists in 
classical computation. In the following years, many other algorithms, for example the 
Deutsch-Jozsa’s or the Grover’s, were theorized to work efficiently for a quantum 
computer, thus supporting the claim that a quantum computer was inherently more 
powerful. 
The power of a quantum computer relies also on another key idea, suggested by 
Richard Feynman during a talk and then published the following year, in 1982.3 Such an 
idea is summarized in the Feynman’s keynote concluding words:  
 
“…nature is not classical, and if you want to make a simulation of 
nature, you would better make it quantum mechanical, and it is a 
wonderful problem because it does not look so easy.” 
 
Since then, several teams of researchers have begun fleshing this idea out, evidencing 
that it is indeed possible to use quantum computers to efficiently simulate systems that 
have no known efficient simulation on a classical computer.  
A research field that will certainly benefit from the capability of quantum computers 
in simulating the properties of nature is chemistry, or, more in general, material science. 
Indeed, even the most advanced computational methods can only provide a crude 
approximation of the quantum rules that govern the behaviour of atoms and molecules, 
as the calculators that are currently available are based on classical physics. Nowadays, 
only few quantum problems can be solved analytically, such as for example the hydrogen 
                                        
3 R. P. Feynman. Simulating physics with computers, Int. J. Theor. Phys., 1982, 21, 467. 
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atom since it contains only one electron. When the studied system presents more 
electrons, the problem can be solved only by adopting many approximations. In this 
frame, researchers in quantum chemistry have developed iterating self-consistent 
methods, the most famous being the Hartree-Fock one, which can often predict molecular 
properties with great accuracy. However, such methods are limited by the demanding 
computational time to rather small chemical systems.  
These problems may be overcome by recalling the Feynman’s idea to exploit specific 
characteristics of quantum-mechanics, like superposition and entanglement of quantum 
states, to simulate quantum problems. Experimentally, performing quantum computation 
implies to control the dynamics of the quantum system 𝑞 under the action of an external 
stimulus. Here, the quantum system 𝑞 is the fundamental unit of the quantum computer, 
which, in analogy to the classical bit, is called quantum bit, or qubit. Thus, defining the 
input of the calculation means to prepare the qubit in a given quantum state, while 
processing data means to let the qubit evolve under the action of a given stimulus, and 
finally reading the output stands for measuring the final quantum state of the qubit. 
Since qubits are quantum objects themselves, they can be used to represent quantum 
systems like electrons. Therefore, no approximation is required for a system of qubits to 
represent exactly electrons in a complex molecule. This may enable us to determine the 
ground-state energies of molecules, from which their stability and reactivity can be 
predicted, including the elucidation of reaction mechanisms and calculation of reaction 
pathways and rates. Moreover, the simulation of quantum phenomena would help to 
understand the catalytic action of an organometallic complex, or to predict the rate and 
stability of drug binding, which is a fundamental step to develop new drugs. Further 
applications can be imagined also in condensed-matter physics, since accurate simulations 
of the electronic structure of molecules are crucial to obtain materials with improved 
properties suitable for batteries, solar cells or, in general, electronic devices. These are 
only few examples concerning what quantum computers are expected to do. We may 
wonder which further problems could be solved more efficiently on a quantum computer 
rather than a classical one: “One of the most exciting things about quantum computation 
and quantum information is how little is known about the answers to this – and not only 
this – question! This is a great challenge for the future”.4 
However, it is well-known that quantum phenomena can be very elusive. Indeed, in 
order to exploit the quanto-mechanics properties of our qubit in calculations, it is of 
fundamental importance to keep its quantum state coherent. This is because a quantum 
state does not live infinitely but after a certain time, called coherence time, it returns 
                                        
4 M. A. Nielsen and I. L. Chuang. Quantum computation and quantum information, 10th ed., 
Cambridge University Press, 2011 
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classical. The environment interacting with the qubit disrupts its quantum state and 
accelerates this process, which is referred to as decoherence. One could think to isolate 
the qubit from the environment, but this would preclude its manipulation (given by an 
external stimulus), observation (to read out the results) and scalability (the 
computational power depends on the number of connected qubits that can be individually 
manipulate). Moreover, to really exploit the power of quantum mechanics, it is necessary 
to have one or more qubits coupled together. For this reason, a realistic implementation 
of the qubit must achieve a delicate balance between these constraints.  
Nowadays, finding suitable, robust, and scalable systems as potential qubits 
represents one of the main challenges in chemistry, physics, and materials science for the 
development of these technological applications. As an example, the company D-Wave 
has realized a prototype of a quantum computer that performs some specific task 
sufficiently fast to attract the interest of companies such as NASA and Google, which 
have invested amazing sums of money in this device. Separately, Google has also built 
up a prototype with 22-qubits, whereas IBM has recently announced other two prototype 
devices with 16 and 17 qubits. In all these prototypes, the qubit is implemented in 
superconducting circuits, also called transmons. The main problems of such devices are 
the very low temperatures of working (15 mK) that complicate their physical realization, 
the scalability that limits the number of integrated qubits and the quantum error 
correction that strongly reduces their efficiency. For this reason, these systems are far 
from being considered as real quantum computers, and the challenge is still open.  
Many systems were proposed for realizing qubits, and, among these, the electronic 
spin of molecular systems represents a very promising candidate for this purpose. The 
main advantage of molecules is that coordination chemistry offers boundless possibilities 
for the design of molecular structures. A prototype molecular spin qubit is composed of 
one or more metal centres coordinated through ligands, which allow to obtain a specific 
environment for the spin carrier. A wise choice of the ligands allows, for example, to 
realize multi-qubits architectures, which are required to exploit entanglement between 
qubits.  
On the other hand, molecular spin qubits often suffer from relatively short coherence 
times compared to other potential systems. This loss of information is related to the 
transverse relaxation time (T2), or spin-spin relaxation time, which corresponds to the 
coherence time discussed above. For experimental reasons, it should be noted that usually 
the coherence time is estimated by measuring the phase memory time (Tm), corresponding 
to a lower limit of T2. Another characteristic time for molecular spin qubits is the 
longitudinal relaxation time (T1), or spin-lattice relaxation time, which defines the 
classical memory time, i.e. the time required for the magnetization to recover its 
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equilibrium value. After this time, the system loses completely the initial information. 
Following their definitions, it is evident that T1≥T2, for which T1 represents an upper 
limit for the coherence time.  Controlling T1 is of crucial importance: if it is too long, it 
limits the speed of initialization of the qubit, whereas if it is too short, it induces a 
collapse of T2, especially as the temperature increases.  
The three main sources of decoherence arise from the interaction between the spin 
qubit with: the nuclear spin bath (hyperfine interactions), the neighbouring electronic 
spins (dipolar interactions) and the thermal vibration of the molecule and/or the 
extended lattice (phonons). Both hyperfine and dipolar interactions mainly affect T2, 
and, in principle, they may be controlled by a careful design of the ligands and 
counterions of the molecular spin qubit and by its dilution in a non-magnetic host. This 
requires the control of both its chemical composition and its electronic structure, i.e. the 
control of the coordination environment around the metal ion embodying the spin qubit. 
On the other hand, the phonons are the principal source of relaxation for T1. Besides 
effects such as the tumbling of methyl groups in solution that can be reduced through 
several precautions, the coherence time is mainly affected by lattice vibrations only 
indirectly, due to the reduction of T1. Such vibrations, whose efficiency is mediated by 
the spin-orbit coupling, may affect the spin carrier by means of several different 
relaxation processes. The identification of the active processes, as well as the knowledge 
about how such processes cause relaxation is mandatory to enhance the relaxation times 
T1 and T2. 
In this respect, the intense investigation carried out in my PhD work has been aimed 
at increasing the performances of molecular qubits through chemical design. In particular, 
the investigation proceeded by identifying the necessary ingredients to lengthen T1. The 
molecular systems studied are based on vanadium(IV) that belongs to the first row of the 
transition metals in the Periodic Table of Elements ([Ar]3d1). Since it has one unpaired 
electron, the resulting spin value is simply 𝑆 = 1/2. However, the most abundant isotope 
for vanadium is 51V (rel. ab. 99.75%), which also has a nuclear spin 𝐼 = 7/2. The use of 
this element is motivated by its small spin-orbit coupling, for which the effect of phonons 
is limited. The coordination chemistry of the investigated systems is dominated by the 
vanadyl centre VO2+, which stabilizes and well isolate the electronic ground state d֓֔, 
thus further reducing the orbital contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation. Several 
different ligands were used in order to address specific structural effects on the spin 
relaxation times and shed lights on the nature of the relaxation processes. For this 
purpose, the combination of several magnetometric and optical techniques has been 
fundamental. The multi-technique approach adopted includes direct-current (dc) 
magnetometric and alternate-current (ac) measurements, continuous-wave (cw-) and 
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pulsed Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) measurements and Time-Domain 
Terahertz (TD-THz) spectroscopy. However, further techniques were employed in this 
work: -Hall device magnetometry to record magnetization decays and hysteresis, 
calorimetric measurements and cantilever torque magnetometry (CTM). More exotic 
techniques have also been employed, such as 4D-Inelastic Neutron Scattering (4D-INS) 
and Muon Spin Resonance (SR) measurements. Theoretical calculations have also been 
useful to rationalize the obtained results. The use of such different techniques has resulted 
in a wide interdisciplinary collaboration with many chemists and physicists. The results 
here described are thus the fruit of the work of the author as well as that of many 
collaborators. 
The thesis is organized in six chapters. In Chapter 2 the basic concepts about qubits 
will be presented, including a more specific outlook on the molecular spin qubits. In 
Chapter 3, I have personally reviewed the principal spin relaxation processes focusing, in 
particular, on the processes active for a spin ½ system. The chapter has been written by 
covering a wide range of literature of condensed-matter physics from 1930 until recent 
years. In Chapter 4 the results of the multi-technique investigation performed on the 
several different vanadium-based molecular systems will be illustrated. The chapter is 
organized by combining all the outcomes obtained for these systems within my PhD work 
and separately published. In doing this, such results are integrated with further 
experimental data. The comparative analysis of data for the different vanadium-based 
systems has been carried out so that, thanks to the comparison, new conclusions could 
be reached. Chapter 5 is devoted to a specific vanadyl-based molecule that, thanks to its 
simplicity and the possibility to grow large single-crystals, has become a suitable 
prototype system to investigate the spin dynamics from many different points of view, 
both experimental and theoretical, in order to reach a full comprehension of the processes 
that are involved in the relaxation. In Chapter 6 the use of SR in investigating the spin 
dynamics of molecular spin qubits is encouraged. Preliminary studies are shown for a 
dysprosium(III)-based Single Molecule Magnet (SMM), firstly as bulk material and 
secondarily as monolayer grafted on a gold surface. Finally, in Chapter 7 the magnetic 
investigation of a cobalt(II)-based system with spin value higher than 𝑆 = 1/2 is reported 
since it provides a nice example of how the multi-technique approach changes when 
systems with higher spin values are investigated. The chapter also contains the study 
performed on lanthanides-based 1D spin helices, in which the capability of cantilever 
torque magnetometry to resolve the spin structure is demonstrated, even in case of 
complex systems and spin non-collinearity. 
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CHAPTER 2  
Magnetic Molecules as Spin Qubits 
The first part of the chapter exposes the fundamental aspects of the quantum 
computation and, through the postulates of quantum mechanics, introduces the main 
properties of the qubit. A closer look is devoted to the electronic spin of molecular magnets 
as platform to implement qubits. The second part of the chapter briefly presents the 
more recent results achieved in this research area. The aim of this section is not to cover 
the entire literature but to provide an overall view of the state-of-the-art.  
The books (Quantum Computation and Quantum Information, M. A. Nielsen 
and I. L. Chuang, 2011)1 and (A Short Introduction to Quantum Information and 
Quantum Computation, M. Le Bellac, 2006)2 are an inescapable introduction to the 
basics of Quantum Computation and have been fundamental for writing this chapter. 
The chapters (Molecular Magnets for Quantum Information Processing, K. van 
Hoogdalem et al., 2014)3, (Quantum Computation with Molecular Nanomagnets: 
Achievements, Challenges, and New Trends, A. Ghirri et al., 2014)4 and (Magnetic 
Molecules as Spin Qubits, P. Santini et al., 2017)5 contain more specific indications 
about the use of Molecular Magnets in Quantum Information Processing and have also 
been useful for writing this chapter. As a further reading, an excellent discussion on the 
reasons why building of a quantum computer is difficult can be found in (D. DiVincenzo, 
1995)6. 
 
 
2.1 Qubits and how to use them 
In analogy to the bit, which is the fundamental unit of the classical computation, the 
qubit is the fundamental concept of the quantum computation. The qubit can be briefly 
defined as a two-level quantum system representing the simplest elementary building 
block for a quantum computer. Like the classical bit, which can assume two values (either 
0 or 1), a qubit can be prepared in two possible states |0⟩ and |1⟩, where the symbol ‘| ⟩’ 
is the standard notation for states in quantum mechanics by using the Dirac notation. 
However, contrary to the classical bit, the qubit can be prepared in a state other than 
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states |0⟩ or |1⟩. Indeed, for a qubit it is possible to form linear combinations of states, 
usually indicated as superpositions 
  
 
 |𝜓⟩ = 𝛼|0⟩ + 𝛽|1⟩ (2.1) 
  
 
where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are complex numbers. Thus, the state of a qubit is a vector in a two-
dimensional complex vector space, called Hilbert space. The two states |0⟩ and |1⟩ are 
known as computational basis states and form an orthonormal basis for this vector space. 
This follows from the first postulate of quantum mechanics. 
  
 Postulate 1: Associated to any isolated physical system is a complex 
vector space with inner product (that is, a Hilbert space) known as the 
state space of the system. The system is completely described by its state 
vector, which is a unit vector in the system’s state space. 
  
The first postulate does not define the state space or the state vector, which depends 
on the chosen system. The simplest quantum mechanical system is the qubit, which has 
a two-dimensional state space, and whose state vector can be written as in eq. (2.1).  
One useful picture in thinking about qubits is given by the Bloch sphere geometric 
representation, which is shown in Figure 2.1. In this frame, eq. (2.1) can be rewritten as 
  
 
 |𝜓⟩ = গcos 𝜃
2
|0⟩ + 𝑒քᇜ sin 𝜃
2
|1⟩ঘ  (2.2) 
  
 
where 𝜃 and 𝜑 are real numbers, and they define a point on the unit sphere, as shown in 
Figure 2.1. This provides a useful means of visualizing the state of a single qubit, and it 
is useful as testbed for ideas about quantum computation.  
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Figure 2.1. Bloch sphere representation of a qubit. The image has been taken from ref1. 
 
The time evolution of the qubit state |𝜓⟩ is described by the second quantum 
mechanics postulate 
  
 Postulate 2: The evolution of the state |𝜓⟩ for a closed quantum system 
is described by a unitary transformation. That is, for every evolutive 
process of the system, it can be always defined an operator 𝑈(𝑡) for which  
|𝜓´⟩ = 𝑈(𝑡)|𝜓⟩. 
  
Once more, the postulate does not specify the unitary operators 𝑈 that describes the 
evolution of the system and that will vary from case to case. Each unitary operator 
represents the operation performed by a so-called quantum gate, of which there exists a 
rich variety. Just to provide some examples, the only non-trivial classical single bit gate 
is the NOT-gate, which takes either |0⟩ to |1⟩ or |1⟩ or |0⟩. An important one-qubit gate 
that has not classical analogues is the Hadamard gate, for which 𝐻|0⟩ ≡ (|0⟩ + |1⟩/
√
2) 
or 𝐻|1⟩ ≡ (|0⟩ − |1⟩/
√
2), shown in Figure 2.2. An example of two-qubits gate is the 
CNOT-gate, which acts as a NOT-gate on the second qubit (target qubit) if and only if 
the first one (control qubit) is in the state |1⟩, and does nothing otherwise (Figure 2.2). 
It is proven that arbitrary single-qubit rotations, coupled with the CNOT-gate, are 
sufficient to implement any two-qubits unitary evolution exactly.7 However, this 
statement does not consider the efficiency of the algorithm.  
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Figure 2.2. Visualization of the Hadamard gate (a) and C-NOT (b) on the Bloch sphere. The 
Hadamard gate is given by a rotation of the sphere about the 𝑦 axis by 90°, followed by a 
rotation about the 𝑥 axis by 180°. The C-NOT gate inverts the state of one qubit if and only 
if the other one is in the |1⟩ state. Image (a) has been taken by ref1. 
 
In a more general context, to identify the physical interactions that realize specific 
single-qubit gates it is possible to refer to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation 
  
 
 𝑖ℏ 𝑑|𝜓⟩
𝑑𝑡
= ℋ(𝑡)|𝜓⟩ (2.3) 
  
 
where ℏ is the Planck constant and ℋ(𝑡) is the Hamiltonian of the system. The latter is 
a Hermitian operator that describes the total energy of the system; if this operator is 
known the dynamics of the system is fully determined. Indeed, 𝑈(𝑡) = exp(−𝑖ℋ𝑡/ℏ), and 
then the temporal evolution of  |𝜓⟩ can be described as 
  
 
 |𝜓´⟩ = 𝑒−
ք
ℏป֏|𝜓⟩. (2.4) 
  
 
However, the second postulate requires the described system to be closed, i.e. not 
interacting in any way with other systems. As a matter of facts, all systems interact with 
an environment. The requirement of an isolated system is not satisfied, for example, in 
case of evolution due to measurement. In this case, indeed, the system interacts with the 
experimental equipment used to observe the system. This interaction makes the system 
no longer closed, and thus not necessarily subject to unitary evolution. The third 
a 
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postulate provides a means for describing the effects of measurements on quantum 
systems, 
  
 Postulate 3: Quantum measurements are described by a collection {𝑀ֈ} 
of measurement operators. These are operators acting on the state space 
of the system being measured. The index 𝑚 refers to the measurement 
outcomes that may occur in the experiment. If the state of the quantum 
system is |𝜓⟩ immediately before the measurement, then the probability 
that the result 𝑚 occurs is given by 𝑝(𝑚) = ⟨𝜓|𝑀ֈ  𝑀ֈ|𝜓⟩ and the state of 
the system after the measurement is 𝑀ֈ|𝜓⟩/ఊ⟨𝜓|𝑀ֈ
  𝑀ֈ|𝜓⟩. 
  
An example of the third postulate is represented by the measurement of a qubit in 
the computational basis described in eq. (2.1). In that case, the probability of obtaining 
0 as the measurement outcome is   
  
 
 𝑝(0) = ਛ𝜓|𝑀Ј
 𝑀Ј|𝜓ਜ = 𝛼⟨𝜓|𝑀Ј|𝜓⟩ = |𝛼|ϵ (2.5) 
  
 
and, similarly, the probability of obtaining the measurement outcome 1 is 𝑝(1) = |𝛽|ϵ. 
Naturally, |𝛼|ϵ + |𝛽|ϵ = 1, since the probabilities must sum to one. 
By recalling the Bloch sphere of Figure 2.1, it could be noted that since there are an 
infinite number of points on the Bloch sphere, in principle one could store the entire 
Divina Commedia using an extremely large binary expansion of 𝜃. This is however 
misleading, since by measuring the qubit state, the output will be always either 0 or 1. 
Indeed, measurement changes the state of a qubit, which collapses from its superposition 
states |0⟩ and |1⟩ to the specific state, |0⟩ or |1⟩, consistent with the measurement result. 
Thus, from a single measurement one obtains only a single bit of information about the 
state of the qubit.  
It is not possible to examine a qubit to determine its quantum state, that is, the 
values of 𝛼 and 𝛽. Indeed, when a qubit is measured, the output which is obtained can 
be either the result |0⟩, with probability |𝛼|ϵ, or the result |1⟩, with probability |𝛽|ϵ. 
However, the outcome of the measurement, after the qubit has been manipulated and 
transformed, depends distinctly on the different properties of its state. Thus, though they 
are not accessible, the quantum states have real and experimentally verifiable 
consequences.  
For realizing a true quantum computer it is not sufficient to exploit the quantum 
superposition state, but it is necessary to have a composite quantum system made of at 
least two qubits in order to perform two-qubits gates. The fourth postulate describes how 
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the state space of a composite system is built up from the state spaces of the component 
systems,  
  
 Postulate 4: The state space of a composite physical system is the tensor 
product of the state spaces of the component physical systems. Moreover, 
if we have systems numbered 1 through 𝑛, and system number 𝑖 is 
prepared in the state |𝜓ք⟩, then the joint state of the total system is  
|𝜓φ⟩ ⊗ |𝜓ϵ⟩ ⊗ …⊗ |𝜓։⟩. 
  
This postulate also enables us to define one of the most interesting and puzzling ideas 
associated with composite quantum systems: entanglement. By considering the two qubits 
state   
  
 
 |𝜓⟩ = |00⟩ + |11⟩√
2
 (2.6) 
  
 
this state has the remarkable property that there are no single qubit states |𝑎⟩ and |𝑏⟩ 
such that |𝜓⟩ = |𝑎⟩ ⊗ |𝑏⟩. A state of a composite system having this property, i.e. which 
cannot be written as a product of states of its component system, is an entangled state. 
The entanglement is a natural occurrence of quantum systems when they are correlated 
by some weak interaction, and it is a necessary property to realize two-qubits gate. This, 
in addition to the possibility to exploit the superposition state in performing quantum 
operation, gives access to the quantum parallelism, which is expected to enormously 
increase the potential of information processing.8 
Notwithstanding its strangeness, qubits are real objects and they can be realized with 
many different physical systems. Examples of systems proposed for the realization of 
qubits are: quantum dots,9, 10 cold trapped ions,11 cavity quantum electrodynamics,9, 12 
bulk nuclear magnetic resonance,13 low-capacitance Josephson junctions,14 donor atoms,15, 
16 linear optics,17 colour centres in diamond,18-20 carbon nanotubes,21 nanowires22 and 
molecular spins.23-28 
The challenge of experimental realization of a quantum computer is a delicate balance 
between constraints. For example, a quantum computer must be well isolated in order 
to retain its quantum properties, but at the same time its qubits have to be accessible so 
that they can be manipulated to perform a computation and to read out the results. A 
key concept which emerges from this is the decoherence, or quantum noise. The length 
of the longest possible quantum computation is roughly given by the ratio between 𝜏ղ, 
i.e. the time for which a system remains quantum-mechanically coherent, and 𝜏֊֋, i.e. 
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the time necessary to perform elementary unitary transformations. Both times are related 
to each other, since they are determined by the strength of the coupling between the 
system and the external world, and they vary depending on the type of system chosen 
for implementing the qubit (and consequently on the corresponding setup used). For 
example, for molecular electronic spins the ratio 𝜆 = 𝜏ղ/𝜏֊֋ should be about 104; the 
time 𝜏֊֋ necessary to manipulate electronic spin by using microwave pulses is about 10-8 
s, for which coherence times in the range of tens of microseconds are needed. 
The basic requirements that the chosen system must fulfil to efficiently work as qubit 
can be collected together and correspond to the abilities of the system to:  
1. Robustly represent quantum information.  
Quantum computation is based on the transformation of the quantum state of a 
qubit. To avoid accumulation of error during the transformation and evolution of 
the quantum state, the decoherence must be minimized. For this purpose, it is 
crucial to choose a system with a finite number of accessible states; indeed, if the 
choice of representation is poor, then decoherence will result in destroying the 
qubit superposition states. A well-isolated qubit is also a possible strategy to 
reduce decoherence. In this frame, the figure of merit for a qubit is the minimum 
lifetime of the arbitrary superposition states, the coherence time. In addition to 
a long coherence time, it should be chosen a system that can be scalable and that 
can provide multi-qubits architectures. 
2. Perform a universal family of unitary transformation. 
Closed quantum systems evolve unitarily as determined by their Hamiltonians. 
Quantum algorithms can be implemented by controlling the Hamiltonian of the 
chosen system so that it is possible to make an arbitrary selection from a universal 
family of unitary transformations. Two important parameters for a unitary 
transformation are the minimum achievable fidelity (ℱ), which quantifies the 
ability of the system to provide as output the state given as input, and the 
maximum time 𝜏֊֋ required to perform elementary operations.  
3. Prepare a fiducial initial state. 
One of the most important requirements for being able to perform a useful 
computation, even classically, is to be able to prepare the desired input. This 
means to produce repeatedly one specific quantum state with high fidelity, since 
a unitary transformation can turn it into any other desired input state. However, 
in some systems this can be achieved by working with very low temperatures. 
4. Measure the output result.  
One key aspect of the measurement process for quantum computation is the 
collapse of the superposition state. The output of a good quantum algorithm is a 
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superposition state which gives a useful answer with high probability when 
measured.  
Satisfying all these requirements in a single system simultaneously is very hard. 
Notwithstanding the huge progresses achieved in the several research areas, it is not yet 
clear which system will turn out to be most suitable for qubit implementation.  
The more intuitive idea of qubit is provided by the two-levels of a single spin 1/2. 
Spins are excellent quantum systems since, in most cases, mathematical descriptions and 
experimental tools for their manipulation are already largely developed. In this frame, 
the first candidate that one could imagine for implementing a qubit is the single spin of 
an atom. However, experimentally it would be very challenging to control this single 
spin, since the length scale on which this control would take place is prohibitively small. 
On the contrary, solid-state implementations of qubits, such as quantum dots,10 require 
fields on a scale of several tens of micrometres only, making control of the state easier. 
The increased size, however, means additional sources of decoherence, and enormous 
efforts have been done in recent years to reduce its effects. Molecular magnets are in 
between these two extremes. The typical sizes of molecules mean that the requirements 
on the spatial scale on which control can be possible are lost with respect to those for a 
single spin. However, molecules are still small as compared to other solid states 
implementations of qubits. This aspect, in addition to the possibility of chemically 
engineering molecular magnets with a wide variety of properties, may make one hopeful 
that sources of decoherence in molecular magnets can be reduced.  
Compared to other types of qubit realization, molecular magnets offer important 
advantages: they are scalable, and their structure can be tuned with chemical methods, 
for example by coupling more qubits together so that two-qubit gates can be 
implemented. Moreover, it is not strictly necessary to use systems with spin 1/2, but the 
two state levels may be embodied by any spin system that in a certain regime exhibits 
two effective states. In this sense, if the system exhibits more than two effective states, 
it represents the so-called qudit system. It has been recently shown that the multilevel 
structure of the qudit can be exploited to efficiently encode and operate a qubit with 
embedded quantum error correction.29 This aspect results paramount considering that 
nowadays it is the strongest limitation of the operating quantum computers, which are 
based on superconducting circuits. 
The basic requirements previously listed can be now discussed on the basis of the 
choice of the electronic spin of molecular magnets as platform to realize qubits. Moreover, 
they will be here presented following the five criteria proposed by DiVincenzo8 for 
realizing a quantum computer: 
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i. Properly defined and scalable qubits.  
In molecular spin-systems, this means that each spin qubit is sufficiently 
isolated within the molecule to exhibit a proper two-level qubit basis, 
indicated as the spinors | ↓⟩ and | ↑⟩, well separated from any possible excited 
state. Examples of true spin ½ are the transition metals CuII, VIV, CrV or TiIII, 
and, as mentioned later, lanthanide ions within a strong crystal field. 
Scalability is a key factor to build quantum computers and it is one of the 
most challenging aspects at the moment. Scalability requires an array of 
connected logical building blocks and the capability to individually 
manipulate them by an external potential. By exploiting chemical methods, 
macroscopic arrays of identical molecules can be obtained by addressing 
molecules on surface. The individual manipulation of them can be achieved 
by using scanning probe microscopy techniques. However, other strategies are 
under investigation, such as the implementation of hybrid molecular spin-
superconductor devices, which require large ensembles composed of identical 
molecular spin systems (easily achievable by using chemical methods). 
ii. Easy and efficient initialization. 
There must be the possibility to set each qubit in a well-defined initial state 
at any time and in an efficient manner, otherwise quantum noise occurs. For 
a molecular spin this can be done by placing it into its ground state, for 
example by cooling it under an external magnetic field or by means of external 
stimuli.  
iii. Implementing universal quantum gates.  
Single- or two-qubits gates can be performed by manipulating the electronic 
spin of molecular magnets with pulses of microwave radiation, such as those 
used in pulsed Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. Indeed, the superposition 
state can be obtained by applying on the sample an oscillating magnetic field 
𝐵φ, perpendicular and with intensity smaller than the external static magnetic 
field 𝐵. By exposing the qubit to pulsed microwave fields for suitably time 
intervals, Rabi oscillations can be measured. An example is reported in Figure 
2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) Example of Rabi oscillations for a generic spin 1/2. (b) Evolution 
of the superposition state into the Bloch sphere in case of Rabi oscillations. Image 
(b) has been taken by ref30. 
 
This can be expressed mathematically by writing the Hamiltonian of the 
system  
  
 
 ℋ(𝑡) = − ℏ
2
গ
𝜔Ј 𝜔φ𝑒քᇖ֏ 
 𝜔φ𝑒−քᇖ֏ −𝜔Ј
ঘ (2.7) 
  
 
where 𝜔Ј is the Larmor frequency of the spin induced by 𝐵, 𝜔φ the spin 
precession frequency related to 𝐵φ and 𝜔 the frequency of the spin. The 
evolution of the system can be expressed as follows: if at time 𝑡 = 0 the qubit 
is in the state | ↓⟩, at a time 𝑡 it will have a probability 𝑝↓→↑(𝑡) of being found 
in the state | ↑⟩ given by 
  
 
 𝑝↓→↑(𝑡) = ঁ
𝜔φ
Ω
ং
ϵ
sinϵ Ω𝑡
2
 (2.8) 
  
 
where Ω = ఉ(𝜔 − 𝜔Ј)ϵ + 𝜔φϵ is known as Rabi frequency. The oscillations 
between the two levels have maximum amplitude at the resonance condition, 
that is, for 𝜔 = 𝜔Ј, for which 
  
 
 𝑝↓→↑(𝑡) = sinϵ
𝜔φ𝑡
2
. (2.9) 
  
 
The resonant transition between the two levels can be simply achieved by 
adjusting the time 𝑡 during which the rotating field acts. For example, 
(𝜔φ 𝑡)/2 = 𝜋/2 is called 𝜋-pulse, whereas the superposition state can be 
obtained by using 𝑡 = 𝜋/2𝜔φ that is called 𝜋/2-pulse. This can be visualized 
a b 
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as moving the superposition state in a screw-like motion back and forth 
between the bottom pole and the top pole of the Bloch sphere (Figure 2.3). 
At this point it should be clear that Rabi oscillations are the basic process 
used to manipulate qubits, and their observation in nutation pulsed EPR 
spectroscopy is a proof of the feasibility of such a quantum manipulation.  
iv. Readout of qubits. 
The state of the target qubits in output must be determined once the 
computation is finished. This implies that any qubit must be addressed 
selectively, either spatially, spectrally, magnetically or by any other means. 
This is a very challenging task for implementing qubits with molecular 
magnets. In this frame, the addressing of individual molecules deposited on a 
surface, as in scanning probe microscopies, seems the more plausible direction. 
v. Long enough coherence times compared to the ‘clock time’ of the 
quantum computer. 
As mentioned before, the information content in the qubit is not infinitely 
long-lived, contrary to what would emerge considering a unitary 
transformation acting on a closed quantum system, as stated by postulate 2. 
This occurs since in practical a qubit cannot be completely isolated from the 
environment, whose fluctuations result in decoherence, i.e. the process 
whereby information about a quantum state is lost. In molecular magnets, 
decoherence of the electron spin mainly arises from its coupling to phonons 
and nuclear spins. It is important to specify that decoherence of a single qubit 
takes place on two different time scales. For molecular magnets, the 
longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation time, T1, describes the average time in 
which the environment induces random transition from | ↓⟩ to | ↑⟩, and vice 
versa. The time T1 sets on upper limit on the time a system can be used as a 
classical bit. The transverse (spin-spin) relaxation time, T2, describes the time 
in which the system loses its information about the superposition state. This 
coincides with the coherence time previously mentioned and corresponds to 
the time for which the transition from the quantum- into the classical regime 
occurs. The two relaxation times are related to each other, and in particular 
T1 represents the upper limit of T2. Pulsed EPR is the primary tool for 
investigating and characterizing the spin dynamics, i.e. the evolution of such 
relaxation times, of molecular spin qubits. 
The control of decoherence represents a key challenge for the implementation of 
quantum-information processing using the electronic spin of molecular magnets, since it 
would maximize the coherence time. In this frame, it is necessary to achieve a detailed 
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understanding of the decoherence processes, which can be reached by exploiting the great 
variability of coordination chemistry. The primary aim is hence the identification of the 
degrees of freedom that are more robust with respect to decoherence and that are thus 
more suitable for encoding quantum information.  
 
 
2.2 Molecular spin qubits 
The discovery of the quantum tunneling of magnetization in the 1990s represents the 
first breakthrough towards this research area. Indeed, this demonstrated that molecular 
spins are real systems on which quantum effects can be controlled and studied in 
laboratory conditions.31, 32 From this achievement, many chemists and physicists started 
to study the so-called Single Molecule Magnets (SMMs), i.e. polynuclear molecular 
cluster based on d-block metals and showing magnetic hysteresis at low temperatures, 
for implementing super-dense memory storage. This application is still based on the 
classical protocol (0 or 1), for which the figure of merit is T1. In the 2000s, a second 
breakthrough occurred, with the rise of the second generation of molecular nanomagnets 
based on mononuclear complexes containing a single magnetic ion, generally based on f-
block metals.33 This research area kept growing and most recently a third breakthrough 
has pushed the applicability temperature limit of these systems from few tens of Kelvin 
to the remarkable temperature of 80 K, i.e. close or above to the liquid N2 temperature 
limit.34, 35  
In parallel to this approach, the interest in using these systems for quantum 
technologies applications has grown. Indeed, the first proposal date back to 2001, with 
the idea to perform Grover’s algorithm in ensembles of high-spin nanomagnets such as 
Mn12 or Fe8,24 exploiting the non-equispaced multilevel energy pattern of these molecules 
and a multifrequency pulsed EPR spectrometer.  
The first measurements to investigate the coherence were performed on the Fe8 
SMM.36-38 However, the real breakthrough in this field occurred in 2007, when Rabi 
oscillations and coherence times of the order of few microseconds have been 
experimentally observed in 2007 for Cr7Ni rings at liquid helium temperatures, 
demonstrating the potentialities of polynuclear molecular clusters for Quantum 
Computing applications.39 This complex is an heterometallic ring with antiferromagnetic 
coupling among the constituent ions, resulting in a nearly isotropic doublet ground state 
well isolated from the states of higher multiplicity lying at higher energy. Today such 
kinds of systems are still investigated as building blocks for more complex architectures.5, 
40 A year later, Rabi oscillations were measured also for Fe4 (with a ground-state 𝑆 = 5) 
and V15 (with a ground-state 𝑆 = 1/2) nanomagnets at the same low temperatures, 
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evidencing coherence times of the order of few hundreds of microseconds.41, 42 While 
optimization strategies for improving the coherence times were actively looked for 
polynuclear transition metal clusters, an alternative involving the use of mononuclear 
molecular systems was proposed in 2013 by investigating the coherence time of CuPc, 
which showed coherence time values around a few microseconds at 80 K.43 Following this 
strategy, the optimization of structural features, such as the reduction of methyl groups 
and spin-active nuclei, has led to coherence times of 68 s at low temperature and, 
remarkably, 600 ns at room temperature for the molecular system (Ph4P)2[Cu(mnt)2].44 
However, the complete exclusion of nuclear spins from the ligands and environment of 
the molecular system (but not from the metal ion) was reached with the synthesis of [V-
(C8S8)3]2- and its measurement in CS2 solution. Strikingly, these foresights resulted in 
coherence times at 10 K of 675 s, demonstrating the power of synthetic chemistry in 
extending coherence times to values that are comparable to those of other solid state 
qubits.45 A series of detailed investigations on this type of molecular systems, both 
varying metal ion and ligands, have been useful to identify the key features for enhancing 
the coherence times of molecular spin qubits.46-55  
A further strategy investigated in the recent years focused on the use of lanthanide 
ions instead of transition metals. Lanthanide ions allow a great control over the energy 
level structure and electro-nuclear hyperfine interaction. The use of these systems as 
potential solid-state qubits have been proposed in the first decade of the millennium,56, 57 
but molecular based materials were only investigated in the past few years.58-60 Interesting 
systems were obtained by using inorganic polyoxometalate cages or organic sp2 
structures. In the former case, among the investigated systems,61-63 the molecular system 
[HoW10O36]9- is particularly appealing since it showed a high insensitivity to magnetic 
noise. This is, indeed, possible by exploiting avoided level crossings between qubits states, 
also known as clock transitions.64  
While the previously discussed studies were essentially aimed to find complexes with 
suitably long coherence times, large efforts have been also devoted to fulfilling the other 
above-mentioned criteria for the development of suitable qubits. In this respect, recently 
many studies have been focused on realizing two-qubits molecular systems. In particular, 
two strategies have been actively pursued: the connection of Cr7Ni derivative rings either 
through ligands or mononuclear metal complexes,40, 65 and the synthesis of binuclear 
heterometallic lanthanides systems.58, 66 Most recently, a bi-metallic vanadyl-based 
molecular system has been also proposed as a potential two-qubits gate, exploiting an 
hybrid approach based on electron-nuclear interaction.67 The use of nuclear degrees of 
freedom has indeed been shown to be particularly powerful in the case of TbPc2. This 
represents an example of sp2-coordinated molecular spin qubit, and in this case quantum 
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manipulation can be performed by exploiting four sub-states created by the strong 
hyperfine coupling between the electronic ground state and nuclear spin.68, 69 It is on this 
system, indeed on a single molecule of it, that the first realization of the Grover’s 
quantum algorithm has been achieved.70  
In this context, the research presented in this dissertation, started in 2015 and mainly 
based on exploring vanadyl molecules, has been carried out.  
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 CHAPTER 3  
Theory of Spin Relaxation 
The theory of spin relaxation is a wide topic that covers almost one century of 
researches. The aim of this chapter is to provide a background useful to understand the 
main processes that drive the magnetic relaxation of the ions investigated in this 
dissertation, rather than provide an exhaustive discussion about the spin relaxation 
theory. For this reason, the chapter is focused on: i) the spin-lattice relaxation, for which 
other types of relaxation will be considered only as perturbations of it; ii) paramagnetic 
ions of transition metals, being the dissertation principally based on the investigation of 
single ion vanadyl-based molecules; iii) Kramers doublets, though non-Kramers systems 
will be mentioned; iv) solid-state systems, neglecting effects related to the liquid state. 
Emphasis will be placed on side effects as the spin-phonon bottleneck, whereas other 
effects, such as the cross-relaxation or the relaxation through impurities, are not 
interesting for this dissertation and they are overlooked. It is useful to remember that 
the dissertation (and so this chapter) is mainly focused on the strategies to lengthen the 
spin-lattice relaxation time T1, because it represents a hindrance for increasing the 
coherence time T2, in particular as the temperature is increased. However, the main 
processes acting on T2 will be also briefly presented for completeness.  
The chapter has been written according to a wide literature about Spin Relaxation. 
In particular, the following reviews have been fundamental for this purpose: (The 
establishment of thermal equilibrium in paramagnetic crystals, J. C. Gill, 1975),1 
(Spin-lattice relaxation in rare-earth salts, R. Orbach, 1961)2 and (The theory of 
paramagnetic relaxation, K. W. H. Stevens, 1967)3, in addition to the book (Electron 
Spin Relaxation Phenomena in Solids, K. J. Standley and R. A. Vaughan, 1969)4.  
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3.1 From the free ion to the spin Hamiltonian 
Starting from the free ion, the electronic states are degenerate because of the non-
zero total angular momentum, 𝑱. For the lighter ions this is the resultant of a total 
orbital momentum 𝑳 and spin 𝑺, 𝑱 = 𝑳 + 𝑺, coupled by the spin-orbit interaction 𝜆𝑳 ⋅ 𝑺. 
This degeneracy is then partially or totally removed by including the free ion in an 
environment generating a crystalline field, which is the electrostatic field of the ion’s 
neighbour atoms corrected for the covalent character of the interaction.5 In certain cases, 
however, other perturbations can remove the degeneracy, e.g. when Jahn-Teller effects 
occur.6 Interestingly, ions having half-integer spin value, 𝑺, and without additional 
interactions that breaks the time-reversal symmetry will be at least doubly degenerate, 
as stated by the Kramers degeneracy theorem.7 This means that even the low symmetry 
of the crystal field cannot separate the two states, named Kramers doublets. The 
application of a magnetic field breaks the time-reversal symmetry and removes this 
degeneracy. Consequently, this theorem identifies two classes of ions, one with integer 
and the other with half-integer spin values, having notable differences in the magnetic 
properties. A further small separation of each electronic state may result from the 
interaction between electronic and nuclear spin, whose strength depends on the hyperfine 
coupling. 
The relative influence of crystal field and spin-orbit coupling is different in f-orbital 
and d-orbital ions because of their inherent nature, as shown in Figure 3.1. Indeed, f-
orbitals are internal to the electronic shell, for which they feel a crystal field weaker than 
the spin-orbit coupling 𝜆, typically 102 cm-1 against 103 cm-1. In the crystal, the total 
angular momentum 𝑱 of the free ion is widely retained, and the (2𝐽 + 1)-fold degeneracy 
of the ground state is split in a series of levels, doublets if Kramers ion, spaced in many 
cases by a few tens of cm-1. The opposite situation is encountered for d-orbital open shell 
ions, for which the crystal field can remove the free ion degeneracy with separations, 
around 104 cm-1, larger than 𝜆. The crystal field can leave a singlet or a multiplet as 
lowest orbital state. In the first case, the orbital momentum is quenched by a factor ~𝜆/Δ 
and the spin 𝑺 gives rise to a lowest group of (2𝑆 + 1) levels split. In the second case, the 
orbital reduction is of the order of 𝜆ϵ/Δ or less. Finally, the application of 1 T of magnetic 
field will separate the Kramers doublets of few cm-1, whereas the hyperfine splitting is of 
the order of 10-2 cm-1. 
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Figure 3.1. Effect of crystal and magnetic fields on (left) a lanthanide ion: Ce3+ (4f1) in trigonal 
symmetry) and (right) a transition metal of the iron group: Ni2+ (3d8) in a distorted octahedral 
symmetry. The image has been readapted starting by ref1.  
 
Well-defined spin level groups with large energy separation, when compared to their 
internal splittings, are usually produced by the crystal field and spin-orbit coupling terms. 
Such groups, each one deriving from a specific orbital state, will contain (2𝑆 + 1) spin 
levels and are more conveniently described by using the Spin Hamiltonian approximation. 
In this case, 𝑺 is an effective spin whose value can differ from that of the free ion. A 
generic Spin Hamiltonian can be written as  
   
 ℋࣨ = 𝛽𝑯 ⋅ 𝑔 ⋅ 𝑺 ̂+ 𝑺 ̂ ⋅ 𝑫 ⋅ 𝑺 ̂+ 𝑺 ̂ ⋅ 𝑨 ⋅ 𝑰 ̂ + 𝑰 ̂ ⋅ 𝑸 ⋅ 𝑰 ̂ (3.1) 
   
where the first term corresponds to the Zeeman interaction in an applied field 𝑯. The 
contribution of the orbital momentum is parametrized within 𝑔, which in general becomes 
a tensor with values more different from the spin-only value 2.0023 the larger is the 
orbital contribution. The second term is the Zero Field Splitting contribution that 
disappears for systems with 𝑆 = 1/2. The two remaining terms respectively accounts for 
the hyperfine interaction between 𝑺 and the nuclear spin 𝑰, and the quadrupolar coupling 
between 𝑰 and the electric field gradient within the ion. This approximation is often 
valid, however in certain cases it may fails, for example when the orbital momentum is 
non-completely quenched, for which a more accurate model must be used.  
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3.2 A simple model of relaxation 
The spin can be perturbed in several ways, for example by the application of a 
magnetic field, and after the disturbance it returns to the equilibrium. This phenomenon 
is called relaxation and can involve the exchange of energy, in which case it is called 
spin-lattice relaxation (§3.3), or it can be adiabatic, and it is called spin-spin relaxation 
(§3.4). The former phenomenon involves the energy exchange between the crystal lattice, 
which surrounds the spin carrier, and the spin system mediated by the spin-orbit 
coupling. Whenever the spin is out of equilibrium, thermal vibrations of the crystal lattice 
restore the equilibrium dissipating the energy with the thermal bath. The entire process 
of dissipation from spin to bath occurs with the characteristic time T1, or spin-lattice 
relaxation time. Usually, this time is related to the spin-lattice energy transfer, since this 
is the rate determining step, and it depends on which relaxation process is affecting the 
spin relaxation. In this frame, the lattice-lattice and lattice-bath transfers are faster, and 
consequently do not influence the characteristic relaxation time. However, an exception 
is represented by the spin-phonon bottleneck (§3.3.8), in which the lattice vibrations are 
not-well connected to the bath, for which they are not able to establish the equilibrium 
between the spin-lattice system and thermal bath, with noticeably repercussions on the 
spin relaxation.8  
Concerning the second phenomenon, the spin-spin relaxation, the interaction is 
internal to the spin system, with the consequent conservation of the total energy. This 
effect is evident in the broadening of the linewidths of the resonance absorption spectra 
recorded by EPR measurements or measuring directly Tm, or phase memory time. The 
broadening of these peaks corresponds to the loss of coherence of the transversal 
magnetization.  
An elementary description of these relaxation phenomena can be done considering 
individual paramagnetic ions making transitions between the accessible spin states |𝑝⟩. 
Considering 𝑇  the temperature of the bath, the population of the state |𝑝⟩ with energy 
𝐸֋ is given according to the Boltzmann condition by 
  
 
 𝑛֋Ј = expগ−
𝐸֋
𝑘𝑇
ঘ 𝑍−φ (3.2) 
  
 
where 𝑍 = ∑ exp (−𝐸֋/𝑘𝑇 )֋  is the partition function. Any perturbation corresponds to 
the variation of the level populations, for that 𝑛֋ − 𝑛֋Ј = 𝛿𝑛֋. It should be noted that in 
expression eq. (3.2) the strength of the coupling with the perturbation is not present, 
which instead appears in the rate at which the equilibrium is approached. The return to 
the equilibrium is indeed described by the rate equation of the process, whose form 
depends on the type of process involved. In the simplest case the spin-lattice relaxes due 
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to the van Vleck mechanism,9 in which spins make transitions independently to each 
other, and the detailed balance is given by the fact that the probability of the transition 
from the state |𝑝⟩ to the state |𝑞⟩ is related to the reverse transition by 
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ = 𝑃֌֋ expগ
𝐸֋ − 𝐸֌
𝑘𝑇
ঘ (3.3) 
  
 
and the rate equations may be written as 
  
 
 𝛿𝑛֋̇ = ం(𝛿𝑛֌𝑃֌֋ − 𝛿𝑛֋𝑃֋֌)
֌
. (3.4) 
  
 
Their formal solutions can be expressed as  
  
 
 𝛿𝑛֋ = ం 𝐴֋ᇊ
ᇊ
exp (−𝑡/𝜏ᇊ) (3.5) 
  
 
that are series of exponential decays with amplitude 𝐴֋ᇊ and characteristic relaxation 
times 𝜏ᇊ with which the equilibrium is approached. It appears clear that, in general, the 
recovery of an out-of-equilibrium population can be analysed into sums of exponential 
decays. However, in many experiments the recoveries are not observed until all 
exponentials except one have decayed to zero, in which case the recovery can be 
reproduced by a single exponential. Examples of relaxation processes are shown in Figure 
3.2. For instance, for a simple two-levels system  
  
 
 ?̇?φ = −𝑛φ𝑃φϵ + 𝑛ϵ𝑃ϵφ 
?̇?ϵ = −𝑛ϵ𝑃ϵφ + 𝑛φ𝑃φϵ 
(3.6) 
  
 
and because 𝑛φ + 𝑛ϵ = 𝑁 , these can be rearranged to give  
  
 
 ?̇?φ − ?̇?ϵ = 2𝑛ϵ(𝑃φϵ + 𝑃ϵφ) − 2𝑁𝑃φϵ (3.7) 
  
 
from which follows that 𝑛φ − 𝑛ϵ recovers exponentially at a rate determined by 
2(𝑃φϵ + 𝑃ϵφ)−φ. 
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Figure 3.2. Relaxation processes represented as transitions between states of individual spins. 
Examples of spin-lattice relaxation are shown in (i) and (ii). A simplified view of the spin-spin 
relaxation resulting from coupling between identical spins is given in (iii). The image has been 
readapted starting from ref1. 
 
Some of the main transition processes, nowadays corresponding to the direct and 
Raman, were firstly identified by Waller, who also established the quantum mechanical 
framework for the calculation of the transition probabilities.10 However, in his model the 
connection between the spin and lattice systems depends on the modulation of the 
magneto-dipolar interactions caused by the vibrational modes, but this mechanism is 
nowadays considered of secondary relevance. The principal mechanism was recognized 
by van Vleck as the modulation of the electrostatic fields (i.e. the electrostatic potential 
of the crystal field) produced by the distortion of the atoms surrounding the 
paramagnetic ion. The calculations of van Vleck culminated with the famous work about 
the relaxation times of Cr3+ and Ti3+ in alums.11 However, the unsatisfactory agreement 
between theory and experimental data discouraged further exploration for almost two 
decades, when the academic subject assumed practical importance with the development 
of masers. It is around the early 1960s that it is possible to find the major activity in this 
area, with the extension of the research to lanthanide and actinide elements, and rapid 
advancements in several parallel aspects like the study of the relaxation in nuclear spin 
systems, or the improvement of microwave-based techniques. However, like a flame that 
burns too quickly, the spin relaxation research slowed down already in the early 1970s, 
when the superiority of the laser prototypes, with respect to masers, was doubtless.  
The spin relaxation theories have remained far from the universality for which many 
experimental features are still unsolved. 
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3.3 The spin-lattice relaxation 
The thermal vibration of a crystal can be seen as the analogue of the black-body 
electromagnetic radiation. In the same way, the transition processes concerning the spin-
lattice relaxation have their counterparts in the emission and absorption of photons. The 
three most important types of process are presented in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3. The three principal types of processes for the spin-lattice relaxation: direct, Raman 
and Orbach. Such processes are discussed in detail in this chapter. 
 
By considering transition metals, the direct relaxation process arises from terms in 
the so-called effective Hamiltonian that are linear with the strain. Such a Hamiltonian is 
produced by mixing the spin-orbit and orbit-lattice terms, which couple the spin magnetic 
moment to the lattice vibrational modes. Only phonons of energy ℏ𝜔 are utilized in this 
process, because only these phonons have the proper energy (i.e. equal to the energy 
separation of the spin states). These phonons are thus on ‘speaking terms’ with the spin 
system. The direct process consists in a spin transition between states |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ induced 
by one lattice vibration with resonant frequency 𝜔֋֌ = (𝐸֋ − 𝐸֌)/ℏ, in analogy to the 
radiative transitions involving single photons. This process dominates the spin-lattice 
relaxation at temperature sufficiently low, usually below the liquid hydrogen 
temperature.  
At higher temperatures the two-phonons processes are responsible of a more 
pronounced relaxation. In such processes, spin transitions are induced by the absorption 
of one phonon accompanied by the emission of another whose frequencies differ by 𝜔֋֌. 
For the two-phonons Raman processes the effective Hamiltonian is built up in much the 
same way of the direct term, but using higher order of perturbation, being the orbit-
lattice terms taken twice. Thus, the strain will appear in the second order, allowing all 
phonons to take part to the relaxation process. The equivalent of the Raman scattering, 
and named accordingly, involves transitions to and from virtual excited states. The 
Orbach process is a particular case of Raman that involves real transitions to and from 
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almost unoccupied excited states. This process is the analogue of the resonance 
fluorescence in spectroscopy.  
The direct process matrix element of the effective Hamiltonian may be larger than 
the two-phonons processes. In general, at very low temperatures the direct process 
dominates because the density of the thermally excited phonons is not sufficiently high 
to produce second order processes. However, increasing the temperature more phonons 
can take part to the two-phonons relaxation, making the correspondent processes 
generally more effective at higher temperatures.   
 
 
3.3.1 The harmonic lattice 
Unless the temperature is exactly 0 K, the lattice of a crystal is never motionless.12 
The atomic displacement produced by an elastic wave propagating inside the crystal is  
  
 
 𝒖(𝒓) = 𝑢Ј cos(𝑘𝒓) cos(𝜔𝑡) (3.8) 
  
 
where 𝑢Ј is the amplitude, 𝑘 the propagation vector, 𝒓 the atomic position in a three-
dimensional crystal and cos𝜔𝑡 accounts for the periodic behaviour. The energy of this 
lattice vibration is quantized, corresponding to the quasi-particle phonon, and it is  
  
 
 𝑞 = ঁ𝑛 + 1
2
ংℏ𝜔. (3.9) 
  
 
A standard simplification in the theory of crystal vibrations leads to the idea of 
independent modes of vibration, which can be described by the lattice Hamiltonian  
  
 
 
𝓗և ≡ ం
⎩
৖৖
৖
⎨
৖৖
৖
⎧ 1
2
ℏ𝜔քφ(𝛼ք∗𝛼ք + 𝛼ք𝛼ք∗)
+
1
2
ℏ𝜔քϵ(𝛽ք∗𝛽ք + 𝛽ք𝛽ք∗)
+
1
2
ℏ𝜔քϯ(𝛾ք∗𝛾ք + 𝛾ք𝛾ք∗)⎭
৚৚
৚
⎬
৚৚
৚
⎫
ք
 
 
(3.10) 
  
 
where the 𝛼ք, 𝛽ք and 𝛾ք are Bose annihilation operators: 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 annihilate phonons, 
whereas 𝛼∗, 𝛽∗, 𝛾∗ create phonons. Expression (3.10) is written in this particular way to 
highlight that for each value of 𝑖 there are three distinct modes, one longitudinally 
polarized mode and the other two orthogonal transverse modes. The harmonic lattice 
Hamiltonian can also be expressed as   
  
 
 ℋև ≡ ం{ℏ𝜔ք𝛼ք∗𝛼ք + ℏΩք(𝛽ք∗𝛽ք + 𝛾ք∗𝛾ք)}
ք
 (3.11) 
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where ℏ𝜔ք is the angular frequency of the 𝑖th longitudinal mode and Ωք is that one related 
to the 𝑖th transverse mode. Usually 𝜔ք > Ωք, though in the Debye model 𝜔ք = Ωք. 
Furthermore, the Debye model assumes that the dispersion relation is written as 𝜔 = 𝑣𝑘, 
where 𝑣 the constant velocity of sound. Given these two assumptions, the Debye model 
provides the density of states 𝜌(𝜔) = 3𝑉 𝜔ϵ/2𝜋ϵℏ𝑣ϯ. Moreover, in this model the heat 
capacity is given by an increasing number of acoustic modes with cut-off frequency 𝜔ե, 
known as Debye frequency.  
Lattice vibrations vary the interatomic spacings in a time-dependent way, thus 
modulating the crystal field. If one could have an instantaneous picture of the lattice, it 
would show distortions from the regular lattice symmetry. The rate at which the picture 
changes depends on the vibrational frequencies, but as these are less than the Debye 
frequency 𝜔ե, electrons in any ions follow the displacements of the nucleus of that ion 
instantaneously. In a crystal, the paramagnetic ion is surrounded by neighbour ions, each 
of which produces an electrostatic potential. When the ion is displaced its electrons will 
be displaced accordingly to it and thus without producing any resultant potential. 
However, consequently to such a displacement, the potential that electrons experience 
from the other ions changes since they have been moved to a different position relative 
to the neighbours. In the general case, considering the (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) reference framework and 
(𝑋Ј, 𝑌Ј, 𝑍Ј) the initial position of the ion that is displaced in the new position 
(𝑋φ, 𝑌φ, 𝑍φ), the ion-lattice interaction can be expressed as  
  
 
 
𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = ం
⎣
⎢⎢
⎡(𝑋։ − 𝑋Ј)
𝜕𝑉։
𝜕𝑥
+ (𝑌։ − 𝑌Ј)
𝜕𝑉։
𝜕𝑦
+ (𝑍։ − 𝑍Ј)
𝜕𝑉։
𝜕𝑧
+
1
2!
ছ(𝑋։ − 𝑋Ј)ϵ
𝜕ϵ𝑉։
𝜕𝑥ϵ
+ ⋯ জ + ⋯ ⎦
⎥⎥
⎤
  
 
(3.12) 
  
 
where the 𝑛th neighbour sets up a crystal-field potential energy 𝑉։ and the sum is over 
all the neighbours and over all the electrons of the ion. Each 𝜕𝑉։/𝜕𝒓 can be considered 
as an operator of the atomic strain 𝜖. It appears now evident that the spin-lattice 
relaxation is caused by an orbit-lattice interaction, and that the spin of the ion is only 
aware of the lattice via terms already present in the free-ion Hamiltonian, which couple 
spin and orbit. Among these, the most important is the spin-orbit coupling.  
A different approach considers spherical waves instead of planar waves, thanks to 
which the potential in polar coordinates (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜙) can be written as  
  
 
 𝑉 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = ం 𝐴։ Ј𝑟։𝑌։Ј(𝜃, 𝜙)
։=Ј
 (3.13) 
  
 
where 𝐴։ Ј are constants determined by the charge distribution and distance of the 
neighbour, and 𝑌։ֈ(𝜃, 𝜙) are spherical harmonics. This approach has been used for the 
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first time by Stevens13 and, though generic, it is particularly suitable for rare-earth ions.2 
For this reason, it is not further discussed here, and an in-depth description can be found 
in (Stevens, 1967).3  
Once the perturbation term of the Hamiltonian is written, the Fermi’s golden rule 
can be used to calculate the transition probability  
  
 
 𝑃֋ → ֌ =
2𝜋
ℏ
 |⟨𝑞|ℋ֎և|𝑝⟩|ϵ𝜌 (3.14) 
  
 
in which ℋ֎և is the spin-lattice Hamiltonian, and 𝜌 the density of the vibrational states.  
In the next sections the essential features of this relaxation process will be described 
assuming the crystal as a continuous, isotropic and non-dispersive medium, and adopting 
the Debye model.12 Moreover, lattice vibrations will be considered as travelling plane 
elastic waves that displace the neighbour ions of the paramagnetic ion. A more rigorous 
treatment can however be made replacing these approximations step by step. 
 
 
3.3.2 The one-phonon transition: direct process 
The displacement of a neighbour ion distant 𝒓 from the paramagnetic ion, due to a 
wave 𝛼 with frequency 𝜔ᆿ, is  
  
 
 𝒖ᆿ(𝒓) ≃ 𝑨ቪ𝑲ቪ ⋅ 𝒓 cos(𝜔ᆿ𝑡) = 𝜖ᆿ𝒓 cos(𝜔ᆿ𝑡) (3.15) 
  
 
where 𝑨ቪ is the amplitude of the wave and 𝒌ቪ its wavevector, and it is also assumed 
that 𝒌ቪ ⋅ 𝒓 ≪ 1. Such an approximation is valid since for the direct process 𝜔ᆿ is far below 
the Debye limit and neighbours distant by more than a few lattice spacings are ineffective 
on the paramagnetic ion. The effect of the alternating strain 𝜖ᆿ cos 𝜔ᆿ𝑡 can be represented, 
in first order to 𝜖ᆿ, by adding to the Spin Hamiltonian of the ion the term 
  
 
 ℋ֎ևᆿ = 𝜖ᆿ𝑉ᆿ cos(𝜔ᆿ𝑡) (3.16) 
  
 
where the operator 𝑉ᆿ acts on the spin states. The probability for a wave with frequency 
𝜔ᆿ close to 𝜔֋֌ to induce transition from |𝑝⟩ to |𝑞⟩ is calculated from the first-order time 
dependent perturbation theory 
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ᆿ =
2𝜋
ℏ
|⟨𝑄ᆿ| 𝜖 |𝑄ᆿ + 1⟩|ϵ |⟨𝑞|𝑉ᆿ|𝑝⟩|ϵ 𝜌(𝛿) (3.17) 
  
 
where 𝑄ᆿ is the number of phonons at energy 𝛼. During the transition the energy is 
conserved by increasing the number of phonons of a unity. By defining 𝛿֋֌ as the energy 
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of the transition, the occupation number of the phonon mode is assumed to have its 
thermal equilibrium value  
  
 
 𝑄ᆿ = ॅexp(𝛿֋֌/𝑘𝑇 ) − 1ॆ−φ (3.18) 
  
 
while the density of states 𝜌(𝛿) is given by the classical expression from the Debye model 
  
 
 𝜌(𝛿) =
3𝑉 𝛿֋֌ϵ
2𝜋ϵℏϯ𝑣ϯ
 (3.19) 
  
 
where the crystal has volume 𝑉  and velocity of sound 𝑣. 
By considering that  
  
 
 |⟨𝑄ᆿ| 𝜖 |𝑄ᆿ + 1⟩|ϵ =
(𝑄ᆿ + 1) 𝛿֋֌
2𝑀𝑣ϵ
 (3.20) 
  
 
where 𝑀 is the mass of the crystal, the probability 𝑃֋֌ ե for the transition to be induced 
by the thermal vibration of the lattice at the temperature 𝑇  is  
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ ե =
2𝜋
ℏ
঳
(𝑄ᆿ + 1) 𝛿֋֌
2𝑀𝑣ϵ
⋅
3𝑉 𝛿֋֌ϵ
2𝜋ϵℏϯ𝑣ϯ
঴ |⟨𝑞|𝑉ᆿ|𝑝⟩|ϵ 
 
=
3
2𝜋
গ
𝛿֋֌
ℏ
ঘ
ϯ (𝑄ᆿ + 1)
𝜌վℏ𝑣Θ
𝑊ե ϵ 
 
 
(3.21) 
  
 
where 𝐷 refers to the direct mechanism, 𝑊ե ϵ is the average of |⟨𝑞|𝑉ᆿ|𝑝⟩|ϵ over the 
concerned lattice mode and 𝜌վ is the crystal density.  
It should be underlined that such a result is obtained without using semiclassical 
arguments by treating ℋ֎ևᆿ  as an operator, for which every spin transition is followed by 
the destruction or creation of a phonon of frequency 𝜔ᆿ. 
Recalling the procedure used in §3.2, the spin-lattice relaxation time for the direct 
process results to be 
  
 
 1
𝑇φե
=
3
2𝜋
গ
𝛿֋֌
ℏ
ঘ
ϯ coth (𝛿֋֌/2𝑘𝑇 )
𝜌վℏ𝑣Θ
 𝑊ե ϵ  
(3.22) 
  
 
and when 𝛿֋֌ ≪ 2𝑘𝑇 , then cothि𝛿֋֌/2𝑘𝑇ी →2𝑘𝑇/𝛿֋֌ and eq. (3.22) takes the form  
  
 
 1
𝑇φե
=
3𝛿֋֌ϵ 𝑘𝑇
𝜋ℏΚ𝑣Θ𝜌վ
 𝑊ե ϵ 
(3.23) 
  
 
From eq. (3.23) it follows that the spin-lattice relaxation time for the direct process 
becomes roughly proportional to 𝑇 −φ. In the opposite condition, when 2𝑘𝑇 ≫ 𝛿𝑝𝑞, T1 tends 
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to be temperature independent, though this dependence hardly occurs. In order to 
compute a value for T1, the properties of the system like density and velocity of sound, 
as well as the elements of the matrix 𝑊եϵ  should be known.  
At this point, the main problem concerns the evaluation of the 𝑉ᆿ elements that 
couple the spin system to the lattice. Two coupling mechanisms were proposed. In the 
first, proposed by van Vleck,9 transitions are induced by modulating crystal electric fields. 
The second, proposed by Waller,10 considers the spin-lattice relaxation dominated by the 
modulation of any spin-dependent interaction between paramagnetic ions such as the 
magnetic-dipolar or spin-spin interactions. However, nowadays it is known that the 
Waller mechanism is a secondary effect that may become important only for high 
concentrated systems. The two coupling mechanisms appear to embrace all practical 
possibilities. Hereafter the van Vleck mechanism is the one discussed.  
Although the coupling mechanism now is defined, the choice of the interaction term 
𝑉ᆿ is still not straightforward. Indeed, several approaches and approximations can be 
contemplated depending on the concerned system.4 
When |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ are states of a Kramers doublet they cannot be coupled by the 
crystal field, unless some other interaction lifts their degeneracy. Accordingly, 𝑊ե 
inevitably vanishes. The application of an external magnetic field 𝐻 splits the doublet 
making the states susceptible to lattice strains through modulation of the splitting tensor 
𝑔. Indeed, the magnetic field modifies the two states by the mixing with contributions 
from the excited doublets. If it is considered just the first excited pair of states |𝑝φ⟩ and 
|𝑞φ⟩ at energy Δ from the ground state doublets, the original states |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ take the 
form  
  
 
 |𝑝஥⟩ = |𝑝⟩ + 𝛽𝐻
Δ
|𝑝φ⟩ 
|𝑞஥⟩ = |𝑞⟩ +
𝛽𝐻
Δ
|𝑞φ⟩. 
 
(3.24) 
  
 
The resulting 𝑊ե = ⟨𝑞஥|𝑉ᆿ|𝑝஥⟩ is now proportional to 𝐻 , for which, when 𝐻 ∝ 𝛿֋֌ < 𝑘𝑇 , 
the relaxation time in eq. (3.23) becomes proportional to 𝐻−Κ𝑇 −φ. This field dependence 
may be further modified in presence of electron-nuclear interactions. Indeed, 𝛿֋֌ ceases 
to be proportional to 𝐻 when the Zeeman splitting is small (eq. 3.22). In addition, a 
modulation of the hyperfine tensor, 𝐴, contributes to 𝑊ե with an amount which, if 𝐻 is 
not too small, is independent of 𝐻 and leads to transition probabilities varying as 𝐻ϵ𝑇 .14, 
15 The relaxation in this case can be affected by other phenomena, such as internal fields 
(§3.3.7). This dependence is also observed when dealing with non-Kramers ions, whose 
states can be displaced by electric fields alone, and, consequently, 𝑊ե can be non-zero 
even without applying a magnetic field. However, in general, the values of 𝑊ե will result 
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reduced for a Kramers system since the transitions between the doublet states can occur 
only because of the admixture between ground and excited orbital states. More 
specifically, the transitions are the result of a modulation that does not depend on 𝑔, but 
only on its small orbital contribution 𝑔 − 2. This term is of the order of 𝜆/Δ when the 
lowest excited state is a singlet, and of 𝜆ϵ/Δ when a multiplet is left. In both cases, 
𝑊ե ~ 𝛽𝐻(𝑔 − 2) strongly activates the relaxation processes.16, 17  
 
 
3.3.3 The two-phonons transition: Raman process 
The Raman process in not unique, but it may change significantly depending on the 
investigated system. However, all the possible Raman processes involve two lattice waves, 
whose frequencies differ by 𝜔֋֌, that combined non-linearly cause the spin transition. The 
interaction between the spin and two vibrations 𝛼, 𝛽 may be formally represented by  
  
 
 ℋ֎և
ᆿᇀ = 𝜖ᆿ𝑉ᆿ + 𝜖ᇀ𝑉ᇀ + 𝜖ᆿ𝜖ᇀ𝑉ᆿᇀ (3.25) 
  
 
where 𝑉ᆿ, 𝑉ᇀ and 𝑉ᆿᇀ operate on the spin states, and the lattice strains 𝜖ᆿ, 𝜖ᇀ create and 
destroy phonons in the respective modes. Raman transitions can arise both from the 
quadratic term 𝑉ᆿᇀ in first-order of perturbation, and from the linear terms 𝑉ᆿ and 𝑉ᇀ 
combined in second-order of perturbation. The matrix element appropriate to describe a 
transition |𝑝⟩ → |𝑞⟩, in which a phonon of frequency 𝜔ᆿ is destroyed, 𝑄ᆿ − 1, and one of 
frequency 𝜔ᇀ = 𝜔ᆿ − 𝜔֋֌ is created, 𝑄ᇀ + 1, is   
  
 
 ⟨𝑞|𝑊ᆿᇀ|𝑝⟩ = ਗ𝑞|𝑉ᆿᇀ|𝑝ਘ + ం ভ
ਗ𝑞|𝑉ᇀ|𝑠ਘ⟨𝑠|𝑉ᆿ|𝑝⟩
𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎ + ℏ𝜔ᆿ
+
⟨𝑞|𝑉ᆿ|𝑠⟩ਗ𝑠|𝑉ᇀ|𝑝ਘ
𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎ − ℏ𝜔ᇀ
ম
֎
 (3.26) 
  
 
where |𝑠⟩ is an intermediary excited state that may correspond to any state of spin, 
whether thermally accessible or not. It should be also noted that the resonant case, ℏ𝜔ᆿ =
𝐸֎ − 𝐸֋, corresponds to the Orbach process, which will be discussed later (§3.3.4). The 
lattice is considered by using the same assumptions adopted previously for the direct 
mechanism, for which the Raman transition probability may be written as  
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ճ =
9
8𝜋ϯ𝜌վϵ 𝑣φЈ
௷ 𝑊ճϵ  𝜔ᆿϯ  𝜔ᇀϯ  𝑄ᆿि𝑄ᇀ + 1ी 𝑑𝜔ᇀ (3.27) 
  
 
where 𝑄ᆿ and 𝑄ᇀ are the average numbers of phonons per mode respectively of frequency 
𝜔ᆿ and 𝜔ᇀ, 𝑊ճϵ  is the appropriate average of ੵਗ𝑞|𝑊ᆿᇀ |𝑝ਘੵϵ, and the integration covers all 
possible lattice frequencies.  
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Usually, the onset of the Raman process occurs at temperatures for which 𝑘𝑇  is large 
in comparison with ℏ𝜔֋֌, but lower than the Debye energy 𝑘𝜃ե. Given that the main 
contribution to 𝑃֋֌ճ derives from the region where ℏ𝜔ᇀ is several times 𝑘𝑇 , it is possible 
to ignore the existence of an upper limit to 𝜔ᇀ and neglect the difference between 𝜔ᆿ and 
𝜔ᇀ. Expression (3.27) then becomes 
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ճ =
9
8𝜋ϯ𝜌վϵ 𝑣φЈ
௷ 𝑊ճϵ  𝜔ϩ  
exp (ℏ𝜔/𝑘𝑇 )
[exp (ℏ𝜔/𝑘𝑇 ) − 1]ϵ
 𝑑𝜔

Ј
. (3.28) 
  
 
It turns out, according to (J. C. Gill, 1975)1, that three main cases may occur, in 
which 𝑊ճ is independent of 𝜔, or is proportional to 𝜔 or to 𝜔−φ. These different situations 
depend on the order of perturbation, but also on the energy of |𝑠⟩ compared to 𝑘𝜃ե. If it 
is assumed that 𝑊ճ = 𝐹𝜔ֈ, then 
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ճ =
9
8𝜋ϯ𝜌վϵ 𝑣φЈ
গ
𝑘𝑇
ℏ
ঘ
Ϩ+ϵֈ
𝐹 ϵ𝐼ϩ+ϵֈ 
(3.29) 
  
 
where the integral over 𝜔 assuming a Debye spectrum12 is 
  
 
 𝐼։ = ௷
𝑥։ exp 𝑥
(exp(𝑥 − 1))ϵ
𝑑𝑥

Ј
 (3.30) 
  
 
which is called Transport Integral. Commonly, at low temperatures a variation of the 
relaxation time as 𝑇 −Θ, 𝑇 −Ϩ or 𝑇 −ν is to be expected, according to whether 𝑊ճ is 
proportional to 𝜔−φ, 𝜔Ј or 𝜔, respectively. Temperature dependences close to these are 
indeed usually observed, although the failure of the assumption 𝒌 ⋅ 𝒓 ≪ 1 and that one for 
which the lattice frequencies obey to the Debye law is already noticeable for temperatures 
corresponding few per cents of 𝜃ե. Interestingly, according to eq. (3.29), at higher 
temperatures 𝑃֋֌ճ varies with a weaker temperature dependence and ultimately, when 
𝑘𝑇 ≫ ℏ𝜔 for all lattice modes capable of coupling to the spins, a temperature dependence 
close to 𝑇 −ϵ is expected to occur.   
It is now clear that Raman process may assume several forms depending on whether 
expression (3.26) is dominated by the term in 𝑉ᆿᇀ or by those in 𝑉ᆿ, 𝑉ᇀ and, in the latter 
case, on the energy of the intermediate virtual state |𝑠⟩. It should be noted that although 
usually one type of Raman process dominates over the others, in some cases more than 
one processes may occur simultaneously. When this happens, all the relative 
contributions must be considered in ੵਗ𝑞|𝑊ᆿᇀ|𝑝ਘੵϵ.  
The main possibilities, which are shown in Figure 3.4, are now discussed in detail. In 
(i), the transition |𝑝⟩ → |𝑞⟩ is induced by terms in 𝑉ᆿᇀ and consequently 𝑊ճ is 
substantially independent of the phonon frequencies 𝜔, so that at low temperature the 
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relaxation time is proportional to 𝑇 −Ϩ. A dependence on 𝐻−ϵ occurs when |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ 
belong to the same Kramers doublet and are coupled by 𝑉ᆿᇀ in presence of an external 
magnetic field. In (ii) and (iii) are shown two cases in which the transition results from 
the linear terms 𝑉ᆿ, 𝑉ᇀ and the intermediate states |𝑠⟩ are not thermally accessible. In the 
non-Kramers system (ii) one may neglect ℏ𝜔 in the energy denominators of expression 
(3.26), for which 𝑊ճ is independent of 𝜔 and the relaxation times are proportional to 
𝐻Ј𝑇 −Ϩ. A similar conclusion applies to Kramers systems, in (ii), when the relaxation is 
between states belonging to different doublets. 
 
Figure 3.4. Possible Raman processes: (i) due to terms in ℋ֎և quadratic in lattice strain; (ii) 
through virtual transitions in non-Kramers ions when the intermediate spin state |𝑠⟩ has energy 
𝐸֎ ≫ 𝑘𝑇 ; (iii) in Kramers ions, similarly; (iv) when the intermediate state |𝑠⟩ has energy 𝐸֎ <
𝑘𝑇 ; and (v) when |𝑠⟩ is identical with one of the terminal spin states |𝑝⟩, |𝑞⟩. The image has been 
readapted starting from ref1. 
 
 When the states |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ belong to the same Kramers doublet, as in (iii), it must 
be considered in eq. (3.26) that |𝑠⟩ is accompanied by its Kramers conjugate |𝑡⟩. If the 
crystal field operators 𝑉ᆿ, 𝑉ᇀ represent static strains, by virtue of the Kramers theorem 
they would be incapable of coupling |𝑝⟩ and |𝑞⟩ in any order of perturbation when a 
magnetic field is absent. This implies that, if 𝜔ᆿ and 𝜔ᇀ are zero, the contributions to 
ੵਗ𝑞ੵ𝑊ᆿᇀੵ𝑝ਘੵϵ from |𝑠⟩ and |𝑡⟩ would cancel exactly to each other. There are two main ways 
for which the van Vleck cancellation (i.e. this vanishing of crystal-field matrix elements 
in Kramers systems) is avoided in the dynamics situation of Raman relaxation. Even in 
the static case, the presence of a magnetic field modifies the energies and wavefunctions 
of the states so that the contributions from |𝑠⟩ and |𝑡⟩ fail to cancel, by an amount 
proportional to 𝐻. The resulting relaxation time is at low temperature proportional to 
𝐻−ϵ𝑇 −Ϩ. However, the presence of the phonon energies in the denominators of eq. (3.26) 
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are almost always more important in preventing the cancellation. From this it follows 
that |𝑠⟩ and |𝑡⟩ contribute to 𝑊ճ with an 𝜔ϵ term, so that the relaxation time varies as 
𝐻Ј𝑇 −ν. The latter situation is the most relevant for our case. In addition, in the previous 
cases the transition probabilities were obtained neglecting in expression (3.26) the term 
ℏ𝜔ᆿ in the denominators. Now, for |𝑝஥⟩ and |𝑞஥⟩ belonging to the same Kramers doublet, 
the final value of the probability is reduced by a factor (𝛽𝐻/Δ)ϵ. It is therefore relevant 
to see what happens if ℏ𝜔ᆿ is not neglected. In this case, indeed, the energy term can be 
expanded as  
  
 
 1
𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎ ± ℏ𝜔ᆿ
≃
1
𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎
∓
ℏ𝜔ᆿ
ि𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎ीϵ
 (3.31) 
  
 
and it is necessary to consider the contributes that originate from the second term on 
the right. When explaining this treatment in his review3, Stevens says that it is “rather 
complicated matter to do in detail”, but he points out to a relevant aspect: these terms 
cannot be reproduced in a distorted-lattice problem, and their existence is only due to 
the vibration of the lattice. The van Vleck cancellation is here avoided. However, the 
inclusion of crystal-field matrix elements is not sufficient, and a combination of crystal 
fields and lattice dynamics is required. This results in considering a new system in which 
|𝑞, 𝑄φ,𝑄ϵ,… ⟩ and |𝑝,𝑄φ + 1,𝑄ϵ − 1,… ⟩ are not Kramers conjugate states anymore. 
Indeed, detailed calculations have shown that these elements do not have the van Vleck 
cancellation, and when quantities like ⟨𝑝′|(ℏ𝜔ᆿ/ि𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎ीϵ …|𝑞′⟩ are evaluated they do 
not vanish, even if |𝑝஥⟩ and |𝑞஥⟩ are approximated by the Kramers pair from which they 
derive. An immediate consequence is that the associated relaxation process is independent 
of the magnetic field. The temperature dependence is also changed since now 𝑊ճ contains 
an extra factor of type ℏ𝜔ᆿ/(𝐸֋ − 𝐸֎), and the integral over 𝜔 becomes  
  
 
 𝐼΅ = ௷ 𝜔΅
exp (ℏ𝜔/𝑘𝑇 )
[exp (ℏ𝜔/𝑘𝑇 ) − 1]ϵ
 𝑑𝜔 (3.32) 
  
 
resulting in a 𝑇 ν dependence. This type of Raman process will have the general form   
  
 
 𝑃֋֌ճ  ~ 8! গ
𝑘𝑇
ℏ
ঘ
ν 𝑊ճ ϵ
Δϵ
গ
2𝑉
4𝜋ϵ𝑀𝑣Θ
ঘ
ϵ
.  (3.33) 
  
 
For a Kramers ion, the process with dependence 𝑇 ν𝐻Ј will probably dominate over 
the 𝐻ϵ𝑇 Ϩ term, since the latter is (𝛽𝐻/𝑘𝑇 )ϵ times lower. Moreover, for this dominant 
process, eq. (3.26) is approximatively 𝑊ճ ~ (2𝑉 ϵ/Δ)(ℏ𝜔/Δ), where the matrix elements 
𝑉  of the strain are likely to be similar in order of magnitude to the energies Δ of the low 
excited doublets.  
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Up to here it has been described the principal Raman processes that occur both for 
Kramers and non-Kramers systems. However, other Raman processes can arise depending 
on the boundary conditions of the problem, from which very different temperature and 
magnetic field dependences can be obtained. For more details, brave readers are invited 
to refer to (K. N. Shrivastava, 1983).18 Moreover, the processes (iv) and (v) of Figure 
3.4 are not related to the systems that are investigated in this dissertation and they are 
not discussed; they can be found in (J. C. Gill, 1975)1. 
 
 
3.3.4 Resonant Raman: Orbach process 
The description of this process as a resonant version of the Raman was given for the 
first time by (R. Orbach, 1961)2. Expression (3.27) for the Raman transition is extended 
to provide the Orbach process by including the resonant peak in the integration in the 
vicinity of ℏ𝜔ᇀ = 𝐸֎ − 𝐸֌. After a series of calculations that are here omitted, the 
contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation time of the Orbach process is  
  
 
 1
𝑇φ հ
=
3𝑊հ ϵ
2𝜋ℏ𝜌վ𝑣Θ
গ
δ֎֋
ℏ
ঘ
ϯ
expগ−
𝛿֎֋
𝑘𝑇
ঘ (3.34) 
  
 
where 𝛿֎֋ is the energy difference between the lowest lying state |𝑝⟩ and a third ‘real’ 
excited level |𝑠⟩, and 𝑘𝜃ե ≫ 𝛿֎֋. The temperature variation of the relaxation time from 
this process is very rapid, and it roughly varies as exp(𝛿֎֋/𝑘𝑇). The same dependence 
can be obtained by considering this mechanism as produced by two separate direct 
processes.  
 
 
3.3.5 Another case of Raman: Local modes process 
Starting from the Raman processes, another important mechanism can be derived: 
the local mode process.19-23 Expression (3.27) can be viewed as a complicate sum over all 
the lattice modes for which the strain factor has a peak in the region of each of the 
characteristic frequencies. In a simplified description, this sum can be replaced by a series 
of simple definite integrals where, in the region of each characteristic frequency, the strain 
factor is replaced by its peak value for the appropriate frequency interval. If the peak of 
the local strain is enhanced sufficiently, the integral involving it dominates the sum. In 
this case the Raman relaxation will have the form  
  
 
 1
𝑇φ ճ
= 𝐵
exp(ℏ𝜔ք/𝑘𝑇 )
(exp(ℏ𝜔ք/𝑘𝑇 ) − 1)ϵ
 (3.35) 
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where 𝐵 contains various constant parameters. The form of eq. (3.35) is simple because 
the process of relaxation involves the creation and destruction of phonons at ℏ𝜔ք only. 
The temperature dependence for this process corresponds roughly to 𝑇 ϯ. For this process, 
the same assumptions previously used for the Raman process apply.  
It should be stressed that the local mode process occurs only in the limited 
temperature range for which the local strain dominates the relaxation. When increasing 
the temperature, other contributions of the strain factor become important, for which 
the entire sum of eq. (3.27) must be considered. Finally, it is worth to underline the 
difference between the Orbach process and this one. The former process only depends on 
the spin levels structure, whereas the latter only depends on the vibrational structure of 
the system. 
 
 
3.3.6 The Waller mechanism 
The van Vleck mechanism previously described is definitely the more accurate model 
to explain the spin-lattice relaxation. However, this mechanism does not account for the 
concentration dependence of the relaxation rates that often occurs experimentally. An 
explanation of this type of dependence can be given by considering the Waller 
mechanism, for which the relaxation is due to the modulation of magnetic-dipolar or 
spin-spin interactions. It should be remarked that both the van Vleck and Waller 
mechanisms may be simultaneously involved in the relaxation of the system, though with 
different importance.  
Usually, the magnetic-dipolar coupling is weak in comparison with splittings such as 
the Zeeman effect, for which it can be neglected, and the relaxation is described assuming 
the spins uncoupled. However, if this coupling is not neglected, for example in a system 
with only Zeeman splitting 𝑔𝛽𝐻, the modulation of such a coupling between two spins 
𝑆ք, 𝑆օ leads to transitions with involved energies of the order of either 𝑔𝛽𝐻 (corresponding 
to reversal of one spin) or 2𝑔𝛽𝐻 (corresponding to both changing state). Moreover, the 
values of 𝑊ե and 𝑊ճ can be estimated on the order of (𝑔𝛽)ϵ𝑟−ϯ. The theory of Waller 
was improved by (S. A. Al’tshuler, 1956)24, who found in the latter term, i.e. the one 
corresponding to the transition in which two spins change state simultaneously, an 
important contribution to the direct process. Furthermore, the 𝑑-orbital paramagnetic 
ions that have well-isolated Kramers doublets, resulting in a little orbital momentum, 
have been identified as systems that may result more affected by this process. This type 
of relaxation is also more important when small magnetic fields are applied, and in highly 
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concentrated systems. Magnetic dilution, indeed, reduces its effectiveness, for which it is 
expected that relaxation times will be roughly proportional to 𝑐−φ.  
For what concern the other type of modulation, i.e. the spin-spin interaction, it 
should be noted that several types of spin-spin interactions can exist between 
paramagnetic ions in crystals, however only the exchange interaction should be strong 
enough to affect the spin-lattice relaxation. Indeed, this type of relaxation process is 
accepted as one of the main active in magnetically ordered systems. On the other hand, 
evidences of its importance in the relaxation of paramagnetic crystals have been rather 
elusive. For this reason, this mechanism lies outside the scope of this dissertation and is 
not further discussed.  
 
 
3.3.7 Magnetic field dependence of T1 
The description of the variation of T1 with the applied field 𝐻 is of general character 
and can be analysed separately. Indeed, by focusing on Kramers systems, in the previous 
sections it has been shown that the Raman process is independent from 𝐻 and the 
dependence of the direct process, varying as 𝐻Κ, is effective only at high values of applied 
magnetic fields. For values of 𝐻 smaller or comparable to the internal fields, these will 
induce spin relaxation. Brons and van Vleck9 firstly described phenomenologically this 
dependence as  
  
 
 𝑇φ = 𝑇φ Ј
(1 + 𝑑ϵ𝐻ϵ)
(1 + 𝑐ϵ𝐻ϵ)
 (3.36) 
  
 
where 𝑇φЈ is the relaxation time for zero field strength and 𝑑, 𝑐 are adjustable parameters.  
Successively Orbach2 developed a complete theory of the field dependence for rare-
earths ethylsulfates molecules, in which internal fields are due to dipolar and hyperfine 
interactions according to 
  
 
 
𝑇φ−φ =
1
𝑇φ Ј
५𝐻ϵ + 𝜇𝐻փ֔֋ϵ + 12 𝜇
஥𝐻տք֋ϵ ६
(𝐻ϵ + 𝐻փ֔֋ϵ +
1
2 𝐻տք֋
ϵ )
 
(3.37) 
  
 
where the parameter 𝜇 solely depends on the orbit-lattice parameters, while 𝜇′ depends 
also on the temperature and concentration. In presence of exchange interactions, (C.-Y. 
Huang, 1967)25 extended the Orbach model replacing 𝐻տք֋ with 𝐻ր֓վփ. These expressions 
were used to reproduce the experimental results for both rare-earths and transition 
metals. However, due to its inherent complexity, the simpler form of eq. (3.38) was 
preferred to analyse the experimental data16  
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 𝑇φ−φ =
1
𝑇φ Ј
𝑐(𝑏Ј/𝐶Ј + 𝐻ϵ)
(𝑐𝑏Ј/𝐶Ј + 𝐻ϵ)
 (3.38) 
  
 
where 𝑐 is the spin concentration and 𝑏Ј/𝐶Ј represents the square of the internal fields, 
caused by the dipole-dipole, hyperfine and exchange interactions. The last term can, in 
principle, be deduced by magnetic specific heat measurements.26  
 
 
3.3.8 The spin-phonon bottleneck 
So far, it was assumed that the spin-lattice relaxation was the rate-determining step 
in the de-excitation process. However, if the lattice is not able to dissipate the energy 
transferred from spins to the thermal bath, a noticeably depart from the equilibrium, 
which is defined as the temperature of the bath, may occur. At low temperature, where 
the heat capacity of spins is commonly much larger than that of the lattice modes 
involved in the relaxation, this assumption is valid only if the energy can be transferred 
rapidly from the lattice modes to either the bath or the remaining modes of the lattice. 
It was pointed out by van Vleck8, 27 that these transfers can be so slow as to limit the 
rate of spin-bath relaxation when induced by the direct process. This occurs because the 
energy released by spins is carried only by the narrow band of the lattice modes whereby 
the two spin levels are resonant. This impediment becomes more important in systems 
with high spin density, or when a voluminous crystal is used, being increasingly probable 
that a spin resonant vibration will be absorbed by another spin before it is dissipated to 
the bath. This restriction of spin-lattice relaxation by a ‘phonon bottleneck’ has been 
observed in many systems, including those relaxing through the Orbach process.28-30 
The simplest model of spin-phonon bottleneck treats the spin system as affecting 
equally all lattice modes within a narrow band of frequency Δ𝜔, centred at the frequency 
of a spin resonance line and corresponding roughly to its width. If this spin resonance 
band results from transitions between a spin state |𝑝⟩ and a higher state |𝑞⟩, with 
populations respectively 𝑁֋ and 𝑁֌, the net rate at which phonons are created in those 
modes in single-phonon (direct) transitions is  
  
 
 𝑅֎և = −𝑁֋𝑃֋֌ + 𝑁֌𝑃֌֋. (3.39) 
  
 
If the average number of phonons per mode is 𝑛, eq. (3.39) can be written  
  
 
 𝑅֎և =
𝑃֋֌Ј
𝑛Ј
[(𝑛 + 1)𝑁֌ − 𝑛𝑁֋] 
(3.40) 
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 where 𝑃֋֌Ј  and 𝑛Ј are the values that would occur in absence of any bottleneck effect, 
i.e. when the system is at the thermal equilibrium.  
The net rate at which phonons escape from the band Δ𝜔, either into the bath or into 
other modes, is  
  
 
 𝑅ևս = (𝑛 − 𝑛Ј) 𝜌ि𝜔֋֌ी Δ𝜔 𝜏֋−φ (3.41) 
  
 
where 𝜌ि𝜔֋֌ीΔ𝜔 is the number of modes resonant with spins, and 𝜏֋ is the excited phonon 
lifetime within the band Δ𝜔. The energy stored by those modes may almost always be 
neglected, and 𝑅֎և set equal to 𝑅ևս for the entire relaxation. Rearranging (3.40) and 
(3.41), a further relaxation term due to bottleneck appears evident and it can be written 
as  
  
 
 𝑅֎և = 𝑅֎ևЈ  ঝ1 + 𝐴 গ
𝑁֋ − 𝑁֌
𝑁
ঘঞ
−φ
 (3.42) 
  
 
where 𝑅֎ևЈ  is the net transition rate in absence of bottleneck effects, 𝑁 the total number 
of spins in the crystal, and  
  
 
 𝐴 =
𝑁 𝜏֋ 𝑃֋֌Ј
𝜌ि𝜔֋֌ी Δ𝜔 𝑛Ј
=
𝜋𝑊եϵ  𝛿֋֌ 𝑁𝜏֋
ℏϵΔ𝜔 𝑀 𝑣ϵ
. (3.43) 
  
 
where the various parameters have been already used to define for example eq. (3.23). 
The effect of bottleneck is thus equivalent to the reduction of the transition 
probabilities 𝑃֋֌, 𝑃֌֋ by a factor [1 + 𝐴(𝑁֋ − 𝑁֌)/𝑁]−φ, in which the quantity 𝐴 is not 
inherently temperature dependent. 
In the case of relaxation by the ordinary direct process, the dependence of 𝑅֎և on spin 
populations makes it impossible to specify a unique characteristic time, even for a two-
levels system. This can be overcome defining an ‘effective’ relaxation time, 𝜏ր, which 
changes as the recovery proceeds as  
  
 
 𝜏ր = −𝑠/𝑠 ̇ (3.44) 
  
 
where the term 𝑠 is a saturation parameter that links the out-of-equilibrium term 𝑁֋ −
𝑁֌ to its value at the thermal equilibrium; this is expressed as 
  
 
 𝑠 = 1 −
𝑁֋ − 𝑁֌
𝑁֋Ј − 𝑁֌Ј
. (3.45) 
  
 
Then, for two levels  
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 𝜏ր = 𝜏Ј[1 + 𝜎(1 − 𝑠)] (3.46) 
  
 
where 𝜏Ј is the characteristic time of the unrestricted relaxation, and 𝜎 = 𝐴(𝑁֋Ј − 𝑁֌Ј)/𝑁 
specifies the severity of the spin-phonon bottleneck.  
It is evident, that if 𝑠 = 1, corresponding to the initial excitation, then 𝜏ր = 𝜏Ј and 
the rate at which spins relax is unaffected by the finite disturbance of lattice equilibrium. 
As recovery proceeds, however, 𝜏ր increases and approaches 𝜏Ј(1 + 𝜎) for 𝑠 ≪ 1. Thus, 
bottleneck increases by a large factor the relaxation time, even when the system is only 
slightly deviating from the thermal equilibrium. Since both 𝜏Ј and 𝑁֋Ј − 𝑁֌Ј are 
proportional to tanh (𝛿֋֌/2𝑘𝑇), when 𝜎 ≫ 1 the relaxation 𝜏ր is proportional to 
tanhϵ(𝛿֋֌/2𝑘𝑇) and varies approximately as 𝑇 −ϵ when 𝑘𝑇 ≫ 𝛿֋֌. Moreover, the tendency 
of 𝐴, and thus of 𝜏ր, is to increase with paramagnetic concentration and with the size of 
the crystal. However, the latter dependence is introduced only when 𝜏֋ is limited by 
energy dissipation through the surface of the crystal. 
The above treatment, made by (J. C. Gill, 1975)1, is close to that made by (B. W. 
Faughnan and M. W. Strandberg, 1961)31, which is the most common treatment 
accounted for spin-phonon bottleneck. Moreover, it has provided a starting point for 
further developments of the theory. It is also worth to mention the work of (P. L. Scott 
and C. D. Jeffries, 1962)29, who applied the model to rare-earths, and that of (A. M. 
Stoneham, 1965)30, who derived a more general alternative model based on a 
thermodynamic approach. A common ground to such studies is the main role of the 
phonon relaxation mechanisms, which are reflected in the phonon excitation lifetime 𝜏֋. 
Indeed, the above-mentioned authors have pointed out that different types of bottleneck 
effects can occur. These can be divided either in ‘spatial bottleneck’, where the rate-
determining process is the transfer of energy in space, or in ‘spectral bottleneck’, where 
the transfer of energy in frequency is the rate-determining step. Depending on the type 
of mechanism, 𝜏ր may exhibit a dependence on temperature within 𝑇  and 𝑇 ϩ, on spin 
concentration between 𝑐 and 𝑐−φ/ϯ , and on the crystal radius linearly.  
We have here discussed the case in which spin-phonon bottleneck effects influence 
the direct relaxation process. It should be stressed that these are not expected to influence 
the Raman process, since it involves a wide spectrum of lattice frequencies. However, the 
Orbach process, which in a simplified view corresponds to a double-step direct process, 
uses two narrow bands of lattice modes, for which bottleneck effects may be present. 
This case is, however, not discussed in the dissertation since Orbach mechanisms are not 
expected to be active in the relaxation of the investigated molecules. 
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3.4  The spin-spin relaxation 
Belong to this category all phenomena that adiabatically decrease the transverse 
magnetization, i.e. which affect the spin-spin relaxation time T2. These processes 
originate from dipolar interactions between electronic and/or nuclear spins surrounding 
the reference electronic spin. In discussing this type of relaxation, it is useful to employ 
the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance terminology.32 
In general, every electronic spin flip affects the coherence of other electronic spins 
through the dipolar interaction. This decoherence phenomenon can be reduced by 
increasing the distance among spins, i.e. by diluting the magnetic system, for example 
with an isostructural diamagnetic molecule. However, even in this case, when 
magnetically diluted electron spins are surrounded by magnetically concentrated nuclear 
spins, spin-echo dephasing is dominated by nuclear spin diffusion. Such a process consists 
in nuclear spin flips that modulate the electron-nuclear dipolar interaction, with the 
consequent loss of spin coherence in the 𝑥𝑦-plane. Even though the nuclear spin flips are 
relatively slow, the large number of nuclei that are dipole-coupled with the electron spin 
makes this effect the major contribution to the coherence time.33 This has been 
demonstrated by replacing ligand and/or solvent protons with deuterons or with elements 
spin nuclei free, which have smaller or no magnetic moments. Indeed, this has led to an 
enhancement of the relaxation time T2. The nuclear spin diffusion process exhibits weak 
or no temperature dependence and it is independent from the magnetic field.  
Spin coherence in the 𝑥𝑦-plane cannot be longer than the relaxation along the 𝑧-axis, 
and thus T1 represents an upper limit of T2. This introduces a temperature dependence 
on T2, which becomes temperature dependent according to the thermal variation of T1. 
However, this is not the only phenomenon that can provide a temperature dependence 
for T2. Indeed, the spin-spin relaxation depends on temperature when dominated by 
motional processes. These can be either tumbling of the molecule that averages 𝒈 and 𝑨 
anisotropy, or internal motions such as rotation of methyl groups or ring inversions that 
interchange axial and equatorial substituents. Such effects are reduced when working in 
solid-state matter rather than in solution. 
It should be noted that usually, instead of the spin-spin relaxation time T2, the spin-
echo dephasing time Tm is measured, since it is easier to obtain. This encompasses all 
processes that disturb electron spin phase coherence and can be considered a lower limit 
of T2.34, 35   
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3.5 Picking up the pieces 
The main processes affecting the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation have been 
described in this chapter, with emphasis for 𝑆 = 1/2 Kramers systems of transition metal 
ions. The spin-spin relaxation is mainly dominated by nuclear spin diffusion and spin-
lattice relaxation. Indeed, the spin-spin relaxation time, T2, is independent of 
temperature. However, as temperature is increased, T1 reduces and introduces a 
temperature dependence on T2. A lengthening of the latter can thus be achieved only 
reducing the number of nuclear spins, since it decreases nuclear spin diffusion, and 
weakening the processes that cause spin-lattice relaxation. 
The spin-lattice relaxation time is affected by lattice vibrations mainly through the 
modulation of the crystal field, which is accounted for by the spin-orbit coupling, 
according to the van Vleck mechanism. Two principal types of processes were 
distinguished depending on whether the number of phonons involved in the transition is 
one or more. The first case corresponds to the direct process, where a phonon matching 
the energy of two spin levels causes spin transition. The spin-lattice relaxation time 
dependence on temperature and magnetic field is 𝑇φ−φ ∝ 𝑇𝐵Κ for Kramers systems. This 
process is dominant at low temperature, usually between the liquid helium and liquid 
hydrogen temperatures. Phonons involved in the spin-lattice relaxation are then dissipate 
to the thermal bath, for which the thermal equilibrium is maintained. However, when 
the lattice is not able to dissipate the spin excitation to the thermal bath, spin-phonon 
bottleneck effects may occur. Since a rigorous theory of this phenomenon is still missing, 
the produced effects remain hard to predict and control. Commonly the temperature 
dependence, when phonon bottleneck occurs, is 𝑇φ−φ ∝ 𝑇 ϵ, but large deviations from this 
temperature dependence may be expected. Moreover, its effects on the magnetic field 
dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation are still unclear.  
As the temperature is increased more high-energetic phonons are available and two-
phonon processes dominate the relaxation. The Raman and Orbach processes belong to 
this category. These occur with the simultaneous involvement of two phonons whose 
energy difference corresponds to the spin levels separation. Several types of Raman 
processes exist, but every case involve a virtual excited state. According to literature, 
the Raman process produces, for Kramers doublets, a dependence as 𝑇φ−φ ∝ 𝐵Ј𝑇 ν. 
However, given the great variety of possible Raman processes, other temperature and 
magnetic field dependences may occur. The Orbach process is a specific case of Raman 
process in which the virtual state corresponds to a real magnetic excited state; this 
provides a dependence as 𝑇φ−φ ∝ exp(−Δ/𝑘𝑇). The local mode process is another specific 
case of Raman process that involves low energy vibrational modes.  
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The above description is valid when assuming the phonon spectrum according to the 
Debye model. In this treatment, acoustic modes are only considered, and no distinctions 
between longitudinal and transverse modes are made. Moreover, the crystal is 
approximated to an elastic solid with a continuum of phonons and a cut-off frequency, 
known as Debye temperature, above which no more phonons are present. Although it is 
well known that this approximation is very rough for molecular solids, more accurate 
models are seldom employed.  
The relaxation processes can be reconsidered in view of this model. The direct process 
is dominant as long as the temperature is much lower than the Debye temperature, and 
the phonon density of states is such that the transition probability for this process 
increases linearly with temperature. The Raman processes take place with the transfer 
of energy through a virtual excited state, which can be at any energy lower than the 
Debye temperature. These processes depend upon the transport integral from zero to the 
cut-off temperature. The local modes process occurs when a distinct mode is effective 
enough to produce the collapse of the transport integral, which depends on all the possible 
modes, into only that term.  
Picking up the pieces, the spin-lattice relaxation time depends on temperature 
according to  
  
 
 𝑇φ−φ = 𝐴տք֍𝑇 + 𝐴ճռֈ গ
𝑇
𝜃ե
ঘ
ν
𝐽΅ গ
𝜃ե
𝑇
ঘ + 𝐴և֊վ ঳
𝑒းșȩǒ/ֆյ
(𝑒းșȩǒ/ֆյ − 1)ϵ 
঴
+ 𝐴հ֍ս 𝑒−(းԺ՗Շ/ֆյ ) 
(3.47) 
  
 
where 𝐴տք֍, 𝐴ճռֈ,𝐴և֊վ, 𝐴հ֍ս are the coefficients of the various processes; 𝐽΅ is the 
transport integral and 𝜃ե the Debye temperature; Δև֊վ is the frequency of the local mode 
and Δհ֍ս the energy of the magnetic excited state. 
The magnetic field dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation can be easily described 
by the expression  
  
 
 𝑇φ−φ = 𝐴տք֍𝐵Κ + 𝑑 গ
1 + 𝑒𝐵ϵ
1 + 𝑓𝐵ϵ
ঘ (3.48) 
  
 
where the first term accounts for the direct process, while the second is a simple version 
of the phenomenological Brons-van Vleck law, which considers the effect of the internal 
magnetic fields in inducing spin relaxation. In this model 𝑑 represents the relaxation at 
zero field, 𝑓 the ability of the external magnetic field to suppress the internal relaxation 
mechanisms, and 𝑒 the attitude of the internal magnetic moments to induce relaxation 
and is inversely proportional to the number and strength of the internal spins. 
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The relaxation processes described in this chapter represent a small part of pieces of 
the relaxation puzzle and many others may occur. Indeed, the discussion has been limited 
to the principal mechanisms that will be useful to describe the relaxation processes of the 
molecules investigated in the next chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4  
The Vanadyl story 
In this chapter the results of the investigation about the static and dynamic magnetic 
properties of a series of VIV complexes are discussed.  
The investigation of these molecules has been useful to understand the chemical and 
structural features required to achieve long relaxation times, with particular attention 
for the spin-lattice relaxation time. Furthermore, they confirmed the effects of T1 in 
limiting the coherence time Tm, underlining the importance of shedding light on the 
nature of the spin-lattice relaxation in order to lengthen the coherence time. Thanks to 
a multi-technique approach based on ac susceptometry and both cw- and pulsed EPR, 
several ingredients have been identified as necessary to increase T1. These include the 
use of a metal ion with small spin-orbit coupling, the attention to the energy structure 
of the d-orbitals and the type of coordination provided by the ligand. Moreover, the 
analysis of magnetic measurements evidenced the main role of low-energy vibrational 
modes in the spin-lattice relaxation. This has led to investigate more in detail the 
vibrational spectrum of these molecules through time-domain THz spectroscopy with the 
support of DFT and ab initio theoretical calculations.  
The molecules investigated are:  
 [VO(dpm)2], where dpm = dipivaloylmethanate, hereafter VOdpm;  
 [VO(Pc)], where Pc = phthalocyaninate, hereafter VOPc;  
 [(Ph)4P]2[VO(dmit)2] and [(Ph)4P]2[V(dmit)3], where dmit = 1,3-dithiole-2-
thione-4,5-dithiolate, hereafter VOdmit and Vdmit, respectively;  
 [VO(Et2dtc)2], where Et2dtc = diethyldithiocarbamate, hereafter VOdtc;  
 [(Ph)4P]2[VO(cat)2] and [(Ph)4P]2[V(cat)3], where cat = cathecolate, hereafter 
VOcat and Vcat, respectively;  
 [(Ph)4P]2[VO(naph-cat)2] and [(Ph)4P]2[V(naph-cat)3], where naph-cat = 
naphthalene-catecholate, hereafter VOnaphcat and Vnaphcat, respectively;  
 [VO(TCPP-Zn2-bpy)], where TCPP = tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinate; bpy 
= 4,4′-bipyridyl, hereafter VOTCPP;  
 [VO(TPP)], where TPP = tetraphenylporphyrinate, hereafter VOTPP.  
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An additional molecule, of formula [VO(acac)2] has been studied.1 The latter has been 
chosen as a prototype to investigate in detail the properties of such vanadyl-based 
molecules and a separate chapter has been dedicated (Chapter 5). 
The chapter is organized collecting all the results provided by a specific 
characterization of the investigated molecules, rather than the temporal order whereby 
the various studies have been designed and performed. Thanks to this comparative 
approach, the author hopes that the discussion can profit of a more comprehensive view 
on the properties of all the investigated systems and allow the drawing of more sound 
conclusions.  
In the first section the crystallographic structure, as well as the static magnetic 
properties obtained by cw-EPR, are briefly exposed. The second and third sections are 
devoted to the spin dynamics characterization performed through ac susceptibility and 
pulsed EPR experiments. The fourth section reports the results obtained by THz 
spectroscopy and, in conclusion, in the fifth section the results previously shown are 
analysed and discussed.   
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The Chapter is based on the following publications: 
 
Papers in Appendix 
VOdpm: Quantum coherence in a processable vanadyl complex: new tools for the 
search of molecular spin qubits.  
L. Tesi, E. Lucaccini, I. Cimatti, M. Perfetti, M. Mannini, M. Atzori, E. Morra, M. Chiesa, 
A. Caneschi, L. Sorace and R. Sessoli. In: Chemical Science 7 (2016), pp. 2074–2083. 
 
VOPc: Room-temperature quantum coherence and Rabi oscillations in vanadyl 
phthalocyanine: toward multifunctional molecular spin qubits.  
M. Atzori, L. Tesi, E. Morra, M. Chiesa, L. Sorace and R. Sessoli. In: Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 138 (2016), pp. 2154-2157. 
 
VOdmit/Vdmit: Quantum coherence times enhancement in vanadium(IV)-based 
potential molecular qubits: the key role of the vanadyl moiety.  
M. Atzori, E. Morra, L. Tesi, A. Albino, M. Chiesa, L. Sorace and R. Sessoli. In: Journal of 
the American Chemical Society 138 (2016), pp. 11234-11244. 
 
VOdtc: Spin dynamics and low energy vibrations: insights from vanadyl-based 
potential molecular qubits.  
M. Atzori, L. Tesi, S. Benci, A. Lunghi, R. Righini, A. Taschin, R. Torre, L. Sorace and R. 
Sessoli. In: Journal of the American Chemical Society 139 (2017), pp. 4338-4341. 
 
VOcat/Vcat/VOnaphcat/Vnaphcat : Structural effects on the spin dynamics of 
potential molecular qubits.  
M. Atzori, S. Benci, E. Morra, L. Tesi, M. Chiesa, R. Torre, L. Sorace and R. Sessoli. In: 
Journal of the American Chemical Society 57 (2018), pp. 731-740. 
 
VOTCPP/VOTPP: Scaling up electronic spin qubits into a three-dimensional metal-
organic framework.  
T. Yamabayashi, M. Atzori, L. Tesi, G. Cosquer, F. Santanni, M.-E. Boulon, E. Morra, S. 
Benci, R. Torre, M. Chiesa, L. Sorace, R. Sessoli and M. Yamashita. In: Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 140 (2018), pp. 12090-12101. 
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4.1 Static properties 
The investigated molecules can be divided in two groups: those containing the 
vanadyl moiety and those containing tris-chelate VIV ions. The former ones, reported in 
Figure 4.1, have square pyramidal geometry: deviation from the tetragonal symmetry 
often occurs due to a rhombic distortion in the equatorial plane.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Molecular structures of the investigated molecules containing the vanadyl moiety: 
(a) VOdpm, (b) VOPc, (c) VOdmit, (d) VOdtc, (e) VOcat, (f) VOnaphcat, (g) 
VOTCPP and (h) VOTPP. Colour code: V=green, O=red, S=yellow, N=blue, C=grey, 
Zn=orange. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
 
a b 
c d 
e f 
g h 
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The molecules VOdpm, VOcat and VOnaphcat feature two bidentate ligands with 
oxygen donor atoms, VOdmit and VOdtc feature two bidentate ligands with sulphur 
donor atoms, while VOPc, VOTPP and VOTCPP have coordinating macrocyclic 
ligands with nitrogen donor atoms. The last system differs from the others because of its 
covalent structure extended in three-dimensions, forming a 3D Metal-Organic Framework 
(MOF). This is composed by [VO(TCPP)] units connected in their basal plane through 
[Zn2(COO)4] subunits to form 2D layers, which are then connected by pillar-like bpy 
ligands through an axial coordination between pairs of [Zn2(COO)4] subunits.2-5 The 
obtained structure has 3D channels with a pore dimension of 1.66 𝗑 1.38 nm2 along the 
crystallographic 𝑎 and 𝑏 axes. Since the [VO(TCPP)] monomer has the tendency to form 
complex long-range structures through a network of hydrogen bonds, VOTPP has been 
considered as the MOF’s building block to perform a comparative study of the spin 
dynamics properties. 
For all complexes in this group, the V=O bond is the shortest one in the vanadium 
coordination sphere, and the metal ion is always found slightly above the basal plane. 
For these vanadyl-based molecules, the crystallographic space and point groups, as well 
as bonds distances and closest metal-metal distances, are reported in Table 4.1.  
Data reported in Table 4.1 clearly show that the V=O distance is unaffected by the 
choice of the ligand. On the other hand, the bond distances in the basal plane of the 
coordination sphere obviously depend on the donor atom: V-O is the shortest and the 
most variable, whereas V-N and V-S are more symmetric. The latter type of bond is also 
the longest, in agreement with a major ionic radius of the sulphur atoms. The distance 
of the metal centre from the basal plane is similar for all systems. This feature of the 
vanadyl molecules may be important in the perspective of depositing them on surfaces 
since it may help in keeping the paramagnetic unit well-separated from the surface, thus 
preserving its magnetic properties.6, 7 It is also important to consider the shortest V⋯V 
distances, since the electronic spins influence each other through dipolar interactions. In 
this respect, it is remarkable to note the relatively long distances between the metal ions 
within VOTCPP. 
It is worth to underline the inherent asymmetry of VOdtc. The terminal methyl 
groups of one Et2dtc- ligand are oriented, as expected, above and below the S2CN plane 
of the ligand. Curiously, the methyl groups of the other ligand of the molecule are both 
oriented in the same direction. This feature is inherent to the molecule since the 
homogeneity of the sample has been confirmed by X-ray analysis. Such a sterically 
unfavourable distortion may be due to the presence of short-contacts involving the 
terminal methyl groups.8 
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Table 4.1. Main parameters of the crystal structure for the molecules containing the vanadyl 
moiety. 
Molecules/ 
Features 
space 
group 
point 
group 
V=O 
distance 
V-L distance V⋯V 
shortest 
distance 
distance 
from 
basal 
plane 
VOdpm monoclinic 
P21 
C1 1.59 Å V-O 
1.963-1.980 Å 
7.95 Å 0.55 Å 
VOPc 
(Type II) 
triclinic 
P-1 
C1 1.58 Å V-N 
2.008−2.034 Å 
6.18 Å 0.57 Å 
VOdmit monoclinic 
C2/c 
C2 1.59 Å V-S 
2.386-2.387 Å 
10.50 Å 0.68 Å 
VOdtc monoclinic 
P21/c 
C1 1.59 Å V-S 
2.395−2.414 Å 
8.01 Å 0.75 Å 
VOcat monoclinic 
P21/c 
C1 1.61 Å V-O 
1.960−1.980 Å 
11.95 Å 0.62 Å 
VOnaphcat* hexagonal 
P6522 
C2 1.60 Å V-O 
1.927−1.975 Å 
7.31 Å 0.67 Å 
VOTCPP tetragonal 
P4 
C4 1.60 Å V-N 
2.09 Å 
13.9 Å 0.59 Å 
VOTPP tetragonal 
I4 
C4 1.58 Å V-N 
2.11 Å 
10.9 Å 0.58 Å 
 
In addition to the synthesis and crystallization of these compounds, the isostructural 
analogues of VOPc, VOdmit, VOTCPP and VOTPP have been synthetized to 
obtain a solid-state magnetic dilution. This type of spin dilution is mandatory to measure 
the magnetic dynamics properties by pulsed EPR up to room temperature (298 K) and 
to correlate the relaxation times to the structural features, i.e. the vibrational modes of 
the crystalline lattice.9 For VOPc, the high stability of the diamagnetic TiOPc allows 
the preparation of crystalline materials with different percentage of paramagnetic 
component diluted in the diamagnetic host; two compounds were thus prepared with 
dilution percentage 10 and 0.1%, hereafter indicated as 10%-VOPc and 0.1%-VOPc, 
respectively. Concerning VOdmit, the EPR experiments were performed on a 5 ± 1% 
crystalline dispersions in [(Ph)4P]2[MoO(dmit)2], and hereafter labelled as 5%-VOdmit.10 
The same co-crystallization was done using the deuterated cation d20-(Ph)4P+, in order 
to evaluate the decoherent contribution provided by the 1H nuclei;11, 12 the obtained 
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compound is identified hereafter as d20-5%-VOdmit. The porphyrinate compounds were 
diluted with the isostructural analogues based on TiIV, by using a 5 ± 1% dilution for 
VOTCPP and a 2 ± 1% dilution for VOTPP; namely obtaining [VO0.05TiO0.95(TCPP-
Zn2-bpy)] (labelled as 5%-VOTCPP) and [VO0.02TiO0.98(TPP)] (labelled as 2%-
VOTPP), respectively. For VOTPP, a milder dilution (30%) was also prepared to 
study the dilution effects through ac susceptometry, hereafter labelled as 30%-VOTPP. 
The X-band cw-EPR spectra for these vanadyl molecules show the 8-fold hyperfine 
splitting due to the coupling between the 𝑆 = 1/2 electronic spin of VIV and the 𝐼 = 7/2 
nuclear spin of its most abundant isotope (51V, abundance 99.76%). The signals are 
further split by the anisotropic component of the hyperfine coupling. The cw-EPR spectra 
exhibit very similar features for all the systems: two examples are reported in Figure 4.2.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) X-band (𝜈 = 9.47 GHz) cw-EPR spectra of VOPc in its pure form and diluted 
10% and 0.1% in solid matrix of the diamagnetic TiOPc. (b) X-band (𝜈 = 9.39 GHz) cw-EPR 
spectra of VOnaphcat in frozen solution (1.0 mM in 3:1 CH2Cl2:C6H6), and its simulation 
using the software package EasySpin for Matlab.13  
 
It is evident from Figure 4.2 that the dilution either in crystalline solid or frozen 
solution matrix is necessary to increase the spin-spin relaxation time T2, which is 
responsible of the homogeneous linewidth, and to obtain a resolved spectrum. Indeed, 
the pure form of VOPc exhibits a unique broad band due to dominant dipolar 
interactions between paramagnetic centres, whereas the 10% dilution already allows to 
detect the hyperfine structure. Spectral simulations13 in agreement with the experimental 
data were obtained on the basis of the following spin Hamiltonian:  
VOPc 
10%-VOPc 
0.1%-VOPc 
a b 
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 ℋ = 𝜇գ𝑺 ̂ ⋅ 𝒈 ⋅ 𝑩 + 𝑰 ̂ ⋅ 𝑨 ⋅ 𝑺 ̂ (4.1) 
  
 
The best-simulation parameters for all the cw-EPR spectra of the vanadyl complexes are 
reported in Table 4.2.  
 
Table 4.2. Best-parameters of the cw-EPR spectra simulation for the vanadyl-based molecules. 
Molecules/ 
Parameters 
𝒈۵ 𝒈۶ 𝒈۷ 𝑨۵ 
(MHz) 
𝑨۶ 
(MHz) 
𝑨۷ 
(MHz) 
VOdpm 1.9880(2) 1.9815(3) 1.949(1) 167.9(1) 190.4(2) 509.6(3) 
VOPc/type II 1.987(1) 1.987(1) 1.966(1) 167.9(1) 167.9(1) 476.7(2) 
VOdmit 1.988(1) 1.986(1) 1.970(1) 128(2) 138(2) 413(2) 
VOdtc 1.989(1) 1.985(1) 1.969(1) 135(2) 153(2) 440(2) 
VOcat 1.988(1) 1.980(1) 1.956(1) 126(2) 159(2) 465(2) 
VOnaphcat 1.988(1) 1.979(1) 1.955(2) 127(2) 156(2) 465(4) 
VOTCPP 1.9865(1) 1.9865(1) 1.963(1) 168(2) 168(2) 477(2) 
VOTPP 1.9865(1) 1.9865(1) 1.963(1) 169(2) 169(2) 480(2) 
 
The experimental spectra are satisfactorily reproduced by assuming an axial model 
(𝑥 = 𝑦 ≠ 𝑧) for the systems coordinated by macrocyclic ligands, i.e. VOPc (despite the 
C1 point symmetry of the molecule), VOTCPP and VOTPP. Instead, a rhombic model 
(𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 ≠ 𝑧) must be adopted for those derivatives with bidentate ligands. However, in 
general, the electronic spin is not highly affected by the change of ligand, since the values 
in Table 4.2 are all similar to each other. Remarkably, quasi-identical parameters are 
obtained for VOTCPP and VOTPP, thus confirming the validity of the building block 
assumption. The obtained spin-Hamiltonian parameters can be explained considering the 
presence of a short V=O bond that is responsible for a d-orbital splitting of the metal 
centres. This lead the d֓֔ orbital lowest in energy and well-separated from the other 
orbitals (Figure 4.5). Furthermore, the 𝑔-factor values are close to the free-electron value, 
i.e. 2.0023, thanks to the small spin-orbit coupling characteristic of a light transition 
metal such as vanadium. These features, in addition to the single unpaired electron of 
the VIV ion, resulting in an electronic spin value 𝑆 = 1/2, make these systems good 
candidates for realizing molecular spin qubits.14 
The other class of VIV based molecules discussed in this chapter is composed of tris-
chelate complexes, based on some of the ligands already used for the previously discussed 
vanadyl derivatives. The resulting molecular geometry is octahedral with a slight trigonal 
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distortion; the graphical representation of their molecular structures is reported in Figure 
4.3. 
 
   
Figure 4.3. Molecular structure of the investigated tris-chelated vanadium-based molecules: (a) 
Vdmit, (b) Vcat and (c) Vnaphcat. Colour code: V=green, O=red, S=yellow, C=grey. 
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
 
Their crystal structures consist of homoleptic tris-chelated [V(dmit)3]2-, [V(cat)3]2- and 
[V(naph-cat)3]2- anions showing Λ and Δ chirality and tetraphenylphosphonium cations. 
The space and point groups, as well as the bonds distances and closest metal-metal 
distances, are reported in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3. Main parameters of the crystal structure for the vanadium-based tris-chelated 
molecules.  
Molecules/ 
Features 
space 
group 
point 
group 
V-L  
distance 
V⋯V 
shortest 
distance 
twist 
angle 
chelate 
fold 
angle 
Vdmit monoclinic 
P21/c 
C1 V-S 
2.380-2.394 Å 
9.75 Å ∽41.0° ∽7.2° 
Vcat monoclinic  
C2/c 
C2 V-O 
1.939-1.958 Å 
10.12 Å ∽41.5° ∽0° 
Vnaphcat monoclinic 
P21/n 
C1 V-O 
1.925-1.956 Å 
11.20 Å ∽38.6° ∽0° 
 
The V-S, V-O and V-V distances are consistent with those found for the vanadyl-
based molecules. The twist angles, i.e. the angle between the two medians of two parallel 
triangular faces of the octahedron, are similar to each other. Finally, it is noted that the 
plane of the ligand forms a non-zero chelate fold angle with the metal donor atoms plane 
only for V-S complexes (Table 4.3).  
An isostructural diamagnetic analogous based on TiIV has been prepared only for the 
Vdmit complex with a dilution percentage of 6 ± 1%, close to that used for VOdmit, 
and namely [(Ph)4P]2[V0.06Ti0.94(dmit)3] (labelled as 6%-Vdmit).  
a b c 
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The cw-EPR spectra of these systems agree with the presence of a vanadium ion with 
the 8-fold splitting due to the hyperfine coupling between the electronic spin 𝑆 = 1/2 
and the nuclear spin 𝐼 = 7/2. Again, these features emerge after the dilution either in 
crystalline solid or frozen solution matrix, but the observed linewidths are larger than 
for vanadyl derivatives due to a shorter T2; the experimental spectra and their 
simulations are shown in Figure 4.4. 
The simulations were performed by using the spin Hamiltonian expressed in eq. (4.1) 
and assuming an axial model for Vcat and a rhombic one for Vnaphcat and Vdmit.13 
The best-simulation parameters obtained by simulating cw-EPR spectra are reported in 
Table 4.4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Experimental and simulated (a) X-band (𝜈 = 9.7 GHz) cw-EPR spectrum of 
Vdmit diluted in solid state matrix with above shown the angular dependency profile (𝜃 vs 
magnetic field) for two values of 𝜙, corresponding to the rotation in the zx (𝜙 = 0) and zy (𝝓 
=90) planes; and for (b) X-band (𝜈 = 9.39 GHz) cw-EPR spectra of Vcat and Vnaphcat in 
frozen solution (1.0 mM in 3:1 CH2Cl2:C6H6).  
 
Table 4.4. Best-simulation parameters of the cw-EPR spectra for the vanadium-based tris-
chelated molecules. 
Molecules/ 
Parameters 
𝒈۵ 𝒈۶ 𝒈۷ |𝑨۵| 
(MHz) 
|𝑨۶| 
(MHz) 
|𝑨۷| 
(MHz) 
𝜶, 𝜷 and 
𝜸 (°) 
Vdmit 1.961(1) 1.971(1) 1.985(1) 299(2) 230(2) 40(5) -20, -10, 0 
Vcat 1.945(1) 1.945(1) 1.989(2) 330(6) 330(6) 65(5) - 
Vnaphcat 1.914(1) 1.927(1) 2.001(2) 394(2) 245(3) 30(7) - 
 
a b 
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Compared to the parameters obtained for the vanadyl molecules, a higher variability 
in the 𝒈 and 𝑨 constants is encountered due to the more flexible coordination geometry 
of the tris-chelated molecules. Moreover, from the analysis of the cw-EPR spectrum of 
Vdmit it emerges the non-collinearity of the 𝑨 and 𝒈 tensors. This feature, which is 
consistent with the triclinic point symmetry15 (Table 4.3) of the complex anion Vdmit, 
was not previously recognized for tris-dithiolene VIV complexes, and it has been here 
identified thanks to the improved resolution of the solid crystalline spectra together with 
the multifrequency EPR approach (X-band and Q-band).11, 16 The angles reported in 
Table 4.4 are the Euler angles that define the passive rotation of the hyperfine principal 
axes system into the 𝒈-matrix principal axes system, 𝑨 = 𝑅(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾)𝐴տքռւ֊։ռև𝑅+(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾). 
For the tris-chelate molecules, the ligand field symmetry is responsible for a d-orbital 
splitting that leaves the dz2 orbital (where 𝑧 is the trigonal axis of the distorted 
octahedron)16 lowest in energy with respect to the other orbitals; this is shown in Figure 
4.5. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. From the top: system of reference chosen for the orbital labelling; electronic 
structure around the SOMO-LUMO gap; SOMO orbital for pseudo-octahedral (a) and square 
pyramidal (b) geometries. The image has been taken by ref17. 
 
 
 
a b 
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4.2 Ac susceptibility studies 
These studies were performed for all the molecules previously presented in order to 
get deeper insights on their magnetization dynamics. The thermal variation of the 
magnetic susceptibility in a zero-static magnetic field reveals no imaginary component of 
the susceptibility (𝜒ˮ) for every investigated temperature, as expected from the theory 
(§3.3).18, 19 When a small static magnetic field (˃30 mT) is applied, slow magnetic 
relaxation is observed with appearance of a peak in the imaginary component of the 
susceptibility and a concomitant decrease of the real part (𝜒ʼ). The real and imaginary 
components of the susceptibility can be fitted according to the Debye model20  
  
 
 𝜒ʼ(𝜔) = 𝜒մ + (𝜒յ − 𝜒մ)
1 + (𝜔𝜏)φ−ᆿsin (𝜋𝛼/2)
1 + 2(𝜔𝜏)φ−ᆿ sin(𝜋𝛼/2) + (𝜔𝜏)ϵ−ϵᆿ
  
(4.2)   
 𝜒ʼʼ(𝜔) = (𝜒յ − 𝜒մ)
(𝜔𝜏)φ−ᆿ cos(𝜋𝛼/2)
1 + 2(𝜔𝜏)φ−ᆿ sin(𝜋𝛼/2) + (𝜔𝜏)ϵ−ϵᆿ
 
  
 
where 𝜏 is the relaxation time, 𝛼 represents the distribution in relaxation times, 𝜒յ  and 
𝜒մ are the thermal and adiabatic susceptibility, respectively. By using eq. (4.2) it is 
possible to extract values of 𝜏 as a function of the temperature or the applied magnetic 
field. Examples of frequency dependences of the real and imaginary components of the 
susceptibility either varying the temperature or the magnetic field are reported in Figure 
4.6, together with their fits.  
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Figure 4.6. Frequency dependence of the real component 𝜒ʼ and the imaginary component 𝜒ˮ 
of the magnetic susceptibility of a microcrystalline powder sample of VOTPP as a function of 
the temperature (2.0-50.0 K range) under an applied magnetic field of 1 T (up); and as a 
function of the magnetic field (30-8500 mT) at the temperature of 5.0 K (down). The solid lines 
represent the best-fit obtained by simultaneously fitting 𝜒ʼ and 𝜒ˮ through the generalized 
Debye model equations.  
 
The ac susceptibility of all the molecules described in this chapter has been 
investigated both as a function of temperature and magnetic field for microcrystalline 
powders of pure compounds, but only the extracted relaxation times will be reported in 
the following.  In first approximation, and if concentration dependent effects such as 
cross-relaxation or spin-phonon bottleneck are absent, this characteristic time, 𝜏 , 
corresponds to the spin-lattice relaxation time T1.20 Furthermore, being this relaxation 
time related to the frequency of the maximum of 𝜒ˮ by 𝜏 = 1/2𝜋𝜈ֈռ֓, by following the 
shift of such maxima, the corresponding variation of 𝜏 is easily evaluated, at least 
qualitatively. The temperature dependence of 𝜏 for all the vanadyl derivatives will be 
firstly exposed; this is reported in Figure 4.7a. The measurements were performed using 
a static magnetic field of 1 T for all molecules except for VOdpm, which is reported in 
Figure 4.7b for different crystalline sizes and under a static magnetic field of 200 mT. 
The vanadyl systems reported in Figure 4.7a present relaxation times between 0.03 and 
10 ms with different temperature dependences. The general trend of 𝜏 is to decrease as 
the temperature is increased. Analogies can be observed between VOcat and 
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VOnaphcat, which are quasi-superimposed, and between the three macrocyclic 
coordinated systems VOPc, VOTPP and VOTCPP. At low temperature, the latter 
systems show a strong temperature dependence up to 10 K that weakens increasing the 
temperature and slowly start to decrease again above 30 K. It should be noted that 
dipolar effects may play a key role in pure systems for which a reduction of the spin 
density may produce a rigid upward shift of the absolute values of 𝜏 . This has been 
observed, for example, by slightly diluting in crystalline solid-state matrix VOTPP in 
order to obtain a spin density similar to that of VOTCPP. In this case, indeed, their 
𝜏s result quasi-superimposed, as one could be expected by considering the remarkable 
similarity of their electronic properties (see Table 4.2) and spin dynamics behaviour 
(Figure 4.7a). On the other hand, it is interesting to include in this comparison also 
VOPc, whose electronic properties are close to those of VOTPP and VOTCPP. The 
relaxation time of VOPc is the lowest and even the solid-state dilution 10%-VOPc 
does not seem to increase significantly 𝜏 (see Figure 4.8). However, VOPc has the 
shortest V⋯V distances (Table 4.1), suggesting that a higher dilution should be 
performed to obtain comparable V⋯V distances and thus comparable relaxation times 
with those of VOTPP and VOTCPP. On the other hand, this would reduce the 
number of spins below the detection limit of the ac susceptometer instrument. The 
relaxation times of other vanadyls are instead more regular, and they share a similar 
variation of the temperature dependence increasing the temperature.  This can be 
attributed to the passage from a region where the direct relaxation process is more 
effective to another one, at higher temperatures, where the Raman process dominates. 
However, among the several possible reasons in differentiating the temperature 
dependence of the spin dynamics, one of the most important can be certainly attributed 
to the different low-energy vibrational spectrum. For example, the long relaxation times 
of VOcat and VOnaphcat could be explained by considering the high rigidity 
introduced by the catecholate-like structure. These aspects are discussed in more detail 
in the following section, with the support of the spectroscopic investigation. 
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Figure 4.7. Temperature dependence of 𝝉  extracted from ac susceptibility measurements for: 
(a) microcrystalline powders of all vanadyl systems here investigated, except VOdpm, under 
a static magnetic field of 1.0 T. (b) VOdpm at different crystalline sizes (from quasi-millimetric 
crystals to quasi-micrometric powders) under 200 mT. (c) Magnetic field dependence of 𝜏  for 
VOdpm at different crystalline sizes at 15 K. Solid lines represent the best-fit using different 
models (see infra). Dashed lines correspond to the fits of 𝜏  for VOcat and VOnaphcat by 
using the local mode model eq. (4.7). 
 
The presence of spin-phonon bottleneck effects (§3.3.8) is observed for VOTPP and 
VOTCPP at low temperature. These effects are shown more in detail in Figure 4.7 
where the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the VOdpm relaxation times 
are reported for different degrees of crystals grinding. The phonon bottleneck, which is 
more effective in bigger crystals, appears to lengthen 𝜏 ; decreasing the crystalline sizes 
the relaxation times shorten from ca. 130 to ca. 6 ms at 3 K. Since the bottleneck affects 
only the direct process, by increasing the temperature it gradually becomes less effective. 
Consequently, at higher temperatures smaller deviations are observed between different 
a 
b c 
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crystallite sizes. It should be specified that in Figure 4.7 the temperature dependence of 
𝜏 for VOdtc appears similar to that of VOdpm, but this is misleading since different 
magnetic field values were used in the measurements.  
The magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 for the investigated vanadyl-based molecules are 
reported in Figure 4.8. The relaxation times cover three orders of magnitude, from 0.01 
to 10 ms, in agreement with the values shown in Figure 4.7. For all systems, there is a 
rapid increase of 𝜏 at low fields, which then reaches a maximum and remains almost 
unchanged in a variable field range, to finally decreases at higher fields. Although the 
low field region where 𝜏 initially increases and its extent can be very different from 
system to system, at high fields all systems behave in the same way. This non-
monotonous behaviour reflects two antagonist effects of the magnetic field: at low fields 
spin-spin and spin-nuclei interactions promote rapid relaxation, but their strength 
reduces as the external magnetic field is increased. On the other hand, by increasing the 
magnetic field the energy separation between the two spin levels grows, with the 
consequence that a greater number of phonons can match this energy difference. This 
produces a more efficient spin-phonon direct process of relaxation with the characteristic 
magnetic field dependence 𝜏 ∝ 𝐵Κ (§3.7). The role of the internal fields is underlined in 
Figure 4.8b where the comparison of 𝜏 between pure and solid-state diluted compounds 
of VOTPP and VOPc is reported. Such fields contribute in two different ways: the 
relaxation times for 30%-VOTPP are rigidly shifted upwards without changes in the 
magnetic field dependence. Instead, for 10%-VOPc the only modification appears in the 
low-fields shape, which is the region dominated by internal fields. The presence of a 
peculiar dip at 2.0 T for both VOPc and VOTPP is well evident in Figure 4.8b, and it 
is also visible for VOTCPP in Figure 4.8a, however its origin is still unclear. 
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Figure 4.8. Magnetic field dependence of 𝝉  extracted from ac susceptibility measurements (a) 
for microcrystalline powders of all vanadyl systems here investigated, at different temperatures 
(see legend); (b) for the pure and solid-state diluted compounds of VOTPP and VOPc at the 
temperature of 5 K; (c) for VOdtc at different temperatures, both as microcrystalline powders 
and frozen solution. Solid lines represent the best-fits obtained using the Brons-van Vleck 
models. 
 
Another peculiar feature is evident in the field dependence of 𝜏 for VOdtc (Figure 
4.8c), which exhibits a shoulder at ca. 500 mT for all the investigated temperatures of 
the pure compound. Such a feature is lost in frozen solution matrix (CH2Cl2/toluene) 
where it relaxes even slower. This can be explained by considering that such a complex 
magnetic field dependence is related to the crystalline structure of VOdtc, which is 
clearly lost in an amorphous environment such as the one obtained working in frozen 
a 
b c 
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solution matrix. Furthermore, the enhancement of 𝜏 can be easily explained considering 
again the different spin density between the powder microcrystalline and frozen solution 
compounds. To take into account this variable in explaining the results, the spin densities 
of the investigated compounds are shown in Table 4.5, from which it is evident that 
molecules with counterions have lower spin densities. However, the lowest spin density 
is achieved for VOTCPP, thanks to its MOF structure, for which a further dilution is 
not expected to play a major role. 
 
Table 4.5. Spin densities of the vanadyl compounds investigated by ac susceptibility for the pure 
samples (up) and their dilutions (down). 
 
Spin 
density 
ঁ
𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑛𝑚ϯ
ং 
VOdpm VOPc VOdmit VOdtc VOcat VOnaphcat VOTPP VOTCPP 
1.62 1.65 
 
(10%) 
0.16 
0.75 2.48 
 
3·10-5 
0.84 1.33 1.14 
 
(30%) 
0.34 
0.26 
 
The same analysis has been performed on the vanadium tris-chelated molecules: 
Vdmit, Vcat and Vnaphcat. The relaxation times as a function both of temperature 
and magnetic field are reported in Figure 4.9.  
 
 
Figure 4.9. Temperature (a) and magnetic field (b) dependences of the relaxation time 𝝉  for 
powder crystalline compounds of Vdmit, Vcat and Vnaphcat. The dashed lines highlight the 
correspondence of the relaxation times in the two different measurement conditions. The solid 
lines in (a) correspond to the best fits obtained by using the simple power-law model. The solid 
lines in (b) are the best fits obtained by using the Brons-van Vleck models. 
 
The relaxation times of these tris-chelate molecules show a behaviour similar to that 
of the vanadyl molecules previously described. However, the inspection of 𝜏 values at 10 
K shows that there is almost one order of magnitude of difference between those of the 
tris-chelated species (Figure 4.9) and of their vanadyl analogues (Figure 4.7a). This 
a b 
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shortening of 𝜏 for the tris-chelate species cannot be explained by considering the spin 
density (Table 4.6), which should result in longer relaxation times. Two different 
hypothesis may be done: the strongest spin-orbit coupling contribution, as evidenced by 
the 𝑔 anisotropy in Table 4.4, which promotes the energy transfer between the spin and 
lattice systems, and the different low-energy vibrational spectrum, which will be 
discussed in section (§4.4). 
 
Table 4.6. Spin densities of the vanadium-based tris-chelate compounds investigated by ac 
susceptibility for the pure samples. 
Spin density  
ঁ
𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑛𝑚ϯ
ং 
Vdmit Vcat Vnaphcat 
0.69 0.80 0.68 
 
 
4.3 Pulsed EPR studies 
Ac susceptometry is a non-resonant technique that provides useful information about 
the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the magnetization relaxation time 𝜏 , 
which corresponds to T1 in a first approximation, for concentrated or moderately-diluted 
samples. Instead, pulsed EPR spectroscopy is a resonant technique that allows to 
characterize both T1 and Tm in a wide temperature range of highly diluted samples. 
Indeed, the investigated samples must have narrow resonance lines (see cw-EPR) and, 
to fulfil this condition, a dilution either in a crystalline matrix or in a frozen solution is 
required. Whenever possible the former should be preferred since it maintains unaltered 
the crystalline structure, and thus the phononic structure of the system, and it allows to 
reach higher temperatures.  
Pulsed EPR measurements were performed in the Laboratories of the University of 
Turin in collaboration with Dr. E. Morra and Prof. M. Chiesa. As preliminary 
measurement, the X-band and/or Q-band Echo-Detected Field-Swept (EDFS) EPR 
spectra were recorded at different temperatures by using a standard Hahn echo sequence. 
As an example, the EDFS spectra of 5%-VOdmit and 6%-Vdmit are shown in Figure 
4.10a. The observation of spin-echo is already an indication that the quantum coherence 
of the investigated molecule can be observed.21  Furthermore, the spin Hamiltonian 
parameters found by simulating the cw-EPR spectra allow to obtain high-quality EDFS 
spectra simulations, confirming that the entire paramagnetic component of the sample is 
experiencing the detected coherence.  
Then, inversion recovery experiments were performed by fixing the static magnetic 
field at the value corresponding to a specific transition and varying the temperature.22 
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Usually, two transitions are chosen: i) the so-called powder-like position, 𝑚ժ = −1/2 
(OP1), where all molecules are excited due to the negligible angular dependency of the 
resonance field, and ii) the single-crystal-like position, 𝑚ժ = −7/2 (OP2), where only 
molecules with their 𝑧 axis within 10° from the field direction are selected (Figure 4.10a). 
 
  
 
Figure 4.10. (a) Experimental EDFS EPR spectra for 5%-VOdmit (red line) and 6%-Vdmit 
(black line) at X-band frequency (𝜈 = 9.7 GHz). The spectral simulations obtained using the 
spin Hamiltonian parameters reported in Table 4.4 are also reported. The arrows indicate the 
two spin transitions chosen to perform EPR experiments. (b) Echo decay traces recorded at 
the OP1 (X-band) for 5%-VOdmit at different temperatures (see legend). (c) Temperature 
dependence of T1 and Tm for 5%-VOdmit, d20-5%-VOdmit and 6%-Vdmit obtained 
measuring at the powder-like transition OP2. Solid and dashed lines represent a guide for the 
eyes. Error bars are within the size of the symbols.  
 
In this case, experiments were performed on OP2, and the resulting saturation 
recovery traces were fitted, as usually done for transition metal-based systems, with a 
stretched mono-exponential expression23  
  
 
a b 
c 
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 𝐼 = 𝐼Ј + 𝑘φ exp[−(𝑡/𝑇φ)ᇀȯ ] (4.3) 
  
 
where 𝐼 indicates the echo intensity, 𝑡 is the time delay between the initial pulse and 
echo detection, and 𝛽φ is the stretch factor. Examples of the extracted spin-lattice 
relaxation times T1 for 5%-VOdmit and 6%-Vdmit are reported as a function of 
temperature in log-log plots in Figure 4.10c.  
The quantum coherence time is usually investigated and quantified through the phase 
memory time, Tm, which is obtained by performing echo decay experiments. The decay 
traces (Figure 4.10b) were fitted using the stretched exponential equation  
  
 
 𝐼 = 𝐼Ј + 𝑘ֈ exp[−(2𝑡/𝑇ֈ)ᇀՒ ] (4.4) 
  
 
and Tm is reported as a function of temperature in log-log plots in Figure 4.10c.  
Thus, Figure 4.10c contains the relaxation times T1 and Tm for 5%-VOdmit, d20-
5%-VOdmit and 6%-Vdmit using the transition OP2 (no major differences with OP1 
were observed). The two vanadyl compounds have similar T1 values in almost the whole 
investigated temperature range, except for the very low temperatures where T1 for the 
deuterated sample is longer. This increase can be related either to the different dipolar 
coupling24 or to the isotope mass effect25. Furthermore, T1s of the vanadyl species are 
higher than that of 6%-Vdmit in the entire investigated temperature range, in 
agreement with what observed in ac susceptometry. The thermal variation of T1 for 5%-
VOdmit shows a slow decrease from the maximum value of ca. 23 ms at 4.5 K to the 
lowest but still remarkable value of 3.37 μs at 293 K. Instead, the thermal variation of 
T1 for 6%-Vdmit shows a slow decrease from the maximum value of ca. 9 ms at 4 K up 
to ca. 15 K, after which a more pronounced decrease is observed as the temperature 
increases. Consequently, the lowest detectable value of T1 for 6%-Vdmit is 0.71 μs at 
150 K.  
The relaxation time Tm shows an almost temperature-independent behaviour in the 
4.5-100 K range, with values between 6.5-3.2 μs and 2.9-1.6 μs for d20-5%-VOdmit and 
5%-VOdmit, respectively. This behaviour suggests that in this temperature range 
decoherence is essentially dominated by nuclear spin diffusion (§3.4).26 Then, Tms slowly 
decrease as the temperature increases, due to the contribution of T1, reaching remarkable 
values of 0.68 and 1.0 μs at room temperature. The thermal variation of Tm for 6%-
Vdmit also shows an almost temperature-independent behaviour in a limited 
temperature range (4.3-25 K) with values of Tm within the 2.0-1.5 μs. However, unlike 
the coherence time of the other two vanadyl-based molecules, it decreases more abruptly 
as the temperature increases, reaching 0.19 μs at 150 K. This value is already close to 
the detection limit of pulsed EPR spectrometer, hindering the room temperature 
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measurements. This is due to the strong temperature dependence of T1 which, at high 
temperatures, limits Tm. Enhancing T1 and reducing its temperature dependence appears 
thus mandatory to obtain long and weak temperature dependent coherence times.  
The same procedure above described has been used to obtain the relaxation times T1 
and Tm of the other vanadyl-based molecules; these are reported in Figure 4.11. The 
molecules diluted in solid state matrix, that are 0.1%-VOPc, 5%-VOdmit, 2%-
VOTPP and 5%-VOTCPP, are grouped in Figure 4.11(a,b), whereas those diluted in 
frozen solutions, that are (1mM)-VOdpm, (1mM)-Vcat and (1mM)-Vnaphcat, are 
reported in Figure 4.11(c,d). The frozen solutions consist of 1 mM solutions in a mixture 
of 2:3 of CH2Cl2/toluene for VOdpm and 3:1 of CH2Cl2/C6H6 for the others two. The 
resulting spin densities for the molecules here investigated are reported in Table 4.7, from 
which it is possible to compare the densities obtained by the different types of dilution. 
Indeed, the spin densities within the same type of dilution are similar to each other, thus 
excluding dipolar effects as the cause of possible differences in the relaxation times. 
 
Table 4.7. Spin densities of the diluted compounds investigated by pulsed EPR. 
 
Spin 
density 
ঁ
𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛
𝑛𝑚ϯ
ং 
1 mM 
VOdpm 
0.1% 
VOPc 
5% 
VOdmit 
6% 
Vdmit 
1 mM 
VOcat 
1 mM 
VOnaphcat 
2%  
VOTPP 
5% 
VOTCPP 
(Liq.) 
 
6·10-7 
(Solid) 
 
0.016 
(Solid) 
 
0.037 
(Solid) 
 
0.041 
(Liq.) 
 
6·10-7 
(Liq.) 
 
6·10-7 
(Solid) 
 
0.023 
(Solid) 
 
0.013 
 
It is worth noting the differences between the relaxation time 𝜏 extracted by ac 
susceptibility measurements and T1, measured by pulsed EPR. Indeed, the relaxation 
times of VOdmit, Vdmit and VOPc increase significantly and become similar to each 
other. The relaxation time of VOTPP shows some improvements for which it crosses 
the relaxation time of VOTCPP. The latter two relaxation times are not affected by 
spin-phonon bottleneck anymore, but they maintain the same weak temperature 
dependence. All these effects have to be attributed to the passage from pure to highly 
diluted compounds, thus strongly reducing the dipolar interaction.  
Focusing on the solid state diluted systems (Figure 4.11a,b), 5%-VOdmit has the 
longest T1 in the entire temperature range. 0.1%-VOPc is very similar: T1 has a slightly 
weaker temperature dependence at low temperature and a slightly stronger variation 
above 30 K; in any case its value at room temperature is remarkably of 1.1 μs. For 2%-
VOTPP T1 at the lowest temperature is one order of magnitude lower than that of 
0.1%-VOPc, and it is 1.5 ms at 5 K. Concerning the behaviour, T1 is almost temperature 
independent up to 30 K, after which a more pronounced decrease begins and it reaches 
0.4 μs at room temperature. A further weaker temperature variation of T1 is exhibited 
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by 5%-VOTCPP, which has, however, also the shortest T1 of the series. Indeed, at 5 
K it is worth 0.35 ms, that is two orders of magnitude lower than that of 0.1%-VOPc, 
while at room temperature T1s of the two derivatives coincide. 
The phase memory times Tm for all the investigated systems are initially temperature 
independent and then they slowly decrease increasing the temperature. The temperature 
value at which Tm starts to decrease is related to the absolute value of T1. The phase 
memory time of 2%-VOTPP begins to decrease at 60 K, whereas for 5%-VOTCPP it 
starts to decrease at ca. 200 K, reflecting the relative temperature dependence of T1. At 
their lowest temperature values, Tms of 0.1%-VOPc and 5%-VOdmit are 
superimposed and equal to 2.7 μs. They differ for their thermal variation that is constant 
for the former system up to 150 K, whereas it is slightly decreasing for the latter one. 
Thanks to the general small temperature variations of Tm, all these systems have 
measurable coherence times at room temperature, and they are worth 0.83, 0.68, 0.14 
and 0.12 μs for 0.1%-VOPc, 5%-VOdmit, 5%-VOTCPP and 2%-VOTPP, 
respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Temperature dependence of T1 (a) and Tm (b) for solid state diluted compounds 
0.1%-VOPc, 5%-VOdmit, 2%-VOTPP and 5%-VOTCPP; and of T1 (c) and Tm (d) for 
frozen solution diluted compounds (1mM)-VOdpm, (1mM)-VOcat and (1mM)-
VOnaphcat.  
a b 
c d 
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The outcomes for the vanadyl-based molecules diluted in frozen solutions, reported 
in Figure 4.11(c,d), indicate that T1s are higher than those in solid state dilution, and 
they are very similar to each other. For (1mM)-VOdpm and (1mM)-VOcat T1 is 
equal to 46 ms at 5 K, whereas it is 26 ms for (1mM)-VOnaphcat. The distinction 
between the two different temperature regions, clearly observed for the solid-state diluted 
compounds, is here less evident, and the thermal variation of T1 appears to vary with a 
power-law of ca. 𝑛 = 3, reaching 25, 13 and 7 μs at 100 K for (1mM)-VOcat, (1mM)-
VOnaphcat and (1mM)-VOdpm, respectively. The melting of the frozen solutions 
has limited the investigated temperature range to 100 K. 
The phase memory times of the vanadyl-based molecules diluted in frozen solution 
matrix are longer than those relative to the solid-state diluted derivatives: Tm is worth 5 
μs for (1mM)-VOdpm and 4.1 μs for (1mM)-VOnaphcat and (1mM)-VOcat. Once 
more, Tms of (1mM)-VOcat and (1mM)-VOdpm show a temperature-independent 
behaviour up to 60 K, after which they rapidly decrease. The thermal variation of 
(1mM)-VOnaphcat, instead, shows an increment up to 40 K, which probably is due 
to effects induced by the dynamics of counterion active nuclei, reaching 6.6 μs, and then 
it decreases like those of the other systems. At 100 K there is an inversion, for which the 
highest Tm of 2.88 μs belongs to (1mM)-VOnaphcat, followed by 2.2 and 1.8 μs of 
(1mM)-VOcat and (1mM)-VOdpm, respectively. Comparison between these values 
and those found for the solid state diluted systems are not adequate since the pronounced 
acceleration of the frozen solution Tms is consequent to the softening of the solvent glassy 
matrix. 
To prove that the observed coherence times are long enough to allow coherent spin 
manipulations at room temperature, nutation experiments were performed at different 
microwave powers (§2.1). Remarkably, Rabi oscillations were clearly observed with the 
expected linear dependence of the Rabi frequency (Ωճ, see §2.1) as a function of the 
microwave magnetic fields; as example, the Rabi oscillations and Rabi frequency for 5%-
VOdmit are reported in Figure 4.12. 
More specific pulsed EPR studies were performed to fully characterize the local 
environment of the VIV ions and to estimate the dipolar contribution of nuclear spins 
contained in the ligands. Q-band Mims Electron Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR) 
experiments, however, show very similar proton rich environment for 5%-VOdmit and 
6%-Vdmit. This excludes the dipolar nuclear fields as the cause of the abruptly 
temperature decrease of T1 for 6%-Vdmit when increasing the temperature (Figure 
4.10c). Furthermore, Hyperfine Sublevel Correlation (HYSCORE) experiments were also 
performed for 2%-VOTPP and 5%-VOTCPP, once more evidencing quasi-identical 
nuclear environment around the paramagnetic centres. For further details, see refs27, 28. 
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Figure 4.12. (a) Rabi oscillations recorded for 5%-VOdmit at 293 K for different microwave 
attenuations (Q-band). (b) Fourier transform of the Rabi oscillations. (c) Linear dependence of 
the Rabi frequency (Ωճ) as a function of the relative intensity of the oscillating field 𝐵φ. 
 
 
4.4 THz studies 
An accurate characterization of the low-energy vibrational modes active in these 
compounds is crucial for a better understanding of the correlation between structural 
features and spin dynamics. This has been done by using Time-Domain Terahertz (TD-
THz) spectroscopy in collaboration with S. Benci of the group of Prof. R. Righini and 
Prof. R. Torre in LENS (Florence). It is underlined that this investigation is also part of 
the PhD thesis work of S. Benci. The measurements were performed on microcrystalline 
powder samples of the pure compounds embedded in a pellet of polyethylene. The home-
built set-up that has been used allows to investigate the Far-IR frequency region between 
0.3 and 4.0 THz, corresponding to 10-133 cm-1, as well as to vary the temperature between 
10 and 300 K.29, 30 Vibrational spectra were recorded for VOdmit, Vdmit, VOcat, 
Vcat, VOdtc, VOTPP, VOTCPP and VOPc at several temperatures, and for 
VOnaphcat and Vnaphcat at room temperature; all the spectra are reported in Figure 
4.13. It is worth to note that for VOTCPP only the spectrum at 300 K is reported since 
it does not show any signal in the entire investigated temperature range. 
Focusing on the spectra of VOdmit (Figure 4.13a) the more intense vibrational 
modes are already visible at 300 K, but the spectrum becomes clearer decreasing the 
temperature because of the narrowing of the bands. Indeed, most broad and structured 
bands visible at room temperature separate in a set of narrower bands with slightly 
different energies at 10 K, though some of them are still resulting from the overlap of 
two or more modes. In addition, with decreasing the temperature the modes often shift 
a b 
c 
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at higher frequencies. The rate at which this occurs can be in principle attributed to the 
specific composition of the vibrational modes. Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that, in 
the 10-100 cm-1 range, vibrational modes with a large contribution of external component 
(reticular and translational) will have a greater shift with respect to those modes having 
stronger internal character.  
The THz spectra of the bidentate-based molecules are quite complex, since they 
exhibit many features. The first vibrational mode for VOdmit, at 30 cm-1, is also the 
most intense. This is followed by several other modes of lower intensity between 46 and 
91 cm-1, and a more intense one at 105 cm-1. Instead, for Vdmit the lowest vibrational 
mode is at 18 cm-1, and the subsequent modes are closer to each other up to 64 cm-1. 
After this group, only two broad bands are distinguishable, at 85 and 95 cm-1. The spectra 
of VOcat exhibit a dense group of low-intense modes between 30 and 40 cm-1 followed 
by a group around 60 cm-1. However, the most intense vibrational mode is at 74 cm-1. 
Similarly, Vcat has a dense group of low-intense modes between 25 and 30 cm-1, and the 
more intense modes are at 48 and 70 cm-1. The room temperature spectra of VOnaphcat 
and Vnaphcat have the lowest vibrational modes at 20 cm-1. Then, the former has an 
intense broad band between 25 and 60 cm-1, whereas the latter shows other peaks at 32 
and 45 cm-1 plus an intense broad band between 60 and 85 cm-1. The spectrum of VOdtc 
is similar to that of VOcat, with a group of low-intense modes between 28 and 41 cm-1 
and a group of more intense modes between 60 and 76 cm-1.  
If we restrict the analysis to the bidentate-based ligand molecules, we see that 
qualitatively the sulphur-based systems (VOdmit, Vdmit and VOdtc) have 
vibrational modes at lower energies with respect to the oxygen-based systems (VOcat, 
Vcat, VOnaphcat and Vnaphcat). Moreover, for a given ligand, the vanadyl-based 
molecules have vibrational modes at higher energies.  
The THz spectra of the macrocycle-based molecules are simpler. Indeed, VOTPP 
has only one vibrational mode at 67 cm-1, which does not reveal other features on 
decreasing the temperature, but shows a pronounced narrowing and shifting to higher 
frequencies, up to 67 cm-1 at 20 K. This behaviour is close to that observed for VOPc, 
which has one vibrational mode at 52 cm-1 that does not change significantly by 
decreasing the temperature. A further vibrational mode can be found at 75 cm-1, but the 
very weak absorption of VOPc makes its THz spectrum very noisy. A particular case is 
represented by VOTCPP that does not present any vibrational mode for all the 
investigated temperatures, probably due to the strong stiffening produced by its three-
dimensional covalent lattice. The first vibrational modes for this system are expected at 
frequencies higher than the available instrumental spectral range. 
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Figure 4.13. Low-energy Far-IR vibrational spectra at several temperatures recorded by TD-
THz spectroscopy for VOdmit (a), Vdmit (b), VOcat (c), Vcat (d), VOdtc (e), 
VOnaphcat and Vnaphcat (f), VOPc (g), VOTPP and VOTCPP (h). The frequency 
values of the main vibrational modes are indicated for the lowest temperature spectrum. 
a b 
c d 
e f 
g h 
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Being all the investigated molecules centrosymmetric, for the rule of the mutual 
exclusion, only a subset of vibrational modes is IR-active, whereas the other must be 
Raman active. Thus, the recording of Raman spectra in the terahertz regime is also 
important to exclude relevant low-energy vibrational modes that might have remained 
undetected in the IR absorption spectra. A modification of the set-up to record Raman 
spectra in such a frequency range is in progress. 
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4.5 Analysis and discussion of the results 
A few approximated models can be taken into account to reproduce the magnetization 
relaxation times obtained by ac susceptometry and the spin-lattice relaxation times 
obtained by pulsed EPR measurements. Such models are already described in Chapter 
3. All the fits were performed by using the Matlab’s script FMinuit31 and the results of 
the analysis are reported and discussed in the following sections.  
 
 
4.5.1 Temperature dependence of  
The principal relaxation processes affecting the spin dynamics of these molecular 
systems are expected to be the direct process at low temperatures (§3.3.2), resulting in a 
linear thermal variation, and the Raman process at higher temperatures, which according 
to the theory should provide a power-law temperature dependence scaling as 𝑇 ν (§3.3.3). 
In addition, spin-phonon bottleneck effects, which are characterized by a power-law 
temperature dependence, 𝑥, between 1 and 2, can be very important when working with 
pure compounds and when the direct process is dominant (§3.3.8). In this frame, the 
simplest model that can be considered to fit the temperature dependence is  
  
 
 𝜏 = (𝑎տք֍𝑇 + 𝑎ճռֈ𝑇։)−φ (4.5) 
  
 
where 𝑎տք֍ and 𝑎ճռֈ are the coefficients related to the direct and Raman processes, 
respectively. This model has been used to fit the data obtained by ac susceptometry for 
the molecules reported in Table 4.8, in which the corresponding best-fit parameters are 
also included.   
 
Table 4.8. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (4.5) to reproduce the temperature 
dependence of 𝜏  obtained by ac susceptibility data under a static magnetic field of 1 T. 
Eq. (4.4) 𝒂ۡۦۯ (ms-1 K-1) 𝒂ە۞۪ (ms-1 K-n) 𝒏 
VOnaphcat 7.8(4)·10-3 1.6(3)·10-5 3.2(1) 
VOcat 3.9(5)·10-3 5.1(7)·10-6 3.0(1) 
Vnaphcat 4.9(2)·10-2 4.9(2)·10-5 3.7(1) 
Vcat 5.1(1)·10-2 3.8(1)·10-4 3.0(1) 
VOdtc 2.18(8)·10-2 4.6(3)·10-3 2.1(1) 
VOdpm (0.2T) 5.23(5)·10-2 7.9(1)·10-5 3.1(1) 
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The relaxation coefficients of the tris-chelated molecules Vnaphcat and Vcat are 
higher than those of the vanadyl analogous (Table 4.8), in agreement with the longer 𝜏s 
of the latter (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9). This is a consequence of the different electronic 
orbital ground state, which is the well-isolated d֓֔ orbital for vanadyl molecules, and the 
mixed d֕ɞ for the tris-chelate molecules. Indeed, a stronger orbital contribution means a 
greater spin-orbit coupling that promotes the spin relaxation. Coefficients similar to those 
of Vnaphcat are shown by VOdpm, though it has a lower exponent of the Raman 
power-law (𝑛 = 3.1 vs 𝑛 = 3.7). It should be noted that VOdpm was measured at 200 
mT, instead of 1 T. Moreover, care should be taken when comparing the relaxation 
coefficients of VOcat and VOnaphcat with those of the other systems, since their low 
temperature 𝜏s are not available. Indeed, they were measured only between 10 and 70 
K, which is a temperature region higher than that investigated for the other molecules.  
Interestingly, the temperature dependence of the Raman process for all the 
investigated molecules is described by power-laws with exponents between 𝑛 = 2.1 and 
𝑛 = 3.7, values strongly differing from the expected 𝑛 = 9 (eq. 3.33).32  
However, not all the temperature dependences of the investigated molecules can be 
reproduced by using eq. (4.5), either because of spin-phonon bottleneck effects or because 
of unexpected weaker temperature dependences of 𝜏 . The latter case appears to be 
characteristic of molecules coordinated by macrocyclic ligands such as VOPc, VOTPP 
and VOTCPP. Their temperature dependences have been reproduced by considering a 
model in which the relaxation time is the sum of two different relaxation times, according 
to eq. (4.6):  
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 𝜏 = 1/(𝑎տք֍𝑇 ֓) + 1/(𝑎֋ս𝑇 ֔) (4.6) 
  
 
where 𝑎տք֍ is again the coefficient related to the direct process, but now a power-law 
lower than 𝑥 = 1 can occur; instead, 𝑎֋ս is related to the direct process when it is affected 
by spin-phonon bottleneck effects. The best-fit parameters are reported in Table 4.9. It 
should be noted that the description of the relaxation time either by considering the sum 
of two different relaxation times (eq. 4.6) or the sum of the relaxation rates (eq. 4.5) is 
analogous to consider an electric circuit composed by resistances either in parallel or in 
series.33 
 
Table 4.9. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (4.6) to reproduce the temperature 
dependence of 𝜏  obtained by ac susceptometry measurements. 
Eq. (4.5) 𝒂ۡۦۯ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂ۭ۟ (ms-1 K-y) 𝒚 
VOdmit 0.44(1) 1.0(1) 0.14(1) 2.1(1) 
Vdmit 4.9(5) 1.0(1) 1.14(3) 2.4(3) 
VOPc 32(30) 0.0(4) 0.85(7) 1.2(1) 
VOTPP 12(2) 0.0(3) 5.3(8)·10-2 2.4(1) 
VOTCPP 1.0(1) 0.4(1) 2.0(1)·10-2 2.8(1) 
 
 
 
From Table 4.9 it is possible to note again the higher coefficients of the tris-chelate 
molecules, in this case Vdmit, with respect to the vanadyl analogous, here VOdmit 
(Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9). Weak phonon bottleneck effects are present at low 
temperature but, as the sample is heated, the characteristic linear dependence of the 
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direct process comes out. Instead, the relaxation times of VOPc, VOTPP and 
VOTCPP exhibit an initial decrease attributed to the phonon bottleneck, 𝑦 ~ 2, and a 
quasi-temperature independent region, which is accounted by 𝑥 ≪ 1. This behaviour, 
according to what described in (§3.3.2), may occur when 𝑘𝑇 ≪ ℏ𝜔. Such a dependence 
is consistent with the very low number of vibrational modes present in their low-energy 
vibrational spectrum (Figure 4.13). However, the observed weak temperature dependence 
remarkably extends up to 30 K, which is certainly unexpected. At 30 K, indeed, the 
acoustic modes out the Γ-point should be enough populated to produce spin-lattice 
relaxation through direct process. It is then reasonable to ask: is this weak temperature 
dependence a consequence of spin-phonon bottleneck effects? Or can it derive from cross-
relaxation processes? Or, further, are the acoustic modes insufficient to produce 
relaxation without the “help” of the low-energy optical modes? These questions are still 
open.  
Notwithstanding their simplicity, these two models succeed to point out specific 
features from the general behaviour of the temperature dependence of 𝜏 , such as the 
presence of two different processes and the efficiency whereby they influence the spin 
dynamics. A more rigorous model for the Raman process was described in (§3.3.3) and 
is the Debye Transport Integral. However, this model can be applied to reproduce the 
experimental data only when they are investigated in a wide temperature range, such as 
that provided by pulsed EPR. A further way to account for the Raman process that can 
be applied also to reduced temperature ranges, such as those provided by ac 
susceptometry, is the local mode model (§3.3.5). This has been employed to reproduce 
the relaxation times of VOcat and VOnaphcat. The model used is expressed as  
  
 
 
𝑇φ =
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎛
𝑎տք֍𝑇 ֓ + 𝑎և֊վ
expঁℏ𝜔φ𝑘𝑇 ং
ঁexpঁℏ𝜔φ𝑘𝑇 ং − 1ং
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expঁℏ𝜔ϵ𝑘𝑇 ং
ঁexpঁℏ𝜔ϵ𝑘𝑇 ং − 1ং
ϵ
⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎞
−φ
  
 
(4.7) 
  
 
where, in addition to the direct process already described, 𝑎և֊վ and 𝑏և֊վ are the coefficients 
for the two local mode processes and ℏ𝜔φ and ℏ𝜔ϵ are their respective low-energy phonons 
involved in the spin-lattice relaxation. The results are reported in Table 4.10.  
 
Table 4.10. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (4.7) to reproduce the 
temperature dependence of 𝜏  for VOcat and VOnaphcat obtained by ac susceptometry 
measurements. 
Eq. (4.6) 𝒂ۡۦۯ  
(ms-1 K-x) 
𝒙 𝒂۩۬۠  
(ms-1) 
ℏ𝝎غ 
(cm-1) 
𝒃۩۬۠  
(ms-1) 
ℏ𝝎و  
(cm-1) 
VOcat 9.0(5)·10-3 1.0(1) 10(1) 47(2) 734(270) 200(15) 
VOnaphcat 9.0(6)·10-3 1.0(1) 4(1) 40(4) 240(80) 160(13) 
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As shown in Figure 4.7a, the best-fits obtained using eq. (4.7) are identical to those 
obtained by the previous models and, accordingly, the parameters obtained for the direct 
process are similar (Table 4.10). Concerning the Raman process, both the investigated 
molecules require the use of two local modes: the first between 40-50 cm-1 and the second 
between 160-200 cm-1. The first vibrational mode of VOnaphcat, at 40 cm-1, coincides 
with the maximum of the broad band visible in its THz spectrum (Figure 4.13). Instead, 
the parameter obtained for VOcat may correspond to the low-intensity vibrational mode 
at 47 cm-1, probably because of a more intense spin-phonon coupling. However, it may 
also be produced by an average between the vibrational modes grouped at 30-40 cm-1 and 
those grouped at 60 cm-1. The second vibrational modes extracted by the fit are beyond 
the instrument spectral range. Unfortunately, these parameters have a considerable 
uncertainty, probably due to the limited temperature range investigated, for which it is 
impossible to make any correlation. Finally, it should be noted that the frequency value 
of the two local modes are in both cases higher for VOcat than for VOnaphcat, thus 
suggesting a higher rigidity of the structure for the former molecule. 
 
 
4.5.2 Temperature dependence of T1 
The spin-lattice relaxation times measured by pulsed EPR have been fitted, as done 
in the previous section, by considering the direct and Raman processes. The latter has 
been reproduced by using three different models: the simple power-law, the local mode 
(§3.3.5) and the Debye Transport Integral model (§3.3.3). The Debye transport integral 
is the more rigorous model and it is particularly accurate when the Raman process is 
produced by the sum of many vibrational modes that can be described by the Debye 
approximation (§3.3.1). However, if only one or few phonons are responsible for the 
Raman-type relaxation, the transport integral collapses in single terms as expressed in 
eq. (4.7), corresponding to the local modes model. Important hints may, however, be 
provided also by applying the simple power-law model. The use of these three models to 
reproduce the temperature dependence of T1 has been restricted to the compounds diluted 
in solid state matrix. In doing so, the analysis is not limited by the temperature at which 
the frozen solution melts and, more important, the information extracted can be related 
with the low-energy vibrational spectrum. The fits were performed on 0.1%-VOPc, 5%-
VOdmit, 2%-VOTPP, 5%-VOTCPP and 6%-Vdmit. It should also be remarked 
that the investigated samples are highly diluted, for which no phonon bottleneck effects 
are expected. The simple power-law model used is expressed as  
  
 
 𝑇φ = (𝑎տք֍𝑇 ֓ + 𝑎֍ռֈ𝑇 ։)−φ (4.8) 
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which is identical to eq. (4.5) except for the exponent of the direct process. The last has 
been introduced to reproduce also the weak temperature dependence observed for the 
macrocyclic-based vanadyl molecules. The best-fit parameters are reported in Table 4.11, 
while the fits are visible in Figure 4.11.  
 
Table 4.11. Best-fit parameters obtained using the simple power-law model in eq. (4.8) for T1, 
derived by pulsed EPR results. 
Eq. (4.9) 𝒂ۡۦۯ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂ە۞۪ (ms-1 K-n) 𝒏 
5%-VOdmit 1.2(4)·10-2 1.0(1) 1.9(5)·10-5 3.0(1) 
6%-Vdmit 1.9(5)·10-2 1.0(1) 6(4)·10-5 3.5(1) 
0.1%-VOPc 2.5(9)·10-2 0.6(4) 7(6)·10-4 2.8(1) 
2%-VOTPP 0.4(1) 0.3(3) 1.5(8)·10-5 3.4(1) 
5%-VOTCPP 1.2(1) 0.54(6) 3(2)·10-4 2.5(1) 
 
 
 
This model evidences the presence of a direct process with linear temperature 
dependence for T1s of 5%-VOdmit and 6%-Vdmit, and a quasi-independent variation 
(𝑥 < 1) for those relative to 0.1%-VOPc, 2%-VOTPP and 5%-VOTCPP. On 
increasing the temperature, for every system the Raman process causes a more 
pronounced thermal variation of T1, with a temperature dependence of ca. 𝑇 ϯ. The 
relaxation time of 5%-VOTCPP has the lowest value of 𝑛, that is 2.5, whereas those 
of 6%-Vdmit and 2%-VOTPP have almost the same value, 𝑛 = 3.5. However, it is 
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important to note that they are graphically very different (Figure 4.11a), and this is due 
to their Raman coefficients that are four times lower for 2%-VOTPP with respect to 
6%-Vdmit. This corresponds to the onset of the Raman process at higher temperature.  
The fit by the Debye Transport Integral model has been done using the expression 
  
 
 
𝑇φ = ৃ𝑎տք֍𝑇 ֓ + 𝑎֍ռֈ গ
𝑇
𝜃ե
ঘ
ν
𝐼΅ গ
𝜃ե
𝑇
ঘৄ
−φ
 
 
(4.9) 
  
 
where 𝜃ե is the Debye temperature and 𝐼΅ is the Transport Integral, which is defined in 
eq. (3.30). The best-fit parameters are reported in Table 4.12, while the fits are shown 
in Figure 4.14.  
 
Table 4.12. Best-fit parameters obtained using the Debye Transport Integral model in eq. (4.9) 
for T1, derived by pulsed EPR. 
Eq. (4.10) 𝒂ۡۦۯ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂ە۞۪ (ms-1) 𝜽ۇ (K) 
5%-VOdmit 1.0(2)·10-2 1.0(1) 179(21) 105(2) 
6%-Vdmit 2.6(5)·10-2 1.0(1) 1.4(5)·104 186(21) 
0.1%-VOPc 3(3)·10-2 0.6(4) 1.4(2)·103 185(9) 
2%-VOTPP 0.4(1) 0.4(3) 1.1(1)·104 280(10) 
5%-VOTCPP 1.0(1) 0.64(4) 2.7(8)·103 304(37) 
 
 
 
The direct coefficients and exponents agree with the previous findings, whereas the 
Raman process can be analysed from another point of view. Indeed, the Debye 
temperature 𝜃ե indicates the cut-off temperature over which the Debye approximation 
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fails: higher is this value and higher is the temperature at which optical phonons will 
affect the relaxation. However, high values of 𝜃ե appears in conflict with what pointed 
out by the THz measurements and by the analysis of the local modes discussed for 𝜏 , 
from which emerged that the optical phonons cannot be neglected already at the liquid 
hydrogen temperatures. Despite the major rigorousness of the Debye model, it is evident 
that it still contains too many approximations to fully describe the Raman relaxation 
process. On the other hand, the Debye temperature remains an average parameter that 
accounts for the importance of the optical phonons involved in the magnetic relaxation. 
For example, the Raman coefficient for 5%-VOdmit is the lowest (Table 4.11), however, 
as pointed out by its 𝜃ե, the optical phonons play a key role already at low temperature. 
6%-Vdmit and 0.1%-VOPc have values of 𝜃ե slightly higher than that of 5%-
VOdmit, but with Raman coefficients two and one orders of magnitude higher, 
respectively. Consequently, the relaxation time of 6%-Vdmit is the first that abruptly 
decreases (Figure 4.14). Higher values of 𝜃ե are shown by 2%-VOTPP and 5%-
VOTCPP, but again with Raman coefficients one order of magnitude different to each 
other. Consequently, T1 for 2%-VOTPP is more similar to that of 6%-Vdmit, whereas 
T1 for 5%-VOTCPP is comparable to that of 0.1%-VOPc. Thus, the combination of 
high values of 𝑎ճռֈ and small values of 𝜃ե corresponds to a strong temperature variation 
of T1, as shown by 6%-Vdmit, whereas the opposite leads to the very weak temperature 
dependence of 5%-VOTCPP.  
As evidenced by the results shown above and considering the approximations of the 
Debye model, the use of eq. (4.9) is equally informative with respect to the simple power-
law model, and it allows to see the problem from another point of view. Moreover, since 
it well reproduces the experimental data, it confirms that the process involved in the spin 
relaxation is the Raman process as theoretically described (§3.3.3). 
 
 
Figure 4.14. Temperature dependence of T1 for solid state diluted compounds 0.1%-VOPc, 
5%-VOdmit, 6%-Vdmit, 2%-VOTPP and 5%-VOTCPP reproduced by the Debye 
Transport Integral model (a) and the local modes model (b).   
a b 
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The third model used is the local modes. The use of this model is reasonable by 
recalling the presence of low-energy vibrational modes in the experimental THz spectra. 
The expression used to perform the fits is the same reported in eq. (4.7); the best-fit 
parameters are reported in Table 4.13, while the fits are shown in Figure 4.14.  
 
Table 4.13. Best-fit parameters obtained using the local modes model in eq. (4.7) for T1, derived 
by pulsed EPR. 
Eq. (4.6) 𝒂ۡۦۯ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂۩۬۠ (ms-1) ℏ𝝎 (cm-1) 
5%-VOdmit 1.0(2)·10-2 1.0(1) 19(2) 63(3) 
6%-Vdmit 2.6(6)·10-2 1.0(1) 1.3(2)·103 108(4) 
6%-Vdmit 
(two phonons) 
2.1(8)·10-2 1.0(1) 1(1) 
2(1)·103 
18(fixed) 
123(37) 
0.1%-VOPc 3(3)·10-2 0.6(4) 1.4(5)·102 110(15) 
2%-VOTPP 
(two phonons) 
0.4(2) 0.3(2) 34(7) 
6(2)·103 
67(fixed) 
303(35) 
5%-VOTCPP 1.01(1) 0.65(1) 2.95(9)·102 184(2) 
 
 
 
Once more, the parameters of the direct process agree with the previous findings 
(Table 4.11 and Table 4.12). The trend of the local modes coefficients also reflects the 
Raman coefficients extracted from the previous models; the peculiarity here is that it is 
possible to obtain hints on the phonons that are more relevant for the spin relaxation. 
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Unfortunately, the limited number of points of T1 collected for the investigated molecules 
does not allow to obtain precise results about the active vibrational modes. For example, 
the relaxation time of 6%-Vdmit is equally well reproduced using either one or two low-
energy local modes. In the former case, a single mode at 108 cm-1 appears to be the only 
phonon responsible of the spin relaxation, which is certainly a rough approximation of 
the real situation. Indeed, according to the THz spectrum of 6%-Vdmit (Figure 4.13), 
it is reasonable to think that this value is averaged on many vibrational modes affecting 
the relaxation. This because, as the temperature increases, phonons at higher energies 
populate and contribute to the spin-lattice relaxation.  
In this frame, the temperature dependence of T1 for 5%-VOdmit can be 
satisfactorily reproduced by an average effective phonon, i.e. a parameter that is resulting 
from the mixing of many different low-energy modes, at 63 cm-1. This corresponds to an 
extracted value slightly lower with respect to all the other investigated molecules, in 
agreement with the 𝜃ե values shown in Table 4.12. The macrocyclic molecules are more 
interesting because of their very simple THz spectrum: the temperature dependence of 
T1 for 2%-VOTPP is well reproduced using the phonon mode at 67 cm-1 and a more 
energetic one that is probably averaged. The relaxation time of VOPc, instead, is well 
reproduced by considering only one vibrational mode at 110 cm-1, which is beyond the 
available experimental THz range. Interestingly, the inclusion of the experimental 
vibrational mode at 52 cm-1 does not provide any significant improvement to the fit, 
suggesting that this vibrational mode could be considered not strongly involved in the 
relaxation. Similarly, the spin-lattice relaxation for 5%-VOTCPP can be reproduced 
by considering only one very energetic phonon at 184 cm-1, again beyond the available 
experimental THz range. 
Despite the approximative model here used, the role of the vibrational modes in 
determining the spin relaxation strongly emerges. This has been done by considering two 
features: the energy of the vibrational modes and the Raman coefficient. The latter can 
be associated to the degrees of coupling of the specific mode with the spin, i.e. the spin-
phonon coupling, which accounts for the efficiency of the phonon to cause relaxation. A 
more accurate model should consist in the inclusion of the vibrational Density of States 
(DOS) weighted for the spin-phonon coupling coefficients. This approach, however, can 
be performed only by theoretical calculations, and it is in progress.  
It should be noted that, though the spin-phonon coupling is temperature independent, 
the efficiency of a specific phonon depends on its population according to the Bose-
Einstein distribution. The relaxation of 5%-VOdmit is determined by very low energetic 
modes but with a small efficiency, whereas higher energetic phonons are important for 
the relaxation of 6%-Vdmit, but with stronger spin-phonon coupling. For 5%-
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VOTCPP the small efficiency is due to the lack of low energy modes, and this produces 
the very weak temperature dependence of T1. The latter considerations can be used also 
to describe the relaxation of 0.1%-VOPc that has a low-energy vibrational mode at 52 
cm-1 apparently not effective for the spin relaxation.  
 
 
4.5.3 Magnetic field dependence of  
The magnetic field dependence of the relaxation time extracted by ac susceptibility 
measurements for the investigated molecules can be reproduced by the Brons-van Vleck 
model (§3.3.7 and eq. 3.48). It is recalled that this model takes into account the 
competition between the sum of intra- and intermolecular effects, i.e. the sum of spin-
spin dipolar magnetic interactions and spin-nuclei hyperfine interactions, that are 
predominant at low fields (ca. B < 1 T), and the direct process at high fields (ca. B > 1 
T). The expression used for the analysis is  
  
 
 
𝜏 = গ𝑐𝐵Κ + 𝑑 1 + 𝑒𝐵
ϵ
1 + 𝑓𝐵ϵ
ঘ
−φ
 
(4.10) 
  
 
where it is recalled that 𝑐 is the coefficient of the direct process, 𝑑 is the coefficient related 
to the strength of the internal active processes, 𝑓 corresponds to the ability of the external 
magnetic field to suppress the internal relaxation mechanisms, and 𝑒 is the attitude of 
the internal magnetic moments of the molecule to induce relaxation.  
However, in some cases this model is not sufficient to reproduce the data and an 
extended version of the Brons-van Vleck model has been adopted in the analysis 
  
 
 
𝜏 = গ𝑐𝐵Κ + 𝑑 1 + 𝑒𝐵
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(4.11) 
  
 
in which two distinguishable contributions of the internal fields are considered.  
The best-fit parameters obtained by applying the Brons-van Vleck models for the 
relaxation times measured at 5, 10 and 15 K are reported in Table 4.14, Table 4.15 and 
Table 4.16, respectively. The outcomes of the fits can be found in in Figure 4.7c, Figure 
4.8 and Figure 4.9. 
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Table 4.14. Best-fit parameters obtained using either the model (4.10) or (4.11) to reproduce 
the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏  at 5 K. Asterisks indicate whether that specific curve is shown 
or not in Figure 4.7c or Figure 4.8 or Figure 4.9.  
T = 5 K 𝒄 (T-4 ms-1) 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 𝒈 (ms-1) 𝒉 (T-2) 
VOdpm-pwd 9.6(4)·10-4 2.1(2) 7.6(7) 240(30) - - 
VOdtc* 6.7(2)·10-4 1.5(1) 0.2(5) 110(13) 0.3(1) 0.4(1) 
VOTCPP 6.5(5)·10-4 10(2) 21(2) 221(74) - - 
VOPc* 3.0(1)·10-3 23(3) 0.4(1) 31(11) 5.5(9) 1.0(4) 
10%VOPc* 3.0(2)·10-3 37(11) 6.0(1) 74(30) - - 
VOTPP* 1.8(1)·10-3 47(40) 6.1(6) 987(103) 9(4) 36(13) 
30%VOTPP* 1.5(1)·10-3 14(4) 11(1) 780(600) 3(1) 53(27) 
VOdmit 1.8(1)·10-3 10(1) 40(4) 306(60) - - 
Vdmit* 8.0(6)·10-3 41(1) 5.0(6) 13(2) - - 
Vcat* 3.5(1)·10-3 1.9(2) 0.13(2) 219(24) 0.24(8) 0.061(3) 
Vnaphcat* 9.4(1)·10-3 2.3(2) 0.8(3) 322(45) 0.14(1) 0.3(1) 
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Before commenting the results contained in Table 4.14, it should be noted that the 
fits performed for VOTCPP, VOPc and VOTPP are non-trivial because of the 
irregular behaviour presents around 2 T, whose causes are still unclear. Consequently, 
the parameters obtained for these molecules, and in particular the parameter 𝑓 , have a 
noticeable uncertainty. A few points are worth being underlined: 
 The coefficients of the direct process, 𝑐, are lower for the vanadyl-based molecules, 
and in particular for VOdpm, VOdtc and VOTCPP. This parameter determines 
the onset of the abrupt decrease of the relaxation times at high magnetic fields. This 
result is consistent with the coefficients of the direct process reported, for example, 
in Table 4.10. Instead, the higher values of 𝑐 are relative to the relaxation time of the 
tris-chelate molecules.  
 The parameter 𝑑 is related to the efficiency of the relaxation. It can be evaluated by 
the slope of the curve at very low fields, as well as by the absolute value of 𝜏 . For 
example, the highest value of 𝑑 for VOTPP reflects the combination between the 
small values of its relaxation time and the pronounced magnetic field dependence at 
low magnetic fields. VOPc has also a high value of 𝑑 because of the short 𝜏 , but 
thanks to the weaker magnetic field dependence at low fields, this value is reduced.  
 The parameter 𝑒 is inversely proportional to the density of spins and the strength of 
the internal fields, i.e. dipolar and hyperfine interactions. This is clearly observed by 
comparing the values of 𝑒 for VOPc and VOTPP and those relative to 10%-VOPc 
and 30%-VOTPP. By looking at the spin density values in Table 4.5, it can be 
noted that VOdmit has a density higher than that of VOTCPP. These values, at 
first sight, do not agree with their 𝑒 parameters. However, this can be explained by 
considering that the ligands of VOdmit are completely nuclear spin free, for which 
its hyperfine fields are greatly reduced.  
 The parameter 𝑓 is related to the efficiency of the external magnetic field in 
suppressing the internal fields. When this parameter is small, the maximum of 𝜏 is 
reached for higher applied magnetic fields, with the consequent reduction of the 
intermediate plateau of 𝜏 . This is visible either by comparing the curves of VOPc 
and 10%-VOPc, or by looking at the behaviour of VOdtc, whose limited plateau 
agrees with its small value of 𝑓 .  
 An additional contribution to the internal fields is required to reproduce the data of 
VOdtc, VOPc, VOTPP, Vcat and Vnaphcat. This term contains the parameters 
𝑔 and ℎ that, in analogy to 𝑑 and 𝑓 , are related to the efficiency of the relaxation and 
the efficiency of the magnetic field to suppress the internal contributions. Instead, the 
parameter 𝑒 is common for the two internal fields terms. The necessity of a second 
term into the Brons-van Vleck model can be explained by considering that each term 
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can be produced by mechanisms affecting the spin relaxation that derive from 
different sources. If two different mechanisms are strong enough, their individual 
contributions can appear, and they can be distinguished by the fit.  
 
Table 4.15. Best-fit parameters obtained using either the model (4.10) or (4.11) to reproduce 
the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏  at 10 K. Asterisks indicate whether that specific curve is shown 
or not in Figure 4.7c or Figure 4.8 or Figure 4.9. 
T = 10 K 𝒄 (T-4 ms-1) 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 𝒈 (ms-1) 𝒉 (T-2) 
VOdpm*-pwd 7.3(1)·10-4 3.5(1) 7.6(4) 179(12) - - 
VOdpm-crys 5.4(1)·10-4 0.15(1) 106(8) 300(31) - - 
VOdtc* 4.2(1)·10-4 7.5(4) 0.2(2) 93(10) 1.19(5) 0.9(1) 
VOTCPP* 9.5(6)·10-4 27(8) 27(3) 316(120) - - 
VOPc* 1.8(1)·10-3 80(22) 0.5(1) 61(30) 11.7(2) 0.9(4) 
VOTPP* 1.5(2)·10-3 62(37) 50(11) 430(340) - - 
VOdmit* 2.1(1)·10-3 19(3) 38(5) 231(60) - - 
Vcat 3.5(1)·10-3 4.1(1) 0.13(2) 247(15) 0.89(3) 0.063(3) 
Vnaphcat 1.2(1)·10-2 4.2(3) 0.3(1) 353(34) 0.61(1) 0.09(2) 
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The same care pointed out before in discussing the parameters obtained for 
VOTCPP, VOPc and VOTPP is required also when looking at Table 4.15. 
The coefficients 𝑒 relative to data at 10 K (Table 4.15) are close to those observed at 
5 K (Table 4.14). This result underlines the robustness of the model since a variation 
either of the internal fields strength or the spin density increasing the temperatures is 
not expected. The only exception is represented by VOTPP, whose parameter exhibits 
an increase of a factor ten; however, this may be accounted to the uncertainty above 
mentioned. The coefficients 𝑐 of the direct process slightly decrease on increasing the 
temperature. This agrees with the rising of the strength of the Raman process and the 
simultaneous weakening of the direct process, on increasing the temperature from 5 to 
10 K. Accordingly, as the Raman process becomes more important, the parameters 𝑑 and 
𝑓 also growth. The same argument is valid for the parameters 𝑔 and ℎ.  
It is also interesting to compare the results obtained by the two compounds of 
VOdpm, i.e. the crystal and microcrystalline powders samples. The phonon bottleneck 
effects are stronger in the former sample, and they weaken reducing the crystalline sizes. 
As it is visible in Table 4.15, the direct process coefficient c is higher for VOdpm-pwd, 
corresponding to an earlier decreasing of 𝜏 in the high magnetic field region. The 
parameter 𝑑 is also higher for the powder-like compound. This reflects the lower efficiency 
of the various processes in inducing spin relaxation in VOdpm-crys. Accordingly, the 
efficiency of the external magnetic field in suppressing the internal contributions, 
accounted for by f, is greater for the macro-crystalline sample. This happens because, in 
addition to the internal fields, the rising of the magnetic field reduces the phonon 
bottleneck strength, since increasing the Zeeman splitting more phonons can participate 
to the relaxation. By looking at the parameter e, there is an unexpected difference 
between its values for VOdpm-pwd and VOdpm-crys. Indeed, they should not change 
since the spin density does not vary as the sample is milled. The cause should be, 
however, accounted for by the variation of strength of the internal fields. Specifically, 
such a strength is reduced for the system affected by bottleneck effects and a possible 
explanation can be that, since the lattice is not able to dissipate the excitation, the 
continuous re-excitation of the spin system masks the internal field contributions. This 
is also in agreement with the values of the parameter d. 
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Table 4.16. Best-fit parameters obtained using either the model (4.10) or (4.11) to reproduce 
the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏  at 15 K. Asterisks indicate whether that specific curve is shown 
or not in Figure 4.7c or Figure 4.8 or Figure 4.9. 
T = 15 K 𝒄 (T-4 ms-1) 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 𝒈 (ms-1) 𝒉 (T-2) 
VOdpm*-pwd 9.7(3)·10-4 5.7(3) 15.1(9) 190(16) - - 
VOdpm*-crys 9.2(6)·10-4 0.6(2) 329(140) 800(560) - - 
VOdtc* 5.1(1)·10-4 24(1) 0.31(5) 83(10) 2.9(2) 1.4(3) 
VOcat* 5.1(1)·10-4 13.2(8) 9.9(2) 580(42) - - 
VOnaphcat* 1.6(1)·10-3 2.1(4) 40(5) 365(58) - - 
Vcat 3.4(1)·10-3 5.7(4) 0.15(2) 279(33) 1.9(1) 0.068(5) 
Vnaphcat 1.1(1)·10-2 6.8(2) 0.2(5) 415(30) 1.63(8) 0.08(2) 
 
 
 
Interestingly, by analysing the temperature dependence of the parameters obtained 
by fitting the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 with the Brons-van Vleck model, it has 
been found that, even if the overall temperature dependence of 𝜏 does not follow an 
Arrhenius law, the individual single processes described by 𝑑 and 𝑔 parameters are 
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proportional to exp ५բՊՋՋֆյ ६. From this dependence it is possible to extract an effective 
activation energy value 𝐴րցց for each contribution. However, since each value of either 𝑑 
or 𝑔 is obtained from the fit of the entire magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 , the fit of the 
temperature dependence of such parameters requires to measure the magnetic field 
dependence of 𝜏 at several temperatures. This analysis is thus very demanding, and, for 
this reason, it has been possible to perform this type of investigation only for VOdtc, 
VOcat, VOnaphcat, Vcat and Vnaphcat. The extracted effective activation energy 
values are reported in Table 4.17, while an example of how the various terms of the 
Brons-van Vleck model contribute to the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 is shown for 
VOdtc in Figure 4.15. 
 
Table 4.17. Effective activation energy, 𝑨ۣۣۢ , extracted by fitting the temperature dependences 
of the Brons-van Vleck parameter 𝒅 and, when used, 𝒈 with the Arrhenius law. As comparison, 
the energy value of the closest vibrational mode measured by THz spectroscopy is also reported.  
 𝑼ۣۣۢ ۡ (cm-1) ℏ𝝎غ (cm-1) 𝑼ۣۣۢ ۤ (cm-1) ℏ𝝎و (cm-1) 
VOdtc 20(2) → 40 41 (10 K) 15(2) → 30 28 or 33 (10 K) 
VOcat 24(2) → 48 46 (10 K) - - 
VOnaphcat 17(2) → 34 35 (RT) - - 
Vcat 6(1) → 12 - 10(1) → 20 25 (10 K) 
Vnaphcat 9(1) → 18 21 (RT) 16(1) → 32 32 (RT) 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15. Decoupling of the extended Brons-van Vleck contributions for the magnetization 
relaxation time of VOdtc at 15 K. 
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It is interesting to note that the obtained effective activation energies can be related 
to the experimental low-energy vibrational modes through the expression 
  
 
 𝐴րցց = ℏ𝜔/2. (4.12) 
  
 
 This relation was predicted for the relaxation time of SMMs characterized by excited 
magnetic states at high energy when the anharmonicity, or finite-line width, of 
vibrational modes is taken into account.34 The obtained 𝐴րցց values are reported in Table 
4.17 and compared to the frequency value of the vibrational modes observed by THz 
spectroscopy. As evidenced by the results contained in Table 4.17, each effective 
activation energy, extracted by the magnetic analysis, agrees with the experimental 
vibrational modes present in the THz spectrum, except for the phonons of Vcat that are 
within the sensitivity limit of the set-up. The striking matching between those values 
suggests that through this type of investigation it is possible to extract the contribution 
of specific low-energy vibrational modes to the spin-lattice relaxation. The vibrational 
mode extracted here for VOcat is the same found by fitting the temperature dependence 
of 𝜏 by the local modes model. Once more, this value can be attributed to the low-
intensity vibrational mode at 46 cm-1, remembering that for some reason its spin-phonon 
coupling may be particularly effective, or it can be considered as a mixing between the 
30-40 cm-1 and 60 cm-1 groups. However, it is interesting to note that for VOcat and 
VOnaphcat the magnetically active vibrational modes seem not to be the lowest in 
energy. According to a recently reported study on the role of intramolecular vibrations 
as mediators of spin-lattice relaxation, each vibrational mode should couple with the spin 
to a different extent, as a function of the type of vibration and electron occupancy in the 
metal 𝑑-orbitals.35 It is thus not surprising that the lowest energy vibrational modes 
observed herein for VOcat and VOnaphcat can be not strongly coupled with the spin 
to promote efficient relaxation, and consequently does not contribute substantially to the 
fine structure of the 𝜏 𝑣𝑠 𝐵  behaviour. From Table 4.17 it should be also noted that the 
active vibrational modes of Vcat and Vnaphcat are shifted toward lower energies, with 
respect to the vanadyl molecules, in agreement with the experimental vibrational 
spectrum. Moreover, their active modes seem to coincide with the lowest experimental 
vibrational modes.  
From these evidences it can be concluded that the magnetic field dependence of the 
relaxation time extracted by susceptibility data contains information about the phonons 
active in the spin-lattice relaxation. Since their contribution can be outlined from the 
parameters 𝑑 and 𝑔 of the Brons-van Vleck model, the relaxation here considered is that 
relative to the low magnetic fields. Apparently, the magnetic active low-energy optical 
phonons are too energetic to cause a direct process type of relaxation (for 𝐵 = 1 T the 
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energy separation between the Kramers doublet is ca. 1 cm-1), suggesting that they should 
be involved in the relaxation through the Raman process. However, the relation 𝐴րցց =
ℏ𝜔/2 applies for SMMs when the relaxation occurs through the direct process by 
involving the phonon distribution linewidth, i.e. when the phonons description is not 
limited to the harmonic approximation. In this frame, it is thus complicate to make a 
well-defined separation between the direct and Raman process. 
One might wonder why in this case the low-energy vibrational modes were found 
through eq. (4.12), whereas by using the local modes model the values of the active 
phonons can be directly extracted. This is probably because the former analysis is 
performed on low temperature data where, according to (A. Lunghi et al., 2017)34 for 
SMMs, it is expected to find a relation such as eq. (4.12). Instead, as the temperature 
increases this relation is not valid anymore and another type of relaxation, involving also 
the excited spin state, will occur. However, for the investigated vanadium-based 
molecules there are not excited Kramers doublet before tens of thousands cm-1. Thus, 
since the local modes model is applied in a wide temperature range, up to 300 K, it can 
be reasonable to find directly the frequency value of the phonon involved in the 
relaxation.  
 
 
4.5.4 Schematic summary of the analysis  
The great amount of data analysed in this section can be particularly heavy for a 
generic reader. For this reason, the main results extracted by the analysis are 
schematically summarized in this paragraph.  
 
𝜏 𝑣𝑠 𝑇  
ac susceptibility 
 
 
Simple model 
 
 Most of the molecules investigated can be reproduced by 
considering the combination of the direct and Raman 
processes, as expected on the basis of literature. However, in 
some cases deviations from theory have been found because 
of spin-phonon bottleneck effects. This phenomenon is 
particularly strong in the 𝛽-diketonate derivative, VOdpm, 
and in the macrocyclic-based molecules, but it is still not 
well understood. Moreover, the macrocyclic-based molecules 
exhibit an uncommon weak temperature dependence of  𝜏 in 
an extended temperature range (up to 30 K). According to 
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theory, this behaviour can be attributed to the lack of low-
energy phonons and it agrees with the experimental THz 
spectra. 
 The Raman process for all the investigated molecules 
depends on temperature as  𝑇 ϯ instead of  𝑇 ν, which is what 
theory suggests for an  𝑆 = 1/2 spin system. However, 
according to literature, other exponents can be found 
depending on the vibrational structure of the system. 
Local modes 
model 
 
 The use of this model for VOcat and VOnaphcat provides 
reasonable values of the low-energy vibrational modes that 
should be involved in the spin relaxation. The estimation of 
vibrational modes at higher frequencies is limited by the 
temperature range at which the measurements are 
performed.  
T1 𝑣𝑠 𝑇  
pulsed EPR 
 
 
Simple model  The temperature dependence of T1 is well reproduced by 
considering the combination of the direct and Raman 
process. Indeed, in this case the investigated compounds are 
diluted and no spin-phonon bottleneck effects are present. It 
is confirmed that the weak temperature dependence of T1 for 
the macrocyclic-based molecules can be still attributed to 
the direct process instead of cross-relaxation processes. 
 The temperature dependence 𝑇 ϯ induced by the Raman 
process is confirmed. 
Debye model  This is a more rigorous model for the Raman process. Since 
it is able to well reproduce the experimental data, it is a 
further confirmation about the presence of the Raman 
process instead of another type of relaxation process. 
 The parameters extracted are useful for comparing the 
different nature of spin relaxation among the various 
investigated molecules. Moreover, their trend agrees with 
the results obtained by the simple model. However, the 
model does not allow to correlate the extracted parameters 
with the findings of the optical measurements.  
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Local modes 
model 
 The model well reproduces the data, and the extracted 
parameters are in agreement with the other models.  
 This is particularly interesting when applied at the 
macrocyclic-based molecules that have distinct low-energy 
vibrational modes. Instead, for the other cases where more 
vibrational modes are present, the output parameter is an 
average frequency value. 
 By comparing the results of the model with the experimental 
THz spectrum, it provides useful clues to identify the 
vibrational modes that are more relevant for spin relaxation. 
Indeed, different phonons have different spin-phonon 
coupling coefficients, so that the more efficient phonon for 
the spin relaxation is not necessarily the lowest in frequency.  
𝜏 𝑣𝑠 𝐵 
ac susceptibility 
 
 
Brons-van Vleck 
model 
 
 This model is able to reproduce most of the magnetic field 
dependence of 𝜏 for the investigated molecules. However, in 
some cases the use of an extended version is necessary. This 
requires the use of an additional Brons-van Vleck term that 
accounts for the low magnetic field region.  
 The model is a useful tool to separate the various 
contributions that produce the non-monotonous trend of the 
magnetic field dependence. In particular, it allows to extract 
the contribution of the internal fields, produced by spin-spin 
and spin-nuclei interactions.  
 The consequences of spin-phonon bottleneck effects have 
been investigated in detail since they provoke a strong 
variation in the spin relaxation. However, this analysis is 
still qualitative, and more information is required to 
understand this phenomenon. 
 Apparently, by using this model it is possible to distinguish 
the contribution of the vibrational modes affecting the low 
temperature spin relaxation. Indeed, the values extracted 
agrees with the experimental THz spectrum.  
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4.6 Conclusions 
A series of vanadyl- and vanadium-based molecules has been investigated here 
through a multi-technique approach constituted of cw-EPR, ac susceptometry, THz 
spectroscopy and pulsed EPR. This investigation has been firstly focused on the 
structural and static properties of these systems, whose magnetic properties are 
accounted for by an electronic spin 𝑆 = 1/2 coupled with a nuclear spin 𝐼 = 7/2 for weak 
magnetic fields. Indeed, at high magnetic fields the spin system can be described simply 
as a two-levels system. These features are common to all the investigated molecules.  
Vanadyl and tris-chelate molecules can be differentiated on the basis of their ground 
electronic state that is a well-isolated d֓֔ orbital for the former and a more mixed d֕ɞ 
orbital for the latter. This is reflected in the magnetization dynamics that shows longer 
relaxation times, 𝜏 , for the vanadyl species, both as a function of temperature and 
magnetic field. Such relaxation times were extracted by ac susceptibility measurements 
performed on pure microcrystalline compounds within 2 and 70 K, and they are of the 
order of milliseconds. The behaviour of the thermal variation of 𝜏 can be explained by 
taking into account two relaxation processes: the direct at low temperatures and the 
Raman at higher temperature. The analysis of magnetic data evidences a typical linear 
temperature dependence of the direct process for the molecules with bidentate ligands, 
whereas this dependence weakens for the molecules coordinated by macrocyclic ligands. 
The Raman process causes a stronger temperature dependent relaxation, which varies 
roughly as 𝑇 ϯ. Interestingly, this dependence is much lower than what expected from the 
theory, for which a dependence of the type 𝑇 ν would occur. This has been observed for 
all the investigated molecules and in particular for the vanadyl-based systems. This 
probably results from the interplay of the weak spin-orbit coupling of vanadium and the 
well-isolated electronic ground state characteristic of the square-pyramidal geometry, 
both resulting in a weaker spin-phonon coupling. In addition, such a dependence can 
result from the higher frequencies of the vibrational modes observed by THz 
spectroscopy.  Moreover, effects related to the sample concentration have been observed 
for several of these systems and were attributed to the spin-phonon bottleneck. This 
phenomenon is still not-well understood and its presence in the investigated molecules 
should be attributed to the very small number of low-energy vibrational modes in their 
vibrational spectra, as evidence experimentally by THz spectroscopy.  
The spin dynamics investigation has been extended up to room temperature for the 
molecules for which it was possible to prepare crystalline solid-state dilutions. For such 
systems both the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, and coherence time, Tm, were measured 
through pulsed EPR. The obtained results were then analysed through three different 
models: the simple power-law, the Debye Transport Integral and the local modes model. 
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The measurements remarkably evidence that T1 limits Tm, as it was expected. The 
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time can be described considering 
the combination of direct and Raman processes, according to the ac susceptibility 
analysis. The coherence time Tm is temperature independent, but as the temperature is 
increased T1 shortens and starts to affect Tm. Because of the influence of T1 on Tm, the 
latter becomes temperature dependent and it decreases rapidly. This remarks the 
importance to lengthen T1 in order to achieve longer Tms. Indeed, the rapid shortening 
of T1 for the tris-chelate vanadium-based molecules is responsible of the decreasing of 
Tm, which is not detectable above 150 K. The vanadyl molecules, instead, exhibit a 
relaxation time T1 that decreases more slowly. Consequently, for these molecules, Tm is 
detectable even at room temperature where can reaches also values around 1 s.  
A more detailed analysis focused on the temperature dependence of T1 allowed to 
relate the spin dynamics features with the experimental low-energy vibrational modes 
(the term ‘low-energy’ indicates the vibrational modes between 10-150 cm-1). Indeed, it 
has been found that molecules with few vibrational modes at high frequencies exhibit 
relaxation times with weaker temperature dependence. In addition, from this analysis it 
has emerged that the efficiency of the vibrational modes is not related to its energy, but 
it is not surprising that the phonon active in inducing spin relaxation does not correspond 
to the lowest one. This efficiency is a combination of the thermal population of the 
vibrational mode and the spin-phonon coupling. In this frame, a more accurate model 
should not be limited to the vibrational modes at the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone, and 
it should consider the spin-phonon coupling of each vibrational mode. This type of 
investigation can be done only by using an ab initio approach and, notwithstanding its 
complexity, it is now in progress. 
Nevertheless, the phenomenological analysis here performed succeed in separating and 
obtaining hints about the various contributions that affect the spin-lattice relaxation.  
Additional evidences about the role of the low-energy vibrational modes in the spin-
lattice relaxation can be achieved by comparing the results obtained by the magnetic 
analysis of the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 , extracted by ac susceptometry, with the 
THz spectroscopy evidences. It should be remarked that the possibility to perform 
measurements of the relaxation time as a function of the magnetic field is one of the 
great advantages of ac susceptometry. From these measurements it has been evidenced 
a non-monotonous behaviour shared by all the VIV-based molecules investigated. This 
originates from the competition between the internal contributions, such as dipolar fields 
produced by spin-spin and spin-nuclei interactions, and the direct process. Moreover, 
though the entire temperature dependence of 𝜏 does not vary following an Arrhenius-like 
behaviour, this type of dependence applies for some parameters extracted by fitting the 
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magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 with the Brons-van Vleck model. From the analysis of 
their temperature dependence, indeed, it is possible to extract an effective activation 
energy, 𝐴րցց . Interestingly, the 𝐴րցց values extracted seem to well correlate with some 
of the low-energy vibrational modes experimentally observed, when the relation 𝐴րցց =
ℏ𝜔/2 is taken into account. This relation has been theoretically derived to explain the 
spin-lattice relaxation for SMMs when the anharmonicity of phonons is not neglected. 
Once more, these results evidence the involvement of phonons in determining the 
behaviour of the spin-lattice relaxation time. Further studies are, however, necessary to 
clarify whether such phonons are involved through the direct or Raman process.  
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Chapter 4   
CHAPTER 5  
VO(acac)2: The Vanadyl Showpiece 
This chapter is dedicated exclusively to the investigation of the vanadyl 
acetylacetonate molecule, whose formula is [VO(acac)2] and hereafter simply labelled as 
VOacac. The 𝛽-diketonate ligand here used, composed of 2 oxygen, 5 carbon and 7 
hydrogen atoms, is the simplest that could have been chosen, making it particularly 
suitable for theoretical ab initio calculations. Moreover, for this molecule it is possible to 
grow crystals with dimensions up to several millimetres whereby perform single-crystal 
measurements. A wide variety of techniques were employed to study the properties of 
such a molecule, which has become a prototype system for the other vanadyl-based 
molecules. In addition to the standard magnetic characterization based on cw-EPR and 
ac susceptometry, which is useful to obtain information on the electronic structure and 
the relaxation processes affecting the magnetization dynamics, magnetization decays and 
hysteresis were recorded through a μ-Hall device at the liquid 3He temperatures, 
evidencing an inherent anisotropy of the spin dynamics. At the same low temperatures, 
calorimetric measurements were also employed to investigate in more detail the spin-
phonon bottleneck effects, that are particularly relevant for 𝑆 = 1/2 spins, as explained 
in (§3.3.8) and already evidenced in Chapter 4.  In addition, given the key role of the 
vibrational modes for the spin-lattice relaxation, a detailed optical investigation has been 
done through THz spectroscopy in a wide temperature range on microcrystalline powder 
samples. Such measurements were flanked by DFT theoretical calculations from which 
vibrational spectra and density of states were obtained. This analysis is, however, limited 
to the -point of the Brillouin zone. To explore the vibrational spectrum in all the 
reciprocal space, acoustic and optical phonons dispersions were measured by 4D-Inelastic 
Neutron Scattering (INS) on a ‘virtual’ big single-crystal, composed of ca. 1 g of smaller 
iso-oriented single crystals of highly deuterated VOacac. Once more, the analysis has 
been supported by DFT-based theoretical calculations that allowed to go deeper inside 
the composition of the vibrational spectrum.  
Despite the many advantages of this simple molecule, which has allowed a detailed 
characterization of magnetic and optical properties of VOacac, it shows some drawbacks 
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concerning the possibility to perform an accurate characterization of the relaxation times 
T1 and Tm. Indeed, to carry out pulsed EPR measurements diluted crystalline samples 
are the best choice, but the synthesis of an isostructural diamagnetic molecule of VOacac 
has not been achieved. The alternative of using frozen solutions is useless since it does 
not permit to connect the spin dynamics results with the vibrational properties obtained 
by the experimental and theoretical studies. Anyway, this does not diminish the value of 
the detailed investigation. Indeed, the information about the nature of the processes 
affecting the spin relaxation here studied remain valid for the other vanadyl-based 
molecular systems.  
 
 
5.1 Introduction to the molecule 
In VOacac the vanadyl moiety is coordinated to the oxygen atoms of two 𝛽-
diketonate ligands providing a distorted square pyramidal geometry; the molecular 
structure is reported in Figure 5.1. The metal ion is slightly above the basal plane (0.545 
Å), the average V-O bond length is 1.969 Å and the V=O bond distance is 1.585 Å. The 
strong axial distortion imposed by the vanadyl moiety reduces the energy of the dxy 
electronic orbital, which turns out to be a well-isolated ground level. This feature, 
together with the weak spin-orbit coupling of vanadium, provides for these 𝑆 = 1/2 
vanadyl-based systems long relaxation times as shown in Chapter 4.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Molecular structure of VOacac. Colour code: V=green, O=red, C=grey, H=light 
grey.  
 
The compound crystallizes in the triclinic centrosymmetric space group 𝑃1 ̅ (Z=2), 
thus with only one crystallographically independent molecule in the asymmetric unit, for 
which the resulting point group is C1. The V⋯V shortest distance is 5.61 Å, and the spin 
density for the pure compound is 3.47 spin/nm3, which is the highest value among the 
investigated vanadium-based molecules. 
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Figure 5.2. (a) Experimental and simulated X-band (𝜈 = 9.39 GHz) cw-EPR spectrum of a 
frozen solution (1 mM, 2:3 of toluene/CH2Cl2) of VOacac recorded at 𝑇 = 50 K. The 
parameters of the simulation are reported in Table 5.1. (b) Energy levels diagrams of VOacac 
when a magnetic field is applied along the largest hyperfine interaction component (upper) and 
along the smallest (lower). Red arrows indicate the permitted transitions. The diagrams were 
obtained with EasySpin1 on the basis of the experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters. At the 
centre of the image, the molecular magnetic anisotropy axes of the g tensor are reported: 
gz=green axis that is along the vanadyl moiety, gx=red axis that is between the ligands, and 
gy=yellow axis that is through the ligands. This has been calculated through CAS-SCF by A. 
Albino.  
a 
b 
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The frozen solution cw-EPR spectrum (Figure 5.2) shows the typical features of an 
anisotropic Kramers doublet 𝑆 = 1/2 interacting with an 𝐼 = 7/2 nuclear spin (51V, 
abundance 99.76%), with the characteristic 8-fold splitting. The spectrum has been 
simulated1 on the basis of the spin Hamiltonian ℋ = 𝜇գ𝑺 ̂ ⋅ 𝒈 ⋅ 𝑩 + 𝑰 ̂ ⋅ 𝑨 ⋅ 𝑺  ̂ and the 
parameters obtained are reported in Table 5.1.  
 
Table 5.1. Best-simulation parameters used to reproduce the cw-EPR spectrum for VOacac.  
Molecule/ 
Parameters 
𝒈۵ 𝒈۶ 𝒈۷ 𝑨۵ 
(MHz) 
𝑨۶ 
(MHz) 
𝑨۷ 
(MHz) 
VOacac 1.984(1) 1.981(1) 1.9477(1) 173.9(1) 188.0(1) 513.2(1) 
 
Such parameters, characterized by partially rhombic 𝒈 and 𝑨 tensors, are very close 
to those of the other investigated 𝛽-diketonate molecule, i.e. VOdpm (Table 4.2). The 
parameters obtained by the simulation of the cw-EPR spectrum have been used to 
calculate the evolution of the energy levels on increasing the magnetic field, as shown in 
Figure 5.2. From this, it is evident that the degeneracy between the Kramers doublets is 
already removed in zero magnetic field, since the doublet is split by the hyperfine 
interaction into two groups of levels, a septet (𝐹 = 𝐼 − 𝑆 = 3) and a nonet (𝐹 = 𝐼 + 𝑆 =
4). Indeed, the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction removes the degeneracy within the 
two groups of levels even in zero field, and results in eigenfunctions that are linear 
combinations of different |𝑚մ,𝑚ժ⟩ values.2 As the external magnetic field is increased, 
the eigenfunctions of the system can be again regarded as composed by pure |𝑚մ,𝑚ժ⟩ 
states. 
 
 
5.2 Magnetic properties and phonon bottleneck 
The magnetization dynamics of VOacac has been investigated by ac susceptometry 
on microcrystalline powder samples revealing peculiar features caused by spin-phonon 
bottleneck effects. Such a phenomenon has been already discussed theoretically in 
Chapter 3 and experimentally in Chapter 4. As expected for 𝑆 = 1/2 paramagnetic 
systems, the thermal variation of the complex magnetic susceptibility in zero static 
magnetic field reveals no imaginary component of the susceptibility (𝜒ˮ) in the whole 
investigated temperature range. When a small static magnetic field (>20 mT) is applied, 
slow magnetic relaxation is observed for all samples with the appearance of a peak in the 
imaginary part of the susceptibility and a concomitant decrease of the real component 
(𝜒ʼ). Examples of frequency dependence of 𝜒ʼ and 𝜒ˮ on varying the magnetic field and 
temperature were reported in Figure 4.6. The relaxation time (𝜏) was obtained by fitting 
the imaginary component 𝜒ˮ with the Debye equations (eq. 4.2).3 In the previous chapter, 
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such a relaxation time has been considered to coincide with the spin-lattice relaxation 
time T1. This is true if, considering the global de-excitation transfer process from the 
spin system to the bath, the transfer of excitation from the spin system to the lattice one 
is the determining step. In this situation, indeed, the dissipation of the excitation from 
the lattice to the thermal bath can be assumed instantaneous. An inefficient dissipation 
within the crystal produces the so-called ‘spin-phonon bottleneck effects’ that may 
significantly modify the thermal and magnetic field behaviour of 𝜏 (Chapter 3). In this 
situation, 𝜏 is not equivalent anymore to the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. It is here 
recalled that the presence of phonon bottleneck is evident when i) at low temperature 
the thermal variation of the direct process varies as 𝑇 −ϵ rather than linearly, and ii) 
when 𝜏 changes consequently to a variation of the crystallite sizes.  For VOacac, 
variations of the crystallite sizes cause dramatic changes in 𝜏 so that it is fair to talk of 
‘giant’ spin-phonon bottleneck effects. Such changes are evident both varying the 
temperature and magnetic field, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Temperature (a) and magnetic field dependence (b) of the magnetization 
relaxation time extracted by ac susceptibility for the same sample of VOacac but with different 
crystallite sizes: macro-, mid-ground and well-ground crystallites. The solid lines represent the 
best-fits using eq. (5.2) and (5.3) to reproduce the temperature dependence, and eq. (5.4) for 
the magnetic field dependence. The dash line results from fitting with the Brons-van Vleck 
model.  
 
The magnetization dynamics was investigated by ac susceptometry for three 
polycrystalline samples of VOacac with different crystallite dimensions (𝑑): i) 
macroscopic crystals as obtained from crystallization (𝑑 ca. 1-5 mm), hereafter M-
VOacac; ii) moderately ground crystals (𝑑 ca. 500 m), hereafter m-VOacac; iii) well-
ground and pressed microcrystalline powders (𝑑 ca. 10 m), hereafter g-VOacac. The 
smaller dimensions were evaluated using X-ray microtomography. It is evident from 
Figure 5.3 that the three morphologically different samples show distinct 𝜏s. At high 
temperature, around 40 K, the three relaxation times have similar values, but as the 
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temperature is decreased their temperature dependence follows different power laws: 𝑛 >
2, 𝑛 ~ 2 and 𝑛 < 2 for M-VOacac, m-VOacac and g-VOacac, respectively. This leads 
to differences in 𝜏 of more than one order of magnitude at low temperature. The macro-
crystalline sample exhibits a striking pronounced temperature dependence between 5 and 
30 K, which weakens below 5 K becoming more similar to that of the smaller sizes 
samples. Remarkably, at 2 K 𝜏 for the macro-crystalline sample reaches few seconds. 
These comparative measurements between samples with different crystallite sizes were 
performed by applying 200 mT of external magnetic field. In addition, the temperature 
dependence of 𝜏 for M-VOacac has been recorded also at 1 T, as discussed in (§5.4.2).  
Focusing on the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 (Figure 5.3b), it is evident that at 1 
T and below there is at least one order of magnitude of difference between M-VOacac 
and g-VOacac samples. Instead, they become closer for high magnetic field values, until 
above 4 T the relaxation times of the two ground samples are equivalent. Thus, it is 
possible to conclude that phonon bottleneck effects are stronger in an intermedium 
temperature range, between 5 and 20 K, and for magnetic fields below 4 T.  
The observed differences between the three samples could be in principle due to a 
non-statistical random orientation of the crystals, in particular for the pristine macro-
crystallites. The anisotropy of the spin Hamiltonian parameters could indeed result in 
different relaxation times for the magnetic field applied along different crystallographic 
directions, due to the different energy pattern and wavefunction compositions obtained 
in the three principal directions for the same magnitude of applied field (Figure 5.2). To 
exclude this possibility, a 5.4 mg single crystal was investigated by applying the static 
magnetic field first parallel and then perpendicular to the V=O bond. It should be noted 
that the triclinic space group means that all the molecules in the crystal structure have 
the same orientation of the 𝒈 and 𝑨 tensors (which are assumed to be collinear), thus 
providing the same energy pattern for all the molecules in a given applied field. The 
results, shown in Figure 5.4, revealed no significant differences between the two 
orientations, corroborating the hypothesis of a giant spin-phonon bottleneck.  
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Figure 5.4. Magnetization relaxation time for a single crystal of VOacac as a function of the 
temperature at 𝐵 = 200 mT (a) and the static magnetic field at 𝑇  =  5 and 10 K (b) for two 
different orientations of the applied magnetic field with respect to the vanadyl moiety. 
 
These results exclude the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction, as well as that of 
the 𝑔 matrix induced by the spin-orbit coupling, as sources for the differences detected 
by ac susceptometry in the investigated field and temperature ranges. This points out 
that for the investigated temperatures the sixteen spin states are equally populated. 
Differences among the relaxation times, for different field orientations, arising from the 
anisotropy of the electronic structure are however to be expected at lower temperatures.  
The magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 has been also investigated at several temperatures 
for both M-VOacac and g-VOacac samples, and the results are shown in Figure 5.5. 
Once more, these results remark the differences between macro- and microcrystalline 
samples.  
At 5 K, 𝜏 for M-VOacac reaches the maximum at 600 mT, and it is worth ca. 460 
ms. At the same temperature, 𝜏 for g-VOacac reaches the maximum at 1 T, 
corresponding to 9 ms. It can be noted that the magnetic field dependence of M-VOacac 
is globally less pronounced with respect to what seen previously for VOdpm (Chapter 
4). Although the phonon bottleneck is reduced on increasing the temperature, at 20 K 
and 1 T there is still almost an order of magnitude of difference between the 𝜏 observed 
for the two samples. 
 
a b 
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Figure 5.5. Magnetic field dependence of 𝝉  extracted by ac susceptibility for M-VOacac (a) 
and g-VOacac (b) at different temperatures (see legends). The relaxation time at 0.4 K has 
been extracted by magnetization decay measurements. The solid lines are the best-fits using 
eq. (5.4), whereas the dashed lines are obtained using the Brons-van Vleck model. 
 
To investigate more in detail the spin dynamics and how this is related with the 
magnetic anisotropy, magnetization decays for a single crystal of VOacac were recorded 
between 400 mK and 1 K for three different orientations of the external magnetic field 
with respect to the crystal: one parallel to the vanadyl moiety and the two others in the 
plane perpendicular to it. The experiments were carried out in the laboratories of 
University of Zaragoza (Spain), in collaboration with Prof. F. Luis. The measurements 
were performed placing a single-crystal with dimensions around 1𝗑0.5𝗑0.5 mm3 on a -
Hall device inserted in a 3He-PPMS instrument. By considering the laboratory reference 
frame 𝑥𝑦𝑧, in the adopted convention the -Hall chip identifies the xz plane, while the 
magnetic field is oriented along z. The measurements with the magnetic field quasi-
parallel to the V=O direction (labelled as parallel) is obtained by placing the crystal with 
a 
b 
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its crystalline face [011] on the -Hall chip, and with the normal to the face [101] lying 
in the yz plane, as shown in Figure 5.6c. In the two other cases, the crystal is placed with 
the crystalline [101] face on the chip. In the first perpendicular direction (perp1) the 
normal to the face [001] lies in the yz plane, whereas the second perpendicular direction 
(perp2) is identified by rotating the crystal on the chip of 90° when this is oriented 
according to perp1 (Figure 5.6). It should be noted that in perp1 the magnetic field points 
towards the centre of the oxygen atoms of the same 𝛽-diketonate ligand, whereas in perp2 
it points towards the centre of the oxygen atoms of the two different ligands. 
 
  
  
Figure 5.6. (a) Image of the single-crystal of VOacac with the labelling of the crystallographic 
faces used to align the crystal for the experiments; the visible faces are indicated in red, while 
the hidden faces are indicated in black. (b) Picture of the -Hall device with the sample on top, 
and the reference frame indicated on the right. (c) Crystal alignment used for the -Hall and 
calorimetric measurements. The faces used to align the crystal are highlighted; the reference 
frame is indicated on the left. (d) Directions of the magnetic field in the perp1 and perp2 
crystalline orientation. 
 
Hysteresis curves were recorded by varying the magnetic field with a rate of about 
17.6 mT/s at the temperature of 0.4, 0.6 and 1 K. This was repeated for the three 
different crystalline orientations. The hysteresis curves are reported in Figure 5.7, where 
the different temperatures and orientations measured are compared. Remarkably, the 
a b 
c d 
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relaxation times of VOacac are long enough to clearly see a hysteretic behaviour with 
butterfly-like shape for all the investigated temperatures. Moreover, it should be noted 
that at zero magnetic field the hysteresis is not completely closed, probably because of 
the hyperfine interaction that acts as a zero-field splitting term.2 Differences between the 
three orientations are evident: the parallel configuration has the largest opening, while 
the opening of perp1 is slightly larger than that of perp2. This agrees with the rhombic 
model obtained by the cw-EPR simulation (Table 5.1), though the identification of the 
origin of the magnetization dynamics anisotropy (whether the 𝑔-anisotropy or hyperfine 
interaction) is still not confirmed. 
 
  
Figure 5.7. Magnetic hysteresis of a single-crystal of VOacac (a) at the different temperature 
values of 0.4, 0.6 and 1 K and (b) for different orientations (V=O parallel to the magnetic field, 
and perpendicular to it) at the lowest temperature. 
 
The same three orientations used for the hysteresis experiments were used for 
performing magnetization decays measurements for several temperatures. These were 
carried out by applying saturating field of 3 T that was then rapidly swept to 8 mT. 
Instead, the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 was measured by decreasing stepwise the 
magnetic field (Figure 5.8a). All the decays were fitted by a simple exponential law from 
which the magnetization relaxation time 𝜏 was extracted. Unfortunately, only the results 
obtained from the parallel orientation are reliable because the other systems have 
relaxation times too short to allow a proper fit. An example of measurement and fit of 
the magnetization decay is reported in Figure 5.8b. The temperature dependences of 𝜏 
extracted by measuring the magnetization decays for each temperature between 0.4 and 
1.5 K are reported in Figure 5.8c. It exhibits a linear temperature dependence above 1 
K, and a further increase as the temperature is decreased. The magnetic field dependence 
of 𝜏 obtained in such a way is shown in Figure 5.5a, together with the magnetic 
dependence of 𝜏 extracted by ac susceptometry at higher temperatures, and in Figure 
a b 
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5.8d together with the relaxation times extracted by the magnetic hysteresis for the three 
orientations (parallel, perp1 and perp2) through the expression   
  
 
 𝜏 = − 𝑡
ln
⎣
⎢⎢
⎡
1 −
|Δ𝐵| গ
𝑑𝑀֐֋
𝑑𝐵 +
𝑑𝑀տ֊֒։
𝑑𝐵 ঘ
𝑀֐֋ − 𝑀տ֊֒։
⎦
⎥⎥
⎤
 (5.1) 
  
 
where 𝑡 is the time of the measurement, |Δ𝐵| the difference between the final and initial 
values of the applied magnetic field, 𝑀֐֋ − 𝑀տ֊֒։ the difference between the branches 
of the hysteresis loop characterised by the sweeping direction of the magnetic field, and 
५տծ՚Օտգ +
տծՉՔ՜Փ
տգ ६ the sum between their derivatives. The relaxation times for the parallel 
orientation obtained from the two experiments agree up to ca. 1 T, as shown in Figure 
5.8d; furthermore, it is possible to note that the three orientations are very similar at 
low magnetic fields and they differentiate only above 0.1 T.  
 
 
  
Figure 5.8. (a) Example of stepwise magnetic field variation to measure the field dependence 
of the magnetization decay and (b) example of a magnetization decay fitted by a simple 
exponential law. (c) Thermal variation of 𝜏  extracted by magnetization decay experiments by 
saturating the sample with a 3 T field and measuring at 8 mT. (d) Comparison of the relaxation 
times extracted by the hysteresis for the three different crystal orientations at 0.4 K and of the 
relaxation time extracted by the magnetization decay experiment for the parallel orientation. 
All these measurements were performed on a single crystal of VOacac. 
b 
d 
a 
c 
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Since the spin-phonon bottleneck is a phenomenon produced by the inability of the 
system to dissipate the thermal excitation, calorimetric measurements were performed 
on a single crystal of VOacac, in collaboration with Prof. F. Luis, to get more insights 
into this phenomenon. A crystal of size around 1𝗑0.8𝗑0.8 mm3 was placed in the 
calorimeter chamber in a precise orientation, i.e. with the vanadyl moiety oriented 
parallel to the applied magnetic field, in the same way of the parallel orientation achieved 
for the -Hall measurements (Figure 5.6). The heat capacity has been measured as a 
function of temperature, between 0.35-100 K, and by applying several magnetic field 
values, between 0-7 T. The special calorimeter here employed is designed to measure 
using the relaxation method and high magnetic fields.4 In this method, the power 𝑃  to 
heat the sample is applied in the form of rectangular pulses with typical time periods of 
the order of seconds. The calorimeter is thermally connected with the mixing chamber 
through a weak, adjustable heat-link 𝑅. When the heater is switched on and off, the 
calorimeter relaxes to the new thermal equilibrium situation. The heat capacity is 
obtained by fitting the temperature evolution of the calorimeter to a single exponent. 
After determining the characteristic relaxation time (𝜏ր) and the thermal resistance of 
the heat-link (𝑅 = Δ𝑇/𝑃 ) for each temperature, the heat capacity is easily calculated 
according to 𝐶 = 𝜏ր/𝑅. The characteristic time of the experiment, 𝜏ր, can be varied by 
changing the heat-link resistance. The obtained heat capacity, corrected for the 
contribution of the grease, is reported in Figure 5.9. In the same figure are reported also 
the simulations of the experimental data between 0 and 1 T (see §5.4.2). 
The heat capacity reported in Figure 5.9 is given by the sum between the magnetic 
and lattice heat capacity of the crystal. At low temperature it is possible to note a 
maximum that shifts increasing the magnetic field. Such a feature is called Schottky 
anomaly and is commonly observed for paramagnetic species with discrete energy levels. 
This feature occurs when the thermal energy approaches the difference between the spin 
levels: in this range, small changes in temperature correspond to a strong variation of the 
spin population of the levels and thus of the spin system heat capacity. As the magnetic 
field is increased, the energy separation between the two spin level states grows, and 
consequently the maximum of the Schottky anomaly shifts to higher temperatures. 
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Figure 5.9. Heat capacity measurements of a single crystal of VOacac as a function of 
temperature between 0.35 and 100 K and for several different values of magnetic field between 
0 and 7 T. The solid lines are the simulation of the magnetic heat capacity for the curves within 
0 and 1 T by using the model of eq. (5.9). The grey solid line is the simulation of the lattice 
heat capacity by using the Debye model of eq. (5.8). Dashed lines are guide for the eyes. 
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5.3 Spectroscopic investigation 
Given the main role of the vibrational modes and, in this case, of the spin-phonon 
bottleneck for the spin-lattice relaxation, the low-energy vibrational spectrum of VOacac 
was measured. The experiments were performed for a microcrystalline powders sample 
embedded in polyethylene using a home-built Terahertz set-up (THz-TD), as also 
described in (§4.4). All measurements were performed in collaboration with S. Benci of 
LENS laboratories in Florence. It is recalled that this instrument has a spectral window 
within 0.3 and 4.0 THz, that is 10-133 cm-1, and a temperature range between 10 and 
300 K.5, 6 The spectra of VOacac at the various temperatures are reported in Figure 
5.10. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Temperature evolution of the vibrational spectra of a microcrystalline powders 
sample of VOacac, embedded in a polyethylene pellet, measured by THz spectroscopy. The 
spectra are arbitrarily scaled for graphical clarity. 
 
The frequency values of the vibrational modes of VOacac observed in the spectra at 
the lowest and highest temperature are reported in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Frequencies of the vibrational modes of VOacac obtained by measuring the THz 
spectrum at the lowest and highest achievable temperatures. The frequency values of the modes 
simulated by theoretical calculations are also reported. 
Temperature 
/modes 
ℏ𝝎غ 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎و 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎ه 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎ب 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎ا 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎ل 
(cm-1) 
ℏ𝝎ك 
(cm-1) 
10 K 44 71 77 87 92 99 115 
300 K 41 - 75 - 82 - 104 
Simulated (0 K) 58 82 91 105 118 123 135 
 
Moving from high temperature (300 K) to low temperature (10 K) significant changes 
in the terahertz spectrum occur, as shown both from Figure 5.10 and Table 5.2. Indeed, 
on decreasing the temperature the bands narrow and shift at higher frequencies due to 
the stiffening of the molecular structure. Such effects could be expected to be more 
relevant for those vibrational modes with stronger reticular character; however, this is 
certainly not the only reason for the shifts, and a more detailed model is still in 
development. At 10 K, the first vibrational mode is at 44 cm-1, the next is at 71 cm-1 with 
lower intensity and there are at least three others with the highest intensities between 
77 and 115 cm-1. However, it should be noted that the unit cell of VOacac is 
centrosymmetric, for which only the vibrational modes antisymmetric to the inversion 
centre are IR-active; the others are thus visible only by using Raman spectroscopy. A 
modification of the set-up to record Raman spectra in the sub-terahertz regime is in 
progress.  
Additional information about the nature of the observed vibrational modes can be 
obtained by comparing the THz experimental results with DFT theoretical calculations. 
The latter were performed by A. Albino of the University of Florence, during his master 
thesis at the Trinity College of Dublin, in collaboration with Dr. A. Lunghi. The 
calculations were implemented in CP2K7, 8 with a PBE functional and a non-local van 
der Waals correction9, in order to simulate the VOacac low-energy vibrational spectrum. 
Such a simulation has been made projecting the Cartesian displacements on the basis set 
constituted by the single molecule degrees of freedom. Consequently, it is possible to 
decouple the internal and external (rotational and translational) contributions to the 
motion, as shown in Figure 5.11.  
The vibrational spectrum is simulated at 0 K and for this reason it should be 
compared to the spectrum at 10 K, which is the lowest temperature achievable. As 
evidenced from the data reported in Table 5.2, there is a non-systematic disagreement 
within 10-25 cm-1, which is probably due to the inaccurate modelling of the van der Waals 
interactions for such low energies. Moreover, the vibrational modes appear to have almost 
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the same composition of internal and external contributions, thus not providing an easy 
explanation about the different thermal shifts experimentally observed.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.11. (a) Simulation of the vibrational modes for the single-molecule of VOacac and 
their decomposition in internal and external contributions. The IR-active modes are 
highlighted, whereas the Raman-active are in grey colour scale. (b) Density of states for the 
molecule, the first coordination shell and the metal atom. The images were taken from ref10. 
 
The density of states for the molecule, the first coordination shell and metal ion were 
also obtained by the theoretical investigation and are reported in Figure 5.11b. From 
this analysis an important feature emerges, that is, the metal ion displacements not only 
contribute to the typical modes in the 300-400 cm-1 range, but they are strongly involved 
also in the lowest energy vibrations. This points out to the key role of the low-energy 
vibrational modes in affecting the spin-lattice relaxation. 
 
a 
b 
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5.4 Analysis and discussion of the results 
The models here used are variations of those described in Chapter 3. All the fits were 
performed by using the Matlab’s script FMinuit11 and the results of the analysis are 
reported and discussed in the following section.  
 
 
5.4.1 Analysis of ac susceptibility data 
The temperature and magnetic field dependences of the relaxation time extracted by 
ac susceptibility measurements have been analysed adopting an approach similar to the 
one used in Chapter 4. However, in this case, the presence of the giant spin-phonon 
bottleneck complicates the analysis and comparison of the results. To accounts for this, 
the relaxation time as a function of temperature for the macro-crystalline sample, M-
VOacac has been analysed through an expression that contains a direct process strongly 
affected by phonon bottleneck, in addition to the Raman process  
  
 
 𝜏 = 1/(𝑎֋ս𝑇 ֓) + 1/(𝑎ճռֈ𝑇 ։) (5.2) 
  
 
where 𝑎֋ս is the coefficient of the direct process affected by phonon bottleneck, whose 
temperature dependence is described by the parameter 𝑥, and 𝑎ճռֈ is the coefficient for 
the Raman process with exponent 𝑛. It should be remarked that this expression is purely 
phenomenological, and it is not derived by theoretical basis. The best-fit parameters are 
reported in Table 5.3, while the fit is shown in Figure 5.3. On the other side, the 
temperature dependence of 𝜏 for the mid-ground, m-VOacac, and well-ground, g-
VOacac, microcrystalline samples have been analysed with an expression containing a 
direct process mildly affected by phonon bottleneck, and thus with a power-law, 𝑥, 
between 𝑥 = 1 and 𝑥 = 2, together with a term related to the Raman process 
  
 
 𝜏 = ि𝑎տք֍−֋ս𝑇 ֓ + 𝑎֍ռֈ𝑇 ։ी−φ (5.3) 
  
 
where 𝑎տք֍−֋ս is the coefficient of the hybrid direct-bottleneck process. A similar 
expression, though with different inherent meaning, has been already met in eq. (4.6). 
Moreover, the difference between eq. (5.2) and eq. (5.3) can be again explained in analogy 
with the resistance of a circuit either in series or in parallel, as done in (§4.5.1). The best-
fit parameters are reported in Table 5.3, while the fits are shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Table 5.3. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (5.2) for the pristine macro-
crystalline M-VOacac sample and that in eq. (5.3) for the mid-ground and well-ground 
microcrystalline samples, m-VOacac and g-VOacac, respectively. These models reproduce the 
temperature dependence of 𝜏  obtained by ac susceptometry measurements. 
Eq. (5.2) 𝒂ۭ۟ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂ۯ۞۪ (ms-1 K-n) 𝒏 
M-VOacac 1.3(4)·10-3 4.8(2) 0.5(4) 2.8(2) 
Eq. (5.3) 𝒂ۡۦۯ−ۭ۟ (ms-1 K-x) 𝒙 𝒂ۯ۞۪ (ms-1 K-n) 𝒏 
m-VOacac 8.7(3) 1.8(1) 3(1)·10-2 3.5(1) 
g-VOacac 0.15(2) 1.0(fixed) 121(2) 3.2(1) 
 
The comparison between the results obtained from the three samples, reported in 
Table 5.3, is complicated by the fact that different models were used, and for this reason 
they should be discussed separately. The word ‘giant’ for the spin phonon bottleneck 
affecting the pristine macro-crystalline sample of VOacac arises from the value of the 
temperature exponent of the direct process that is close to 𝑥 = 5, instead of the usual 
maximum value 𝑥 = 2. At higher temperature this slope reduces because of the weakening 
of the phonon bottleneck and the simultaneous strengthening of the Raman process, 
whose exponent is close to 𝑛 = 3, in agreement to what found for the other vanadyl 
systems. A solid proof of the phonon bottleneck as origin of this anomaly in the spin-
lattice relaxation comes from the dramatic changes in 𝜏 with crystallites dimensions 
(§3.3.8). Moreover, the Raman process at higher temperatures does not appear much 
disturbed by the changing of crystallite sizes. This agrees with the fact that phonon 
bottleneck effects can only influence the direct (and Orbach) process (§3.3.8). It is also 
remarkable that the huge temperature dependence promoted by phonon bottleneck 
strongly reduces below 5 K. Indeed, after this temperature the slope becomes ca. 𝑥 = 1.4, 
which corresponds to a ‘normal’ case of phonon bottleneck affecting the direct process.  
The mid-ground (m-VOacac) and well-ground (g-VOacac) samples, obtained by 
grinding the macro-crystallites, show milder phonon bottleneck effects: the former 
temperature dependence varies with 𝑇 φӳ΅ at low temperature, whereas the latter behaves, 
above 5 K, following the typical linear-like direct process. This points out to an important 
reduction of the phonon bottleneck strength for the ground crystal samples. It should be 
stressed that spin-phonon bottleneck is still a not well-understood phenomenon, for which 
it is impossible to predict when and how they occur.  
The magnetic field dependences of 𝜏 for both macro- and micro-crystalline samples 
of VOacac have been reproduced using the Brons-van Vleck model as previously 
expressed in eq. (4.10). However, in this case it is considered the possibility to have a 
reduced magnetic field dependence of the direct process when this is strongly affected by 
bottleneck (𝜏−φ ∝ 𝑐𝐵։, with 𝑛 = 4), for which  
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𝜏 = গ𝑐𝐵։ + 𝑑 1 + 𝑒𝐵
ϵ
1 + 𝑓𝐵ϵ
ঘ
−φ
. (5.4) 
  
 
The best-fit parameters obtained for M-VOacac, m-VOacac and g-VOacac measured 
at 10 K are reported in Table 5.4, while the results of the fits are shown in Figure 5.3b. 
 
Table 5.4. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (5.4) to reproduce the magnetic 
field dependence of 𝜏  at 10 K for three compounds of VOacac: a macro-crystalline, a mid-ground 
and a well-ground sample. 
𝑻  =  𝟏𝟎 𝑲 𝒄 (T-n ms-1) 𝒏 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 
M-VOacac 
2.4(1)·10-3 2.82(4) 0.38(2) 3.4(2) 109(8) 
5.5(3)·10-4 4(fixed) 0.5(1) 5.7(5) 178(53) 
m-VOacac 6.0(2)·10-4 4(fixed) 1.9(1) 6.2(6) 72(10) 
g-VOacac 6.4(1)·10-4 4(fixed) 3.9(3) 4.1(3) 53(6) 
 
 
 
By looking at the results of Table 5.4 it is remarkable the change of magnetic 
dependence for the direct process from 𝜏 ∝ 𝐵Κ to 𝜏 ∝ 𝐵։, with 𝑛 within 2 and 3, for M-
VOacac due to phonon bottleneck. Since the fit with 𝐵Κ scarcely reproduce the 
experimental data, only the parameters obtained by considering the term 𝐵ϵӳ΅ should be 
used to compare the results of M-VOacac with those of m-VOacac and g-VOacac. 
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Focusing on the various parameters, it is possible to see that the values of 𝑑 grow as the 
crystallite dimensions are reduced, evidencing less efficient relaxation processes when 
phonon bottleneck occurs. On the contrary, the values of 𝑓 decrease reducing the phonon 
bottleneck. This indicates that the external field is more effective in reducing the internal 
contributions when phonon bottleneck effects occur. Instead, a non-monotonous 
behaviour is observed for the parameter 𝑒.  
The trend of the parameters above described, relative to VOacac, agrees with those 
of VOdpm (Table 4.15), though the phonon bottleneck affects differently the magnetic 
field dependence of such systems. Indeed, the magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 for 
VOdpm-crys (Figure 4.7c) seems strongly modified by the presence of bottleneck, 
whereas such a strong modification is less pronounced for 𝜏 of M-VOacac (Figure 5.5). 
However, the temperature dependence of 𝜏 indicates that phonon bottleneck effects are 
definitely more effective in M-VOacac rather than in VOdpm. From this comparison 
it emerges that the efficiency of phonon bottleneck may affect differently the temperature 
and magnetic field dependence of 𝜏 . 
In Table 5.5 the best-fit parameters obtained for the macro-crystalline sample M-
VOacac at the temperatures of 5, 10, 20 and 25 K are reported; the results of the fits 
are visible in Figure 5.5. 
 
Table 5.5. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (5.4) to reproduce the magnetic 
field dependence of 𝜏  at several temperatures for a macro-crystalline sample M-VOacac. 
Crystals 𝒄 (T-n ms-1) 𝒏 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 
5.0 K 1.58(7)·10-3 2.19(7) 1.54(6)·10-2 6.2(6) 80(6) 
10.0 K 2.4(1)·10-3 2.82(4) 0.38(2) 3.4(2) 109(8) 
20.0 K 5.2(1)·10-3 2.9(1) 5.6(9) 5.1(5) 115(26) 
25.0 K 9.2(2)·10-3 2.8(1) 11.4(9) 6.2(3) 103(12) 
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At 5 K and high magnetic field values, the rate of the direct process varies as 𝐵ϵӳϵ, 
that is the lowest magnetic field dependence found in the analysis for the direct process; 
for the other investigated temperatures, 𝑛, which is however different from its normal 
value 𝑛 = 4, is close to 3. Moreover, the efficiency of the direct process, related to the 
parameter 𝑐, grows increasing the temperature and it is due to a gradual reduction of the 
phonon bottleneck. The more significant variation is found for the parameter 𝑑 that 
increases with temperature, as also observed for the other vanadyl molecules. This can 
be attributed to an enhancement of the efficiency of the relaxation as the temperature is 
increased. Finally, the non-monotonous behaviour observed for the parameter 𝑒, which 
should be constant for the same sample, can be attributed to the presence of phonon 
bottleneck effects that somehow alter the contribution of the internal fields to the spin 
dynamics.  
By recalling the analysis performed in the previous chapter about the temperature 
dependence of the Brons-van Vleck parameter d, from which it was possible to get 
insights on the vibrational modes involved in the spin-lattice relaxation, a similar 
approach has been attempted here. Indeed, also in this case the values of 𝑑 exhibit an 
Arrhenius-like temperature dependence (𝜏 ∝ 𝑒բՊՋՋ/ֆյ ), and the linear fit of 𝑙𝑛(𝑑) vs 1/𝑇  
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between 10-25 K provides an effective activation energy 𝐴րցց = 38.7(9) cm-1. By 
considering the relation 𝐴րցց = ℏ𝜔/2 previously introduced (§4.5.3, eq. 4.12),12 the 
vibrational mode ℏ𝜔 = 77(2) cm-1 is obtained. This value agrees with the maximum of the 
vibrational mode at 77 cm-1 in the low temperature THz spectrum (Table 5.2). Thus, by 
following this analysis it appears that already between 10-25 K ‘high’ energy vibrational 
modes, such as that at 77 cm-1, can play an active role in the spin-lattice relaxation.  
The same analysis has been performed for the magnetic dependence of 𝜏 for g-
VOacac relative to the temperatures 15, 17.5, 20 and 22.5 K; the best-fit parameters 
are reported in Table 5.6, while the fits are shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
Table 5.6. Best-fit parameters obtained using the model in eq. (5.4) to reproduce the magnetic 
field dependence of 𝜏  at several temperatures for g-VOacac. 
Powders 𝒄 (T-n ms-1) 𝒏 𝒅 (ms-1) 𝒆 (T-2) 𝒇 (T-2) 
15.0 K 6.8(2)·10-4 4(fixed) 9.0(3) 8.1(4) 60(4) 
17.5 K 7.5(2)·10-4 4(fixed) 11.9(3) 8.6(3) 64(3) 
20.0 K 8.7(2)·10-4 4(fixed) 15.0(4) 8.8(3) 65(3) 
22.5 K 1.02(5)·10-3 4(fixed) 18.3(5) 8.5(3) 63(3) 
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The standard Brons-van Vleck model (eq. 3.48) well-reproduces the magnetic field 
dependence of 𝜏 for the micro-crystalline powder sample of VOacac, pointing out that 
the change of the direct process dependence, parametrized in 𝑛, originates from phonon 
bottleneck effects. According to the previous findings, the parameters 𝑐 and 𝑑 grows as 
the temperature is increased. Instead, the parameters 𝑒 and 𝑓 remains constant, as 
evidenced also by the regular and unchanged shapes of 𝜏 in Figure 5.5. From the analysis 
of the temperature dependence of 𝑑, it emerges the contribution of one phonon (𝐴րցց =
22(1) cm-1), which well corresponds to the experimentally observed vibrational mode at 
ℏ𝜔 = 44(2) cm-1 (Table 5.2).  
 
 
5.4.2 More insights into the phonon bottleneck 
Paper in Appendix 
Giant spin-phonon bottleneck effects in evaporable vanadyl-based molecules with long 
spin coherence.  
L. Tesi+, A. Lunghi+, M. Atzori, E. Lucaccini, L. Sorace, F. Totti and R. Sessoli. In: Dalton 
Transactions 45 (2016), pp. 16635-16643. 
 
A qualitative analysis of the spin-phonon bottleneck has been performed through 
simple thermodynamic considerations and with the support of the calculated phonon 
dispersions and density of states. The analysis has been carried out by comparing the 
results achieved for VOacac, VOdpm and a third 𝛽-diketonate molecule, that is 
[VO(dbm)2] (dbm=dibenzoylmethanate) and hereafter simply named VOdbm (Figure 
5.12a).  
These three molecules share the same vanadyl moiety and have 𝛽-diketonate ligands, 
for which similar coordination geometry and electronic structure are expected. The main 
difference lies in the terminal part of the ligands: hydrogen atoms for VOacac, methyl 
groups for VOdpm and phenyl groups for VOdbm. Thus, moving from the first to the 
last, the number of atoms in the molecule, the mass and the volume grow; these values, 
together with the spin density are reported in Table 5.7. It is worth noting that VOacac 
and VOdbm crystallize in almost isometric crystals with average dimensions around 1 
mm; instead, VOdpm forms thin plates, few hundreds of μm thick, with an area of the 
largest face that can reach 2 mm2.  
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Table 5.7.  Comparison of the structural features of VOacac, VOdpm and VOdbm, useful to 
compare the influence of spin-phonon bottleneck effects on their spin relaxation. 
Molecule/feature Formula Molecular weight 
(g/mol) 
Cell volume 
(Å3) 
Spin density 
(spin/nm3) 
VOacac C10H14O5V 265.16 575.9 3.47 
VOdpm C22H38O5V 433.47 1230.3 1.62 
VOdbm C30H22O5V 513.4 2490.1 1.61 
 
The temperature dependence of 𝜏 for macro- or micro-crystalline samples is different, 
as shown in Figure 5.3 for VOacac and in Figure 5.12b for VOdpm and VOdbm. This 
is a consequence of spin-phonon bottleneck effects. From their comparison it is possible 
to note that VOacac has the strongest phonon bottleneck effects, whereas VOdbm 
seems the less affected by this phenomenon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12. (a) Molecular structure of VOdbm; colour code: V=green, O=red, C=grey, 
H=light grey. (b) Temperature dependence of 𝜏  measured by ac susceptometry under a static 
magnetic field of 200 mT, for macro- and micro-crystalline samples of VOdpm and VOdbm. 
The relaxation times of VOdpm were already shown in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.7), but they are 
shown again for comparison.  
 
To directly compare the effect of the crystallite size on 𝜏 , and thus the strength of 
bottleneck effects in the three investigated molecules, the ratio between the relaxation 
time 𝜏 measured on macroscopic and well-ground crystallites was calculated; this is 
reported in Figure 5.13.  
The figure highlights a clear trend for the three compounds: the smaller the mass of 
the molecule, the higher is the temperature at which size effects become visible. Moreover, 
VOacac and VOdbm show a constant increase of the ratio 𝜏(𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙)/𝜏(𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑟) on 
lowering the temperature, whereas VOdpm reaches a plateau around 5 K. This is 
probably due to the different morphologies of the crystals: VOacac and VOdbm form 
a b 
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almost isometric crystals, while VOdpm forms thin plates from which phonons can more 
easily ‘escape’ toward the thermal bath.  
 
 
Figure 5.13. Ratio between the relaxation time measured by ac susceptometry of the macro- 
and micro-crystalline samples for VOacac, VOdpm and VOdbm as a function of temperature 
at 200 mT.  
 
To provide a description of the paramagnetic relaxation in presence of spin-phonon 
bottleneck effects, Stoneham13 decomposed the contributions of the relaxation time 
measured by ac susceptometry in two steps: i) the spin excitation is transferred to the 
phonons and ii) such an excitation is transferred from phonons to the thermal bath 
surrounding the crystalline sample. This is summarized in the expression  
  
 
 𝜏 = 𝜏մխ + গ
𝑐մ
𝑐խ
ঘ𝜏խգ (5.5) 
  
 
where 𝜏 is the spin-bath relaxation time, which is the physical quantity extracted by the 
ac susceptibility, 𝜏մխ is the spin-lattice relaxation time, 𝑐մ is the specific heat of the spin 
system, 𝑐խ the lattice specific heat and 𝜏խգ the lattice-bath relaxation time.  
Following eq. (5.5), if 𝜏խգ is sufficiently long, a variation of the magnetic ion 
concentration (equivalent to a variation of 𝑐մ/𝑐խ) or of the crystallite sizes (equivalent 
to a change of 𝜏խգ) results in a modification of the measured relaxation times. The rate-
determining step for the phonon-bath exchange can involve either the transfer of energy 
in space (spatial bottleneck) or in frequency (spectral bottleneck). Stoneham observed 
that when a spatial bottleneck occurs, then 𝜏 ∝ 𝜏խգ𝑇 −ϵ and 𝜏խգ ∝ 𝐷, where 𝐷 is the 
shortest dimension of the crystallite. The exponent 𝑥 = 2 in 𝜏 ∝ 𝑇 −֓, which originates 
from the specific heat ratio of eq. (5.5), is indeed the most commonly found for systems 
where phonon bottleneck is present.14 However, van Vleck suggested that taking into 
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account the finite lifetime of phonons, 𝜏խգ could also depend on temperature, in which 
case an exponent up to 𝑥 = 6 can be expected.15 This seems to be the case of VOacac. 
In order to provide a microscopic link between the observed experimental behaviour 
of 𝜏 and the crystal structural features, simulations of the lattice dynamics were 
performed for VOacac, VOdpm and VOdbm. The phonons dispersions, shown in 
Figure 5.14, have been calculated along the symmetry directions 𝑋-Γ-𝑌 -Γ-𝑍 of the 
reciprocal space. The theoretical work has been performed by Dr. A. Lunghi at the 
Trinity College of Dublin; for more detail about the calculations, see ref16. 
 
Figure 5.14. Dispersions of the vibrational modes of VOacac, VOdpm and VOdbm along 
the symmetric directions 𝑋 − Γ, 𝑌 − Γ and 𝑍 − Γ (left), and their normalized vibrational DOS 
(right).  
 
The most significant difference among the dispersions of the three molecules is the 
increased number of vibrational modes in the low energy region passing from VOacac 
to VOdbm. This is due to the increasing size of the unit cell and it is highlighted by the 
vibrational density of states (DOS) in Figure 5.14; indeed, the smallest density of states 
is computed for VOacac, whereas a much higher phonon density of states is computed 
for VOdbm.  
As already mentioned, spin-phonon bottleneck effects are related to the inefficiency 
of the crystal lattice to dissipate the phonons created during the spin relaxation processes. 
Therefore, the possibility to have such effects can be related to the thermal conductivity 
(𝐾) of the material where the spin is embedded in. According to the formula obtained 
from the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)17 and reported in eq. (5.6), each phonon, 
𝑖𝑞, in the system contributes to this property with three factors: the lifetime 𝜏ք֌, the 
group velocity 𝑣 and the specific heat 𝐶֑:  
  
 
 𝐾ᆿᇀ = ం𝐶֑ք֌ 𝑣ք֌ᆿ  𝑣ք֌
ᇀ  𝜏ք֌
ք֌
. (5.6) 
  
 
At low temperature, the limiting factor of the thermal conductivity is expected to be 
the lack of heat carriers, i.e. the phonons, and this feature is accounted by the specific 
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heat. This assumption is also in agreement with the Stoneham model, eq. (5.5), where 
the ratio 𝑐մ/𝑐խ gauges the effects on 𝜏 by the phonon relaxation time, suppressing them 
completely for high lattice specific heat. When the latter condition does not apply, non-
equilibrium features, such as the phonon lifetime 𝜏ք֌, become relevant also for the spin 
dynamics. The specific heat of a given mode with energy ℏ𝜔ք֌ vanishes at 0 K and 
increases with temperature according to the expression 
  
 
 
𝐶֑ք֌ = 𝑘 গ
ℏ𝜔ք֌
2𝑘𝑇
ঘ
ϵ
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐ℎϵ গ
ℏ𝜔ք֌
2𝑘𝑇
ঘ. (5.7) 
  
 
The higher the phonon density of states near or below a certain 𝑘𝑇 , the higher is the 
value of 𝐶֑, according to eq. (5.7), and of 𝐾 at that temperature, according to eq. (5.6), 
and therefore, the lower is the chance to observe spin-phonon bottleneck effects. By 
recalling the dispersion curves and DOS of the three investigated molecules (Figure 5.14), 
VOacac is expected to show spin-phonon bottleneck effects up to higher temperatures, 
with respect to VOdpm and VOdbm, because of its dramatic drop in the amount of 
accessible phonons at frequencies lower than 30 cm-1 (40 K). It should however be 
remarked that this is only a qualitative analysis based on simple thermodynamics 
considerations and a more detailed model should involve the coupling between the 
vibrational and spin degrees of freedom, which is in development.  
It is interesting at this point to recall the experimental heat capacity (Figure 5.9). 
The contribution to the heat capacity below 20 K is attributed only to the acoustic 
phonons, according to the Debye temperature model 
  
 
 𝐶երս֔ր
𝑅
= 12𝜋
Κ
5
গ 𝑇
𝜃ե
ঘ
ϯ
 (5.8) 
  
 
where 𝜃ե is the Debye temperature (§3.3.3). Above 20 K, the contribution of optical 
phonons cannot be neglected and the temperature dependence of the heat capacity 
departs from the Debye model. The Debye temperature extracted by fitting the heat 
capacity at zero field is 𝜃ե = 84 K. It should be noted that the use of a model is necessary 
since the heat capacity of the lattice cannot be estimated experimentally due to the lack 
of an isostructural diamagnetic analogue of VOacac.  
Below 10 K, the magnetic heat capacity grows. As mentioned previously, this effect 
is caused by the Schottky anomaly and the specific onset of this growth depends on the 
value of the applied magnetic field. The magnetic heat capacity is given by the analytical 
expression  
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 𝐶ֈ =
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
⟨ℋֈռւ⟩ (5.9) 
  
 
where ℋֈռւ is the Hamiltonian of the magnetic system. The magnetic heat capacity 
between 0.25 and 1 T is well-reproduced by considering the spin Hamiltonian ℋ = 𝜇գ𝑺 ̂ ⋅
𝒈 ⋅ 𝑩 + 𝑰 ̂ ⋅ 𝑨 ⋅ 𝑺 ,̂ and using the spin Hamiltonian parameters reported in Table 5.1. 
Instead, a mismatching between experimental and simulation occurs for the zero 
magnetic field data, which can be explained by considering the lack of dipolar interactions 
in the model used. The magnitude of the internal dipolar field can be estimated from this 
simulation and it is worth around 100 G.   
The maximum of the Schottky anomaly corresponds to the point in which the 
difference between the heat capacity of spins and lattice is greatest. Indeed, the lattice 
heat capacity for that temperature is almost negligible, and thus, according to eq. (5.5), 
𝑐մ/𝑐խ is maximum. Given these conditions, the phonons are not able to dissipate the 
high heat capacity of the spin system and one could expect to find an increase of the 
spin-phonon bottleneck effects. To corroborate this hypothesis, the VOacac 
experimental heat capacity measured at 1 T (the same already reported in Figure 5.9), 
and the relaxation time 𝜏 , extracted by ac susceptibility from 1.9 to 40 K, and by the 
magnetization decays from 0.4 to 1.6 K for the same external magnetic field value, are 
compared in Figure 5.15.  
   
 
Figure 5.15. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of a single crystal of VOacac 
under a static magnetic field of 1 T; and relaxation time 𝝉  extracted by ac susceptometry, 
between 1.9 and 40 K, and by magnetization decays, between 0.4 and 1.6 K, for M-VOacac 
under a static magnetic field of 1 T. The cyan solid line is the best-simulation for the magnetic 
heat capacity, while the black solid line is the best-fit for the lattice heat capacity.  
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The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of the whole crystal below 5 K is 
dominated by the Schottky anomaly relative to the electronic spin 𝑆 = 1/2. For the 
magnetic field value of 1 T, the maximum of the magnetic heat capacity due to the 
Schottky anomaly is observed between 500 and 700 mK. Above this temperature, the 
heat capacity decreases again reaching a minimum at 3-4 K, and then it grows because 
of the increasing contribution of the lattice vibrations. Focusing now on the relaxation 
time 𝜏 , it is possible to identify four different regions. On increasing the temperature, 𝜏 
varies as 𝑇 −ϵ (below 1 K), 𝑇 −φӳϵ (between 1 and 5 K), 𝑇 −Κ (between 5 and 30 K) and 
𝑇 −ϯ (between 30 and 40 K). In principle, these different regimes may be attributed to 
the variation of the spin-phonon bottleneck efficiency (or, alternatively, to the inefficiency 
of the lattice in dissipating the excitation). Interestingly, the comparison shown in Figure 
5.15 evidences a counterintuitive behaviour. According to eq. (5.5), the temperature 
dependence derives from (𝑐մ/𝑐խ), that is, the ratio between the spins and lattice heat 
capacity; the growth of this term corresponds to an increasing strength of the phonon 
bottleneck. As shown in Figure 5.15, at high temperature such a term is minimised, 
whereas it is maximum in correspondence of the maximum of the Schottky anomaly. 
However, the slopes of the temperature dependence of 𝜏 go in the opposite direction: the 
major contribution of this effect can be found between 5 and 30 K, whereas the minor 
one is between 1 and 5 K. On the other hand, though it seems that simple models such 
as eq. (5.5) are not able to explain the varied temperature dependences of 𝜏 introduced 
by the phonon bottleneck, it is worth to remember that the strength of phonon bottleneck 
effects continuously grows as temperature is decreased. Indeed, by recalling Figure 5.3, 
the relaxation times between the macro-crystalline and micro-crystalline samples have 
the greatest difference at low temperature. This is, thus, in agreement with eq. (5.5). 
Concerning the different slopes highlighted in Figure 5.15, it is not clear if the 
presence of different types of vibrational modes, whether acoustic or optical, may produce 
changes in the phonon bottleneck influence. The first low-energy vibrational mode is 
observed at 44 cm-1, and it could be expected that it affects the spin relaxation already 
around 5-10 K (the magnetic analysis between 10 and 25 K for M-VOacac evidenced 
the contribution of the vibrational mode at 77 cm-1). However, below 5 K only the 
acoustic modes (within the entire Brillouin zone) should be sufficiently populated to 
participate in the relaxation. This leads to two relevant questions:  
1. May the rapid change of temperature dependence of 𝜏 be due to the transition 
from a situation in which both the acoustic and optical modes contribute to the 
relaxation to another in which only the acoustic modes contribute?  
2. Are the theoretical calculations of the vibrational dispersions of VOacac 
sufficiently accurate and reliable?  
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While the answer to the former question is unknown, to reply to the latter question, 
4D-Inelastic Neutron Scattering (4D-INS) measurements were performed. 
 
 
5.5 4D Inelastic neutron scattering 
Article in preparation 
Unveiling phonons in a prototype molecular quantum bit with four-dimensional 
inelastic neutron scattering. 
E. Garlatti, L. Tesi, T. Guidi, M. Atzori, A. Lunghi, D. Voneshen, R. Sessoli and S. Carretta 
 
Neutron Scattering (NS) is a powerful technique that allows to obtain information on 
the static properties, such as the atomic structure, and dynamics features, such as the 
collective atomic motions of condensed matter. Indeed, neutron wavelengths are 
comparable to the interatomic spacings, while their kinetic energy is comparable with 
that of atoms in condensed matter. In addition, they are highly penetrating, making 
them suitable to investigate bulk materials. Neutrons not only interact with nuclei via 
strong nuclear force but, thanks to their non-zero magnetic moment, they can also 
interact with unpaired electrons of atoms (magnetic scattering). In the scattering process 
the neutron energy can be either unchanged (elastic scattering) or transferred to the 
sample (inelastic scattering). Moreover, unlike photons, neutrons have non-zero mass for 
which they can transfer momentum ℏ𝑸 to the sample, where 𝑸 is the scattering vector.  
In this work, Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) technique has been used to directly 
investigate the lattice dynamics of VOacac by measuring the phonons energies and 
dispersions in a wide portion of the reciprocal space and for several different neutron 
incident energies. Such an investigation has been performed in collaboration with Dr. E. 
Garlatti of the group of Prof. S. Carretta at the University of Parma. It should also be 
highlighted that this was the first time that such an investigation was performed on 
molecular magnets. 
In general, INS is one of the most employed technique to investigate both phonon 
density of states and lattice dispersion relations. The investigation of single crystals 
provides information on the phonon energy through ℏ𝜔, whereas the information on their 
dispersions and polarizations is contained in the 𝑸 dependence. Instead, if the 
measurements are performed on a microcrystalline powder sample, the information on 𝑸 
is lost, so that it is still possible to obtain information such as the density of states, but 
nothing can be known about their dispersions. The capability of INS to give access to 
the vibrational dispersions is the main advantage of this technique, and it represents also 
the main difference with optical spectroscopic techniques such as IR or Raman. Indeed, 
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coherent INS enables to measure the correlation between the atom i-th at time zero and 
the atom iʼ-th at time 𝑡, thus giving access to the collective normal modes of vibration 
of the atoms within the crystal, i.e. the phonons.18, 19 The inelastic one-phonon scattering 
is described by the 4-dimensional function 𝑆(𝑸,𝜔), which is called scattering function.20 
This function is related to the inelastic scattering cross-section 𝑑𝜎ϵ/𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸, which is what 
is effectively measured 
  
 
 𝑑𝜎ϵ
𝑑Ω𝑑𝐸
∝ 
𝑆(𝑸, 𝜔) = ం𝛿(𝑸 + 𝒒 − 𝑮)ੵ𝐹֌օ(𝑸)ੵϵ
1
2𝜔օ(𝒒)
[𝑛օ(𝒒)𝛿(𝜔
օӴ֌
+ 𝜔օ(𝒒)) + (𝑛օ(𝒒) + 1)𝛿(𝜔 − 𝜔օ(𝒒))] 
 
(5.10) 
  
 
where ℏ𝜔օ are the energies of phonons. The index 𝑗 runs over the 3𝑁 modes, where 𝑁 is 
the number of atoms in the unitary cell, of which 3 are the acoustic phonons and 3𝑁 − 3 
are the optical phonons. The phonon wavevector 𝒒 is selected by the momentum 
conservation 𝑸 = 𝒌஥ − 𝒌 = 𝑮 ± 𝒒, where 𝑘 and 𝑘ʼ are the initial and final neutron 
wavevectors, respectively, and 𝑮 is the reciprocal lattice vector of the sample. Moreover, 
𝑛օ is the phonon Bose factor, which is related to the number of phonons available at the 
temperature of the sample, and 𝐹֌օ(𝑸) is the pair correlation function expressed as   
  
 
 𝐹֌օ(𝑸) = ం
𝑏տ
ఉ𝑚տ
𝑒քղ⋅տ(𝑸 ⋅ 𝜎օӴտ(𝒒))
տ
 (5.11) 
  
 
where 𝑑 are the atoms in the unitary cell; 𝑏 are their coherent neutron scattering lengths 
and 𝑚տ their masses,21 and 𝜎օӴտ is the polarisation vector of the phonon from branch 𝑗 
and wavevector 𝒒.20 Longitudinal and transverse phonons can be distinguished by 
properly choosing the relative direction between 𝒒 and 𝜎օ(𝑞). For example, the 
longitudinal mode is observed when 𝒒 and 𝜎օ(𝑞) are parallel, whereas the transverse 
modes are visible for specific configurations of these two variables.    
The measurements on VOacac were performed at the ISIS Neutron and Muon Source 
on LET. This is a multi-chopper direct geometry cold neutron time-of-flight spectrometer 
combining a wide dynamic range, 0.6-80 meV (4.8-645 cm-1), with a series of position 
sensitive detectors covering a wide scattering angle, from 5 to 140 degrees horizontally 
and ±30° vertically. Data are collected as a function of the crystal orientation (𝜃) in a 
series of small angular steps to cover wide portions of the reciprocal space in every 
direction. The obtained data are then combined to produce a four-dimensional volume, 
𝑄֓ 𝗑 𝑄֔ 𝗑 𝑄֕ 𝗑 𝐸, where 𝑄ք are the three components of the momentum transfer vector 
𝑸 and 𝐸 is the energy transferred to the sample. The multi-chopper system of LET 
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works in repetition rate multiplication mode, which allows to measure simultaneously 
with different incident energies. The incident energies used in this study were: 4.7 (37.9), 
7.3 (58.9), 13 (104.8) and 27 (217.8) meV (cm-1), but the most informative energies are 
7.3 and 13 meV, since by increasing the incident energy the experimentally accessible 
energy range of the phonon spectrum increases, but at the same time the resolution 
worsens. Further information about the LET@ISIS instrument can be found in (R. I. 
Bewley et al., 2011).22 
The investigated sample was composed by 40 co-aligned crystals of highly deuterated 
VOacac in order to reproduce an effective single crystal of about 1 g of weight. Every 
crystal has been indexed using a single-crystal X-ray diffractometer, from which four 
crystalline families were selected. These were identified by considering their most 
developed faces: [011], [0-1-1], [101] and [-10-1]. The crystalline face [100] was present in 
all the considered crystalline families and, moreover, it was large enough to be used as 
base of the crystals once these were placed on the sample-holder. Depending on the 
crystalline family, different sample-holder plates were designed. The 40 crystals were 
aligned by using the elastic neutron scattering beamline ALF at ISIS, and then fixed over 
the plates with a hydrogen-free grease. The crystals were aligned so that the reciprocal 
axis vector 𝑏φ (Γ − X) is perpendicular to the plane of the plate, whereas 𝑏ϵ (Γ − 𝑌 ) and 
𝑏ϯ (Γ − 𝑍) lie in that plane. The plates were then assembled on a custom-designed 
sample-holder that is shown in Figure 5.16a. The accuracy of the alignment has been 
confirmed by the Bragg peaks, and the final crystalline mosaicity has been estimated at 
±5°. All the INS measurements at LET have been performed at 5 K. As a final stage, 
the empty sample-holder was measured for the background subtraction. The four-
dimensional data have been analysed using the software Horace;23 the integration over a 
certain interval of two out of the four dimensions allows to obtain a three-dimensional 
image as shown for example in Figure 5.16b, where the integration has been made around 
𝑄֓ = 0 and around 𝐸 = 0.  
Looking at the elastic scattering (𝐸 = 0), it is possible to observe the Bragg peaks in 
the accessible portion of the reciprocal space (Figure 5.16b); it should be underline that 
the neutron wavelength for 13 meV is of the order of few Å. By choosing a specific Bragg 
peak and varying the energy it is possible to follow the dynamics of the phonon in a 
defined symmetry direction. It is important to note that VOacac has a triclinic space 
group; the critical points and symmetry directions are reported in Figure 5.16c. 
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 Figure 5.16. (a) Image of the custom-designed sample-holder containing the effective single-
crystal of VOacac composed by 40 smaller single-crystals. (b) Example of the elastic scattering 
plane as a function of 𝑄֕ (indicated as [0,0,ξ]) and 𝑄֔ (indicated as [0,𝜁,0]) and integrating 𝑄֓ 
(indicated as [𝜂,0,0]) around zero. The colour scale evidences the intensity of the signal. The 
values reported above indicate the range of integration. The rings visible in the plane are due 
to the sample-holder contributions, which have been subtracted during the data analysis. (c) 
Scheme of the principal directions in the reciprocal space for a triclinic lattice (from Ref.24). 
(d) Phonons dispersions calculated by ab initio methods. The image has been taken by Figure 
5.14.  
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In our experiments only the principal directions 𝑏φ, 𝑏ϵ and 𝑏ϯ were analysed (Figure 
5.16c and Figure 5.16d). The dispersions of the longitudinal and transverse phonons for 
the direction 𝑏ϯ are shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18 for the 7.3 and 13 meV energies, 
respectively. All the experimental spectra have been corrected by subtracting the empty 
a b 
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sample-holder contributions and a flat background due to multiple-scattering, which is 
constant in all the explored regions of the reciprocal space at low 𝑄 values. To compare 
the experimental spectra obtained by INS, the vibrational dispersions of VOacac were 
simulated by using the phonon energies ℏ𝜔օ and eigenvectors 𝜎օ obtained through DFT 
calculations to evaluate the scattering function of eq. (5.10). The theoretical outcomes 
are reported in Figure 5.17(b,d) and Figure 5.18(b,d).  
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Figure 5.17. Experimental dispersion curves of the longitudinal (a) and transverse (c) modes 
in the symmetry direction Γ − 𝑍 measured by 4D-INS, using an incident neutron energy of 7.3 
meV. The simulation of the dispersion curves (b) and (d) were also obtained, by calculating 
the scattering function of eq. (5.10) starting from the DFT outputs.   
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The spectra obtained using an incident neutron energy of 7.3 meV for Γ − 𝑍 show 
the dispersion of longitudinal (Figure 5.17a) and transverse (Figure 5.17c) acoustic modes 
between 0 and 6 meV. The former has been obtained integrating both 𝑄֓ and 𝑄֔ around 
zero and plotting the energy as a function of the direction 𝑄֕. Instead, the transverse 
mode has been obtained integrating 𝑄֓ around -1 and 𝑄֔ around zero, and then plotting 
the energy as a function of 𝑄֕. The agreement between experimental and simulated 
spectra is remarkable, highlighting the robustness of the analysis. However, it should be 
noted that the simulated modes were corrected of about 13% in energy. This discrepancy 
is probably due to the limitation of DFT for reproducing correctly the van der Waals 
interactions. From the collected data it is, indeed, evident that the three acoustic modes 
are inherently mixed together, for which features of transverse modes are present also in 
the experimental and simulated spectra of the longitudinal one. This mixing is due to 
the very low symmetry of the crystal. 
By comparing the experimental and simulated spectra it is possible to note that not 
only the phonon energies and dispersions, but also the intensities of the modes are in 
very good agreement. This means that DFT calculations are well-reproducing both the 
phonon energies and their eigenvectors.  
As mentioned previously, by increasing the neutron incident energy the dynamic 
range expands. In this case the use of the 13 meV energy allows to extend the spectrum 
up to 11 meV (88.7 cm-1), where optical modes are also clearly evident for the direction 
Γ − 𝑍, and in particular for the longitudinal direction (Figure 5.18a). On the other hand, 
on increasing the energy the resolution decreases and the comparison seems of slightly 
lower quality with respect to the spectra at 7.3 meV. Even in this case, however, the 
experimental data are well-reproduced by the simulations, which, remarkably, are also 
able to reproduce the optical modes, e.g. the left corner of Figure 5.18(a,b). 
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Figure 5.18. Dispersion curves of the longitudinal (a) and transverse (c) modes in the 
symmetry direction Γ − 𝑍 measured by 4D-INS, using an incident neutron energy of 13 meV. 
The simulation of the dispersion curves (b) and (d) were also obtained, by calculating the 
scattering function of eq. (5.10) starting from the DFT outputs.   
 
An example of vibrational dispersion in the direction Γ − 𝑋 and corresponding to the 
13 meV incident energy is reported in Figure 5.19.  
The phonon dynamics for the Γ − 𝑋 direction shown in Figure 5.19 originates from 
the same Bragg peak whose dynamics has been explored in the Γ − 𝑍 direction and 
reported in Figure 5.17c. Once more, the agreement between the experimental and 
theoretical data is very high, for which both the energies and dispersions of the acoustic 
and optical modes are very well reproduced. 
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Other directions as well as other spectra recorded for higher neutron incident energies 
are still under analysis. It should be stressed that this was the first time that phonon 
dispersions were measured for molecular magnets, and this has been possible thanks to a 
combination of factors: the optimal characteristics of LET beamline and the possibility 
to obtain very large and deuterated single crystals for VOacac, together with the 
possibility to perform DFT calculations of its phonon dispersions. Moreover, because of 
the high number of aligned crystals and the very low symmetry of the crystal, this 
experiment has been very challenging. This investigation has confirmed the right track 
of the theoretical vibrational dispersion calculations and it represents an important step 
toward the comprehension of the mechanisms behind the spin-lattice relaxation.   
 
  
  
Figure 5.19. Dispersion curve of the transverse modes in the symmetry direction Γ − 𝑋 
measured by 4D-INS, using an incident neutron energy of 13 meV (a). The simulation of the 
dispersion curve (b) was also obtained by calculating the scattering function of eq. (5.10) 
starting from the DFT outputs.   
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5.6 Conclusions 
The chapter focused on the investigation of [VO(acac)2], or VOacac, that is a 
vanadyl-based molecule with the simplest possible 𝛽-diketonate ligand. This molecule, 
like the vanadyl-based molecules previously investigated, presents the same main features 
that make these systems potential spin qubits; however, the relaxation times T1 and Tm 
previously investigated by pulsed EPR were not studied here. VOacac has been instead 
chosen as model to improve our understanding about the mechanisms behind the spin-
lattice relaxation. This has been possible thanks to a multitechnique approach flanked 
by theoretical calculations.  
The magnetic field and temperature dependence of the relaxation time 𝜏 , as well as 
the crystallite size dependence, evidenced the presence of a giant spin-phonon bottleneck 
whose effect is to lengthen the relaxation times up to few seconds. Butterfly-shape 
hysteresis were even recorded at 0.4, 0.6 and 1 K for three different orientations of a 
single crystal: one with the external magnetic field applied parallel to the vanadyl moiety 
and the other two perpendicular to it. From these measurements two main aspects 
emerge: a small but evident opening at zero field, probably due to the hyperfine 
interaction, and three different openings of the hysteresis depending on the orientation. 
This inherent anisotropy in the magnetization dynamics of VOacac can be attributed 
either to the hyperfine or 𝑔 anisotropy, and a theoretical model is in development to solve 
this ambiguity.  
In order to improve the comprehension about the outcomes of the magnetic 
measurements, a detailed spectroscopic investigation has been made through THz 
spectroscopy, by recording the evolution of the vibrational spectrum of a microcrystalline 
sample of VOacac from 300 to 10 K. At low temperature the vibrational spectrum is 
composed by few vibrational modes, with the first at 44 cm-1. Compared with other 
systems, this value is quite high in energy. Furthermore, the magnetic analysis suggests 
the involvement of this vibrational mode on the spin relaxation for the microcrystalline 
sample measured between 5 and 22.5 K. Instead, the same analysis for the macro-
crystalline sample affected by phonon bottleneck and measured up to 25 K shows that, 
in this case, the vibrational mode at 77 cm-1 influences the spin relaxation. Both these 
vibrational modes values obtained by analysing the magnetic data, result present in the 
experimental THz spectrum of low temperature. The importance of such low-energy 
vibrational modes is remarked by the theoretical density of states, for which a strong 
effect on the displacement of the metal ion occurs because of these. 
The complex behaviour of spin-phonon bottleneck effects has been evidenced from 
the temperature dependence of 𝜏 obtained between 0.4 and 40 K through magnetization 
decays and ac susceptometry. Attempts to explain this behaviour were made by 
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comparing the ac susceptibility outcomes with the measured temperature dependence of 
the heat capacity for a single crystal of VOacac. By considering a simple thermodynamic 
approach, for which the thermal conductivity is mainly provided by the heat capacity of 
the lattice, which in turn depends on the vibrational density of states, it is possible to 
explain the different onset of phonon bottleneck effects for VOacac and two others 𝛽-
diketonate coordinated molecules. This model, also supported by heat capacity 
measurements, agrees with a stronger presence of spin-phonon bottleneck at low 
temperature. However, no explanations were found for the varied temperature 
dependences of the relaxation time of VOacac when affected by phonon bottleneck. It 
should be remarked that a better comprehension of this phenomenon, which is still 
missing, could lead to predict when the phonon bottleneck occurs, and hopefully also to 
control it. Some question remains open, for example if differences in the influence of the 
spin-phonon bottleneck observed on lowering the temperature can be attributed to the 
passage from a regime where both acoustic and optical vibrational modes are involved, 
to another in which only acoustic phonons are effective.  
To obtain more insights into the acoustic and optical vibrational modes, the 
investigation of the vibrational spectrum of VOacac has been extended also beyond the 
-point of the Brillouin zone, by measuring the phonon dispersions through 4D-INS. The 
experiment was performed on a virtual single crystal, composed by 40 highly deuterated 
VOacac single-crystals, by using the beamline LET at ISIS. This instrument has a very 
wide detection angle and it allows to measure the neutron scattering at several different 
incident energies simultaneously. Despite the challenging investigation, the acoustic and 
low-energy optical phonons dispersions were successfully measured. The comparison with 
DFT theoretical calculations evidenced a very good agreement between experiment and 
theory.  
Many efforts have been made to understand in detail the mechanisms behind the 
spin-lattice relaxation, but this work cannot be considered concluded. The understanding 
of the role of the acoustic and optical vibrational modes outside the -point in inducing 
spin relaxation, as well as the measurement and analysis of the Raman-active vibrational 
modes are still open projects. Moreover, the complete theoretical modellization of the 
spin-lattice relaxation of VOacac through the analysis of the phonon dispersions and 
the calculations of the spin-phonon couplings is also in progress. 
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CHAPTER 6  
Exploring New Techniques for Spin 
Dynamics Investigation 
The spin dynamics of potential molecular spin qubits has been characterized in the 
previous chapters by using ‘traditional’ techniques, i.e. ac susceptometry and pulsed 
EPR. An emergent powerful technique for the investigation of spin dynamics in molecular 
magnets is Muon Spin Relaxation spectroscopy (SR). The peculiarity of this technique 
is indeed the capability to probe the local spin dynamics in condensed matter, both with 
or without the application of an external magnetic field. Moreover, this technique can be 
used to investigate bulk systems, as well as thin films of molecular magnets on surface.1 
The first section briefly introduces the SR technique and it has been written by following 
the books (P. Carretta and A. Lascialfari, 2007)2 and (A. Yaouanc and P. Dalmas 
de Réotier, 2011)3, and the article (S. J. Blundell, 2002)4. 
So far, SR has never been exploited to investigate potential molecular spin qubits, 
and the closer application can be found in the study of SMMs.5-9 For this reason, before 
applying SR on systems such as the vanadyl-based molecules examined in this work, it 
is important to perform preparatory studies concerning the capability of this technique 
in providing information on subtle effects on the spin dynamics. The investigation shown 
in the second section has been performed on a Dy-based SMM, chosen for its large 
magnetic momentum and because static and dynamics magnetic properties for this type 
of systems are already well characterized. More specifically, in this work SR has been 
used to investigate the effect of nuclear moments on the molecular spin dynamics of two 
isotopically enriched molecules based on 161Dy (nuclear spin 𝐼 = 5/2) and 164Dy (𝐼 = 0). It 
should be note that the relaxation processes that affect the spin dynamics in SMMs may 
be different from those related to the molecular spin qubits. In particular, quantum 
tunneling of the magnetization may open a direct pathway between the multi-levels spin 
structure of SMMs. In addition, the presence of excited Kramers doublets energetically 
close to the ground doublet provides a further relaxation channel through the Orbach 
process (§3.3.4). 
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As anticipated, thanks to the possibility of controlling the muon implantation energy, 
SR can be used to investigate depth resolved magnetic properties of thin films of 
molecular magnets. This capability has been exploited in several cases for molecular films 
∽200 nm thick, for example on studying the SMMs [Dy(hfac)3(PyNO)]2 or TbPc.10, 11 
However, an attempt to investigate a (sub)monolayer molecular film has been performed 
only once.12 Bearing in mind the results obtained by the SR bulk investigation on the 
two Dy-based SMMs, a monolayer of the same molecule has been studied by LE-SR 
(Low Energy Muon Spin Relaxation spectroscopy)13, 14 in order to explore the sensitivity 
of SR. The results are discussed in the third section. 
 
 
6.1 Basic concepts of 𝜇SR 
Muon Spin Relaxation is an emergent and versatile technique, whose applications 
range from chemistry and semiconductor physics to hydrogen storage and muon catalysed 
nuclear fusion.15-17 The main research field remains however magnetism and 
superconductivity, which fully take advantage of the sensitivity of muons in detecting 
small magnetic fields. This technique has also been employed to characterize the magnetic 
behaviour of SMMs, since it allows a direct investigation of the magnetization dynamics 
as local probe and on a time scale faster than what is currently accessible by the ordinary 
magnetic techniques. However, since muon beams imply the presence of particle 
accelerators, SR is available only in large scale facilities. In Europe there are two main 
centres, ISIS at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in England and Paul Scherrer 
Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. The measurements reported in this dissertation were 
collected at PSI on GPS (General Purpose Surface-Muon Instrument) and LE-SR (or 
simply LEM), in collaboration with Dr. Z. Salman. 
Muons (indicated with the symbol 𝜇) are light elementary particles, about nine times 
lighter than protons and with finite lifetime of 2.2 s. Muons with either positive or 
negative charge can be (almost) equally used; for the investigation here performed 
positive muons were exploited. The process of formation of muons starts with the collision 
of a high energy proton beam on a carbon (or beryllium) target that produces positive 
pions 𝜋+ (Figure 6.1). The positive pion then decays (mean life time 𝜏ᇎ = 26.0 ns) in a 
positive muon 𝜇+ and in a muon neutrino 𝜈ᇋ according to 
  
 
 𝜋+ → 𝜇+̅ + 𝜈ᇋ. (6.1) 
  
 
The outgoing muon and neutrino produced by this process have opposite linear 
momentum equal to 29.79 MeV/c and the kinetic energy of the muon is 4.1 MeV. Since 
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the pion is a spinless particle and all neutrinos have negative helicity (i.e. spin antiparallel 
to linear momentum), muon and neutrino spins must be opposite to fulfil the angular 
momentum conservation, as shown in Figure 6.1.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1. (a) Pion production from highly accelerated protons, and its decay in a muon and 
a neutrino. The muon and neutrino must have the same helicity because of the parity violation. 
(b) Three-body decay for a positive muon. The conservation of linear and angular momentum, 
together with the parity violation, produces a correlation between the muon spin direction and 
the positron linear momentum. 
 
A fundamental feature in this frame is that only neutrinos (antineutrinos) of negative 
(positive) helicity exist. This is a consequence of the parity violation of weak interaction, 
whose discovery was awarded with the Nobel Prize to Lee and Young (1957), which can 
be simplified by saying that, although in the macroscopic world the mirror image of any 
possible event is also a possible event, this symmetry is broken in the microscopic realm 
of elementary particles. The role of parity violation is crucial for SR experiments, since 
it imposes that only muons with negative helicity can be produced by the pion decay of 
eq. (6.1), for which 100% spin polarized muons can be obtained. 
Once produced, muons are directed to the sample where they stop. Being positive 
charged,  stops in an electrostatically favourable site of the unit cell, that is in 
proximity of atoms negatively charged. Muons have spin value 𝑆 = 1/2 and, most 
interestingly for the study of magnetic properties, they bear a large magnetic moment 
that is about three times the proton one (𝛾ᇋ/2𝜋 = 135.5 MHz/T). The latter is the reason 
of their high sensitivity to magnetic fields. Indeed, during their lifetime in the sample, 
the muon spin loses its initial polarization because of the presence of static or dynamical 
internal fields, and it precesses according to these. The evolution of muon spin 
polarization reflects thus the static or dynamic internal fields present at their stopping 
site. The muon decays, as shown in Figure 6.1, into a positron, an electron neutrino and 
a muon antineutrino, according to 
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 𝜇̅+ → 𝑒+̅ + 𝜈ᇋ̅ + 𝜈ր (6.2) 
  
 
where, thanks to the parity violation, each particle has a well-defined helicity. In 
particular, the positron, which among the particles of eq. (6.2) is the only detectable one, 
has positive helicity and is produced in the same direction of the muon spin in order to 
conserve angular momentum. However, the situation for the three-body decay is 
complicated by the fact that there is a continuum of possible geometries and 
correspondingly a range of possible energies for the emitted positron. More precisely, the 
probability distribution function for the positron emission is correlated to the 
instantaneous direction of the muon spin by    
  
 
 𝑊(𝐸, 𝜃) ∝ 1 + 𝑎Ј(𝐸) cos 𝜃  (6.3) 
  
 
where 𝜃 is the angle between the positron direction and muon spin, while the factor 𝑎Ј 
is called initial asymmetry and depends on the positron energy, for example 𝑎Ј(𝐸ֈռ֓) =
1. Since the positron detectors used in SR are not sensitive to the energy of the particle 
detected, the average over all angle of the function 𝑎Ј(𝐸) gives 𝑎Ј = 1/3. However, a 
smaller value of 𝑎Ј, around 0.2, is usually found due to the experimental conditions.  
 
Figure 6.2. (a) Spatial distribution of the positron directions for different energies. (b) 
Schematic view of a SR spectrometer. In the example, the experimental configuration is in 
transverse field mode. These images are taken by ref18. 
 
In Figure 6.2 the basic set-up of a SR spectrometer is shown. When a muon trigger 
passes through a scintillation detector (dark grey in figure) the detector delivers a signal 
that establishes the zero time (𝑡Ј) and starts the digital clock. When the forward or the 
a b 
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backward detector (red in figure) registers a decay event, that is a positron hit, a stop 
signal is sent to the clock, which stores the elapsed time span (𝑡 − 𝑡Ј) as a digital number. 
Muons are implanted either one by one, when working with continuous sources such as 
in PSI, or in branches of hundreds, when pulsed sources such as ISIS are used. Individual 
lifetimes are thus recorded for millions of muon events, each contributing with one count 
in one-time bin. All these events are accumulated independently, over long times 
spanning from minutes to hours. It is important to remark that coherence is guaranteed 
by the fact that all muons when implanted in the sample have the same spin polarization. 
The data collected by the forward detector should be least-square fitted by using  
  
 
 𝑁է (𝑡) = 𝑁է (0)𝑒−֏/ᇑᆡ(1 − 𝑎Ј𝐺(𝑡)) (6.4) 
  
 
where 𝑁է  is the counting number of the forward detector and 𝐺(𝑡) denotes the spin 
relaxation function and considers the possible loss of degree of polarization with time. 
For the backward detector the equation is analogue but, because of the shift of 180°, it 
is ∝ (1 + 𝑎Ј𝐺(𝑡)). However, usually it is the backward-forward ratio, called asymmetry 
𝐴(𝑡), which is fitted. Ideally it is defined as  
  
 
 𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑁գ(𝑡) − 𝑁է (𝑡)
𝑁գ(𝑡) + 𝑁է (𝑡)
 (6.5) 
  
 
but, since from the experimental point of view the forward and backward detector have 
different counting efficiencies, it is more useful to define the parameter 𝛼  
  
 
 𝛼 = 𝑁է (0)
𝑁գ(0)
 (6.6) 
  
 
for which the asymmetry can be rewritten as  
  
 
 𝐴(𝑡) = (1 − 𝛼) + (1 + 𝛼)𝑎Ј𝐺(𝑡)
(1 + 𝛼) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑎Ј𝐺(𝑡)
 (6.7) 
  
 
where, if 𝛼 = 1 eq. (6.5) is recovered and 𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑎Ј𝐺(𝑡). From a practical point of view, 
the 𝛼 parameter must be determined at the beginning of a new experiment by performing 
low transverse field measurements (see infra).  
It should also be considered that the implantation site of the muon inside the sample 
is often not unique. The multiple sites are effectively accounted for by considering that 
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the total asymmetry 𝐴 of the full implanted muon ensemble is divided into the partial 
asymmetries of the 𝑛 distinct muon sites according to  
  
 
 𝐴(𝑡) = ం𝐴օ(𝑡)
կ
օ=φ
 
(6.8) 
  
 
where the initial partial asymmetry, 𝐴օ(0) may be written as 𝐴օ(0) = 𝐴𝑝ք, where 𝑝ք is 
the stopping probability at the 𝑖th site and in general can be calculated through ab initio 
methods. 
The spin relaxation function 𝐺(𝑡) depends on the type of experiment that is performed 
and, more specifically, it depends on whether the magnetic field is applied or not, as well 
as the geometry of the experiment. By considering the 𝑥𝑦𝑧 frame, as shown in Figure 
6.2b, in zero field (ZF) and longitudinal field (LF) the configuration 𝐺֕(𝑡) is measured. 
Instead, in transverse field (TF) the configuration 𝐺֓(𝑡) is measured.  
For the latter case, the applied magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the initial 
muon spin polarization. When sensing a transverse field, the muon spin precesses in the 
plane perpendicular to the field axis (i.e. the 𝑧 axis) and the probability distribution lobe 
of the positron emissions precesses with it. The resulting asymmetry has the form  
  
 
 𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑎Ј𝐺֓(𝑡) cos(2𝜋𝑓ᇋ𝑡) (6.9) 
  
 
where 𝑓ᇋ is the spin precession frequency and is related to the magnitude of the field 𝐵ᇋ 
by 𝑓ᇋ = 𝛾ᇋ𝐵ᇋ/2𝜋. This field corresponds to the overall field experienced by the muon, 
i.e. the sum of the applied field and the average of internal fields of the sample. 
Depending on the internal fields distribution, 𝐺֓(𝑡) will be described by a specific 
relaxation model.  
In ZF and LF mode, the initial muon spin polarization is oriented along the 
propagation direction, 𝑦, and the magnetic field (for LF only) is applied parallel to this. 
For a true paramagnetic system, such as SMMs or molecular qubits, the local fields are 
randomly oriented. This means that when measuring in ZF mode, the average value of 
the experienced magnetic field, ⟨𝐵ᇋ⟩, vanishes and no precession is observable. However, 
the second central moment of the field distribution, ⟨𝐵ᇋϵ⟩, will result in general different 
from zero. Once more, the description of 𝐺֕(𝑡) depends on the type of system studied. 
For example, if the distribution of the internal field is stationary and with a Gaussian 
profile, the muon spin relaxation can be described by the Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function  
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 𝐺֕ =
1
3
+ 2
3
(1 − ΔΛϵ 𝑡ϵ) expঁ−
1
2
ΔΛϵ 𝑡ϵং (6.10) 
  
 
that accounts for a dense set of random magnetic moments. Instead, if the internal fields 
are more diluted, the Lorentzian distribution is more appropriate, and the relaxation can 
be described by the Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe function 
  
 
 𝐺֕ =
1
3
+ 2
3
(1 − Δ𝑡) exp(−Δ𝑡). (6.11) 
  
 
The long-range order is the only case for which all muons, stopping at the same 
crystallographic site, experience the same local field. Thus, they all have their 
polarization evolving according to eq. (6.9) and so does the measured macroscopic 
asymmetry.  
Besides the static random fields, muons can probe also a dynamic component 
produced by magnetic moment fluctuations of molecular spins (either electronic or 
nuclear). In general, by considering the average fluctuation rate 𝜏ց  and the width of the 
internal field distribution Δ/𝛾ᇋ, if 𝜏ցΔ > 1 we have the slow-fluctuation limit and the 
main effect is the 1/3 tail (Figure 6.3). In this case, only 1/3 of muons, those residing in 
sites where the local magnetic field is parallel or antiparallel to their initial spin direction, 
will precess. Consequently, the average asymmetry is reduced to 1/3 of its initial value 
and it does not evolve in time. The application of a longitudinal field 𝐵խէ  may produce 
the suppression of the spin depolarization (longitudinal field decoupling), for which the 
1/3 tail is increased in 𝐵խէ  according to Figure 6.3. This leads to a partial decoupling 
between the static and dynamic component of the muon relaxation.  
 
 
Figure 6.3. Zero field dynamic Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function for different field fluctuations. 
The 𝜏ցΔ term takes into account the ratio between the static and dynamic contributions to 
the muon relaxation. 
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On the other hand, if 𝜏ցΔ < 1 the minimum vanishes, and the spin relaxation function 
tends to  
  
 
 𝐺֕(𝑡) = 𝑒−ᇊ֏ (6.12) 
  
 
where 𝜆 = 𝜏ցΔϵ and it contains information both on the fluctuation rate and on the 
width of the field distribution. These contributions cannot be separate in ZF. Instead, 
the application of a 𝐵խէ  can be useful, but only if the corresponding Larmor frequency 
𝑓ᇋ is comparable to the fluctuation rate. 
 
 
6.2 Bulk isotopically enriched Dytta 
Paper in Appendix 
Isotope effects on the spin dynamics of single-molecule magnets probed using muon 
spin spectroscopy.  
L. Tesi, Z. Salman, I. Cimatti, F. Pointillart, K. Bernot, M. Mannini and R. Sessoli. In: 
Chemical Communications 54 (2018), pp. 7826-7829. 
 
In this work, the effects of nuclear moments on the molecular spin dynamics were 
studied for two different isotopically enriched compounds of a Dy-based SMM of formula 
[Dy(tta)3(L)]·C6H14, where tta-=2-thenoyltrifluoroacetonate and L=4,5-bis(propylthio)-
tetrathiafulvalene-2-(2-pyridyl)-benzimidazole methyl-2-pyridine, and hereafter indicated 
as Dytta.19 The molecular structure is shown in Figure 6.4. The two isotopes investigated 
in this comparative study are 161Dy and 164Dy, with nuclear spin 𝐼 = 5/2 and 𝐼 = 0, 
respectively. The DyIII ion is connected to three tta- ions and one bidentate L ligand. In 
this configuration the metal results at the centre of a N2O6 square antiprism environment 
leading to an approximate D4d local symmetry in its surrounding; the compounds are 
isostructural and crystallize in the triclinic P-1 space group. 
The magnetic characterization of Dytta was made in a previous study by (T. T. da 
Cunha et al., 2013)19 evidencing a robust SMM-like behaviour. The temperature 
dependence of the magnetization relaxation time, 𝜏ռվ, extracted from ac susceptibility 
measurements, were analysed by considering two different relaxation processes: a 
thermally activated process at high temperatures and a temperature-independent one, 
which has been attributed to fast quantum tunneling in zero-field. Furthermore, the slow 
relaxation of the SMM enabled the measurement of butterfly-shape hysteresis curves at 
2 K. The findings of the magnetic analysis agreed with an easy axis magnetic anisotropy 
found by ab initio calculations: the anisotropic distribution of the electrostatic potential 
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around the DyIII ion stabilizes the Kramers doublet 𝑀ի = ±15/2, which results separated 
from the first-excited state for 126 cm-1.19 In a subsequent work, (F. Pointillart et al., 
2015)20 synthetized the two isotopically enriched samples 161Dytta and 164Dytta, and 
investigated them by ac susceptometry to study the effects of the hyperfine interaction 
on the spin dynamics. Remarkably, the quantum-tunneling process has been identified 
as the only process affected by the isotope effect, exhibiting an increase in the relaxation 
time of about one order of magnitude when passing from 161Dytta to 164Dytta. The 
reduction of the quantum-tunneling process produced consequently the opening of the 
hysteresis at zero field, which is a key feature for the potential application of SMMs as 
data storage. 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Molecular structure of Dytta; colour code: Dy=azure, O=red, N=blue, F=green, 
S=yellow and C=grey. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
 
The SR investigation has been performed on two bulk compounds constituted by 
microcrystalline powders of 161Dytta and 164Dytta through the GPS spectrometer of the 
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). The measurements were performed at zero magnetic field 
and using an implantation energy of ∽4 MeV, corresponding to a few 100 m stopping 
depth. Moreover, since muons are positively charged, they are expected to stop within 
the molecule close to the fluorine atoms. 
The time dependence of the muon spin polarization, 𝑃ջ(𝑡), was recorded for several 
temperatures between 1.6 and 300 K. Examples of spectra are shown in Figure 6.5. At 
high temperature, the internal fields of the molecule fluctuate and 𝑃ջ(𝑡) decays with a 
single exponential-like behaviour from its initial value to zero. On decreasing the 
temperature, the damping rate of the polarization increases gradually and, below 30 K, 
𝑃ջ(𝑡) exhibits a shallow dip at short times and then a recovery to ∽1/3 for longer times 
(see for example Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.5. Examples of time dependences of the muon spin polarization in zero field, 𝑃ջ(𝑡), 
in the three different temperature regimes for (a) 161Dytta and (b) 164Dytta. Solid lines are 
the best-fits using eq. (6.13). 
 
The time dependence of 𝑃ջ(𝑡) can be reproduced by considering the phenomenological 
Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe model21 of eq. (6.11), for the static contribution, multiplied by 
a square root exponential relaxation function,10, 11 for the dynamic contribution, which 
provides  
  
 
 𝑃ջ(𝑡) = ই
1
3
+
2
3
(1 − Δ𝑡)𝑒−း֏ঈ 𝑒−
√
ᇊ֏. (6.13) 
  
 
It is here recalled that Δ is the width of the Lorentzian distribution of local static 
magnetic fields, whereas 𝜆 originates from the fluctuations of the DyIII magnetic moments. 
The square root in the dynamic component originates from averaging many inequivalent 
sites of the molecule where muons can stop.22-24 The fits are shown in Figure 6.5, while 
the outcomes of 𝜆 and Δ are reported as a function of temperature in Figure 6.6a. Such 
parameters are representative of the magnetic properties and spin dynamics of the single-
molecule, and their temperature dependence reflects the gradual evolution of DyIII spin 
dynamics.  
Three different regimes can be distinguished: i) at high temperatures fast thermally 
activated DyIII spin fluctuations dominate over the static fields, consequently muons 
probe a relatively small 𝜆 and no local static magnetic fields (Δ = 0). On decreasing the 
temperature 𝜆 increases, because of the slowing down of the fluctuations of the DyIII 
magnetic moments on a time scale comparable with the muon spin Larmor precession 
frequency 𝑓ᇋ (see eq. (6.9)), up to ca. 30 K. ii) At this temperature value, 𝜆 exhibits a 
narrow peak coinciding with an abrupt increase in Δ, which corresponds to the 
appearance of static magnetic fields. iii) Finally, at low temperature, muons experience 
mainly the quasi-static fields, for which Δ is large and 𝜆 strongly decreases.  
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Figure 6.6. (a) Temperature dependence of the relaxation rate 𝜆 (top) and width of local 
static magnetic field distribution Δ (bottom) for 164Dytta and 161Dytta measured by SR in 
zero field. (b) Correlation times extracted from SR and magnetization relaxation times 
extracted by ac susceptibility measurements as a function of temperature for 161Dytta and 
164Dytta.  
 
Differences between the spin dynamics of the two isotopically enriched compounds 
emerge below 15 K, revealing a larger dynamic relaxation parameter 𝜆 for 161Dytta. This 
isotope effect is also evident below 15 K when looking at the correlation time, 𝜏 , of the 
local magnetic field experienced by muons, shown in Figure 6.6b. Such a parameter is 
extracted from the SR spectra in different way depending whether fluctuations or quasi-
static fields dominate the relaxation. In the former case, 𝜏 = 𝜆/2ΔЈϵ, in which ΔЈ is the 
size of the fluctuating field and can be estimated from the saturation value of Δ 
extrapolated at low temperature. This is worth ∽35 MHz (ca. 41 mT) for both 
compounds. On the other side, when quasi-static magnetic fields dominate, the 
correlation time is given by 𝜏 = 2/3𝜆.  
It is interesting to compare the relaxation time 𝜏 obtained by SR with the relaxation 
time of the magnetization, 𝜏ռվ, extracted by ac susceptibility measurements at zero field.20 
These two are shown together in Figure 6.6b. Although one could have expected similar 
values and temperature dependences, the correlation times are about 1-2 order of 
magnitude shorter than 𝜏ռվs. This can be explained considering that while ac 
susceptibility is sensitive to excitations with wave-vector 𝑞 = 0, SR as local probe is 
sensitive to excitations integrated over all 𝑞 values of the Brillouin zone.25, 26 In this frame, 
ac susceptibility can probe only those processes that reverse the magnetization, i.e. inter-
well transitions changing the sign of the spin projection along the anisotropy axis. In 
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contrast, SR, beyond probing faster dynamics, is sensitive to all types of fluctuations 
that affect the lifetime of the spin states, including intra-well transitions and decoherence 
effects. Accordingly, hyperfine fields are crucial to establish the resonant condition for 
the reversal of magnetization by quantum tunnelling, but they are expected to have less 
influence on the lifetime of the states. This inherent difference between the dynamics 
probed by the two techniques also explains the less pronounced isotope effect observed 
by SR compared to ac susceptibility, as well as the more pronounced temperature 
dependence shown by the correlation times below 10 K.  
To summarize these findings, SR is able to capture fine details of the spin dynamics 
of molecular systems, down to the isotopic effects in a different way with respect to ac 
susceptometry, thus providing a complementary perspective to that of traditional 
magnetometry techniques. Indeed, the local probe character and the consequent 
sensitivity of muons in obtaining information on the lifetime of spin states, together with 
the possibility to investigate the spin dynamics of molecules addressed on surface, makes 
SR a unique and powerful technique.  
 
 
6.3 Dytta Monolayer on gold 
Article in preparation 
Spin dynamics of a monolayer of Dy-based Single-Molecule-Magnet probed by Muon 
spin relaxation.  
I. Cimatti, G. Fernandez Garcia, L. Tesi, K. Bernot, G. Serrano, L. Malavolti, E. Otero, M.-
A. Arrio, P. Sainctavit, B. Le Guennic, F. Pointillart, F. Totti, R. Sessoli, Z. Salman, and M. 
Mannini.  
 
Thanks to the possibility of implanting muons at different depths, they can be used 
to probe the dynamics of molecules close to a surface or an interface. This capability is 
limited only to synchrotron-based techniques because of the small quantity of magnetic 
material contained in a (sub)monolayer that prevents the use of standard techniques 
such as SQUID magnetometry.27, 28 The investigation of SMMs grafted on surface is 
mandatory to understand whether, and in certain cases how, the magnetic properties of 
SMMs are affected by.29 In this sense, SR has been applied for several thin films of 
SMMs. In these cases, muons stop into the molecular film and probe differences in the 
spin dynamics, sometime evidencing unchanged magnetic properties and other times the 
loss of such properties.10, 11 However, so far, the contribution of a (sub)monolayer of 
molecular magnets on surface investigated by SR has been reported only once.12 The 
following work is, indeed, an explorative study to determine whether muons can be used 
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to investigate the spin dynamics of monolayers of molecular magnets. For this reason, 
the experiment has been carried out on the well characterized system Dytta. 
The preparation of the sample and its characterization have been carried out by Dr. 
I. Cimatti and co-workers at the CeTeCS laboratory in the University of Florence. The 
molecular self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of 161Dytta has been prepared on a gold 
surface in order to get a monolayer coverage. The preparation is performed in three steps: 
i) an ordered Au(111) surface is obtained by evaporating a ∽130 nm thick Au film on 
mica, annealed by a hydrogen flame and then rinsed in CH2Cl2; ii) the annealed Au 
substrate is incubated in a solution of 2 mM of 161Dytta in CH2Cl2 for 20 hours to ensure 
a complete molecular coverage of the Au surface; iii) the sample is washed several times 
with CH2Cl2 to remove the excess of physiosorbed molecules and then dried under 
nitrogen flow.30 After the preparation, the sample has been characterized by X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) to confirm the grafting of molecules on surface. The 
same preparation procedure has been performed at the Deimos beamline at the Soleil 
synchrotron (France), where the magnetic properties of the sample have been 
characterized by X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray Natural Linear Dichroism 
(XNLD) and X-ray Circular Magnetic Dichroism (XMCD). The experimental outcomes 
have been then flanked by ab initio calculations based on a combined state-of-art pDFT 
and post-HF characterization, performed by Dr. G. Fernandez Garcia at the University 
of Rennes. However, only the main aspects of the characterization will be briefly 
presented here.  
The XPS analysis has been performed on the 161Dytta monolayer on gold and the 
results have been compared with those obtained for a reference sample, in order to assess 
the chemical grafting of the molecule after the SAM preparation process. The reference 
sample consists in a molecular thick film obtained by dropcasting. The spectra are shown 
in Figure 6.7. The XPS technique provides information on the binding energy of the 
electrons of the molecule’s atoms. This energy depends on the chemical environment of 
the atom, i.e. the oxidation state and functional groups present. The XPS spectra of the 
two samples are mostly comparable, showing differences only in the S2p region. Indeed, 
in the thick film the S2p component presents only one contribution and the relative spin-
orbit splitting contribution, whereas an additional contribution at slightly lower binding 
energies appears for the monolayer, confirming the presence of a chemical bonding of the 
molecule with the gold substrate through the sulphur atoms, as expected.31-33 Moreover, 
the binding energy of the latter component is in good agreement with that corresponding 
to self-assembled thioethers on gold surfaces.31-33 The semi-quantitative analysis of the 
Dy4d, C1s, N1s, O1s, F1s and S2p regions is in agreement with the expected molecular 
stoichiometry, confirming the presence of intact molecules after the SAM preparation. 
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Figure 6.7. Core level XPS spectra of the 161Dytta deposited on gold by dropcasting (top 
panel) and SAM (bottom panel) showing the Dy4d and S2p region.  
 
Similar findings were also obtained by using synchrotron-based techniques. It should 
be highlighted that X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy is a fundamental tool for the magnetic 
and structural investigation of thin films. This provides information on: (i) the elements 
constituting the molecule, (ii) the oxidation states of the investigated atomic species, 
(iii) the magnetic properties of the absorber (by measuring the XMCD spectrum) and 
(iv) the anisotropy of the charge distribution around the absorbing atom (by measuring 
the XNLD spectrum). The XAS and XMCD spectra are shown in Figure 6.8, whereas no 
signal has been detected by using XNLD. The presence of the molecule on surface is 
confirmed by comparing the results of XAS and XMCD measurements of the monolayer 
and reference sample. On the other hand, the absence of a dichroic signal in the XNLD 
spectrum suggests that there is no preferential orientation of the molecule in the 
monolayer.  
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Figure 6.8. XAS and XMCD spectra of 161Dytta deposited on gold by SAM (a) and 
dropcasting (b). The spectra are measured at the Dy M4,5 edges with a magnetic field of 3 T 
and 2 K. 
 
Accordingly, the theoretical analysis evidenced a high variability of adsorption of the 
molecules on surface, for which there is not a unique highly probable conformer on 
surface, but a series of conformers with different structure but similar energy. This can 
be explained by considering the complex geometrical shape of the compound. For this 
reason, a series of structural optimization has been performed starting from eight possible 
conformers on surface. These structures were designed taking into account the 
elimination of the two propyl terminations and several possible interactions among the 
Au surface, the tta ligands and the tetrathiafulvalene (ttf) moiety. In fact, the elimination 
of the propyl terminations, in favour of a stronger S-Au bonding, is generally considered 
the most stable state for such systems.34, 35 These calculations were performed with the 
periodic Density Functional Theory (pDFT) using a mixed Gaussian and plane waves 
approach (GPW), as implemented in the CP2K code.36 Afterwards a CAS-SCF 
(Complete Active Space-Self Consistent Field) calculation has been performed on the 
optimized structures, erasing the gold surface from the simulation cell and using the 
MOLCAS code.37 The latter calculations were conducted to understand the structural 
effect of the surface on the electronic structure of the molecule. However, from a 
structural point of view and for each conformation, the adsorption process results in a 
distortion of the ttf moiety, with an almost negligible involvement of the DyIII ion; two 
examples of possible conformation are reported in Figure 6.9. 
 
 
a b 
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Figure 6.9. Examples of possible conformations of Dytta on gold surface. The two graphical 
representations are obtained by pDFT geometry optimization. Colour code: Dy=Au=brown, 
O=red, C=light blue, S=yellow, N=blue, F=brown). The starting conformer is represented in 
transparent red wireframe. 
 
Focusing on the SR investigation, which I carried out in collaboration with Dr. Z. 
Salman, the 161Dytta monolayer on gold has been studied at the Low Energy SR (LE-
SR or LEM) beamline of the Paul Scherrer Institute.38 The sample was mounted on a 
metal plate in an ultra-high-vacuum environment in contact with a cold finger cryostat; 
the temperature can be varied between 3.5 and 300 K, while the muons implantation 
energy can be changed between 1 and 12 keV, corresponding to an average implantation 
depth of 2-80 nm. The stopping depth profile of the implanted muons in gold (density 
𝜌 ≈ 19.3 g/cm3) can be accurately simulated using the Trim.SP code39 as shown in Figure 
6.10. Muons at 12 keV stop deeply inside the gold, whereas muons at 1 keV, and thus 
less energetic, will be nearby the surface/molecule interface. It is worth to note that in 
any case muons stop below the monolayer, into the gold. This is a non-magnetic medium, 
for which the entire magnetic contribution probed by muons originates from dipolar fields 
produced by the electronic spin of the DyIII ion of 161Dytta. It should also be noted that 
the dipolar fields of nuclear moments (such as those deriving from the magnetic nuclei 
of 1H and 19F) are too small to be detected by muons stopping a few nanometres away, 
and only the electronic moments, which are orders of magnitude larger, contribute to the 
magnetic fields sensed by muons. 
The experiments were performed in TF configuration by applying a constant external 
magnetic field of 10 mT perpendicular to the muon polarization. In this configuration 
the muon precesses according to 𝐵ᇋ, which is given by the sum of the applied magnetic 
field and internal contributions. This type of measurement, combined with the possibility 
to implant the muon at different depths, is a powerful tool to investigate the presence 
(and eventually the intensity) of the static magnetic fields produced by the paramagnetic 
ions.  
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Figure 6.10. Simulation of the stopping muons implantation depth profile into a gold film 
varying the incident energy of the muon. The simulation has been obtained by using the 
Trim.SP code.39 
 
Typical LE-SR precession signals recorded at 3.7 K for two different implantation 
energies are shown in Figure 6.11a, while those recorded at 250 K at the same energies 
are shown in Figure 6.11b.  
 
  
Figure 6.11. Examples of muon spin precession spectra in the rotating reference frame 
measured for 161Dytta at 3.7 K (a) and 250 K (b) under an applied magnetic field of 10 mT 
and for the two implantation energies 12 and 1 keV. The solid lines correspond to the best-fits.  
 
The time evolution of the muon polarization can be reproduced by using eq. (6.9) 
multiplied for the relaxation function in eq. (6.12) that provides 
  
 
 𝑃յէ (𝑡) = 𝑎Ј cos(2𝜋𝑓ᇋ𝑡) 𝑒−ᇊ֏ (6.14) 
  
 
where 𝑎Ј is the asymmetry and corresponds to the initial polarization, 𝑓ᇋ is the precession 
frequency and 𝜆 is the relaxation rate of the oscillations. It should be recalled that the 
a b 
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precession frequency is 𝑓ᇋ = 𝛾ᇋ𝐵ᇋ, where 𝛾ᇋ/2𝜋 = 135.5 MHz/T is the muon 
gyromagnetic ratio and 𝐵ᇋ is the average local magnetic field experienced by the muon, 
i.e. the applied one and those generated by the DyIII magnetic moments. The relaxation 
rate 𝜆 in this case provides a measure of the width of the distribution of local magnetic 
fields. Thus, a wider field distribution results in a larger 𝜆. Examples of the best-fits 
resulting from eq. (6.14) are shown in Figure 6.11, while the energy and temperature 
dependence of the extracted relaxation rate 𝜆 are reported in Figure 6.12. 
  
  
Figure 6.12. Energy (a) and temperature (b) dependence of the main parameters extracted 
from the time evolution of the muon polarization measured in Transverse Field mode (𝐵 = 10 
mT) through the model of eq. (6.14). 
 
The depth dependence of 𝜆 (Figure 6.12a), which is almost flat in the high energy 
region, shows a remarkable increasing as the energy is decreased, i.e. when muons are 
approaching the molecular interface. Moreover, the variation occurring at low energy is 
more pronounced at 3.7 K than at 250 K, in agreement with the temperature dependence 
of 𝜆. Indeed, by observing the temperature dependence of 𝜆 (Figure 6.12b), it is possible 
to note a different behaviour in the dynamics when muons are in proximity of the 
molecular interface (1 keV), with respect to the case in which muons are implanted deeply 
into the gold. These findings point out that SR is able to probe the magnetic 
contribution of the monolayer of 161Dytta on surface.  
The performing of ZF measurements would shed light on the magnetic behaviour of 
the monolayer of 161Dytta, and, more specifically, whether its magnetic properties change 
a b 
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or not with respect to those of the bulk sample described in the previous chapter. 
However, experiments in ZF configuration are even more challenging than in TF 
configuration. In the latter case, indeed, the application of a magnetic field produces a 
coherent response of the paramagnetic ions. In zero field, instead, the magnetic fields of 
molecular spins are randomly oriented with a consequent reduction of the signal, which 
is already lowered by the distance between the stopping site of the muon and the 
monolayer of magnetic centres.  
 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the investigation of the spin dynamics of a Dy-based SMM through 
SR spectroscopy is discussed. Following a brief introduction about SR, exposed in the 
first section, two studies are described: in the second section focusing on SR experiments 
on a bulk sample, whereas in the third section concerning the LE-SR experiment on a 
monolayer of the same Dy-based SMM grafted on gold. Both the investigations are 
preliminary studies to get more insights into the capabilities of SR. In the former case 
with the detection of subtle effects such as those provided by nuclear spins on the spin 
dynamics. In the latter, with the measure of the spin dynamics of a (sub)monolayer 
deposition of molecules.  
The bulk experiment has been carried out on two isotopically enriched samples of 
161Dy (𝐼 = 5/2) and 164Dy (𝐼 = 0). This study has evidenced the capability of SR to 
capture fine details of the spin dynamics of molecular systems, down to the isotopic 
effects in the tunneling of the magnetization. Moreover, from this study emerges the 
advantage of using muons as local probes. Indeed, unlike traditional techniques such as 
ac susceptometry, muons can probe all sources of spin fluctuations affecting the spin 
state lifetime.  
The LE-SR investigation, reported in the third section, has been performed on a 
single monolayer of the 161Dy-based SMM by applying a transverse magnetic field (TF 
configuration). The findings have evidenced that muons can probe also small quantities 
of sample. In future, ZF measurements will be performed to obtain information about 
possible changes of the spin dynamics of Dytta when passing from bulk to surface. 
These preliminary studies are important from a forward-looking perspective in which 
SR is employed to investigate molecular spin qubits.  
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CHAPTER 7  
Beyond the Vanadyl-based Molecules 
Additional side works carried out during my PhD concern the investigation of SMMs 
by using Cantilever Torque Magnetometry (CTM) to characterize their magnetic 
anisotropies. In particular, here is presented the study performed on a cobalt(II)-based 
SMM, since this investigation provides some hints valid also for the research in molecular 
spin qubits. It is interesting to show how the behaviour changes when considering systems 
with 𝑆 > 1/2, such as CoII that has 𝑆 = 3/2 and 𝐼 = 7/2. Such a problem also requires 
to modify the multi-technique approach previously used to characterize the properties of 
the vanadium(IV)-based molecules. In particular, the determination of the static 
anisotropic magnetic properties becomes here mandatory to obtain a clear picture of the 
electronic structure of the system. Moreover, the relaxation processes affecting the spin 
dynamics are different from those found for the vanadium-based molecules: now quantum 
tunneling effects may occur, as well as the Orbach relaxation process (§3.3.4).1 The use 
of the spin Hamiltonian model, which has been used so far for describing the spin 
structure of VIV, also requires caution. Indeed, it may not be valid anymore, with the 
result that more accurate models must be employed. Thus, despite my contribution in 
this investigation was principally devoted to the CTM experiment and analysis, it is 
interesting to expose the obtained results in order to provide an example of the spin 
dynamics behaviour in such systems. All these aspects are briefly discussed in the first 
section for a pseudo-octahedral CoII-based single molecule magnet.  
The chapter briefly reviews also the goals achieved by investigating a series of Ln-
based systems. This second section concerns the investigation of 1D chiral chains through 
CTM, providing an example of its capability in disentangling the single-ion magnetic 
anisotropy also when complex non-collinear spin structures are studied.  
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7.1 Characterization of a Co(II)-based SMM 
Paper in Appendix 
A pseudo-octahedral cobalt(II) complex with bispyrazolylpyridine ligands acting as a 
zero-field single-molecule magnet with easy axis anisotropy.  
L. Rigamonti, N. Bridonneau, G. Poneti, L. Tesi, L. Sorace, D. Pinkowicz, J. Jover, E. Ruiz, 
R. Sessoli and A. Cornia. In: Chemistry-A European Journal 24 (2018), pp. 8857-8868. 
 
The use of the 𝑆 = 1/2 ground Kramers doublet of CoII as potential molecular spin 
qubit has been proposed by (Zadrozny et al., 2017)2. However, when working with metal 
ions with multiple excited Kramers doublets relatively close to the ground doublet, it 
should be stressed that the spin dynamics may significantly differ with respect to what 
previously shown for real 𝑆 = 1/2 systems.  
The here investigated CoII-based molecule is [Co(bpp-COOMe)2](ClO4)2, where bpp-
COOMe = methyl-2,6-di(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine-4-carboxylate, and hereafter indicated as 
Cobpyr; the molecular structure is shown in Figure 7.1. The CoII metal ion has three 
unpaired electrons and nuclear spin 𝐼 = 7/2 (59Co, abundance 100%).  
 
 
Figure 7.1. Molecular structure of Cobpyr. The colour code is: Co=azure, O=red, N=blue, 
C=light grey, H=white. The magnetic anisotropy axes found experimentally by CTM and EPR 
measurements are also reported: easy axis=red, intermediate axis=green and hard axis=yellow.  
 
It can be anticipated that the pseudo-octahedral coordination environment produced 
by the inherent shape of the bpp ligands leads to a stabilization of the d֓֔ orbital relative 
to d֓֕ and d֔֕ that results in a magnetic easy-axis anisotropy for CoII.3, 4 The magnetic 
field dependence of the isothermal molar magnetization (𝑀ծ) measured for several values 
of temperature, as well as the temperature dependence of the product between the molar 
magnetic susceptibility (𝜒ծ) and the temperature itself, can be well-reproduced by using 
the following spin Hamiltonian  
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 ℋ = ℋջրրֈռ։ + ℋջէմ = 𝜇գ𝑆 ̂ ⋅ 𝒈 ⋅ ?ࣨ? + 𝑆 ̂ ⋅ 𝑫 ⋅ 𝑆 ̂
= 𝑔֓𝜇գ𝐵֓𝑆֓ + 𝑔֔𝜇գ𝐵֔𝑆֔ + 𝑔֕𝜇գ𝐵֕𝑆֕ + 
𝐷[𝑆֕ϵ −
1
3
𝑆(𝑆 + 1) + 𝐸(𝑆֓ϵ − 𝑆֔ϵ)] 
 
(7.1) 
  
 
where 𝐷 and 𝐸 are the axial and transverse second-order anisotropy parameters, and 
𝑔֓, 𝑔֔ and 𝑔֕ the principal components of the 𝒈 matrix for the 𝑆 = 3/2 state. The best-
fit parameters are 𝐷 = −57.5(7) and |𝐸| = 15.7(3) cm-1; 𝑔֓ = 𝑔֔ = 2.332(4) and 𝑔֕ =
2.6687(15), thus indicating an easy-axis magnetic anisotropy with a relevant rhombic 
distortion, |𝐸/𝐷| = 0.273. From these values, the splitting of the 𝑆 = 3/2 manifold can 
be estimated to be ca. 127 cm-1, with the doublet 𝑀մ = ±3/2 forming the ground doublet. 
The cantilever torque measurements were performed on a single-crystal in order to 
characterize the magnetic anisotropy of Cobpyr, and in particular to obtain information 
about the directions of the principal magnetic anisotropy axes (see Figure 7.1). Cantilever 
torque magnetometry is a very sensitive technique that requires a face-indexed single 
crystal of few g depending on the intensity of the magnetic anisotropy. The crystal is 
placed on the upper plate of a capacitor that can be rotated in a static magnetic field 𝑩. 
Depending on the rotation angle with respect to the direction of the magnetic field, the 
magnetic sample bends the upper plate of the cantilever trying to align its magnetic easy 
direction with the magnetic field. This bending changes the distance between the 
capacitor’s plates, for which it is possible to detect the torque, 𝝉 , acting on the sample 
as a change in the capacitance. By considering the laboratory frame 𝑋𝑌𝑍, the rotation 
axis of the cantilever, 𝑌 , and the magnetic field applied normal to 𝑌 , in the 𝑋𝑍 plane 
at an angle 𝜃 from 𝑍, then the device measures the torque component 𝜏պ . This is 
described by 
  
 
 𝜏պ = 𝑚ջ𝐵չ − 𝑚չ𝐵ջ (7.2) 
  
 
where 𝒎 = (𝑚չ,𝑚պ ,𝑚ջ) is the magnetic moment of the sample. In the low-field limit 
𝑔𝜇գ𝑩 ≪ 𝑘𝑇 , the magnetization can be assumed to be linear with magnetic field, and the 
measured torque is connected to the susceptibility tensor 𝜒 by the expression  
  
 
 𝜏պ = 𝐵ϵ(𝜒ջջ − 𝜒չչ) sin 𝜙 cos 𝜙 (7.3) 
  
 
where 𝜙 is the angle between the projection of the 𝑧 principal axis of the molecular 
anisotropy in the 𝑋𝑍 plane and 𝑩. It should be noted that this angle differs from the 
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rotation angle of the cantilever. An additional term dependent on 𝜒չջ can be set at zero 
by arbitrarily choosing the zero in the rotation. When the 𝐵/𝑇  ratio is increased beyond 
the low-field regime, the torque curves deform such that the angular dependence becomes 
very different depending whether the easy axis is almost parallel or perpendicular to the 
field. It will be shown later that this is a key feature to disentangle individual 
contributions to the crystal magnetic anisotropy.  Besides the advantage of being extreme 
sensitivity to the presence of anisotropic sources inside a sample, if high magnetic fields 
are available this technique enable us to investigate the magnetic anisotropy up to room 
temperature. This last feature makes possible to characterize not only the ground state, 
but also the 𝑆 (or 𝐽  for lanthanides) manifold.5 
In this case, data were collected for two different rotations of the Cobpyr crystal 
and by applying various magnetic field and temperature values. For example, in Figure 
7.2 the measurements and simulations for the rotation in the frame 𝑋 = 𝑎∗, 𝑌 = 𝑏, 𝑍 =
𝑐 are reported, where 𝑎∗𝑏𝑐 is the orthogonalized crystallographic frame. In this 
configuration the rotation axis 𝑌  corresponds to the binary axis 𝑏 of the monoclinic 𝐶2/𝑐 
space group, thus coinciding with one of the principal directions of the magnetic 
anisotropy tensor. The other two anisotropy principal directions are thus in the plane 
perpendicular to it. The simulation of the low temperature measurements (10 K) 
confirmed the spin Hamiltonian parameters extracted from the static magnetic 
measurements. On the other hand, the agreement between experimental and simulated 
data at 100 K is less satisfactory, suggesting that on increasing the temperature the 
magnetic properties are affected by spin-orbit coupled states at higher energies, for which 
the description of the metal ion as a simple 𝑆 = 3/2 spin may be no longer valid.6  
 
Figure 7.2. Experimental (dots) and simulated (solid lines) curves obtained by CTM for the 
rotation around the binary axis 𝑏 at 10 (a) and 100 K (b) under different static magnetic fields. 
 
Complementarily to CTM, EPR spectroscopy can easily provide detailed information 
on the 𝒈 matrix relative to the fundamental Kramers doublet.7 Low temperatures X-band 
a b 
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cw-EPR spectra were recorded for single-crystal and powders samples of Cobpyr diluted 
in its ZnII-based isostructural diamagnetic analogue: [Zn0.95Co0.05(bpp-COOMe)2](ClO4)2, 
hereafter indicated as Cobpyr/Zn. The analysis performed on the single crystal 
confirmed unambiguously the principal magnetic anisotropy directions of the ground 
doublet already identified by CTM measurements. The orientation of these directions 
with respect to the molecule are shown in Figure 7.1. Furthermore, the parameters 
obtained by dc magnetic analysis well reproduced the cw-EPR spectrum of the powder 
sample: by fixing the previously obtained anisotropy, 𝐸/𝐷 = −0.273, then 𝑔֓ = 2.125, 
𝑔֔ = 1.935 and 𝑔֕ = 2.825 (or alternatively, 𝐸/𝐷 = +0.273, then 𝑔֓ = 1.935, 𝑔֔ = 2.125 
and 𝑔֕ = 2.825).8 These results evidence that 𝒈 has a non-negligible rhombicity, which 
cannot be detected by the other magnetic characterization techniques (SQUID 
magnetometry and CTM) as they are mainly sensitive to the main component of the 𝑫 
anisotropy. Moreover, the only way to reconcile the data obtained by the various 
techniques is by assuming that the 𝒈 and 𝑫 matrices for the 𝑆 = 3/2 state have opposite 
rhombicity: the smallest 𝒈 principal value is collinear with the intermediate direction of 
the 𝑫 tensor, whereas the intermediate 𝒈 component is along the hard direction of the 
𝑫 tensor. Such a behaviour has never been reported in literature previously and it is a 
counterintuitive feature since both anisotropy terms arise from the spin-orbit coupling.  
Collecting the obtained results, the spin Hamiltonian approach successfully 
reproduces the low temperature magnetic and EPR data. However, it still cannot 
reproduce satisfactorily the high temperature results of CTM, probably because of the 
contribution of the unquenched orbital momentum.6 An alternative description of the 
electronic structure of distorted octahedral CoII, which explicitly takes into account the 
unquenched orbital angular momentum, can be obtained by using the Griffith 
Hamiltonian9 that operates on the ground 4T1g term of the octahedral CoII ion  
  
 
 ℋ = −3
2
𝜅𝜆?̂? ⋅ 𝑆 ̂ + Δռ֓ ই?̂?֕ϵ −
1
3
𝐿(𝐿 + 1)ঈ + Δ֍փज़?̂?֓ϵ − ?̂?֔ϵड़ + 
                                                         + 𝜇գ𝑩 ⋅ ঁ𝑔ր𝑆 ̂−
3
2
𝜅?̂?ং   
(7.4) 
  
 
where the orbital 𝐿 = 1 interacts through the spin-orbit coupling with the spin 𝑆 = 3/2 
as described by the first term of the Hamiltonian; here 𝜆 is the spin-orbit coupling 
constant and the orbital-reduction parameter 𝜅 accounts for the covalence effects and 
the mixing between 4T1g(4F) and 4T1g(4P). The second term of the Hamiltonian eq. (7.4) 
represents the effect of an axial crystal field, which results in the splitting of the orbital 
triplet 4T1g in octahedral symmetry into the states 4A2g (𝑀խ = 0) and 4Eg (𝑀խ = ±1) in 
tetragonal symmetry. The third term models the rhombic component of the crystal field, 
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which removes the degeneracy of the orbital doublet further lowering the symmetry to 
C2. In this framework, a negative (positive) value of Δ௔௫ results in a ground 4Eg(4A2g) 
term and corresponds to easy-axis (easy-plane) anisotropy (Figure 7.3).6, 10, 11 Finally, the 
fourth term is the Zeeman interaction, which includes spin and orbital contributions.  
 
 
Figure 7.3. The two possible splittings of the 4T1g (L=1) term by axial and rhombic crystal 
fields. 
 
Without entering into the detail, the best agreement, with respect to the cw-EPR 
spectrum and dc magnetic data, is found for Δռ֓ = −1850 cm-1, Δ֍փ = 130 cm-1, 𝜅 = 0.9 
and by fixing 𝜆 to the tabulated free-ion value -180 cm-1. This set of parameters 
corresponds to a first-, second- and third-excited spin-orbit doublets lying at 210, 558 
and 820 cm-1 from the ground state, respectively. This outcome confirms that the spin 
Hamiltonian might not be entirely appropriate for modelling the magnetic behaviour at 
high temperatures, such as 100 K, because of the influence of the second-excited doublet 
on the first-excited one.6  
The easy-axis magnetic anisotropy has also been rationalised by theoretical 
calculations performed by using ORCA12 and MOLCAS13-15 software that provided the 
electronic structure diagram reported in Figure 7.4a.16, 17 According to this, the d֓֔ orbital 
is the lowest in energy, and thus the first excitation occurs within the d֓֕/d֔֕ orbital 
pair. Since these transitions do not cause a change of |𝑚և| value, the 𝑀֎ = ±3/2 
components become more stable and, consequently, a negative contribution of the 𝐷 
value is obtained.16, 18  
The electronic spin levels are also computed and are in good agreement with the 
energies of the first-, second- and third-excited Kramers doublets obtained by using the 
Griffith Hamiltonian: ca. 191, 648 and 929 cm-1. The robustness of the calculations is 
underlined because the use of a larger basis set does not significantly change the results. 
The calculated |𝐷| values are approximately 50% larger than those obtained from fitting 
the experimental magnetic data, whereas the computed values of 𝐸 are in good 
agreement. Once more, this confirms the low reliability of the spin Hamiltonian formalism 
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for this particular case. Moreover, the directions of the principal magnetic anisotropy 
axes, as well as the 𝒈 values obtained by cw-EPR, are well reproduced by the theoretical 
calculations. The non-collinearity of the anisotropy tensors, for which the hard axis of 𝒈 
corresponds to the intermediate 𝑫 principal direction, is also reproduced by the 
calculations.  
Ac susceptibility measurements were performed to study the spin dynamics of a 
microcrystalline powder sample of Cobpyr. Similarly to the vanadyl systems, no peaks 
of the imaginary component of the susceptibility 𝜒ˮ appear without the application of an 
external magnetic field. However, as the external magnetic field is applied, slow 
relaxation occurs. The frequency dependence of 𝜒ˮ can be fitted by using the Debye 
model (eq. 4.2), from which a relaxation time 𝜏 is obtained. The temperature dependence 
of the extracted relaxation time 𝜏 under a dc field of 100 mT is reported in Figure 7.4c 
as ln 𝜏  𝑣𝑠 (1/𝑇). The investigated temperature range is between 1.9 and 9.5 K, with 𝜏 
that goes from 6 ms to 10 s, respectively. In addition to the relaxation processes that 
were accounted for the VIV-based 𝑆 = 1/2 systems previously studied, the presence of 
Kramers doublets close to the ground doublet requires to consider other relaxation 
processes. Indeed, the Orbach process (§3.3.4) is one of the principal processes often 
found to play a key role in the spin-lattice relaxation of SMMs. Another common process, 
which one should consider when working with SMMs, is the quantum tunneling (QT). 
This process may be active in systems with spin states close in energy for which an 
overlap of their wavefunctions occurs.1 By combining these terms with the direct and 
Raman processes described in the previous chapters, the following general expression for 
𝜏 is obtained  
  
 
 𝜏−φ = 𝜏Ј exp(−𝑈րցց/𝑘𝑇 ) + 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑇 + 𝐶𝑇։ (7.5) 
  
 
where 𝜏Ј and 𝑈րցց are the parameters of the Arrhenius law, 𝐴 is the quantum tunneling 
(temperature independent) rate, 𝐵 is the coefficient of the direct process, while 𝐶 is the 
coefficient of the Raman process and 𝑛 its exponent.  
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Figure 7.4. (a) Theoretically computed d-orbital splitting for Cobpyr (orbital energies: 
d֓֔=0.0, d֓֕=444.6, d֔֕=697.9, d֓ɞ−֔ɞ=8121.0, d֕ɞ=9257.3 cm-1). Colour code: Co=red/white, 
C=gray, N=blue; hydrogen atoms and part of the ligands have been omitted for clarity. The 
orange arrow indicates the lowest-energy transition. (b) Lowest two Kramers doublets and ab 
initio relaxation processes computed for Cobpyr. The thick black lines are the doublets as a 
function of their magnetic moment along the main anisotropy axis. Red lines indicate the 
magnetization reversal mechanism. Blue lines correspond to ground state QT and thermally 
assisted QT through the first-excited doublet. Green lines show the hypothetical Orbach 
relaxation processes. The values reported indicate the matrix elements of the transition 
magnetic moments. (c) Arrhenius plot for Cobpyr at an applied static field of 100 mT and for 
Cobpyr/Zn in zero field and under a static field of 100 mT. The dashed green line derives by 
the Arrhenius fit on the Cobpyr high temperature data. The red and blue lines result from 
the fit made by combining the direct and Raman processes. The magenta line results from the 
fit made by combining the QT and Raman processes.  
 
It should be stressed that the 𝑈րցց energy barrier, which is extracted by considering 
the Orbach process, must correspond to a real excited state (§3.3.4). For lanthanides-
a b 
c 
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based systems the values obtained by the analysis of spin dynamics can be confirmed by 
spectroscopic techniques.19, 20 Instead, for transition metals as CoII, a cross-investigation 
such as the one here performed is required to clarify whether the excited state plays a 
role in the spin-lattice relaxation or not. This is of particular importance in the present 
case, where the competition between the Orbach and Raman processes makes difficult to 
identify, starting from the ac susceptibility data, which process dominates the relaxation. 
Indeed, the high temperature range can be satisfactorily fitted with the Arrhenius law 
by using the following best-fit parameters: 𝑈րցց = 30.3(2) cm-1 and 𝜏Ј = 1.2(2) ⋅ 10−Ϩ s 
(green line in Figure 7.4c). This analysis would thus suggest the main role of an excited 
state at ca. 30 cm-1 in the relaxation. On the other hand, the entire curve can also be 
reproduced considering the direct and Raman processes terms, for which the best-fit 
parameters are 𝐶 = 0.45(8) s-1K-n, 𝑛 = 5.38(9) and 𝐵 = 103(4) K-1 (red line in Figure 
7.4c). The exponent 𝑛 of the Raman process for a Kramers ion should be equal to 9, but 
values close to 𝑛 = 5 can occur when low-lying excited electronic states are present 
(§3.3.3).21-23 
The hindered detection of zero-field relaxation may be due to a strong quantum 
tunneling relaxation induced by hyperfine interactions or intermolecular dipolar 
couplings that accelerate the relaxation of the magnetization. Dilution of SMMs in a 
diamagnetic matrix has been identified as a key tool for reducing such long-range 
couplings, thus affording a measurable zero-field relaxation.24-29 The effects of dipolar 
interactions for Cobpyr were then ascertained by measuring the ac response of 
Cobpyr/Zn. This was done both at zero-field and under a static magnetic field of 100 
mT. As expected, the diluted sample exhibits an out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility 
response also at zero field, which indicates the onset of slow relaxation. The corresponding 
temperature dependence of the relaxation rate can be reproduced by considering a 
combination of the Raman relaxation process and QT. A best-fit procedure yields 𝐶 =
11(2) s-1 K-n and a tunneling frequency of 𝐴 = 40.3(5) kHz, with the 𝑛 exponent fixed at 
5.38 as for the concentrated Cobpyr sample, to avoid over-parametrization. Upon 
application of a static field of 100 mT, the magnetization dynamics of Cobpyr/Zn slows 
down significantly due to the further suppression of the relaxation pathways induced by 
QT. The effective barrier value obtained this time by fitting the high temperature region 
with the Arrhenius law is 𝑈րցց = 24 cm-1, thus differing with respect to the value 
extracted for Cobpyr (for which 𝑈րցց = 30 cm-1). Since the separation between the 
ground and first-excited doublets does not change by diluting the sample, the relaxation 
process prevailing at high temperature must be the Raman process. This is also consistent 
with the absence of real excited states at energy close to 𝑈րցց . The data measured for 
the diluted sample with an applied magnetic field are thus reproduced by the combination 
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of the direct and Raman processes; the best-fit parameters obtained are 𝐶 = 0.015(5) s-1 
K-n, 𝑛 = 7.0(2) and 𝐵 = 0(4) K-1. These values indicate that the application of a static 
magnetic field of 100 mT is sufficient to suppress the quantum tunneling pathway and 
leads to an increased 𝑛 exponent, in line with a previous report on trigonal distorted 
octahedron CoII complexes with easy-axis anisotropy.30 
The spin-relaxation pathways can be obtained directly through the theoretical 
calculations performed within the MOLCAS software (Figure 7.4b).16, 31-33 Such 
calculations confirm a plausible relaxation pathway through quantum tunneling in the 
ground doublet. Indeed, the matrix element of the transition within the 1-/1+ ground 
doublet takes a value of 0.40, which is higher than the required threshold of 0.1 for an 
efficient relaxation process. In addition, an Orbach process could be also plausible. For 
example, the first-excited doublet is quite low in energy (191 cm-1) and the matrix 
elements related to the vertical and diagonal (Orbach) excitations (1.09 and 1.11, 
respectively) are sufficient to cause spin relaxation through these pathways. However, as 
discussed above, the experimental effective barrier for the Orbach process is significantly 
smaller than the calculated one (𝑈րցց~30 cm-1 vs Δ𝐸 = 191 cm-1) making it implausible 
in the investigated temperature range. The experimental outcomes indeed confirmed the 
key role of the spin-phonon Raman relaxation process as opposed to the Orbach one.34 
This underlines a strong limitation of ab initio methods, since the Raman process is still 
not routinely and appropriately evaluated by theoretical calculations. This lack limits 
the understanding of the spin-lattice relaxation and points out to the need of a 
multitechnique approach for appropriate determining the electronic structure of the 
investigated systems.   
 
 
7.2 Exploring the non-collinearity of spin helices 
Paper in Appendix 
Spin helicity in chiral lanthanide chains. 
I. Mihalcea, M. Perfetti, F. Pineider, L. Tesi, V. Mereacre, F. Wilhelm, A. Rogalev, C. E. 
Anson, A. K. Powell and R. Sessoli. In: Inorganic Chemistry 55 (2016), pp. 10068-10074. 
 
The non-collinearity of spins is a desirable feature for multi-qubits systems as it allows 
to address individually qubits for manipulating the superposition state. However, the 
interest concerning the resolution of the spin structure when spins are non-collinear is 
very broad and touch several different topics. In this work, for example, the helical spin 
structure of three Ln-based chiral chains has been determined by means of CTM. This 
study, besides trying to gain insights into mixed effects that emerges from the 
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combination of chirality and magnetism, such as the magneto-chiral dichroism,35-37 
demonstrates the efficiency of CTM to solve the spin structure of these three helical spin 
chains. 
The investigated chiral 1D chains have formula [Ln(Hnic)-(nic)2(NO3)]n, where Hnic= 
nicotinic acid and Ln=Tb, Dy and Er, and hereafter simply indicated as Tb, Dy and 
Er, respectively.38 The metal ions are coordinated by 8 oxygen atoms (2 from the nitrate 
anion and 6 from the nic- ligands) forming a triangular dodecahedral geometry with quasi-
D2d symmetry. The bridge between the metal centres is provided by the 1,3-carboxylic 
moiety of the nic- ligand that fixes the distance between the metal ions to ∽4.8 Å. Pure 
enantiomeric compounds with space groups P61 and P65 are spontaneously obtained from 
their crystallization, even without chiral ligands; furthermore, they crystallize isotopically 
to each other. Among the possible Ln ions, the work focused on the highly anisotropic 
ions TbIII (ground state 𝐽 = 6), DyIII (ground state 𝐽 = 15/2)39 and ErIII (ground state 
𝐽 = 15/2).  
Cantilever torque magnetometry measurements were performed on single crystals of 
Tb, Dy and Er at 5 K and in relatively strong magnetic fields. In this case, since the 
response 𝜏௒ is no more tensorial in character and does not follow eq. (7.3), their 
symmetry-related contributions do not cancel out completely. This allows to disentangle 
the signals of the non-collinear centres. More information on this peculiar feature of CTM 
can be found in the review (M. Perfetti, 2017).5 The three investigated systems have a 
C6 axis parallel coincident with the crystallographic 𝑐 axis, for which the orientation of 
the anisotropy tensors, assumed to be axial, of the six crystallographically equivalent 
ions can be determined just using two Euler angles. In this work were chose the angle 
between the 𝑧 molecular axis and 𝑐 axis, 𝜉, equal for all spins, and the angle between the 
𝑎 axis and the projection of the 𝑧 molecular axis on the 𝑎𝑏 plane, 𝜌. In doing so, once the 
principal directions of the first anisotropy tensor are found, the others can be easily 
determined by adding a factor (60i)° to 𝜌, with 𝑖 = 1 to 5.  
The most efficient way to determine the magnetic anisotropy is by measuring the 
magnetic torque when performing rotations along two orthogonal axes. The first rotation 
(Rot1) was performed using the 𝑐 axis as rotation axis, while for the second one (Rot2) 
the rotation axis laid in the 𝑎𝑏′ plane. Consequently, by recalling how 𝜉 and 𝜌 are defined, 
Rot1 is more sensitive to the latter, whereas Rot2 is extremely dependent on 𝜉. The 
measured torque curves for Tb, Dy and Er are reported in Figure 7.5b.  
As visible from the reported data (Figure 7.5b), all samples exhibit the 6-fold 
symmetry imposed by the structure. Six zero-torque points are visible in Rot1, 
corresponding to the three independent projections on the 𝑎𝑏′ plane of the six anisotropy 
tensors arising from the Ln ions, and all the maxima have similar intensities as expected 
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when 𝑐 is the rotation axis (see also Figure 7.5a). Rot2 shows instead more complicated 
features that differ for the three compounds, but the signal always vanishes near 0° and 
90°, corresponding to 𝑐 ∥ 𝑩 and 𝑐 ⊥ 𝑩, respectively, as expected.  
 
 
         Tb            Dy     Er 
 
Figure 7.5. (a) Structure of the Er helical chain viewed from the side (top) and down the 65 
axes (bottom left), and coordination polyhedron of the ErIII ion showing its idealized 
dodecahedral C2v symmetry (bottom right). Colour code: Er=pink, O=red, N=blue, C=gray. 
The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The other complexes are isostructural. (b) 
Experimental (dots or squares) and fitted (solid lines) results obtained for Tb, Dy and Er. (c) 
Schematic representation of the spin helicity obtained by plotting the susceptibility tensors 
calculated from the CTM experiments at 𝑇 = 5 K (top, view along the 𝒄 axis; bottom, view 
along the 𝑎𝑏′ plane). The susceptibility of the hard directions (𝑥 and 𝑦) of Dy has been 
multiplied by a factor of 5 to give more solid aspect to the ellipsoids. 
 
The single-ion magnetic anisotropy of lanthanide ions can be obtained by modelling 
the system with the following spin Hamiltonian: 
  
 
 ℋ = 𝑔ի𝜇գ𝑩 ⋅ 𝑱 ̂ + ం ం 𝑏ֆ
֌?̂?ֆ
֌
ֆ
֌=−ֆֆ=ϵӴΚӴϩ
 (7.6) 
a 
b 
c 
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in which the first term accounts for the Zeeman splitting, while the second refers to the 
magnetic anisotropy and corresponds to the crystal field (CF) potential acting on the 
metal centre; 𝑱  ̂is the total angular momentum operator and 𝑏ֆ
֌ are the coefficients of 
the 𝑂ֆ
֌  Stevens operators,21 which act on the |𝐽, 𝑚ի⟩ space, where 𝑚ի is the projection 
of 𝐽  in the 𝑧 direction. In principle, given the low symmetry of the metal site, all terms 
up to sixths order should be taken into account. However, since the interest in this case 
concerns the determination of the nature and direction of individual low temperature 
magnetic anisotropies, the model has been limited to the second order terms. 
Furthermore, satisfactory fits were obtained for Dy and Er using only second-order axial 
(i.e. 𝑞 = 0) terms, whereas the inclusion of a rhombic term (𝑂ϵϵ ) was necessary for Tb. 
This simple model works only for the low-temperature regime, and a more accurate model 
is required to describe the low-symmetry coordination environment for higher 
temperatures. The best-fit parameters are reported in Table 7.1.  
 
Table 7.1. Best-fit parameters obtained by reproducing the CTM data of Tb, Dy and Er with 
eq. (7.6). 
System 
/parameter 
𝒃وٕ 
(cm-1) 
𝒃وو 
(cm-1) 
𝝆 
(°) 
𝝃 
(°) 
𝝍 
(°) 
Tb -1.54 -3.8 31(1) 76(1) 23(1) 
Dy -1.91 - 41(1) 61(1) - 
Er +2.33 - 21(1) 56(1) - 
 
The inclusion of a transverse term in the Hamiltonian of Tb requires the use of a 
third Euler angle, as shown in Table 7.1. From the analysis it emerges that Dy is 
characterized by single-ion easy axis magnetic anisotropy, whereas the Er anisotropy is 
of easy-plane type. Instead, Tb has rhombic single-ion anisotropy and, for the convention 
here used, the easiest direction lies along the z molecular axis. The observation of a 
different anisotropy for ErIII agrees with the expected 4f-shell electron density, which can 
be approximated as an oblate spheroid for TbIII and DyIII and a prolate spheroid for ErIII 
(see Figure 7.6).  
From Table 7.1 it is possible to note that the 𝜉 values for all systems are slightly 
larger than 54.7° (magic angle), indicating that the 𝑐 crystallographic axis is closer to 
the hard direction in Tb and Dy, and the easy direction in Er. The largest difference 
between the intensity of the signal for the two rotations is observed for Tb, which has, 
indeed, the largest value of 𝜉. Instead, the overall crystal anisotropy of Dy and Er is 
very weak because the angle 𝜉 is close to the magic angle. The parameters obtained can 
be used to graphically represent the spin helicity of the three investigated chains, shown 
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in Figure 7.5c, in which the anisotropy susceptibility tensors generated by the 6-fold 
screw axis are depicted.  
It is interesting to notice that the overall crystal anisotropy of the three compounds 
has the opposite nature of the single-ion anisotropy. In particular, Tb and Dy have 
larger magnetization in the ab’ plane, while the c axis is the easy axis of magnetization 
for Er. 
 
  
 
Figure 7.6. Simulations of the magnetic free energy for (a) Dy, (b) Er and (c) Tb, obtained 
by using the parameters in Table 7.1. The simulations and images have been made by M. 
Perfetti. 
 
This work is an example of the capability of CTM in disentangling the single-ion 
magnetic anisotropy also for exotic and complicated non-collinear spin structures, such 
as the spin helices of the three 1D spin chains here shown. Further information about 
the spin dynamics, as well as the magnetochiral effect, for the three investigated systems, 
which are not described here, can be found in the original work40.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
a b 
c 
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7.3 Conclusions 
Although the chapter does not deal directly with molecular spin qubits, the studies 
here exposed can provide some useful hint for the improvement and investigation of 
molecular spin qubits. 
 The first section exposes the features that originate from investigating a molecular 
magnet with 𝑆 > 1/2 and the importance of a complete characterization of the static 
magnetic properties. In this case, this has been done by using a multi-technique approach 
based on magnetometry measurements, cw-EPR and torque magnetometry, together 
with the support of ab initio theoretical models, in order to characterize a pseudo-
octahedral CoII-based SMM. The study points out that in certain conditions the spin 
Hamiltonian may fail in describing the magnetic properties of such systems, and in 
particular when the orbital contribution is non-completely quenched. In such cases, more 
accurate (and thus complex) models should be considered. The spin dynamics measured 
by ac susceptometry reveals in principle the contribution of quantum tunneling, Orbach 
and Raman processes, though the competition between the last two processes complicates 
the analysis. It is shown here that the achievement of a reliable frame can be done only 
thanks to the multi-technique approach. Indeed, though the theoretical analysis would 
suggest an efficient Orbach process, this is not the dominant one, which is, instead, the 
Raman process. The QT process is present in the concentrated sample and it hinders the 
relaxation in zero field. However, this can be suppressed through a crystalline solid 
dilution of the SMM and by applying a dc magnetic field. This aspect is crucial when 
dealing with SMMs since the bistability in zero field is one of the main requisites for their 
potential application as information storage. This work is, thus, a nice example about 
which types of problems should be tackled when dealing with systems whose spin value 
is 𝑆 > 1/2.  
The second section exposes the capability of cantilever torque magnetometry in 
disentangling the single-spin anisotropy contribution also for complex structures such as 
1D chains composed of non-collinear spins. Indeed, the spin structure of three spin chains 
based on TbIII, DyIII and ErIII has been resolved by using CTM. This is a fundamental 
aspect in the light of an individual addressing of coupled molecular spin qubits, by using 
microwave pulses of different frequencies, which could be achieved by synthetizing non-
collinear spin systems.  
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Chapter 1  
CHAPTER 1  
Conclusions 
1.1 Introduction  
The scientific work described in this dissertation has been devoted to the 
identification of the main ingredients that allow to increase the relaxation times of 
molecular spin qubits. More specifically, the investigation has focused on the 
improvement of the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 as a means to increase the quantum 
coherence time, in particular at higher temperature. Such an investigation has been 
performed on several different homoleptic mononuclear magnetic molecules based on 
vanadium(IV), which has electronic spin value 𝑆 = 1/2 and nuclear spin 𝐼 = 7/2, in 
different coordination environments. The disclosure of the relaxation processes, including 
the mechanisms whereby they influence the spin relaxation, has been possible by 
combining the results of many different investigation techniques. Indeed, besides the 
standard techniques, such as pulsed EPR spectroscopy and ac susceptometry, more exotic 
ones have been employed, i.e. THz spectroscopy and 4D-Inelastic Neutron Scattering. 
Moreover, Muon Spin Relaxation (SR) spectroscopy has been proposed in order to 
investigate the spin dynamics of potential molecular qubits. In view of this, preliminary 
studies have been performed on a well characterized Dy-based SMM.  The combination 
of the magnetic (ac susceptometry and pulsed EPR) and optical (THz spectroscopy) 
investigations has been particularly relevant to identify the key role of low-energy 
vibrational modes for the spin-lattice relaxation. Indeed, such vibrations have been 
recognised as the main parameter in determining the temperature dependence of T1 when 
affected by the direct and Raman relaxation processes. Accordingly, the lack of low-
energy vibrational modes provides very weak temperature dependences of T1s. This may 
represent a key aspect in realizing molecular-based quantum systems with manipulable 
quantum properties even at room temperature. Moreover, the extensive experimental 
investigation performed on the vanadyl-based molecular spin qubit of formula 
[VO(acac)2], together with the virtuous interplay of accurate theoretical calculations, is 
expected to provide in the near future an exhaustive model of the spin-lattice relaxation 
for systems with spin value 𝑆 = 1/2. On the other hand, spin-phonon bottleneck effects 
have been found to strongly affect the spin-lattice relaxation of such 𝑆 = 1/2 systems. 
First attempts in explaining this phenomenon by starting from simple thermodynamic 
considerations have succeeded. In this frame, the presence of spin-phonon bottleneck can 
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be attributed to the combination of voluminous crystals, high spin density and lack of 
low energy phonons. However, a model able to completely rationalize this phenomenon 
is still missing.   
To conclude, the rational design used in this work for realizing molecular spin qubits 
has led to relaxation times long enough to make them appealing for applications toward 
the quantum technologies. For instance, one of the vanadyl-based molecules here 
investigated, namely VOPc, has been used in superconductive resonance cavities, 
demonstrating promising performances for realizing hybrid quantum circuit 
architectures. However, despite the great developments achieved in these years toward 
the use of molecular spins for quantum technology applications, this research field is still 
lagging behind other types of more advanced potential platforms. On the other hand, we 
have just begun to explore the potentialities of the quantistic properties of molecules, 
which have their great advantage of being macroscopic systems with extraordinary 
tunability (metal, ligand, environment). Moreover, in this work molecules have proved 
to preserve quantum coherence also at room temperature, thus paving the way for 
exploring new types of quantum applications.  
Certainly, the control of the spin carrier’s environment represents a main future 
perspective. One strategy could be the embedding of the spin centre in a rigid lattice like 
the diamond lattice of Nitrogen-Vacancies centres. Alternatively, the effect of vibrations 
on the spin could be further mitigated by reducing the orbital contribution to the spin 
state or by exploiting the symmetry. For example, cycloalkenyl-anionic ligands form a 
particular coordination with the metal ion through the 𝜋-electrons in the 𝑝-orbitals, for 
which the displacements of ligand atoms are expected to have a weaker effect on the spin 
state. Recently, these types of ligand have been found particularly effective in obtaining 
SMMs with magnetic hysteresis up to 80 K. On the other hand, these approaches appear 
difficult to reconcile with the requirement of realizing molecular systems containing two 
or more interacting qubits, which is mandatory to build up logic quantum gates. Actually, 
this is one of the most challenging requirements that still remains an open issue for many 
qubit platforms. In this respect, molecules seem to be very promising candidates for 
realizing multi-qubits architectures and many efforts are going toward this direction. A 
first step in the use of vanadyl molecules to realize two-qubits gates has been already 
achieved, demonstrating also the possibility to implement hybrid electron-nuclear spin 
schemes by exploiting the hyperfine interaction of the vanadium atom. Indeed, the 
metal’s nuclear spin could represent a significant key source for exploiting approaches 
that involve the mixing between the electronic and nuclear spin, whose potentialities are 
still little explored. For example, the hyperfine levels could be used to encode qubits into 
the nuclear spins, which are more shielded from the environment and exhibit longer 
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coherence times, while the interaction with other qubits is mediated by the exchange 
interaction involving the electronic spin. Another example of this hybrid approach 
concerns the realization of qudits, i.e. multi-levels qubits, within a single molecule. The 
availability of multiple spin levels within the same spin carrier, indeed, could indeed be 
used for performing quantum error correction, which at the moment is one of the main 
limitations of the other investigated qubit platforms.  
Finally, another important aspect to bear in mind is that most of the investigated 
vanadyl-based molecules can be addressed on surface. This has been successfully done, 
for example, in depositing molecular monolayers of VOdpm and VOPc on several 
substrates. On the other hand, the technology nowadays available is still not able to 
detect relaxation times for the single molecule. Hopefully all the advancements that have 
been made in these years for measuring EPR spin dynamics of atoms on surface will be 
extended also to molecules. This is expected to accelerate the realization of real devices 
in the context of quantum technologies, as well as spintronics. 
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Quantum coherence in a processable vanadyl
complex: new tools for the search of molecular
spin qubits†
Lorenzo Tesi,a Eva Lucaccini,a Irene Cimatti,a Mauro Perfetti,a Matteo Mannini,a
Matteo Atzori,a Elena Morra,b Mario Chiesa,b Andrea Caneschi,a Lorenzo Sorace*a
and Roberta Sessoli*a
Electronic spins in different environments are currently investigated as potential qubits, i.e. the logic units of
quantum computers. These have to retain memory of their quantum state for a sufficiently long time (phase
memory time, Tm) allowing quantum operations to be performed. For molecular based spin qubits,
strategies to increase phase coherence by removing nuclear spins are rather well developed, but it is
now crucial to address the problem of the rapid increase of the spin–lattice relaxation rate, T1
1, with
increasing temperature that hampers their use at room-temperature. Herein, thanks to the combination
of pulsed EPR spectroscopy and AC susceptometry we evidence that an evaporable vanadyl complex of
formula VO(dpm)2, where dpm
 is the anion of dipivaloylmethane, presents a combination of very
promising features for potential application as molecular spin-qubit. The spin–lattice relaxation time, T1,
studied in detail through AC susceptometry, decreases slowly with increasing temperature and, more
surprisingly, it is not accelerated by the application of an external field up to several Teslas. State-of-the
art phase memory times for molecular spin systems in protiated environment are detected by pulsed
EPR also in moderate dilution, with values of 2.7 ms at 5 K and 2.1 ms at 80 K. Low temperature scanning
tunnel microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy in situ investigations reveal that intact
molecules sublimated in ultra-high vacuum spontaneously form an ordered monolayer on Au(111),
opening the perspective of electric access to the quantum memory of ensembles of spin qubits that can
be scaled down to the single molecule.
Introduction
The realization of a quantum computer is expected to trigger
a second revolution in information and communication tech-
nology,1–4 allowing for unequalled computation capabilities in
disparate elds, ranging from structural biology5 to quantum
physics.3 Quantum bits, or qubits, are at the basis of quantum
computation, and different strategies to realize them are
currently explored,6 including ionic traps,7 quantum dots in
semiconductors,8,9 photons,10 and superconducting nano-
structures.11 Spins, either nuclear12–14 or electronic,15–19 are
among the most efficiently addressable targets to build these
logical units, as their initialization and read-out can be
performed by well-established magnetic resonance techniques.
The parameters to be optimized in the design of these qubits
are: i) the longitudinal relaxation time, T1, which corresponds to
the lifetime of a classical bit that can assume either the |0> or
the |1> value; ii) the characteristic time in which the spin loses
the memory of the phase of the superposition state in which it
has been prepared. A lower estimation of this decoherence time,
T2, can be extracted by the memory time, Tm, which is
commonly measured with pulsed EPR or NMR: the ratio of Tm
over the time necessary for an individual quantum operation
has to be larger than 104 to allow for fault tolerant quantum
computing.
In the eld of electron spin-based qubits nitrogen vacancies
in diamond20,21 and impurities in silicon and silicon carbide22
exhibit long-lived quantum coherence but present major chal-
lenges in the control of their organization and coupling to
perform quantum logic operations. Molecular spin based
qubits, on the contrary, can be organized on surfaces and the
interaction between them tuned at will through a rational
synthetic design. Aer an extensive research on polynuclear
transition metal complexes16,23,24 optimized to exhibit a long Tm,
the research in this eld has recently focused back on the
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and methods. Additional characterization including: AC susceptibility data
(Fig. S1–S5); CW- and pulsed EPR results (Fig. S6–S11); STM and XPS of the
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simplest spin S ¼ 1/2 systems constituted either by organic
radicals25 or by 3d transition metal ions.26–28 These have rela-
tively long Tm, in particular at high temperature, because there
are no excited spin levels that can foster the magnetic relaxation
when thermally populated. In these systems the interaction of
the electronic spin with the nuclear spins is the most relevant
source of decoherence. Outstanding results have very recently
been obtained with vanadium(IV) ions assembled with nuclear
spin-free ligands.27 When magnetic dilution is made in
a nuclear spin-free solvent, such as CS2, Tm approaches one
millisecond at low temperature,29 showing that molecular spin
systems can be as performant as extended inorganic structures.
Unfortunately this remarkable long coherence is rapidly lost on
increasing temperature because the spin–lattice relaxation acts
as a limiting factor for T2.30 A recent investigation has clearly
evidenced that solid crystalline solutions can enhance T1, thus
resulting in enhanced coherence time at high temperature26 but
the mechanisms of relaxation, as well as strategies to enhance
T1, are still poorly investigated.
In this study we have investigated the magnetic relaxation of
a simple mononuclear complex of vanadium(IV) by the combi-
nation of AC magnetic susceptometry to study spin–lattice
relaxation with pulsed EPR spectroscopy to characterize the
spin coherence. The two techniques can in fact shed light on
different contributions to the relaxation but their association is
unprecedented in the search for potential spin-based qubits.
The vanadyl complex VO(dpm)2, where dpm
 is the anion of
dipivaloylmethane, has been selected because the strong V]O
bond is expected to increase the rigidity of the coordination
sphere with a reduction of spin–lattice relaxation efficiency. The
presence of b-diketonate ligands in a neutral complex imparts
a high volatility that can be exploited to deposit the molecule on
surfaces. An unexpected long T1 over wide eld and temperature
ranges has been found to accompany Tm values that are among
the longest ones observed in molecular species surrounded by
spin active nuclei. The in situ morphological and spectroscopic
characterization of a monolayer deposit of VO2(dpm)2 on
Au(111) suggest that the molecules are intact on the surface,
making these simple units potential candidates as molecular
qubit individually addressable by scanning probe techniques.
Results and discussion
The synthesis of crystalline VO(dpm)2 was achieved according
to an earlier reported procedure,31 operating under inert
atmosphere to avoid oxidation. VO(dpm)2, prepared in the
crystalline form and characterized by X-ray diffractometry (see
ESI†), presents a typical square pyramidal coordination (Fig. 1)
with a short V]O double bond (1.59 A˚ vs. an average of 1.964 A˚
for the V–O single bonds). Deviations from tetragonal symmetry
are already visible in the rst coordination sphere in both bond
lengths and bond angles. Given that the system crystallizes in
the monoclinic P21 space group, two sets of molecules with the
V]O directions forming an angle of 64.1 are present in the
crystal lattice. The strongly axial ligand eld produced by the
short V]O bond removes orbital degeneracy with the dxy orbital
being the lowest in energy and the only one to be half occupied.
Vanadyl systems are therefore well described by a spin S ¼ 1/2
with slightly anisotropic g tensor close to the free electron value.
The most abundant isotope of vanadium, 51V (99.75%), is
characterized by I ¼ 7/2 thus the S ¼ 1/2 doublet is further split
in 16 states by hyperne interaction as schematized in Fig. 1.
Magnetization dynamics
Themagnetization dynamics, investigated by AC-susceptometry
(see ESI†), of a polycrystalline sample of VO(dpm)2, hereaer
1bulk, revealed no imaginary component of the susceptibility in
zero static eld down to the lowest investigated temperature
(1.9 K). The application of a weak eld induced however slow
relaxation of the magnetization with the concomitant decrease
of the real component c0 and the appearance of a peak in c0 0
component (ESI Fig. S1†). In a eld of 0.2 T the entire magne-
tization of the system relaxed slowly and this eld was selected
to investigate the temperature dependence of the relaxation
time.
Maxima in c0 0 were observed up to 80 K for frequencies lower
than 10 kHz, as shown in Fig. 2a (ESI Fig. S2† for c0), evidencing
also a gradual increase in the width of the distribution on
lowering the temperature (see ESI and Fig. S3†). Such a high
temperature slow relaxation is usually observed in molecules
exhibiting strong magnetic anisotropy known as Single-Mole-
cule Magnet (SMMs), for instance in double-decker TbPc2
complexes,32 but clearly it has a different origin here. The data,
reproduced with the Debye model,33 allowed to extract the
relaxation time of the susceptibility, s, reported in Fig. 2b. It is
evident that s does not follow the Arrhenius behaviour, in
agreement with the lack of electronic/magnetic states that can
be thermally populated providing a path for the multiphonon
Fig. 1 Zeeman splitting of the S¼ 1/2, I¼ 7/2 manifold calculated with
the field applied along the largest hyperfine coupling component
(upper) and along the smallest (lower) (parameters in the text). Red
lines correspond to the observed X-band (n ¼ 9.62 GHz) EPR transi-
tions while in pale blue are drawn the potential low frequency transi-
tions at the avoided level crossings. In the inset themolecular structure
of VO(dpm)2.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016 Chem. Sci., 2016, 7, 2074–2083 | 2075
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Orbach mechanism of relaxation.34,35 On the contrary the
temperature dependence of s can be reproduced by considering
different contributions to the relaxation rate:
s1 ¼ aT + bTn (1)
where the rst term (a ¼ 59  2 s1 K1) corresponds to the
direct mechanism, dominating at low temperature, and the
second one (b ¼ 0.052 s1 Kn) to a Raman-like, i.e. a multi-
phonon process involving virtual excited states.34 Interestingly
the exponent n¼ 3.22 0.02 is much smaller than the value of 9
or higher expected for the Raman process,35 but approaches the
value of 3 predicted in the case that both acoustic (lattice) and
optical (molecular) vibrations are involved in the process.34
To shed light on the mechanisms of magnetic relaxation the
AC susceptibility was investigated in a wide eld range, i.e. up to
8.8 T, for three different temperatures, 5, 10, and 15 K. Notice
that in this temperature range the direct process dominates as
indicated by the almost linear dependence of s1 on T. The
corresponding relaxation times are reported in Fig. 2c. The
initial increase of s for weak applied eld is followed by an
almost at region that extends up to ca. 4 T, followed by a rapid
decrease at higher elds. Data of Fig. 2c were reproduced
considering different relaxation mechanisms that can be active
in S ¼ 1/2 systems. According to the seminal work done by de
Vroomen et al. on the Cu2+ Tutton salt,36 two contributions to
the relaxation rate can be considered:
s1 ¼ sZ1 + sint1 (2)
The rst term represents the direct mechanism between the
two states split by the Zeeman energy, which is expected to
vanish in zero eld as a result of the Kramers theorem.37 In fact,
a pure and isolated S ¼ 1/2 should not be able to relax in zero
eld. The second term takes into account a sort of internal eld
whose origin can be either intramolecular (i.e. hyperne inter-
actions) or intermolecular (i.e. due to dipolar or exchange
interactions). The latter is responsible for the efficient relaxa-
tion in zero eld and presents, for the direct mechanism,38
a eld dependence that is similar to the Brons-van Vleck
formula developed to describe the Raman process in concen-
trated systems.39 Summing up the two contributions to the eld
dependence in eqn (2) the data of Fig. 2c have been reproduced
according to:
s1 ¼ cB4 þ d 1þ eB
2
1þ fB2 (3)
The rst term is the typical eld dependence of the direct
process for a S ¼ 1/2 spin and reects the fact that the larger is
the Zeeman splitting between the states the higher is the
density of phonons matching it. In the second one the d term
represent the zero eld relaxation rate, similar to the tunnelling
rate in SMMs,33 the f parameter takes into account the ability of
the external eld to suppress these mechanisms, while the e
parameter, strongly dependent on the concentration of the spin
centres, takes into account the eld effects on the relaxation of
interacting spins.39 The best-t values obtained with eqn (3) are
summarized in Table 1. The c parameter for T ¼ 5 K should be
considered with caution because only a small fraction of the
susceptibility is detected at such high elds. The eld range
where the relaxation remains slow is really remarkable, sug-
gesting that the direct mechanism of relaxation is not very
efficient.
In ESI Fig. S3 and S4† we also report the temperature and
eld dependence of the width of the distribution of relaxation
rate, respectively. The width is correlated to the parameter a of
the extended Debye formula (see ESI†). In general the
Fig. 2 (a) Frequency dependence of the imaginary component of the AC susceptibility of 1bulk in Bdc ¼ 0.2 T multiplied by temperature to be
readable in the whole 2–80 K temperature range. (b) Temperature dependence of the relaxation time of the magnetic susceptibility measured in
Bdc ¼ 0.2 T for the pure and the diluted samples of 1: two dispersions in polystyrene with 1 : 5 and 1 : 10 mass ratio and a 200 mM CH2Cl2 :
toluene frozen solution (see legend). The black solid line corresponds to the best-fit of 1bulk data using eqn (1), while the broken lines correspond
to simulation with Tn law. T1 for the diluted sample, extracted from pulsed EPR spectra, are shown for comparison. (c) Field dependence of the
relaxation time of the magnetic susceptibility of 1bulk and 1sol200 mM frozen solution sample (see legend). The solid lines represent the best fit
obtained with eqn (3). Best fit parameters are reported in Table 1.
2076 | Chem. Sci., 2016, 7, 2074–2083 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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distribution is quite narrow increasing up to 0.3 at the lowest
temperature (ESI Fig. S3†). The decrease of a with increasing
elds, see ESI Fig. S4,† is indicative that sint
1 is more sensitive
to the local environment, as indeed expected. The non-monot-
onous trend at low temperature suggests the presence also in
this powdered sample of a moderate phonon-bottleneck
effect.40
The long spin–lattice relaxation time of VO(dpm)2, above
10 ms at low temperatures, suggests that also decoherence
times can be comparatively long. The latter are however acces-
sible only by pulsed EPR techniques and require narrow lines
that can be achieved in diluted systems. Unfortunately, exten-
sive efforts to prepare the titanyl-based diamagnetic analogue
failed due to the instability of the mononuclear species
TiO(dpm)2 in favour of the dimeric one [TiO(dpm)2]2,41 thus
precluding the preparation of isomorphous crystalline solid
solutions. As an alternative, two dispersions of 1 in polystyrene
with mass ratio 1 : 5, 1PS1 : 5, and 1 : 10, 1PS1 : 10, as well as
a frozen 200 mM solution of 1 in a 2 : 3 CH2Cl2 : toluene
mixture (1sol200 mM), were prepared and investigated by AC
susceptometry (Fig. S5†). This was aimed at getting information
on the relaxation time of the magnetic susceptibility to be
compared to T1 extracted from pulsed EPR data. Even if
a reduced range of temperature and elds are accessible on the
diluted samples for instrumental reasons, it is well evident that
also diluted samples show slow relaxation of the magnetization
(Fig. 2b): polymeric dispersions are characterized by a relaxa-
tion rate which is ca. 20 times faster than bulk sample, with
minor difference between the two concentrations, suggesting
that matrix effects to the relaxation dominate over those
induced by dilutions. On the other hand, the low temperature
relaxation rate of the frozen solution is comparable to the bulk
phase but increases much faster on increasing temperatures.
The almost linear temperature dependence in the log(s) vs.
log(T) plot of Fig. 2b allowed to analyse the data as s1 f Tn,
with n ¼ 1.49  0.04 for 1PS1 : 5 and n ¼ 1.86  0.04 for
1sol200 mM. Exponents larger than one for the direct mechanism
are generally attributed to spin–phonon bottleneck effects,34
which are expected to be more relevant for these samples that
have a small contact-surface with the helium bath than the
ground microcrystalline powder of the bulk sample.40 The eld
dependence of s of 1sol200 mM was also investigated at T ¼ 5 K
(see Fig. 2c) and revealed the same wide plateau observed in the
bulk phase, thus indicating that, despite some matrix effects,
this interesting feature is an intrinsic property of the structure
of the molecule. Unfortunately, a more direct comparison
between the parameters reported in Table 1 for bulk and diluted
samples would only be possible for a solid crystalline solution.
Continuous wave and pulsed EPR spectroscopy
The low temperature CW-EPR X-band spectrum of a frozen
1 mM solution of 1 (1sol1 mM) is shown in Fig. 3a. Similar
features are observed for the other investigated samples (1bulk,
1PS1 : 5, 1PS1 : 10, and 1sol200 mM spectra available in ESI
Fig. S6†), the effect of concentration being mirrored by the
narrowing of the EPR lines when going from pure sample to
dispersions and frozen solutions. On the other hand, the posi-
tion of the lines is not varying, indicating that the spin Hamil-
tonian parameters, and then the electronic structure, are
maintained in different environments.
The spectra clearly show the features due to the anisotropic
hyperne coupling of the electron spin to the I ¼ 7/2 nuclear
spin of 51V: at the high and low eld extreme region, peaks due
to the parallel components of the hyperne structure are
observed, whereas in the centre the closely spaced perpendic-
ular ones are evident, as schematized by the resonant elds in
Fig. 1.
Spectral simulations were performed42 on the basis of the
following spin Hamiltonian:
H ¼ Iˆ$A$Sˆ + mBSˆ$g$B (4)
providing as best-t parameters: gx ¼ 1.9880(2); gy ¼ 1.9815(3);
gz ¼ 1.9490(2) and Ax ¼ 0.0056(1) cm1 (167.9 MHz); Ay ¼
Table 1 Best-fit parameters of eqn (3) used to reproduce the field
dependence of the magnetization relaxation rate of 1bulk measured at
the three investigated temperatures and of 1sol200 mM at 5 K (last row)
T (K) c (T4 s1) d (s1) e (T2) f (T2)
5 0.96  0.04 2060  180 7.6  0.7 240  30
10 0.73  0.01 3460  150 7.6  0.4 179  12
15 0.97  0.03 5740  270 15.1  0.9 190  16
5 2.00  0.11 3600  550 13.7  1.4 160  40
Fig. 3 (a) Echo detected (black trace) and CW (red trace) experimental
EPR spectra of 1sol1 mM, measured at 5 K, and best simulations (dotted
traces). The arrow marks the field position of T1 and Tm determination.
(b) Temperature dependence of T1 and Tm for 1sol1 mM sample. Full
symbols refer to experiments of echo saturation by fast repetition,
empty ones to inversion recovery experiments (see ESI† for details).
The solid line corresponds to the best-fit of the high temperature data
with T1 f T
n.
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0.0063(3) cm1 (190.4 MHz); Az ¼ 0.0170(2) cm1 (509.6 MHz).
These parameters are in the range previously reported for VO2+
b-diketonate-type derivatives43,44 and are consistent with the
slight structural rhombicity observed by X-ray diffractometry.
These spin Hamiltonian parameters have been employed to
draw the Zeeman diagrams reported in Fig. 1.
An echo-detected eld-swept EPR spectrum (EDFS) was
recorded using the standard Hahn sequence (see ESI†) for
1sol200 mM, 1sol1 mM, and 1PS1 : 10 diluted samples (Fig. 3a and
ESI Fig. S7†). The observation of a spin-echo is a rst indication
that quantum coherence is observed in these samples. Further,
the same spin Hamiltonian parameters used for the simulation
of the CW spectrum yielded good simulations of the EDFS
spectrum, conrming that the entire VO(dpm)2 sample is
experiencing the detected coherence.
Determination of the potential applicability of diluted
samples of 1 as molecular qubit was performed by measuring
the coherence time, Tm, as a function of temperature and eld
position for 1sol1 mM to reduce spin–spin interactions. To
maximize the observed echo the temperature dependence of Tm
has been investigated on the so-called powder like line evi-
denced by an arrow in Fig. 3a.
The echo decay traces (Fig. 4a) were then tted using
a stretched-exponential equation:
y ¼ y0 + km exp[(2t/Tm)bm] (5)
It is evident that between 4 K and 80 K the resulting Tm
values (Fig. 3b) are almost temperature independent (varying
from 2.7 ms to 2.1 ms). Above 80 K the soening of the solvent
glassy matrix, and consequently of the tert-butyl groups of the
ligands, opens new relaxation pathways leading to the loss of
echo above 110 K. The temperature dependence of bm param-
eter essentially follows the same pattern, being slightly larger
than 1 at 5 K and approaching a mono-exponential decay above
80 K (Fig. S8†). This behaviour suggests that decoherence is
essentially dominated by physical motions of the magnetic
nuclei.45
In agreement with the long coherence time observed at low
temperature, Rabi-like oscillations of the echo intensity were
observed for 1sol1 mM in nutation experiments performed at
different microwave powers as shown in Fig. 4b, where the
observed linear dependence of the Rabi oscillation on the
intensity of the oscillating eld is reported in the inset. This
indicates the possibility of creating any arbitrary superposition
of states, thus fullling one of the two main requirements for
creating universal quantum gates.46
Since earlier studies revealed strong correlation between the
spin–lattice relaxation time T1 and Tm for some molecular
species candidate for quantum information processing
(QIP),26,30 we determined the temperature dependence of T1
between 5 K and 110 K in 1sol1 mM, for which the AC suscepti-
bility technique does not have the necessary sensitivity.
Given the large range of relaxation times two different
experimental procedures were applied: at low temperature (5–
60 K) the echo saturation by fast repetition, suitable for long
relaxation times47 was used, whereas at higher temperature the
standard inversion recovery procedure was applied (see ESI† for
details). Saturation recovery traces have been tted using the
following equation:
y ¼ y0 + k1 exp(t/T1)b1 (6)
with best-t stretched parameter b1 being in the range 0.6–0.9
in the investigated temperature range (ESI Fig. S9†). The results
(Fig. 3b), consistent with those previously reported by Eaton
et al. for VO(acac)2 in H2O:glycerol solution,43 indicate that quite
long values of T1 are observed at low temperature (50 ms at 4 K)
and on heating T1 tends toward Tm (6 ms at 110 K). Interestingly,
a Tn dependence with n ¼ 3.2  0.2 is observed above 40 K,
with a gradual decrease of n at lower temperatures, in agree-
ment with AC susceptibility results.
To have a more quantitative comparison we also measured
the temperature dependence of the spin–lattice relaxation time
for 1sol200 mM by pulsed EPR: the obtained results are consistent
with those obtained by AC susceptibility (Fig. 2b), conrming
that the two techniques are actually probing the same process.
As a nal test to establish whether this molecule maintains
its long decoherence time in a solid matrix not affected by the
melting of the frozen solution we measured the temperature
dependence of relaxation times for 1PS1 : 10. Remarkably, for
Fig. 4 (a) Pulsed EPR Hahn echo decay traces for 1sol1 mM at different
temperatures recorded at 343 mT. In the inset the employed pulse
sequence. (b) Rabi oscillations for 1sol1 mM recorded at 4.3 K at 10 dB
microwave attenuation. The change in oscillations observed at tp >
400 ns is due to the interaction between the electron spin and
surrounding protons.48 In the inset the Rabi frequency (UR) vs. oscil-
lating field intensity superimposed to the linear best-fit.
2078 | Chem. Sci., 2016, 7, 2074–2083 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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this relatively concentrated sample it is possible to observe an
echo andmeasure Tm up to 220 K (Fig. S10†). In particular while
Tm is 0.36 ms at 4.3 K, i.e. about one order of magnitude faster
than for 1sol1 mM, at the highest measured temperature a Tm
value of 0.1 ms could be determined.
Deposition on Au(111) and in situ characterization
The high volatility of VO(dpm)2 was here exploited to obtain
thick lms as well as sub-monolayer (ML) deposit assembled on
the Au(111) surface. A complete in situ X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and low temperature scanning tunnelling
microscopy (STM) characterization was carried out, while the
stability of the sample toward oxidation was investigated by
exposing a thick lm to air. Fig. 5 reports the STM topography
obtained at T ¼ 30 K for sub-ML coverage. As observed for other
complexes with dpm ligands,49,50 the molecules weakly interact
with the substrate and form patches of variable size constituted
by regularly packed molecules. The islands present regular
boundaries maintaining the herringbone modulation of the
gold substrate. Sub-molecular resolution was hard to achieve
inside the patches, though isolated features were visible at the
kinks of the herringbone structure.
The height of the molecular layer is 0.27  0.02 nm (ESI
Fig. S12†), in good agreement with similar deposits obtained
with iron b-diketonate complex,49 though no reports are avail-
able on VO(dpm)2. By increasing the deposition time full
coverage was achieved: regularly packed molecules still
revealing the herringbone structure underneath were found
(ESI Fig. S13†). Interestingly, as in the case of Fe(dpm)3,49 no
additional molecular layer can be deposited at the employed
low deposition rates (see ESI†).
In order to check if the complex is intact on the surface, the
full monolayer deposit was investigated by XPS, revealing the
presence of the expected elements (see Fig. 6).
The observed broad O 1s peak around 532 eV was reproduced
by considering two components. The smaller one at 531.3 eV
was attributed to the oxygen of the vanadyl group (OV]O), in
good agreement with what observed for vanadyl phthalocya-
nine, VOPc, on Ag(111),51,52 while the larger one at 532.1 eV, was
associated to the oxygen atoms of the two dpm ligands (OC]O).
The ratio of the area of the two peaks is close to 1 : 4, as expected
for the stoichiometry of the molecule, thus conrming the
integrity of the complex on surface. An analogous analysis
allows to distinguish three components contributing to the C 1s
region: the carbonylic carbon (287.2 eV), methyl carbon
(285.4 eV) and the third one regrouping the remaining carbons
(CH, CC, at 284.6 eV).
Even more interestingly the vanadium photoelectron peaks
allowed to provide specic hints on the oxidation state of this
element and thus on possible interaction with the metal
surface. The V 2p3/2 was observed at 516.4 eV, showing
a distance to the oxygen peak DE(OV]O 1s  V 2p3/2) of 14.9 eV
which well compares with that observed in VOPcmonolayer and
multilayers (DE(OV]O 1s  V 2p3/2) ¼ 14.6 eV).51 A semi-quan-
titative analysis of the composition according to the integrated
peak signals gave for the three investigated elements the molar
composition C ¼ 81  4%, O ¼ 16  1%, V ¼ 2.6  0.6% that
well compares with the theoretical one (C ¼ 78.6%, O ¼ 17.9%,
V ¼ 3.6%).
These observations indicate that the VO(dpm)2 molecules
can be deposited intact on the surface and features a weak
interaction with the gold substrate as the only occupied
d orbital, dxy, is expected to lie at with limited overlap with the
substrate orbitals. A similar scenario was observed for copper(II)
phthalocyanine molecules that are known to retain their
unpaired electron in the dx2y2 orbital.53 In the vanadyl deriva-
tive VOPc the metal atom is slightly above the plane of the
equatorial oxygen atoms; the distance of the metal ion from the
surface is therefore further increased thus reducing the inter-
action with the substrate. It is thus not surprising that
Fig. 5 STM images of a sub-monolayer deposition of VO(dpm)2
measured at 30 K. Bias voltage ¼ 2 V (empty states), tunnelling
current¼ 5 pA. The scanned regions are 150 150 nm2 in (a) and 60
60 nm2 in (b) and the bars correspond to 50 nm and 10 nm,
respectively.
Fig. 6 XPS spectra of a monolayer coverage of 1 on Au(111). The O 1s
and V 2p regions are shown in (a) while the C 1s region in (b). Filled area
and lines represent the best fit components and resulting spectra,
respectively.
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synchrotron-based experiments on monolayers of VOPc on
Ag(111)51 detected a substantially unchanged magnetism of the
S ¼ 1/2 of VIV compared to thicker lms. It is therefore
reasonable to envisage that VO(dpm)2 molecules retain their
paramagnetic nature when in contact with the gold substrate.
This system represents therefore an appealing alternative to the
use of N-donors phthalocyanine- and porphyrin-based systems
for deposition on surfaces, though VO(dpm)2 lms resulted
somehow instable in air: ex situ prepared thick lms of about
150 nm showed a partial surface oxidation as suggested by the
decrease in the (DE(OV]O 1s  V 2p3/2)) value accompanied by
a progressive shi of the V 2p peak (ESI Fig. S14†).
Comparison with other molecular spin qubits
AC-susceptometry is currently widely employed to evidence slow
relaxation in SMMs characterized by easy axis anisotropy and
large magnetic moments; however, Luis et al.54 have recently
used this technique to characterize in detail the dynamics of
a pseudo spin-doublet resulting from the large easy plane
anisotropy of the S¼ 3/2 of CoII in Co(acac)2(H2O)2.54 The role of
hyperne interaction and of the coupling of the nuclear spins
with the phonon bath has been found to contribute to the
opening of relaxation pathways otherwise forbidden in zero
eld for a pure S¼ 1/2 due to time reversal symmetry. VO(dpm)2
corresponds exactly to the hyperne-split S¼ 1/2 model recently
developed54 and indeed analogies in the magnetic behaviour of
the two molecular systems are observed. In zero static eld the
hyperne interaction with the I ¼ 7/2 gives origin to two sets of
states characterized by F ¼ |S  I| with multiplicity 9 and 7,
respectively, as can be observed in Fig. 1. The isotropic hyper-
ne coupling is responsible for the gap between F ¼ 4 and F ¼ 3
states, which are however further split by the anisotropic
components of the hyperne tensor (see eqn (4)). The applica-
tion of a weak static eld has a different effect when applied
along the molecular z direction, the one of largest hyperne
interaction corresponding to the V]O bond direction, or
perpendicular to it, as also indicated in the eigenvectors
composition (ESI Fig. S15†).
If similar features were already observed in the Co(acac)2-
(H2O)2 pseudo-spin S ¼ 1/2 system, some striking quantitative
differences are evident. The rst one is that the relaxation time
remains long over a wide eld range, ca. 30 times larger in
VO(dpm)2 compared to the Co
II derivative. At 5 K, where the
relaxation is still governed by the direct mechanism, the relax-
ation rate starts to grow above 3 T, to be compared to the drastic
0.1 T upturn observed for CoII at 1.8 K.54 The comparison with
early works on the dynamics of CuII spins36 conrms that the
eld stability of slow relaxation of VO(dpm)2 is unprecedented.
This is extremely appealing for technological applications as it
allows to exploit higher frequencies to coherently manipulate
the spins, e.g. at W-band, corresponding to 95 GHz, with
signicant improvement of sensitivity. Moreover, working at W-
band was also shown to increase Tm in samples of Yb
3+ diluted
in CaWO4, though at the same time the larger eld was found to
reduce T1. This serious drawback of the use of high frequencies
is not expected for VO(dpm)2.55
The origin of the striking difference between the two
compounds can be associated to the reduced efficiency of the
direct mechanism of relaxation, which relies on the spin–
phonon coupling. The latter is mediated by the spin–orbit
coupling, which is signicantly lower for such a light transition
metal as vanadium. As a result, T1 of VO(dpm)2 remains long
over a wide temperature range. For instance, a relaxation time
of 2 ms is observed at 6 K for diluted Co(acac)2(H2O)2 but at
temperatures as high as 40 K in concentrated VO(dpm)2. The
anomaly arises from the small exponent of the Tn dependence
of the Raman-like mechanism of relaxation. Such low expo-
nents are relatively common for S¼ 1/2 states with small orbital
contributions comprising light elements and have been asso-
ciated to the so character of the molecular lattices.35,56
It is also interesting to compare the measured decoherence
times with those of other molecules proposed as potential
molecular qubits. Among similarly investigated electron spin-
qubits of vanadium, we note that the Tm values observed for
a frozen solution of VO(dpm)2 are slightly longer – in the whole
investigated temperature range – than those reported for
a dispersion in protiated solvents at the same concentration of
a vanadium complex with nuclear-spin free ligands:27 this is of
particular interest, since in our case an evaporable system
containing a large number of protons has been chosen without
optimizing the ligand to reduce the number of nuclear spins.
We have in fact conrmed that the ligand hydrogen magnetic
nuclei play the dominant role in the relaxation by investigating
the coherence time of VO(dpm)2 diluted in deuterated solvents.
A substantially unchanged Tm was detected (Fig. S11†), in
contrast to the improvement of at least an order of magnitude of
Tm45,47 expected upon solvent deuteration when nuclei ip-ops
of the latter dominate the decoherence process.
The observed decoherence times for VO(dpm)2 are also
comparable, despite the higher concentration of our samples,
to those reported by Warner et al.28 for a 0.1% diluted lm of
CuPc (2.1 vs. 1 ms at 80 K, if one consider the frozen solution
1sol1 mM, 0.16 vs. 1 ms if one consider the 1PS1 : 10). We must
stress that the processability and the surface stability of this b-
diketonate complex are comparable to those of metal porphy-
rins, without the drawback of introducing 14N magnetic nuclei.
This is not only relevant for reducing the efficiency of deco-
herence; as suggested by Freedman et al.,27 the well-dened
hyperne states of vanadium ions coordinated by non-magnetic
nuclei can be used to investigate multiple quantum coherence.
It is interesting to notice that in the Zeeman diagram of Fig. 1
pronounced level anti-crossings with gaps of the order of 0.5–1
GHz are observed at low longitudinal magnetic eld. These
transitions (in pale blue in Fig. 1), also known as clock transi-
tions, are inherently robust to external perturbations because
their effective g is practically zero and therefore are weakly
affected by changes in the local eld. Enhanced coherence time
for these clock transitions have been recently observed in Bi
doped silicon enriched in 29Si nuclei.57 Similar effects should be
observable at the molecular level in VO(dpm)2 for which clock
transitions are expected at elds where the magnetization
dynamics is already rather slow.
2080 | Chem. Sci., 2016, 7, 2074–2083 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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On the other hand, when Tm of VO(dpm)2 is compared with
relaxation times for a copper dithiolate complex with deuter-
ated PPh4
+ cation reported by van Slageren et al.26 it is found to
be an order of magnitude shorter: this might be attributed both
to the larger concentration of the electronic spins in our system
as well as to the large number of mobile protons present on the
ligand. Further, the use of Q-band frequency, as done by van
Slageren et al., is expected to increase Tm of VO(dpm)2 as well as
its T1.
Conclusions
We have shown here that a more rational search for potential
qubits can signicantly benet from the combination of AC
susceptometry with pulsed EPR techniques. This multi-
technique approach is of particular relevance to dene synthetic
strategies because the optimization of T1, in terms of both
temperature and eld dependence, is mandatory for the reali-
zation of molecular spin qubits that can be operated at room
temperature. AC susceptibility gives easily access to the eld
dependence of T1, in contrast to EPR, which relies on the
resonance condition. Though T1 extracted with the two tech-
niques are exactly the same only in the case of a S ¼ 1/2 with no
hyperne splitting, a close relation exists also for systems with
more than two levels. The simple molecule we have picked up
with this approach, though not yet optimized for coherent
manipulation of the spin state, presents state-of-the-art phase
memory times combined with additional interesting features.
The spin–lattice relaxation remains slow even in strong elds,
allowing the use of higher frequencies for coherent spin
manipulation without losses in performances.
A particularly low efficient spin–phonon coupling appears to
be at the basis of this behaviour and the potentially positive role
played by the strong V]O bond needs to be further investigated
by extending the approach developed here to other and more
promising systems.27,29 Ab initio modellization of the spin
relaxation could also help to identify which structural features
can favour long T1, and consequently long Tm, at high
temperature.
Even if the crucial aspect of qubits entanglement has not
been addressed in this work it can be easily achieved through
connection of b-diketonate pockets in more complex architec-
tures.58,59 This approach has already been successfully employed
to couple different spin centers60 and to address them individ-
ually in resonance experiments in particular in lanthanide
polynuclear complexes thanks to their signicantly different g-
factors.61
Of great relevance is the possibility to obtain monolayers of
ordered arrays of intact VO(dpm)2 molecules, retaining their
paramagnetic nature thanks to the reduced interaction of the
orbital carrying the unpaired electron with the substrate.
Metallic nanostructures can be easily decorated with a mono-
layer of ordered VO(dpm)2 molecules, allowing to investigate
the response of an ensemble of identical molecular qubits,
whose size can be easily controlled by lithographic exposure of
the metallic substrate. Thin lms of VO(dpm)2 could be evap-
orated directly on a m-SQUID to detect by AC susceptometry the
effects of surface connement on the dynamics of the magne-
tization, as already done on SMMs.62 Our low temperature STM
investigation suggests that VO(dpm)2 could be also a good
candidate to investigate quantum coherence at the single
molecule level thanks to the recently developed approach based
on spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy, employed at
very low temperature on single Fe atoms deposited on a MgO
surface.63
Combining the optimization of T2 in nuclear spin free
environments with the possibility to control the spin–lattice
relaxation through a rational synthetic design is foreseen to
boost the interest for molecular spin systems as potential
qubits.
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ABSTRACT: Here we report the investigation of the
magnetic relaxation and the quantum coherence of vanadyl
phthalocyanine, VOPc, a multifunctional and easy-
processable potential molecular spin qubit. VOPc in its
pure form (1) and its crystalline dispersions in the
isostructural diamagnetic host TiOPc in different stoichio-
metric ratios, namely VOPc:TiOPc 1:10 (2) and 1:1000
(3), were investigated via a multitechnique approach based
on the combination of alternate current (AC) suscep-
tometry, continuous wave, and pulsed electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. AC susceptibility
measurements revealed a linear increase of the relaxation
rate with temperature up to 20 K, as expected for a direct
mechanism, but τ remains slow over a very wide range of
applied static field values (up to ∼5 T). Pulsed EPR
spectroscopy experiments on 3 revealed quantum
coherence up to room temperature with Tm ∼1 μs at
300 K, representing the highest value obtained to date for
molecular electronic spin qubits. Rabi oscillations are
observed in this nuclear spin-active environment (1H and
14N nuclei) at room temperature also for 2, indicating an
outstanding robustness of the quantum coherence in this
molecular semiconductor exploitable in spintronic devices.
In the development of spin-based information technology,magnetic molecules represent particularly versatile building
blocks as they can serve for the realization of both “static” and
“dynamic” components of a potential quantum computer.1
While single-molecule magnets (SMMs) show magnetic
bistability resulting from magnetic anisotropy and large spin,2
molecules with lower spin values can be exploited in quantum
computation as quantum bits, or qubits.3 A qubit is a two state
quantum mechanical system able to be placed in a state of
coherent superposition of these levels. Physical realizations of
qubits can be found in superconductive circuits, trapped ions,
photons, etc.1,4 Nuclear and electronic spins are also interesting
because their superposition of spin states can be realized by
pulsed magnetic resonance techniques. The most investigated
electronic spin systems are nitrogen-vacancy pairs in diamonds5
or defects in silicon6 or silicon carbide.7 Polynuclear metal
complexes,3,8 in particular ferrimagnetic rings,9 have been also
investigated for the possibility to use synthetic chemistry to
obtain multibit systems. Only recently, molecular spin systems
have become really competitive. The realization of a qubit
requires, in fact, the accomplishment of stringent and antithetic
requirements known as Di Vincenzo criteria.10 If molecules are
better suited to satisfy some of them, like addressing and control
of qubits entanglement, the short lifetime of the quantum
superposition of states,Tm, has up to now posed some limitations
in their use as qubits. Recently promising results have been
obtained on simple S = 1/2 complexes.11,12 Remarkably,
mononuclear VIV complexes with nuclear spin-free ligands like
dithiolenes,13 when dispersed in nuclear spin-free solvents like
CS2, can attain, at low temperature, Tm of the order of the
millisecond,14 a value comparable to those observed for vacancies
in extended lattices. Their use at room temperature is however
hampered by the rapid decrease, on increasing the temperature,
of the spin-lattice relaxation time, T1, which acts as a limiting
factor for Tm.
In a recent investigation, we have shown that alternate current
(AC) susceptibility can flank pulsed electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) techniques to identify species that show slow
spin-lattice relaxation as potential spin qubits.15 A vanadyl
complex with β-diketonate ligands has revealed remarkable Tm
despite the proton-rich ligands and, more interestingly, a long T1
over a wide range of temperature and applied magnetic fields.
Keeping in mind the growing interest to address single
molecules on surfaces exploiting their electric conductance, we
focused our attention on vanadyl phthalocyanine, VOPc. This
system exhibits the expected electronic and structural features to
behave as a molecular spin qubit combined with other
technologically relevant physical properties, such as extrinsic
and photoinduced semiconductivity16 and the ability of being
deposited on different surfaces in oriented dispositions,17
fundamental requisites for a suitable processability and
incorporation of these materials in real devices. The high
stability of the diamagnetic analogue, titanyl phthalocyanine,
TiOPc, allows the preparation of crystalline materials with
different percentage of paramagnetic component diluted in the
diamagnetic host leading to two important advantages: (i)
reduce the interactions between electronic magnetic moments,
that significantly increase theT2 relaxation time,
18 and (ii) extend
the investigation up to room temperature, avoiding the melting
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of frozen solutions. We have thus investigated the magnetic
relaxation and the quantum coherence of VOPc in its pure form
(1) and its crystalline dispersions in the isostructural diamagnetic
host TiOPc in different molar ratios, 1:10 (2) and 1:1000 (3),
through a multitechnique approach based on the combination of
AC susceptometry and continuous wave (CW) and pulsed EPR
spectroscopies.
VOPc is a nonplanar metal-phthalocyanine in which the
vanadyl ion VO2+, coordinated by four nitrogen donor atoms of
the dianionic phthalocyaninato ligand, points out of the plane of
the ligand. The coordination geometry around the pentacoordi-
nated VIV ion is a distorted square pyramid with the metal slightly
above the basal plane (0.575(1) Å).19 The apical position is
occupied by an oxo ligand which forms a double bond with the
VIV ion having a VO distance of 1.580(3) Å, whereas the V−N
bond lengths are in the 2.008(7)−2.034(7) Å range (Figure 1).
The presence of such short VO bond distance is responsible
for a d-orbital splitting that leaves the dxy orbital lowest in energy
and well separated from the other orbitals. This, together with
the single unpaired electron of d1 configuration makes this
molecule a perfect two levels potential molecular qubit. VOPc
and its diamagnetic analogue TiOPc exhibit a rich polymorphism
and crystallize in at least four different structural phases showing
slightly different crystal packings (Type I−IV polymorphs).20
Type II was selected because π-stacked supramolecular dimers
are absent in the crystal structure and is the preferred one for
VOPc (Figure S1). Moreover, TiOPc can be conveniently
converted in this structural phase by dissolution in a 1:4 mixture
of CF3COOH:CH2Cl2 and successive precipitation in isopropa-
nol (see SI).20 Powder X-ray diffraction analyses performed on
polycrystalline samples show structural phase homogeneity for
all the investigated samples and a good agreement between
experimental and simulated patterns (Figure S2).
Compounds 1 and 2 were investigated by AC susceptometry
in order to get deeper insights on their magnetization dynamics.
The thermal variation of the magnetic susceptibility in zero static
magnetic field reveals no imaginary component of the
susceptibility (χ″) in the whole investigated T range (1.9−40
K). When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT) is applied, slow
magnetic relaxation is observed with appearance of a peak in the
imaginary component of the susceptibility and a concomitant
decrease of the real part (χ′) (Figures S3−S10). Both 1 and 2
under a static magnetic field (B) of 0.2 T show slow relaxation of
the entire magnetization, so that this field and a higher one (1 T)
were selected to investigate the T dependence of the relaxation
time (τ). The frequency dependence of χ″ is well reproduced
with the Debye model (Figures S3−S10), and the extracted
values of τ as a function of T for the two selected fields are
reported in Figure 2a.
Figure 2a shows that 1 exhibits up to 20 K a τ dependence
typical of the direct mechanism of relaxation in absence of
phonon-bottleneck effects.21 The field dependence of τ in this T
range (Figure 2b) shows an increase up to ∼3 T, while the rapid
decrease expected for the direct mechanism is only visible above
5 T. The nonmonotonous behavior is due to two antagonist
effects of the magnetic field. An isolated S = 1/2 spin in zero field
should not be able to relax due to time-reversal symmetry, but
spin−spin and spin−nuclei interactions promote a rapid
relaxation, as recently discussed for a CoII pseudo S = 1/2 spin
system.22 The latter mechanisms are suppressed when the
magnetic field splits the energy of the doublet, similarly to the
phenomenon of resonant quantum tunneling in SMMs.2 On the
other hand, the larger is the energy separation of the doublet the
more efficient is the spin-phonon direct mechanism providing
τ−1 ∝ B4. In general, fields weaker than 1 T are sufficient to
accelerate the relaxation.23 The two mechanisms can be taken
into account in a phenomenological model described by the
following equation:24
τ = + +
+
− cB d
e f B
ef B
( )1 4
2
2
(1)
where the first term considers the typical field dependence of a
direct process while in the second term, d represents the zero-
field relaxation rate, e is a parameter related to the concentration,
and f is a parameter proportional to the square of the internal
field generated by neighboring spins. The best-fit parameters are
reported in Table S1. It is interesting to notice that f decreases
significantly passing from 1 to 2, in agreement with the reduction
of the internal field upon dilution. The increase of the zero-field
relaxation rate, which is not expected, appears however as an
artifact of the poor reproduction of the low field data, as testified
by the large errors. As a result, τ increases much faster in
moderate field in 2, indicating that both spin−spin and hyperfine
interactions are active in promoting relaxation in weak applied
fields. A comparison with a recent report on the compound
VO(dpm)2 (dpm
− is the anion of dipivaloylmethane)15 shows, in
both cases, a remarkable wide field range where τ remains long,
suggesting that the VO double bond increases the energy of
vibrational modes relevant for the magnetic relaxation. We can
notice that τ is in general shorter for VOPc than VO(dpm)2 and
that the maximum τ is observed at higher fields, in agreement
with the additional contributions to the spin relaxation of the
nitrogen nuclear spins directly coordinated to the VIV ion. This
Figure 1. Molecular structure of VOPc with principal atoms labeling
scheme and coordination geometry of the VIV ion highlighted.
Figure 2. (a) T and (b) B dependence of τ extracted from AC
susceptibility measurements on 1 and 2 at different applied static
magnetic-field values and temperatures (see legends). Solid and dashed
lines are the best-fits of the models.
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could also justify the low-temperature saturation of τ, not
detected in VO(dpm)2.
The CW-EPR X-band spectra of compounds 1−3 at 300 and 5
K are reported in Figure S11. 1 shows a broad spectrum very
likely due to the presence of an extensive network of
intermolecular interactions between paramagnetic molecules.19
The 1:10 crystalline dispersion of VOPc in TiOPc (2)
dramatically changes the EPR spectrum, which reveals already
at room temperature the expected hyperfine splitting due to the
coupling with the nuclear spin of 51V (I = 7/2, natural
abundance: 99.75%). By lowering the concentration of the
paramagnetic component to 1:1000 (3), the superhyperfine
spectral features due to the further coupling with the nuclear
spins (I = 1) of the chelating 14N nuclei become visible (Figure
3a).25 As far as the position of the resonance lines are concerned,
no significant variations are observed between 2 and 3, thus
confirming that VOPc retains the same molecular geometry and
environment (Figure S11).
Good spectral simulations26 (Figures 3a and S12) were
performed on the basis of the spin Hamiltonian:
∑ μ= ̂ · · ̂ + ̂ · ̂ + ̂· ·
=
AI A S I S S g BN
i
BV
V
N
1
4
i
?
(2)
which provides as best-fit parameters the values reported in
Table S2. In the EPR spectrum of 3 an additional exchange
narrowed signal27 of an organic radical is present (Figures 3a and
S12). This signal, also observed in the TiOPc matrix before and
after purification (Figure S13), was assigned to the reduced
species, TiOPc·−.28 Double integration of the spectrum allowed
to estimate the amount of this species as 1 order of magnitude
less concentrate than VOPc, viz. 0.01% of the entire diamagnetic
TiOPc. The quantities of TiOPc·− observed in 3 and in the
TiOPc diamagnetic matrix were of the same order of magnitude,
thus confirming that this species is not generated as a result of the
doping process.
X-band echo-detected field-swept (EDFS) EPR spectra for 3
were recorded by using a standard Hahn echo sequence (Figures
3a and S14). As evidenced by the presence of a spin-echo, we can
anticipate that quantum coherence is expected for this
compound. Moreover the spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained
through the CW spectrum simulation provide good simulations
of the EDFS spectra as well, thus indicating that the entire VOPc
is experiencing the detected coherence. Inversion recovery
experiments were performed in the 4.3−300 K T range to
investigate the T dependence of T1 for 3 since the amount of
paramagnetic component was too low for an investigation
through AC susceptometry. The resulting saturation recovery
traces were fitted with a standard stretched monoexponential
equation (see SI), and the extracted T1 values are reported in
Figure 3b. T1 decreases very slowly from the maximum value of
∼14 ms at 4.3 K to 0.22 ms at 40 K in a way that is qualitatively
similar to what observed for 1 and 2 through AC susceptometry.
At higher temperature, a higher slope is observed, and T1 reaches
the value of 1.1 μs at room temperature. The entire curve has
been simulated assuming the contribution of a direct and a
Raman-like process (see SI), dominating at low and high T,
respectively. Best-fit values give a very low Raman-like exponent
n of ∼3 as already observed in closely related systems12,15,29 and
attributed to the involvement of both optical and acoustic
phonons in the relaxation.
To investigate the quantum coherence in details and to
quantify the phase memory time, Tm, of VOPc in the doped
material 3 as a function of T, echo decay experiments were
performed at the so-called powder-like line field (345 mT) and at
a lower field line (338 mT, Figure S15). Remarkably, echo decay
traces (Figure 4a) were detected up to room temperature.
The thermal variation of Tm shows an almost temperature-
independent behavior in the 4.3−150 K range, with values within
the 2.04−3.41 μs range, then it slowly decreases as the
temperature increases reaching a still remarkable value of 0.83
μs at room temperature (Figure 3b). Interestingly, CuPc exhibits
similar low temperature Tm but no room-temperature coherence
because of the rapid decrease of its T1 on increasing T.
11 To date,
a slightly shorter Tm at room temperature in a solid-phase
Figure 3. (a) EDFS- and CW-EPR X-band spectra for 3. CW data were
translated for ease of comparison with EDFS data. Short-dashed lines are
the best simulations. Inset shows the CW superhyperfine spectral
feature of 3. The arrow indicates the signal of the organic radical. (b) T
dependence ofT1 and Tm relaxation times for 3. The solid line is the best
fit of the model. Inset shows the room-temperature data for 2 and 3.
Figure 4. (a) Echo decay traces for 3 at different T (see legend). Solid
lines are the best fits (see SI). (b) Rabi oscillations recorded for 3 at 300
K for different microwave attenuations. Both experiments were
performed at 345 mT.
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molecular systemwas obtained for [(Ph)4P]2[Cu(mnt)2] (mnt =
maleonitriledithiolate, H-free ligand) highly diluted (0.001%) in
the NiII isostructural diamagnetic host.12 Preliminary results
obtained on 2 revealed that T1 and Tm are not suppressed by the
high concentration of VOPc, assuming really remarkable values
of 1.1 μs (T1) and 0.23 μs (Tm) at room temperature (Figures 3b
and S16). The observation of coherence times comparable to T1
in concentrated and nuclear spin-rich environments points out
the need for strategies to decrease spin-lattice relaxation in the
quest for molecular-based spin qubits.
To prove that such coherence times allow to perform coherent
spin manipulations, i.e., place the spins in any arbitrary
superposition of states, nutation experiments were performed
at different microwave powers at 4.3 and 300 K. Remarkably,
Rabi oscillations were clearly observed at room temperature for
both 2 and 3, with the expected linear dependence of the Rabi
frequency, ΩR, as a function of the B1 relative intensity (Figures
4b and S17−S20). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of Rabi oscillations detected at room temperature in a
molecular spin system in the solid state. Even more remarkable is
their observation in a concentrated sample, indicating a particular
robustness of quantum coherence in this vanadyl-based systems.
In conclusion, VOPc in its crystalline dispersion in TiOPc
represents one of the few examples of potential molecular qubit
showing room-temperature quantum coherence. The combina-
tion of these features with its high thermal stability and high
processability makes these materials extremely appealing, as they
can be used as paramagnetic semiconductors in spintronics
devices. It is also known that VOPc molecules retain their
paramagnetism when in direct contact with metallic surfaces
thanks to the protected nature of the dxy magnetic orbital.
17 The
recent observation of EPR resonance by scanning tunneling
microscopy30 and the possibility to measure T1 and Tm of
individual atoms on surfaces further widen the interest in this
vanadyl system.
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ABSTRACT: In the search for long-lived quantum coherence in spin
systems, vanadium(IV) complexes have shown record phase memory
times among molecular systems. When nuclear spin-free ligands are
employed, vanadium(IV) complexes can show at low temperature
sufficiently long quantum coherence times, Tm, to perform quantum
operations, but their use in real devices operating at room temperature is
still hampered by the rapid decrease of T1 caused by the efficient spin−
phonon coupling. In this work we have investigated the effect of different
coordination environments on the magnetization dynamics and the
quantum coherence of two vanadium(IV)-based potential molecular spin
qubits in the solid state by introducing a unique structural difference, i.e.,
an oxovanadium(IV) in a square pyramidal versus a vanadium(IV) in an
octahedral environment featuring the same coordinating ligand, namely,
the 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate. This investigation, performed by a combined approach of alternate current (ac)
susceptibility measurements and continuous wave (CW) and pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopies
revealed that the effectiveness of the vanadyl moiety in enhancing quantum coherence up to room temperature is related to a less
effective mechanism of spin−lattice relaxation that can be quantitatively evaluated by the exponent n (ca. 3) of the temperature
dependence of the relaxation rate. A more rapid collapse is observed for the non-oxo counterpart (n = 4) hampering the
observation of quantum coherence at room temperature. Record coherence time at room temperature (1.04 μs) and Rabi
oscillations are also observed for the vanadyl derivative in a very high concentrated material (5 ± 1%) as a result of the additional
benefit provided by the use of a nuclear spin-free ligand.
■ INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation, one of the pillars of the technological
revolution that is foreseen for the next decades, has its core in
the quantum bit, or qubit,1,2 i.e., a two states quantum−
mechanical system able to be placed in a state of coherent
superposition of these two states.3 Physical realizations of
qubits can be found in superconductive circuits and trapped
ions and can be based on photons, spins, and so on.3,4 Among
them, spins, both nuclear and electronic, are particularly
interesting because the superposition of spin states can be
realized by accessible pulsed magnetic resonance techniques.
The most investigated electronic spin systems are nitrogen-
vacancy pairs in diamond5,6 or defects in silicon7 or silicon
carbide.8 In this context, magnetic molecules can play a key role
due to the wide range of physical properties they exhibit and
the intrinsic quantum nature of some of them. Both “static” and
“dynamic” components of a quantum computer can be in
principle realized by exploiting, for the former, the magnetic
bistability due to the magnetic anisotropy and the large spin of
single-molecule magnets (SMMs)9 and, for quantum logic
operations, the long coherence that characterizes molecules
with an isotropic small spin. Recently, the interest has been
extended to forbidden spin transitions in molecules with
S > 1/2,10 as well as to lanthanide complexes in highly
symmetric coordination environments.11,12 The realization of a
qubit requires, however, the accomplishment of stringent and
somehow conflicting prerequisites known as Di Vincenzo
criteria,13 and their preparation and investigation represent a
current and very challenging research field. Molecule-based
systems such as polynuclear metal complexes1,2,14 are currently
investigated for the possibility offered by synthetic chemistry to
obtain multibit systems with controlled exchange interaction
between them.15 Despite the advantage of chemical tunability
of molecular systems with respect to classical inorganic
materials, the short lifetime of the quantum superposition of
states, represented by the spin−spin relaxation time T2 or the
phase memory time Tm, has up to now posed important
limitations in their perspective use as qubits. Even if coherence
can be significantly enhanced by exploiting atomic clock
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transitions between hyperfine states, as recently reported for a
Ho(III) polyoxometallate,12 the most promising systems
remain S = 1/2 complexes.16,17 Remarkably, mononuclear VIV
complexes with nuclear spin-free ligands such as dithiolenes18
when dispersed in a nuclear spin-free solvent, CS2, can attain at
low temperature Tm on the order of a millisecond,
19 a value
comparable to those observed for vacancies in extended lattices.
Their use at room temperature is however hampered by the
rapid decrease on increasing the temperature of the spin−lattice
relaxation time, T1, which acts as a limiting factor for Tm, as well
as by the loss of a rigid structure provided by the frozen
solution.
In a recent investigation we have shown that alternate
current (ac) susceptometry can flank pulsed electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) techniques to identify species that
show slow spin−lattice relaxation.20 A vanadyl complex with a
β-diketonate ligand has revealed remarkable Tm despite the
proton-rich ligands and, more interestingly, a long T1 over a
wide range of temperature and applied magnetic fields.20 We
have then extended these studies to a multifunctional and
processable potential molecular spin system, vanadyl phthalo-
cyanine, by preparing crystalline materials with different
percentages of paramagnetic component diluted in the
diamagnetic host titanyl phthalocyanine.21 This allowed us to
extend the investigation of the quantum coherence up to room
temperature leading to a remarkable Tm of ca. 1 μs at 300 K,
representing the highest value obtained to date for molecular
electronic spin qubits.21 Rabi oscillations were also observed in
this nuclear spin-active environment (1H and 14N nuclei) at
room temperature, indicating an outstanding robustness of the
quantum coherence in these vanadyl-based systems.
Both the robustness of the quantum coherence of VIV in an
oxovanadium(IV) environment20,21 and the benefit provided by
employing nuclear spin-free ligand18,19 are then tangible clues
for coherence time optimization. We have combined these
features to prepare a novel optimized molecular system as a
potential spin qubit and to prove the effectiveness of the
vanadyl moiety in the enhancement of the quantum coherence
times by comparing its properties with those of a non-oxo VIV
complex with the same ligand. We have thus investigated the
magnetic relaxation and the quantum coherence in solid
crystalline phase of two potential molecular spin qubits,
[(Ph)4P]2[VO(dmit)2] (1) and [(Ph)4P]2[V(dmit)3] (2)
(dmit = 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate), by means of a
multitechnique approach based on ac susceptibility measure-
ments and pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance spectros-
copy. Experiments performed on 5 ± 1% crystalline dispersions
of 1 and 2 in their isostructural diamagnetic hosts
[(Ph)4P]2[MoO(dmit)2] (3) and [(Ph)4P]2[Ti(dmit)3] (4),
respectively, namely, [(Ph)4P]2[VO0.05MoO0.95(dmit)2] (5)
and [(Ph)4P]2[V0.06Ti0.94(dmit)3] (6), allowed to investigate
the magnitude and the temperature dependence of the
relaxation times. To evaluate the contribution to the
decoherence provided by 1H nuclei, we have also prepared a
5 ± 1% VO/MoO crystalline dispersion, an analogue to
compound 5, where the (Ph)4P
+ counterion has been replaced
wi th the deutera ted ca t ion d 2 0 - (Ph)4P
+ , [(d 2 0 -
Ph)4P]2[VO0.05MoO0.95(dmit)2] (5′). The difference in the
observed relaxation times for 1 and 2 and those of their
crystalline dispersions 5 and 6 are discussed on the basis of the
unique structural difference introduced in the two selected
systems, i.e., oxovanadium(IV) versus vanadium(IV) moieties,
and the resultant coordination geometry change, i.e., square
Scheme 1. Reaction Schemes for the Synthesis of Compounds 1 and 3 (a), 4 (b), and 2 (c)
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pyramidal versus octahedral, representing a fundamental step in
the identification of key design criteria for the enhancement of
the quantum coherence time in molecule-based systems.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of Pure Compounds and Doped Materials
Preparation. Compounds 1 and 3 were obtained through a
common synthetic strategy by slightly changing that already
reported in the literature for the preparation of 3.22 The
reaction between the dmit2− ligand, obtained in situ by
deprotecting 4,5-bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione with
sodium methoxide and vanadyl(IV) sulfate or pyridinium
molybdenyl(V)pentachloride, allowed us to obtain compounds
1 and 3, respectively, in good yields (Scheme 1a).
While compound 4 was obtained through a similar procedure
with respect to that adopted for 1 and 3 by reacting the
deprotected dmit2− ligand with TiCl4 (Scheme 1b), compound
2 was more conveniently obtained by a metal ion substitution
operated by reacting VCl3 with [(Ph)4P]2[Zn(dmit)2], in
accordance with that already reported (Scheme 1c).23 It should
be mentioned that an alternative synthesis based on the
reaction of VCl3 with the uncoordinated dmit
2− ligand under
inert atmosphere, similar to that more recently reported,19
resulted in the formation of a mixture of the desired product 2
and the diamagnetic monoanionic oxidized species [(Ph)4P]-
[V(dmit)3] (7) that has been structurally characterized (see the
Supporting Information).
The preparation of the crystalline dispersions 5, 5′, and 6
were performed following two different approaches as a
consequence of the different solubility features exhibited by
the bis- and tris-chelated derivatives. To overcome the reduced
solubility of 1 and 3, the crystalline dispersions 5 and 5′ were
obtained through a direct synthesis between weighted amounts
of VO2+ (5% molar) and MoO2+ (95% molar) metal ions
sources (vide supra) and the dmit2− ligand, as done for the
preparation of the pure compounds. 6 was otherwise obtained
by dissolution of weighted amounts of pure compounds 2 (5%
molar) and 4 (95% molar) in acetone and subsequent
precipitation by solvent evaporation under reduced pressure.
While the choice of using a TiIV complex as diamagnetic host
for a VIV paramagnetic system appears quite expectable, the
choice of using a molybdenyl(IV)-based system as diamagnetic
host for a vanadyl one deserves some comments. This choice
was dictated by the lack of stable titanyl-based heteroleptic
coordination compounds, especially with coligands having
oxygen or sulfur as donor atoms. An elegant way to overcome
this drawback is to exploit the ability of dithiolene ligands, such
as dmit2− ligand selected for this study, to promote the
stabilization of a square pyramidal coordination geometry of
the MoIV ion featuring a single MoO double bond.22 This
provides the same coordination environment usually exhibited
by vanadyl-based mononuclear compounds, thus allowing us to
realize crystalline dispersions of a vanadyl complex in an
isostructural matrix based on an apparently dissimilar metal ion.
Crystal Structures. Although the preparation of a
coordination compound containing the dianionic complex
[VO(dmit)2]
2− was already claimed in the past,23 no structural
data were reported so far. Single crystals suitable for X-ray
diffraction analysis of compounds 1 and 3 were obtained by
slow evaporation of acetone solutions. Compounds 1 and 3 are
isostructural and crystallize in the monoclinic C2/c space group
with half of the anionic complex and one tetraphenylphospho-
nium counterion in the asymmetric unit. Their crystal structure
consists of [MO(dmit)2]
2− (M = VIV, MoIV) anions alternated
in MO up and MO down configurations separated by
tetraphenylphosphonium cations (Figure S1). The shortest
M···M distances are in the 10.50−15.79 Å and 10.69−15.51 Å
ranges for 1 and 3, respectively. Very few intramolecular
contacts shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii are
observed between metal complexes, most of them involving the
cations.
The molecular structures of the dianionic complex of 1 and 3
are shown in Figure 1. Both systems present a distorted square
pyramidal coordination geometry with the metal ions slightly
above the basal plane (0.68 Å (1) and 0.72 Å (3)). The apical
position is occupied by an oxo ligand which forms a double
bond with the MIV ions with a MO bond distance of 1.594
and 1.689 Å, for 1 and 3, respectively, whereas the M−S single
bond lengths are 2.386 and 2.387 Å for 1 and 2.394 and 2.402
Å for 3.
The presence of a short MO bond is responsible for a d-
orbital splitting of the metal centers that leaves the dxy orbital
lowest in energy and well-separated from the other orbitals.
This, together with a single unpaired electron of the S = 1/2
VIV ion, makes 1 a perfect two-level-state potential molecular
qubit. On the contrary, the two d-electrons of the MoIV occupy
the same d-orbital and are paired in a low spin configuration,
making 3 a useful diamagnetic matrix (vide supra).
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis of
compound 2 were obtained by slow diffusion of diethyl ether in
an acetone solution. Compound 2 crystallizes in the monoclinic
P21/c with one anionic complex and two tetraphenylphospho-
nium counterions in the asymmetric unit. The crystal structure
Figure 1. Molecular structures of the dianionic complexes of
compounds 1 (a), 2 (c), and 3 (b) with principal atom labeling
scheme.
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consists of homoleptic tris-chelated [V(dmit)3]
2− anions
showing Λ and Δ chirality and tetraphenylphosphonium
cations (Figure S2). The shortest M···M distances are in the
9.75−15.98 Å range and are comparable to those observed for
1 and 3. Also in this case, few S···S contacts shorter than the
sum of the van der Waals radii between metal complexes are
observed, whereas the interactions with the counterions
dominate.
The molecular structure of the complex anion of 2 is
reported in Figure 1. The coordination geometry around the
VIV ion is a distorted octahedron with an average V−S distance
of 2.386 Å, an average twist angle of 41.0°, and an average
chelate fold angle of 7.2°.24 All these structural parameters are
in good agreement with those observed in the already reported
crystal structures of compounds containing this complex anion
with a different counterion23 and with that of a recently
reported structure of an acetone solvate of 2.19 These structural
parameters match well with those reported for similar dianionic
tris-chelated VIV complexes with dithiolenes ligands and
confirm their effectiveness to evaluate the oxidation states of
both the metal centers and the dithiolenes ligands in these
redox-active systems.24 In this case, the ligand field symmetry is
responsible for a d-orbital splitting that leaves the dz
2 orbital
(where z is the trigonal axis of the distorted octahedron) lowest
in energy with respect to the other orbitals, as evidenced by
EPR spectroscopy (vide infra) and by density functional theory
calculations (DFT) on analogous vanadium(IV)-based tris-
chelated complexes.24
In all structurally characterized compounds (1−3) the
intraligand bond distances are in the usual range for the
coordinated dianionic unoxidized dmit2− ligand (Table S1). All
attempts to crystallize 4 were unsuccessful; however, powder X-
ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements performed on a
polycrystalline sample of 4 clearly show that this compound
is isostructural with its VIV analogue 2 (Figure S3).
PXRD analyses were performed on polycrystalline samples of
all investigated systems, both pure compounds (1−4) and
crystalline dispersions (5, 5′, and 6), to ascertain their structural
phase homogeneity. This is clearly evidenced by the good
agreement between experimental and simulated patterns
(Figures S4−S7).
Magnetization Dynamics. Compounds 1 and 2 have been
investigated by ac susceptometry in order to get deeper insights
on their magnetization dynamics. The thermal variation of the
magnetic susceptibility in a zero static magnetic field reveals no
imaginary component of the susceptibility (χ″) in the whole
investigated temperature range (2.0−40 K for 1, and 2.0−10 K
for 2). When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT) is applied,
slow magnetic relaxation is observed with appearance of a peak
in the imaginary component of the susceptibility and a
concomitant decrease of the real part (χ′) (Figures S8−S14).
Both compounds 1 and 2 under a static magnetic field of 0.2 T
show slow relaxation of the entire magnetization, so this field
was selected to investigate the temperature dependence of the
relaxation time τ that is representative of the spin−lattice
relaxation (indicated as T1 in pulsed resonance spectroscopies).
To investigate the temperature dependence of τ under a static
magnetic field where τ is maximized, the studies were also
performed at 1.0 T (vide infra). The frequency dependence of
χ″ is well-reproduced with the Debye model (Figures S8−S14),
and the extracted values of τ as a function of the temperature
for the two selected field values for 1 and 2 are reported in
Figure 2a.
1 shows slow magnetic relaxation in the temperature range
between 2.0 and 40 K with quite long relaxation times ranging
from ca. 2.3 ms at 2.0 K to ca. 0.05 ms at 40 K. 2 exhibits
relaxation times in the 0.17−0.025 ms range that are
substantially lower with respect to those of 1. This results in
a reduced temperature range where slow magnetic relaxation is
detectable (2.0−10 K). Minor differences in the magnitude of τ
are observed between 0.2 and 1.0 T, especially for 1 because τ is
almost maximum at 0.2 T (vide infra and Figure 2b). The
temperature dependence of τ, reported in Figure 2a in a log(τ)
vs log(T) plot, reveals an increase in the slope at low
temperature indicative of a phonon-bottleneck effect affecting
the direct mechanism of relaxation in concentrated samples.25
To account for these contributions to the relaxation, the τ
decay was fitted (solid lines in Figure 2a) assuming two
sequential steps in the relaxation process: the energy transfer
from the spin to the phonon lattice and then its release to the
thermostatic bath, according to the Scott and Jefferies model26
τ = +
aT bT
1 1
n (1)
where a is the coefficient of the direct mechanism and b and n
the coefficient and the exponent of the phonon-bottleneck,
respectively. This model satisfactorily reproduces the T
dependence of τ with the best-fit parameter reported in
Table 1.
From the values of the extracted coefficients, it can be noted
that both direct and phonon-bottleneck terms are higher for 2
than for 1, in agreement with the more effective relaxation
observed for 2 (Figure 2a). It should be also noted that the
extracted values of the T exponent for the phonon-bottleneck
effect, within the 2−3 range, are slightly higher than those
usually observed (ca. 2) for classical atom-based inorganic
systems.27
Figure 2. (a) Temperature and (b) field dependence of τ extracted
from ac susceptibility measurements for compounds 1 and 2 at
different applied static magnetic field values and temperatures (see
legends). Solid lines are the best-fits of the models.
Table 1. Best-Fit Parameters of the Model Used (Equation
1) to Reproduce the Temperature Dependence of the
Relaxation Time for 1 and 2 at B = 0.2 and 1.0 T
compound B (T) a (ms−1 K−1) b (ms−1 K−n) n
1
0.2 0.52(1) 0.11(1) 2.6(1)
1.0 0.44(2) 0.14(1) 2.1(1)
2
0.2 9.6(6) 1.31(9) 2.7(1)
1.0 4.9(5) 1.14(3) 2.4(3)
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To get better insights on the relaxation mechanisms involved
in such compounds, the relaxation time was also investigated as
a function of the static magnetic field in a wide field range
(0.0−8.5 T) at different temperatures, 5 and 10 K for 1 and 5 K
for 2 due to instrumental limitations. The relaxation times
extracted with the Debye model (Figures S12−S14) for 1 and 2
are reported in Figure 2b. The field dependence of the
relaxation time for 1 shows already at low fields a rapid increase
of τ. It reaches the maximum value at ca. 0.4 T, then remains
almost unchanged up to ca. 3.5 T, and finally starts to decrease
at higher fields reaching a minimum at the highest applied field
(8.5 T). 2 shows a similar behavior with respect to that of 1 but
with a less abrupt increase of τ as the strength of the field
increases, thus resulting in a narrower range where τ is
maximized (1.0−3.5 T). This nonmonotonous behavior is
similar to that already reported for closely related systems20,21
and reflects two antagonist effects of the magnetic field. Spin−
spin and spin−nuclei interactions promote rapid relaxation at
low fields. These interactions are suppressed by increasing the
field due to the lower influence of the hyperfine and spin−spin
coupling (vide infra). However, the larger the energy separation
of the two levels, the higher the phonon density with an energy
corresponding to this difference, leading to a more efficient
spin−phonon direct mechanism of relaxation (τ ∝ B4). To
account for these two contributions to the relaxation, the B
dependence of the relaxation rate (τ−1) for 1 and 2 was
reproduced (solid lines in Figure 2b) with the Brons−van Vleck
model28,29
τ = + +
+
− cB d
eB
fB
1
1
1 4
2
2
(2)
This model well reproduces the B dependence of τ with the
best-fit parameter reported in Table 2.
The coefficients reported in Table 2 indicate that (i) the
direct mechanism of relaxation (c coefficient) is more efficient
for 2 with respect to 1, in accordance with the thermal
dependence of τ, and (ii) the ability of the field to suppress the
effect of spin−spin and spin−nuclei interactions to the
relaxation ( f coefficient) is lower for 2 than for 1, in accordance
with the less abrupt increase of τ as the field increase and the
narrower range where τ is maximized.
CW and Pulsed Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy. While ac susceptometry provides useful
information about T1 as a function of the temperature and
the magnetic field in quite concentrated samples (1 and 2 in
this study), pulsed EPR spectroscopy allows us to characterize
both T1 and Tm in diluted systems characterized by narrow
resonance lines. A common way to achieve this condition is the
dispersion of the paramagnetic component in a diamagnetic
matrix. With this scope, crystalline dispersions of 1 and 2 in 3
and 4 have been prepared with an amount of paramagnetic
component dispersed in the diamagnetic host of ca. 5 ± 1% (5,
5′, and 6) (vide supra).
The room temperature CW-EPR X-band spectra (9.43 GHz)
of compounds 1 and 5, as well as those of 2 and 6, are reported
in Figure S15. Compound 1 shows an EPR spectrum where the
expected 8-fold hyperfine splitting of all anisotropic compo-
nents typical of VIV (51V I = 7/2, abundance 99.76%) is poorly
resolved due to line broadening induced by dipolar interactions
between the magnetic moments of the paramagnetic VIV ions
(Figure S15a). A lower resolution is observed for compound 2,
where only a broad unresolved absorption is observed (Figure
S15b). The crystalline dispersions of 1 in 3 (5) and 2 in 4 (6)
dramatically change the EPR spectra. In fact, even if 5 and 6
contain a relatively high concentration of paramagnetic species
(ca. 5 ± 1%), they exhibit the expected hyperfine splitting with
well-defined narrow lines also at room temperature. Notably, 5
shows very narrow resonance lines that are further narrowed in
deuterated analogue 5′ (Figure S16). Peaks due to the parallel
components of the hyperfine coupling are observed at low and
high field values, whereas those due to the perpendicular
components are observed in the central region.
Spectral simulations30 were performed at X- and Q-band
frequencies on the basis of the following spin Hamiltonian
μ= ·̂ · ̂ + ·̂ ·A g BI S SB? (3)
The spectrum of 5 can be satisfactorily simulated at both
frequencies (Figures 3a and S17a) assuming a collinear rhombic
model, i.e., x ≠ y ≠ z, with the parameters reported in Table 3.
Attempts to simulate the EPR spectra of 6 using a similar
rhombic model were unsuccessful. Indeed, although it gave
reasonable fits at X-band frequency, notable discrepancies in
the positions of the hyperfine transitions and line shapes were
observed at Q-band frequency (Figure S18). Therefore, the
possibility of a noncollinearity between A and g tensors,
consistent with the triclinic point symmetry of the complex
anion,31 was investigated. A process of trial and error gave
spectral simulations in good agreement with the experimental
results (Figures 3b and S17b) using the parameters reported in
Table 3.
We note that such phenomenon was not previously
recognized for tris-dithiolene VIV complexes; the possibility to
detect it here is clearly due to the improved resolution of the
solid crystalline spectra, together with the multifrequency EPR
approach, compared to the frozen solution ones.19,24 Further
confirmation of the goodness of the obtained parameters was
provided by the simulation of the room temperature solution
spectrum of 6 in the fast motion regime (Figure S19), which
allowed us to confirm the value of the Az component, to which
the solid-state spectra are not very sensitive.
The two compounds are thus characterized by distinctly
different spin Hamiltonian parameters, which reflect the
different chemical structure of the VIV ions in 5 and 6. An
empirical correlation between the giso (giso = (g1 + g2 + g3)/3)
and 51V aiso (aiso= (A1 + A2 + A3)/3) has been proposed to
discriminate between VIVO2+ and VIV centers.32 Indeed the spin
Hamiltonian parameters of 5 fit well within known values for
vanadyl ions, while the values of 6 are representative for VIV
centers.
In the EPR spectra of 5 and 5′, an additional signal exhibiting
the typical features of an organic radical (g = 2.00) is present.
This signal can be ascribed to an impurity of monooxidized
uncoordinated dmit·− ligand as tetraphenylphosphonium salt,
Table 2. Best-Fit Parameters of the Model Used to
Reproduce the Field Dependence of the Magnetization
Relaxation Rate (Equation 2) for 1 at T = 5 and 10 K and 2
at T = 5 K
compound T (K) c (T−4ms−1) d (ms−1) e (T−2) f (T−2)
1 5 1.8(1) × 10−3 10(1) 40(4) 306(60)
10 2.1(1) × 10−3 19(3) 38(5) 231(60)
2 10 8.0(6) × 10−3 41(1) 5.0(6) 13(2)
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being a redox active ligand susceptible of one-electron
oxidation.24 This signal is not observed in 6 most likely as a
result of the different synthetic approaches followed for the
crystalline dispersion preparation (vide supra).
The X- and Q-band echo-detected field-swept (EDFS) EPR
spectra for 5 and 6 were recorded at different temperatures by
using a standard Hahn echo sequence. Figure 3 reports the
highest temperature data at the X-band, whereas those recorded
at the Q-band are reported in Figure S17.
As evidenced by the presence of an intense spin−echo, we
can anticipate that quantum coherence is expected for 5 up to
room temperature. Moreover, the spin Hamiltonian parameters
obtained through the simulation of the CW spectrum allow us
to provide good simulations of the EDFS spectra as well, thus
indicating that the entire paramagnetic component of 5 is
experiencing the detected coherence. Analogous results are
observed for deuterated analogue 5′. Interestingly, while 5
shows an intense spin−echo at room temperature, 6 does not
show an EDFS spectrum working at the X-band at the same
temperature. A spin−echo is only hardly detected working at
Q-band (Figure S18). Nonetheless, by lowering the temper-
ature, 6 shows the expected coherence, as could be anticipated
on the basis of recent studies performed on 2 in frozen
solutions.19
Inversion recovery experiments were performed in the 4.5−
293 K temperature range for 5, 5′, and 6 at X- and Q-band
frequencies to investigate the temperature dependence of the
spin−lattice relaxation time T1. Experiments at X-band were
performed at two magnetic field settings: (i) the so-called
powder-like position, mI = −1/2 (OP1), where all molecules
are excited due to the negligible angular dependency of the
resonance field, and (ii) the single-crystal-like position, mI =
−7/2 (OP2), where only molecules with their z axis within 10°
from the field direction are selected (Figure 3). Q-band
experiments were instead performed only at the mI = −7/2
position. The reason for this is that the angular dependency of
the EPR spectra for 5 and 6 show that (i) this position
corresponds to a pure transition for both systems allowing for a
direct comparison with X-band and (ii) a powder-like position
is not present at Q-band frequency for both 5 and 6 (Figure
S17). The resulting saturation recovery traces were fitted with a
stretched monoexponential equation
= + τ−
β
I I k exp T0 1
[ ( / ) ]p 1 1 (4)
and the extracted T1 values are reported in Figure 4. Only the
values obtained at the mI = −7/2 are reported for clarity
because no major differences are observed working at the mI =
−1/2 observer position (Figure S20).
5 and 5′ show similar T1 values in almost the whole
investigated temperature range. Deuteration of the cation
increases T1 only at low temperature (Figure 4) and more
significantly at X-band than at Q-band (Tables S2−S7). A
moderate increase of T1 upon deuteration is not unprecedented
and can be related either to the different dipolar coupling33 or
to the isotope mass effect.34 T1 values for 5 and 5′ are higher
than those of 6 in the entire investigated T range, in agreement
with that observed with the field dependence of τ from ac
susceptibility data on pure compounds 1 and 2. This suggests
that hyperfine interactions are responsible for the fast relaxation
observed in weak or zero applied fields.35 The thermal variation
of T1 for 5 and 5′ shows a slow decrease from the maximum
values of ca. 23 ms (5) and ca. 58 ms (5′) at 4.5 K to the lowest
but still remarkable values of 3.37 μs (5) and 4.03 μs (5′) at
Figure 3. Experimental EDFS (blue line) and CW (black line) EPR spectra for 5 (a) and 6 (b) at X-band frequency (9.7 GHz). The spectral
simulations corresponding to the spin Hamiltonian parameters reported in Table 3 are shown in red. The arrows indicate the two magnetic field
settings at which pulse EPR experiments were performed. The asterisk indicates the signal of an organic radical impurity. The angular dependency
profile (θ vs magnetic field) is shown for two values of ϕ.
Table 3. Spin Hamiltonian Parameters Extracted from Simulation of the Experimental Spectra of 5 and 6a
compound gx gy gz |Ax| (MHz) |Ay| (MHz) |Az| (MHz) α, β, and γ (°)
5 1.986(1) 1.988(1) 1.970(1) 138(2) 128(2) 413(2) 0, 0, 0
6 1.961(1) 1.971(1) 1.985(1) 299(2) 230(2) 40(5) −20, − 10, 0
aThe Euler angles α, β, and γ define the passive rotation of the hyperfine principal axes system into the g-matrix principal axes system, A = R(α, β, γ)
Adiagonal R
+(α, β, γ). It must be noted that the reference system for the two compounds is different. For 5, the z axis can be considered collinear to the
VO bond, while for 6 it is close to the octahedron pseudo-C3 symmetry axis, i.e., perpendicular to its trigonal faces.
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293 K. Moving from X- to Q-band (Figure S21), a slight
increase of T1 is observed at the lowest temperatures, which is
in agreement with the weak field dependence of the relaxation
time observed in that range (Figure 2b). The extracted
relaxation times from pulsed EPR are, however, almost 1
order of magnitude longer than those of 1 and 2 from ac
susceptibility, as expected for magnetically diluted compounds,
and do not show the upturn at low temperature typical of the
spin−phonon bottleneck effect observed in concentrated
samples. The temperature dependence of T1 has been modeled
assuming two contributions to the relaxation. A direct
mechanism dominating at low temperature, as suggested from
ac susceptometry, and a Raman-like mechanism dominating at
high temperature.
= +−T aT bTn1 1 (5)
The best-fit values for 5 and 5′ give a very low value of the
Raman-like exponent n < 3, 2.8(4), and 2.6(2). Values of ca. 3
were already observed in closely related vanadyl-based
systems20,21,36 and are attributed to the involvement of both
optical and acoustic phonons to the relaxation.37 The thermal
variation of T1 for 6 shows a slow decrease from the maximum
value of ca. 9 ms up to ca. 15 K, then a more abrupt decrease is
observed as the temperature increases, resulting in the lowest
detectable value of T1 of 0.71 μs at 150 K (Figure 4). The
temperature dependence of T1 has been simulated with the
same model used for 5 and 5′. The best-fit values give a Raman-
like exponent n of 4.0(5), in agreement with the more abrupt
decrease of T1 that acts as a limiting factor for T2 (vide infra).
To investigate the quantum coherence in details and to
quantify the phase memory time, Tm, of 1 and 2 in the doped
materials 5/5′ and 6 as a function of the temperature, echo
decay experiments were also performed (Figure 5). Remark-
ably, echo decay traces were detected up to room temperature
for 5 and 5′, with an increased value of Tm for the deuterated
analogue (Figure 4). On the contrary, 6 shows echo decay
traces up to 150 K with Tm values shorter than those of 5 and
5′ as evidenced by the restricted time scale of the echo decay
(Figure 5).
The decay traces were fitted using the stretched exponential
equation
= + τ−
β
I I k exp T0 m
[ (2 / ) ]p m m (6)
as usually done for transition metal systems,38 where I indicates
the echo intensity, 2τp is the delay between the initial pulse and
the echo detection, and βm is the stretch factor. For the sake of
comparison, transverse relaxation times were also measured by
using the Car−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) sequence.39,40
Phase memory times (Tm′) only weakly longer were obtained
by CPMG than by two-pulse spin echo (Tables S2). This is in
agreement with the expectations, given the relatively high
concentration of electron spins in our system41−43 and the
broad EPR spectrum.44 The temperature dependences of both
Tm and Tm′ for 5, 5′, and 6 are reported in Figure 4.
The thermal variation of Tm for 5 and 5′ shows an almost
temperature-independent behavior in the 4.5−100 K range,
with values of Tm and Tm′ within the 2.9−1.6 μs and 5.6−2.6 μs
ranges for 5 and within the 6.5−3.2 μs and 8.7−4.5 ranges for
5′. Then, they slowly decrease as the temperature increases
reaching remarkable values of 0.68 and 1.0 μs (Tm) at room
temperature (Figure 4). It should be highlighted that the values
of Tm at room temperature for the concentrated dispersions of
5 and 5′ (ca. 5 ± 1%) are slightly higher than values observed
to date for transition-metal-based molecular qubits in more
diluted environment, e.g., the 0.001% crystalline dispersion of
[P(Ph)4]2[Cu(mnt)2] in [P(Ph)4]2[Ni(mnt)2] (0.60 μs)
17 and
the 0.1% crystalline dispersion of VOPc in TiOPc (0.83 μs).21
Tm′ values are even higher, being Tm′ a better estimation of T2,
but we cannot compare these values with that already reported
because most literature reports provide only Tm estimations by
Hahn echo experiments.
The thermal variation of Tm and Tm′ for 6 shows an almost
temperature-independent behavior in a limited temperature
range (4.3−25 K) with values of Tm and Tm′ within the 2.0−1.5
μs and 3.9−2.4 μs ranges; then, they slowly decrease as the
temperature increases reaching a value of Tm of 0.19 μs at 150
K. The quantum coherence times Tm for 6 are in general lower
than those of 5 and 5′, but the most important result is that
they are strongly limited in temperature by the more abrupt
decrease of T1.
To prove that the observed coherence times for 5 and 5′
allow us to perform coherent spin manipulations at room
temperature, i.e., place the spins in any arbitrary superposition
of states, nutation experiments were performed at different
microwave powers at both X- and Q-bands. Remarkably, Rabi
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of T1, Tm, and Tm′ for 5, 5′, and 6
(see legend) obtained at OP2. Solid lines are the best-fit of the model
(see text). Dashed lines represent a guide for the eyes. Error bars are
within the size of the symbols.
Figure 5. Echo decay traces recorded at the OP1 (X-band) for 5 (a)
and 6 (b) at different temperatures (see legend).
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oscillations were clearly observed at room temperature with the
expected linear dependence of the Rabi frequency, ΩR, as a
function of the microwave attenuation (Figure 6). Rabi
oscillations were instead observed for 6 only at low temperature
(Figure S22).
To fully characterize the local environment of the VIV ions in
the two compounds, Q-band Mims ENDOR spectra were
recorded (Figure S23). The spectra show that in both cases the
VIV ions have a similar proton rich environment with maximum
couplings of 3.5(1) MHz for compound 5 and 3.0(1) MHz for
compound 6. On the basis of a point−dipole approximation
and assuming a pure dipolar interaction, these couplings
correspond to shortest V···H distances of the order of 3.6(1)
and 3.8(1) Å, respectively. These values are in excellent
agreement with the structural findings, which reveal shortest
V···H distances of 3.6(1) Å and 3.8(1) Å for 5 and 6,
respectively. This excludes the possibility that the better
performances of the vanadyl species are due to a more
favorable nuclear spin environment generated by the counter-
ions and highlights the key role of the coordination mode.
This comparative detailed investigation has evidenced
significant differences in the dynamic properties of two closely
related vanadium(IV) complexes. 2 shows, in general, a faster
relaxation with respect to 1, and this behavior can be tentatively
ascribed to a more pronounced contribution to the SOMO by
different orbitals, i.e., the ground state is not a pure dz
2 one.
This is demonstrated by the observed noncollinearity of the A
and g tensors as well as by the significant deviation of gz from
the value of 2.00 expected for this geometry. The larger the
deviations from the free electron values, the more efficient the
spin−orbit coupling in promoting magnetic relaxation. In this
respect, the EPR-derived spin Hamiltonian parameters can also
explain the stronger static magnetic field required to slow down
the relaxation for 2. Indeed, the analysis of the eigenvector
composition for an applied field of 0.1 T clearly evidences that
2 is characterized by a larger mixing of the states compared to 1
which is further enhanced by the noncollinearity of the g and A
tensors (Figure S24). However, the most relevant difference
between the two compounds is the temperature dependence of
the spin−lattice relaxation time. Excitation of vibrational modes
that can couple to the spin are responsible of the acceleration of
the relaxation with increasing temperature. The phonon
spectrum of the two compounds seems to significantly deviate
from the Debye model as both systems do not show Tn with n
= 9 dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation rate expected for
S = 1/2 systems at high temperature.45,46 However, there are
significant differences in n between the two compounds that
cannot be attributed to the different spectrum of acoustic
phonons. The latter are in fact strongly dependent on cell size
and content,47 which are however rather similar for 1 and 2.
The coordination mode seems instead the key parameter in
determining n because n of ca. 3 has been already observed for
other vanadyl complexes,20,21,34 despite the very different unit
cell content.
Localized vibrations involving the metal ion coordination
sphere, which are known to contribute to the relaxation in two-
phonons processes,48 are on the contrary dramatically different
for the two compounds. The VO double bond resonates at
much higher frequencies (ca. 980 cm−1) with respect to the V−
S single bonds (in the 400 cm−1 range). It is therefore not
surprising to observe a faster relaxation for the less rigid
coordination environment, though other factors beyond the
frequency of the vibrational modes, such as their lifetime and
their coupling to the spin, are also relevant.49 We can safely
suppose that V−S vibrations, though similar in energy for the
two compounds, have a reduced effect on the vanadyl system
because the g and A tensors of the latter are dominated by the
short VO bond whose vibrational modes are populated at
much higher temperatures.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
The parallel multitechnique investigation of two VIV complexes
with nuclear-spin-free ligands both in pure phases and diluted
in diamagnetic crystalline hosts has revealed significant
differences in the spin−lattice relaxation times, which are
much longer for the vanadyl complex compared to those of the
tris-chelated one. A poorly efficient mechanism of relaxation
seems most often encountered on oxovanadium(IV)-based
systems,20,21,34,50 making this moiety a very useful building
block for the preparation of performing potential molecular
qubits. On the contrary, the same metal ion in a different
coordination environment as in the distorted octahedral
coordination geometry herein investigated is not capable to
retain quantum coherence up to room temperature, as a result
of a slightly different Raman-like relaxation mechanism.
Our results represent the first experimental evidence of the
proposed importance of the rigidity of the molecular structure
in the enhancement of quantum coherence.17 If the general rule
is now rather clear, then to develop more performing molecular
spin qubits it is crucial to understand in detail which vibrational
modes are the most effective in promoting spin relaxation. In
this regard, state-of-the art ab initio calculations combining
density functional theory (DFT) and post Hartree−Fock
approaches have been recently employed to evaluate the spin−
vibration coupling in a square planar copper(II)-based complex
in a simplified environment.51 However, the rationalization of
the magnetic relaxation in molecular systems requires an
accurate description of the lattice dynamics, which is beyond
current computation capabilities for the compounds herein
investigated that contain bulky counterions. Vanadyl-based
neutral complexes of β-diketonate ligands, whose phonon
spectrum has been recently evaluated and correlated to a giant
Figure 6. (a) Rabi oscillations recorded for 5 at 293 K for different
microwave attenuations (Q-band). (b) Fourier transform of the Rabi
oscillations. (c) Linear dependence of the Rabi frequency (ΩR) as a
function of the relative intensity of the oscillating field B1.
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spin−phonon bottleneck effect at low temperature,47 appear
more suitable candidates for this scope. A deeper understanding
of the relaxation mechanisms which takes into account both
hyperfine interactions and vibrational modes seems then the
winning strategy to enhance quantum coherence in molecular
systems.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Remarks. 4,5-Bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione,52
d20-tetraphenylphosphonium bromide,
17 and pyridinium molybdenyl-
(V) pentachloride53 were synthesized accordingly to the literature
procedures. Tetraphenylphosphonium bis(1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-
dithiolate)zincate(II) was obtained according to the literature
procedure48 by replacing tetraethylammonium bromide with tetra-
phenylphosphonium bromide. All others reagents were purchased and
used as received.
Synthesis. [(Ph)4P]2[VO(dmit)2] (1). An aqueous solution (5 mL)
of VOSO4·xH2O (0.245 g, 1.5 mmol) was added dropwise to a
methanol solution (35 mL) of sodium 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-
dithiolate (Na2dmit) obtained in situ by reacting 4,5-bis-
(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione (1.22 g, 3.0 mmol) and sodium
(0.150 g, 6.5 mmol). A methanol solution (5 mL) of tetraphenyl-
phosphonium bromide (1.70 g, 4.0 mmol) was added dropwise to the
resulting solution with precipitation of 1 as a red-brown microcrystal-
line solid. The precipitate was separated from the mother liquor by
vacuum filtration and washed several times with methanol, then with
diethyl ether. Yield 74%. Compound 1 was crystallized in acetone to
give red-orange shiny crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Elemental
anal. calcd for C54H40OP2S10V: C, 56.97; H, 3.54. Found: C, 56.75; H,
3.38. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet): 3166 vw, 3087vw, 3074vw,
3053w, 3035vw, 3016vw, 3004vw, 2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw, 1558vw,
1541vw, 1481w, 1440s, 1434s, 1338w, 1315w, 1186w, 1163w, 1107s,
1043m, 1023s, 995m, 956m (ν VO), 902w, 892w, 854vw, 852vw,
758m, 752m, 723s, 689s, 526vs, 464m.
[(Ph)4P]2[V(dmit)3] (2). VCl3 (0.069 g, 0.44 mmol) was added to a
stirred methanol solution (50 mL) of [(Ph)4P]2[Zn(dmit)2] (0.500 g,
0.44 mmol). After few minutes, a brown microcrystalline solid of 2
starts to precipitate. The mixture was stirred for 1 h at room
temperature; then, the precipitate was separated from the mother
liquor by vacuum filtration and washed several times with methanol,
then with diethyl ether. Yield 60%. Compound 2 was crystallized by
diffusion of diethyl ether in acetone to give black shiny crystals suitable
for X-ray analysis. Elemental anal. calcd for C57H40P2S10V: C, 51.91; H,
3.06. Found: C, 52.07; H, 2.57. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet): 3163
vw, 3076vw, 3053w, 3016vw, 3006vw, 2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw,
1558vw, 1541vw, 1481w, 1435s, 1396w, 1338w, 1315w, 1186w,
1163w, 1109s, 1049vs, 1028s, 995m, 891w, 845vw, 752m, 723s, 689s,
615w, 526s, 469m, 445w.
[(Ph)4P]2[MoO(dmit)2] (3). A methanol solution (10 mL) of
HPy2MoOCl5 (1.125 g, 2.5 mmol) was added dropwise to a methanol
solution (50 mL) of sodium 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate
(Na2dmit) obtained in situ by reacting 4,5-bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-
dithiole-2-thione (2.04 g, 5.0 mmol) and sodium (0.280 g, 12.0
mmol). A methanol solution (10 mL) of tetraphenylphosphonium
bromide (2.50 g, 6.0 mmol) was added dropwise to the resulting
solution with precipitation of 3 as a brown microcrystalline solid. The
precipitate was separated from the mother liquor by vacuum filtration
and washed several times with methanol, then with diethyl ether. Yield
63%. Compound 3 was crystallized in acetone to give orange-brown
shiny crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Elemental anal. calcd for
C54H40OP2S10Mo: C, 54.80; H, 3.41. Found: C, 53.96; H, 3.14. FT-IR
(υm̅ax/cm
−1, KBr pellet): 3166 vw, 3087vw, 3074vw, 3053w, 3035vw,
3016vw, 3004vw, 2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw, 1558vw, 1541vw, 1481w,
1448m, 1440m, 1435s, 1338w, 1315w, 1186w, 1163w, 1107s, 1043m,
1024m, 995m, 922m (ν MoO), 889w, 883w, 854vw, 852vw, 758m,
752m, 723s, 689s, 526vs, 464m.
[(Ph)4P]2[Ti(dmit)3] (4). An aqueous solution (10 mL) of TiCl4
(0.302 g, 1.6 mmol) was added dropwise to a methanol solution (50
mL) of sodium 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate (Na2dmit) obtained
in situ by reacting 4,5-bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione (2.04 g,
5.0 mmol) and sodium (0.280 g, 12.0 mmol). A methanol solution (10
mL) of tetraphenylphosphonium bromide (1.70 g, 4.0 mmol) was
added dropwise to the resulting solution with precipitation of 4 as a
black-purple microcrystalline solid. The precipitate was separated from
the mother liquor by vacuum filtration and washed few times with
methanol, then with diethyl ether. Yield 42%. Elemental anal. calcd for
C57H40OP2S15Ti: C, 52.03; H, 3.06. Found: C, 51.78; H, 2.94. FT-IR
(υ ̅max/cm−1, KBr pellet): 3163 vw, 3076vw, 3053w, 3016vw, 3006vw,
2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw, 1558vw, 1541vw, 1481w, 1435s, 1396w,
1338w, 1315w, 1186w, 1163w, 1107s, 1049vs, 1028s, 995m, 904w,
891w, 845vw, 752m, 723s, 689s, 615w, 526s, 467m, 445w.
[(Ph)4P]2[VO0.05MoO0.95(dmit)2] (5). A methanol solution (10 mL)
of VOSO4·xH2O (0.041 g, 0.25 mmol) and HPy2MoOCl5 (0.450 g,
2.25 mmol) was added dropwise to a methanol solution (50 mL) of
sodium 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate (Na2dmit) obtained in situ
by reacting 4,5-bis(benzoylthio)-1,3-dithiole-2-thione (2.04 g, 5.0
mmol) and sodium (0.280 g, 12.0 mmol). A methanol solution (10
mL) of tetraphenylphosphonium bromide (2.50 g, 6.0 mmol) was
added dropwise to the resulting solution with precipitation of 5 as a
brown microcrystalline solid. The precipitate was separated from the
mother liquor by vacuum filtration and washed few times with
methanol, then with diethyl ether. Yield 52%. Elemental anal. calcd for
C57H40OP2S15Ti: C, 52.03; H, 3.06. Found: C, 51.78; H, 2.94. FT-IR
(υ ̅max/cm−1, KBr pellet): 3166 vw, 3087vw, 3074vw, 3053w, 3035vw,
3016vw, 3004vw, 2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw, 1558vw, 1541vw, 1481w,
1448m, 1440m, 1435s, 1338w, 1315w, 1186w, 1163w, 1107s, 1043m,
1024m, 995m, 956m (ν VO), 922m (ν MoO), 889w, 883w,
854vw, 852vw, 758m, 752m, 723s, 689s, 526vs, 464m. X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) analysis was used to estimate the effective
percentage of doping by comparing the intensity of the XRF intensity
of vanadium Kα emission of compound 5 to a calibration curve
obtained by mixing weighted amounts of the pure compounds (1 and
3) in the 1−20% concentration range. This was found to be 5(1)%
VO2+ and 95(1)% MoO2+.
[d20-(Ph)4P]2[VO0.05MoO0.95(dmit)2] (5′). Compound 5′ was
obtained by following the same procedure reported for 5 by using
perdeutereted tetraphenylphosphonium bromide instead of tetraphe-
nylphosphonium bromide. Yield 49%. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet):
2289 vw, 2282vw, 2265vw, 2255vw, 1545w, 1533vw, 1448m, 1308m,
1061m, 1043s, 1024m, 962vw, 954w (ν VO), 927m (ν MoO),
889vw, 883vw, 872vw, 837m, 829w, 694w, 548w, 542w, 500vs, 463w,
445vw. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was used to estimate the
effective percentage of doping by comparing the intensity of the XRF
intensity of vanadium Kα emission of compound 5′ to a calibration
curve obtained by mixing weighted amounts of the pure compounds
(1 and 3) in the 1−20% concentration range. This was found to be
5(1)% VO2+ and 95(1)% MoO2+.
[(Ph)4P]2[V0.05Ti0.95(dmit)2] (6). 2 (0.075 g, 0.0057 mmol) and 4
(0.1425 g, 0.108 mmol) were dissolved in 120 mL of acetone. The
solution was filtrated to remove few undissolved particles and the
solvent evaporated under reduced pressure. 6 precipitates as a black-
purple microcrystalline solid. Yield: quantitative. Elemental anal. calcd
for C57H40OP2S15Ti0.95V0.05: C, 52.02; H, 3.06. Found: C, 52.10; H,
2.91. FT-IR (υ ̅max/cm−1, KBr pellet): 3163 vw, 3076vw, 3053w,
3016vw, 3006vw, 2987vw, 1583w, 1570vw, 1558vw, 1541vw, 1481w,
1435s, 1396w, 1338w, 1315w, 1186w, 1163w, 1107s, 1049vs, 1028s,
995m, 904w, 891w, 845vw, 752m, 723s, 689s, 615w, 526s, 467m,
445w. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was used to estimate the
effective percentage of doping by comparing the intensity of the XRF
intensity of vanadium Kβ emission of 6 to a calibration curve obtained
by mixing weighted amounts of the pure compounds (2 and 4) in the
1−10% concentration range. This was found to be 6(1)% VIV and
94(1)% TiIV.
Characterization. C, H, and N analyses were performed with a
CHN-S Flash E1112 Thermofinnigan analyzer. FT-IR spectra were
performed on KBr pellets and collected with a Shimadzu-8400S
spectrophotometer. X-ray fluorescence analyses were performed with a
WD-XRF Rigaku PrimusII spectrophotometer.
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Single-Crystal X-ray Crystallography. Single-crystal X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed on an Oxford Xcalibur PX
Ultra - Onyx CCD diffractometer, using an Enhance Ultra X-ray
graphite-monochromated Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.540 Å). The
structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS-97) and refined
on F2 with full-matrix least-squares (SHELXL-97),54 using the Wingx
software package.55 All non-H atoms were refined with anisotropic
displacement parameters. Graphical material was prepared using
Mercury CSD 3.5.56 A summary of the crystallographic data and the
structure refinement for compounds 1−3 is reported in Table 4.
Full crystallographic data for the solved structures have been
deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with CCDC
numbers 1482025 (1), 1482026 (2), 1482027 (3), 1482028 (7),
respectively.
Powder X-ray Crystallography. Wide-angle powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) patterns on polycrystalline samples were recorded
on a Bruker New D8 Advance DAVINCI diffractometer in a theta−
theta configuration equipped with a linear detector. The scans were
collected within the range 5−40° (2θ) using Cu Kα radiation (λ =
1.540 Å). Simulated patterns were generated from the atomic
coordinates of the single-crystal structure solutions using the Mercury
CSD 3.5 software56 (copyright CCDC, http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/
mercury/) using a fwhm (full width at half-maximum) of 0.10 and a 2θ
step of 0.025.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. CW X-band EPR spectra of
all samples were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer
equipped with a SHQ cavity (ν = 9.43 GHz). Low-temperature
measurements were obtained using an Oxford Instruments ESR900
continuous flow helium cryostat. Pulsed EPR measurements were
carried out with a Bruker Elexsys E580 at X-band (ν ≅ 9.70 GHz)
equipped with a flexline dielectric ring ENDOR resonator (Bruker EN
4118X-MD4). Temperatures between 4.5 and 250 K were obtained
with an Oxford Instruments CF935 continuous flow helium cryostat.
Echo-detected field-swept EPR spectra were recorded by using the
Hahn Echo pulse sequence (π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) with fixed interpulse
delay time τ = 200 ns, tπ/2 = 16 ns and tπ = 32 ns. Phase memory times
were measured both by the Hahn Echo sequence upon increasing the
interpulse delay τ starting from τ = 98 ns and by a CPMG sequence
with a fixed interpulse delay 2τ in the echo train and τ = 800 ns.
Typical pulse lengths were tπ/2 = 40 ns and tπ= 80 ns. Spin−lattice
relaxation times were measured using the standard inversion recovery
sequence (π−td−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo), with π/2 = 16 ns. The
uncertainty in T1 estimated from replicate measurements was 5−
10% depending upon the signal-to-noise ratio at a given temperature-
field combination. Nutation measurements were performed with a
nutation pulse (tp) of variable length followed by a Hahn echo
sequence (tp−td−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) with td≫ Tm, i.e., td = 7 μs for 4
K and 2 μs for room temperature measurements. The interpulse delay
τ was 200 ns, and the pulse length of the detection sequence was
adjusted depending on the attenuation level of B1.
Magnetic Measurements. The ac susceptibility measurements
were performed in the temperature range of 2.0−40 K with applied
magnetic fields up to 8.5 T on polycrystalline samples of compounds 1
(55.71 mg) and 2 (53.10 mg), by using a Quantum Design Physical
Property Measurement System (PPMS) equipped with an ac
susceptometer operating in the 10 Hz to 10 kHz frequency range.
Susceptibility data were corrected for the sample holder previously
measured using the same conditions and for the diamagnetic
contributions as deduced by using Pascal’s constant tables.57
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Table 4. Summary of X-ray Crystallographic Data for 1−3
1 2 3
empirical formula C54H40OP2S10V C57H40P2S15V C54H40OP2S10Mo
formula weight 1138.34 1318.67 1183.34
crystal size (mm) 0.60 × 0.40 × 0.40 0.50 × 0.40 × 0.10 0.20 × 0.20 × 0.10
crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
space group C2/c P21/c C2/c
a (Å) 20.4747(5) 24.5669(3) 19.9651(3)
b (Å) 12.7283(4) 13.8150(1) 12.5335(1)
c (Å) 20.6032(5) 18.1309(2) 20.8994(2)
α (°) 90 90 90
β (°) 95.297(2) 111.014(1) 94.260(1)
γ (°) 90 90 90
V (Å3) 5346.4(2) 5744.2(1) 5215.3(1)
Z 4 4 4
T (K) 293(2) 100(2) 100(2)
ρ (calcd) (Mg/m3) 1.414 1.525 1.507
μ (mm−1) 6.071 7.379 6.691
θ range (°) 4.31−61.86 4.14−72.42 4.24−70.56
GooF 1.024 1.050 1.106
R1
a 0.0587 0.0372 0.0280
wR2
a 0.0678 0.0910 0.0624
aR1 = Σ∥Fo|−|Fc∥/Σ|Fo|; wR2 = [Σ[w(Fo2−Fc2)2]/Σ[w(Fo2)2]]1/2, w = 1/[σ2(Fo2) + (aP)2 + bP], where P = [max(Fo2, 0) + 2Fc2]/3.
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ABSTRACT: We report here the determination of the helical spin
structure of three Ln-based chiral chains of the formula [Ln(Hnic)-
(nic)2(NO3)]n (Hnic = nicotinic acid; Ln = Tb, Dy, and Er) by means
of cantilever torque magnetometry. While the Dy and Er derivatives
are strongly axial (easy-axis and easy-plane anisotropy, respectively),
the Tb derivative is characterized by a remarkable rhombicity. In
agreement with these findings, alternating-current susceptibility
reveals slow magnetic relaxation only in the Dy derivative. Dilution
of DyIII ions in the diamagnetic Y-based analogue shows that the weak
ferromagnetic intrachain interactions do not contribute significantly to
the energy barrier for the reversal of magnetization, which is better
described as a single-ion process. Single crystals of the two
enantiomers of the Dy derivative have also been investigated using hard X-ray synchrotron radiation at the L-edge of the
metal revealing optical activity although with negligible involvement of the 4f electrons of the DyIII ion.
■ INTRODUCTION
The interplay between the chirality and magnetism is a
fascinating but still scarcely explored topic in solid-state physics.
Even if the correlation between these two properties of matter
was first sensed in the 19th century,1 the magnetochiral effect
(MChE),2,3 was observed only recently,4 and a full ration-
alization of this effect is still missing. The arising of MChE is
possible in magnetoelectrical media and multiferroics5,6 but also
in magnetic systems when an external magnetic field is applied.
Indeed, the observation of this effect, which is, in general, very
challenging because of its intrinsic weakness, is possible only
when the parity reversal and time-reversal symmetry are
simultaneously broken. This is due to the fact that magnetic
moments are generated by a circulation of electrons that is
ruled by time-reversal symmetry while the chirality is obviously
parity odd. The literature reports on this effect are quite scarce
in 2D and 3D architectures,7,8 and to the best of our
knowledge, only one 1D system has been reported.9 This last
paper, published by some of us, testifies that chiral chains based
on transition-metal (TM) ions can be good candidates to
observe this effect using synchrotron hard X-rays. What
emerged from the study of these metal−nitronyl nitroxide
chains9 is that the main ingredients to have a strong MChE are
high mixing between orbitals of different parity, allowed in
noncentrosymmetric structures, and a strong magnetic
anisotropy. In fact, while the CoII derivative provided a giant
magnetochiral dichroism, the signal was practically absent in
the isotropic MnII derivative. What still remained unclear was
whether the spin helicity played a significant role. Indeed, only
the CoII derivative exhibited a nonzero angle between the chain
direction and easy axis of the magnetization of the metal
centers.
As we shift from TM to lanthanides (Ln ions), an increase of
the orbital contribution to the magnetization and thus of the
magnetic anisotropy is expected. Moreover, LnIII ions exhibit a
magnetic anisotropy that can vary significantly in nature and
orientation also along an isostructural series. This variation is
often explained by simple electrostatic considerations about the
electronic density generated by the partially filled 4f orbitals
around the metal center.10
Among the few reports of chiral 1D systems comprising LnIII
ions,11−14 some of us recently reported the synthesis and
structural and magnetic characterization of a series of chiral
chains of the formula [Ln(Hnic)(nic)2(NO3)]n, where Hnic is
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nicotinic acid and Ln = Eu, Gd, and Tb.15 Magnetic studies on
the Gd derivative revealed a weak ferromagnetic exchange
between metallic centers. Despite the absence of chiral ligands,
spontaneous resolution of the two helicities occurs through
crystallization in the enantiomeric P61 and P65 space groups;
Flack parameters χF of zero from the structure refinements
demonstrate that any one crystal is enantiomerically pure.
While this work was in progress, Liu et al. published the
structure and magnetic data of the isotypic Dy analogue, which
showed slow relaxation of its magnetization.16 With the
purpose of investigating the correlation between the electronic
structure and the presence/absence of MChE, we have now
analyzed the spin structure of the Tb, Dy, and Er members of
this series, hereafter labeled with the respective lanthanide
atomic symbol in bold (Tb, Dy, and Er). Figure 1 shows the
structure of the Er derivative, which crystallizes isotypically to
the other analogues.
Among the Ln ions, we focused on the highly anisotropic
ions TbIII, DyIII, and ErIII (J = 6, 15/2, and
15/2 ground states,
respectively). In order to disentangle the single-ion contribu-
tions to the magnetic anisotropy and to gain insight into the
spin helicity, we exploited the high sensitivity of cantilever
torque magnetometry (CTM).17,18 Moreover, we investigated
natural circular dichroism by irradiating single crystals with hard
X-ray synchrotron radiation at the Ln metal L-edge.19
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Crystals of [Ln(Hnic)(nic)2(NO3)]n (Tb, Dy, and Er) as well as the
derivative where Dy is diluted in the diamagnetic Y analogue (DyY)
were prepared according to the reported method. For DyY, a 1:5
molar ratio of Dy(NO3)3·6H2O and Y(NO3)3·6H2O was used. A
14.7(5):85.3(5) molar ratio between Dy and Y was determined by
wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (Rigaku
Primus II) using a 1 mm spot on a 3-mm-diameter pellet of crushed
crystals.
The crystal structures of Er and DyY were determined using Cu Kα
(Oxford Diffraction SuperNova E) and Mo Kα (Bruker SMART
Apex) radiation, respectively, and found to crystallize isotypically with
the Eu, Gd, Tb, and Dy analogues.15,16 The metal ion in DyY was
refined as a mixture of Y and Dy. With rigid bond restraints to the
thermal parameters of the metal and surrounding O atoms, the
proportion of Dy refined to11.9(3)% (in good agreement with the X-
ray fluorescence results and with the value of 15% from the magnetic
data) and the composition was fixed at 88% Y and 12% Dy in final
refinements. As before, both the presence of merohedral twinning by
180° rotation about a + b (which does not change the chirality) and of
twinning by inversion (which does) was checked. For Er and DyY, the
merohedral twinning amounted to 0.248(1) and 0.0205(4) and the
Flack parameters χF (both from 100% Friedel coverage) were
−0.016(6) and −0.012(3), respectively, showing that the crystals
were, once again, enantiomerically pure.
Er: C18H13ErN4O9, 596.58 g mol
−1, hexagonal, P65, a = 11.1520(2)
Å, c = 26.4830(4) Å, Z = 6, V = 2852.35(13) Å3, T = 100(2) K, ρcalc =
2.084 g cm−3, F(000) = 1734, μ(Cu Kα) = 8.763 mm−1; 15510 data,
3717 unique (Rint = 0.0384), 294 parameters, final wR2 = 0.0435, S =
1.062 (all data), R1 [3699 data with I > 2σ(I)] = 0.0179, Flack χF =
−0.016(6), max peak/hole in the final difference map = +0.32/−0.33 e
Å−3.
DyY: C18H13Dy0.12N4O9Y0.88, 527.06 g mol
−1, hexagonal, P65, a =
11.1664(3) Å, c = 26.5948(18) Å, Z = 6, V = 2871.8(2) Å3, T = 100(2)
K, ρcalc = 1.829 g cm
−3, F(000) = 1579, μ(Mo Kα) = 3.213 mm−1;
24095 data, 4421 unique (Rint = 0.0299), 294 parameters, final wR2 =
0.0486, S = 1.039 (all data), R1 [4315 data with I > 2σ(I)] = 0.0207,
Flack χF = −0.012(3), max peak/hole in the final difference map =
+0.64/−0.33 e Å−3.
Crystallographic data for the structures of Er and DyY have been
deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center as
supplementary publications CCDC 1473784 and 1473785. Copies
of the data can be obtained from https://summary.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/
structure-summary-form.
CTM measurements were performed using a homemade two-legged
CuBe cantilever separated by 0.1 mm from a gold plate. The cantilever
was inserted in an Oxford Instruments MAGLAB2000 platform with
automated rotation of the cantilever chip in a vertical magnet. The
capacitance of the cantilever was detected with a Andeen-Hegerling
2500A Ultra Precision Capacitance Bridge. A more detailed sketch of
the experimental setup is reported in Figure S1.
The static and dynamic magnetic properties were measured on
polycrystalline powders restrained with eicosane grease using a
Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer.
X-ray absorption near-edge fine structure (XANES) and X-ray
natural circular dichroism (XNCD) experiments at the L3-edge of Dy
were carried out at the ID12 beamline of the European Synchcrotron
Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France), dedicated to polarization-
dependent X-ray spectoscopy in the 2−15 keV energy range.20 A high
flux of circularly polarized photons was provided by an APPLE-II
helical undulator. X-rays were monochromatized by a Si ⟨111⟩ double-
crystal monochromator. Samples were mounted on an aluminum
sample holder and oriented so that the crystal’s c axis and the photons’
wave vector formed an angle of approximately 18°. All spectra were
recorded in total X-ray fluorescence mode in backscattering geometry.
Each set of XNCD spectra was acquired by alternating the photon
helicity 18 times, for a total of 36 XANES spectra.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Torque Magnetometry. Determination of the principal
directions of anisotropy in crystals with noncollinear anisotropy
tensors can be achieved using CTM, as was already reported in
the literature for mononuclear lanthanide compounds21−23 and
TM clusters.24 The technique requires indexed single crystals
fixed on the upper plate of a capacitor that can be rotated in a
static magnetic field (B). When the temperature (T) is lowered
enough, it is possible to detect the torque (τ) acting on the
sample as a change in the capacitance. In the low-field limit
(gμBB ≪ kBT), the torque along a fixed direction (e.g., the Y
axis in the laboratory XYZ frame) is connected to the
susceptibility tensor (χ) by the following relationship:
τ χ χ φ φ= − = −M B M B B ( ) sin cosY Z X X Z ZZ XX
2
(1)
Figure 1. Structure of the helical chain in Er viewed from the side
(top) and down the 65 axis (bottom left) and the coordination
polyhedron of the ErIII ion showing its idealized dodecahedral C2v
symmetry (bottom right). Color code: Er, pink; O, red; N, blue; C,
gray. Organic H omitted for clarity. Hydrogen bonds are presented as
dashed orange lines. The other complexes are isostructural.
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where φ is the angle between the projection of the z molecular
axis in the XZ plane and B. Note that this angle is, in general,
not coincident with the angle of rotation of the cantilever, θ. An
additional term dependent on χXZ was omitted because it is
always possible to rotate the reference frame and set it to zero.
When the field is increased, the torque curves deform such that
the angular dependence becomes very different if the easy axis
is almost parallel or perpendicular to the field. Because the
response is no more tensorial in character, deconvolution of the
signals of the noncollinear centers becomes possible because
their symmetry-related contributions do not cancel out
completely.
This approach has been used to extract information on the
single-ion anisotropy in the chiral coordination polymers
investigated here. Because the P61/P65 enantiomeric space
groups possess a C6 axis parallel to the crystallographic c axis,
assuming uniaxial anisotropy of the individual metal ions, this
exotic structure imposes that the orientation of the anisotropy
tensors of the six crystallographically equivalent ions can be
determined using two relevant Euler angles, e.g., the angle
between the z molecular axis and the c axis (ξ), which is equal
for all spins, and the angle between the a axis and the projection
of the z molecular axis on the ab plane (ρ). When the principal
directions of the first anisotropy tensor are fixed, the others can
be easily determined by adding a factor (60i)° (where i = 1−5)
to ρ. It is important to notice here that the helicity of the spin
chain is only dependent on the value of the angle ξ; in
particular, it is present for any value of this angle different from
0°.
All data were recorded with variation of the angle between B
and the upper plate of the cantilever (θ) at fixed temperature
(see Figure S1). For each derivative, two rotations were
performed. During the first one (Rot1), the rotation axis was
the c axis, while in the second one (Rot2), the rotation axis laid
in the ab′ plane (see Figure S2 for detailed positions of all of
the crystals). This set of rotations is particularly useful to
determine the Euler angles because Rot1 is particularly sensitive
to ρ while Rot2 is extremely dependent on ξ (see Figure S3 for
sample calculations evidencing the dependence of the crystal
torque signal on the ξ and ρ angles).
In Figure 2, we report the torque curves for Tb, Dy, and Er
in the relevant (0−180°) angular range. Other curves recorded
at different temperatures and fields are reported in Figures S4−
S6. We also investigated a crystal of the DyY sample. The
obtained torque curves, reported in Figure S7, are very similar
to those of the pure Dy. This is not surprising because the very
weak ferromagnetic interaction (vide infra) is not affecting the
magnetic behavior of the system in the relatively strong
magnetic field employed in the torque measurements.
Looking at Figure 2, it is evident at first glance that all
samples exhibit the 6-fold symmetry imposed by the structure.
Rot1 has, in fact, six zero-torque points that correspond to the
three independent projections on the ab plane of the six
anisotropy tensors (we recall here that a 180° rotation does not
affect the anisotropy) arising from the Ln ions, and all of the
maxima have similar intensities, as expected when the rotation
axis coincides with c. Rot2 has more complicated features that
differ for the three compounds, but the signal always vanishes
near 0° and 90°, corresponding to c∥B and c⊥B, respectively.
To extract the single-ion magnetic anisotropy, modeling
including both the Zeeman and anisotropy terms is necessary.
The latter at the simplest level can be described by a crystal-
field (CF) potential acting on the metal center. We thus used
the following Hamiltonian:
∑ ∑μ= · ̂ + ̂
= =−
g b OB J
k q k
k
k
q
k
q
L B
2,4,6
?
(2)
where gL is the Lande ́ factor of the Ln ion, μB is the Bohr
magneton, J ̂ is the total angular momentum operator, and bqk
are the coefficients of the Oqk Stevens operators,
25 which act on
the |J,mJ⟩ space, where mJ is the projection of J in the z
direction.
The experimental points were reproduced by adjusting the
b02 parameter and letting the two Euler angles vary freely
(Figure 2). Also, a scale factor was included in the fit to take
into account the inaccuracy in the mass determination of such
small crystals (according to that, the torque is given in atomic
units, a.u.). The inclusion of a single CF operator gave
satisfactory fits for Dy and Er, while for Tb, the inclusion of a
O2
2 operator was necessary. It is clear that using only a few CF
parameters is not sufficient to fully describe the magnetic
anisotropy of these complexes, which are characterized by a
low-symmetry coordination environment. Moreover, the low-
temperature regime of all measurements does not allow us to
extract information on the energy of mJ excited states, so the
values of the CF parameters given here are only accurate in
Figure 2. Experimental (dots or squares) and fitted (solid lines) curves
obtained for Tb (top), Dy (middle), and Er (bottom).
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providing information on the low-temperature magnetic
anisotropy. The simulation of the experimental torque data
provided, however, the sign of the b2
0 parameter, thus
determining the easy axis or easy plane nature of the magnetic
anisotropy of the metal ions. The best fit was achieved by fixing
negative b2
0 values for Tb (b2
0 = −1.54 cm−1) and Dy (b20 =
−1.91 cm−1); therefore, they were both characterized by single-
ion easy-axis anisotropy, while easy-plane anisotropy was
detected for Er (b2
0 = +2.33 cm−1).26 In the case of Tb, the
inclusion of a transverse term O2
2 (b2
2 = −3.8 cm−1) in the
Hamiltonian makes, in principle, the use of a third Euler angle
ψ = 23(1)° mandatory.27 A similar sign of the magnetic
anisotropy for Tb and Dy, and an opposite one for Er, is not
unexpected because the electronic density of the 4f shell can be
approximated as an oblate spheroid in the case of TbIII and
DyIII and a prolate spheroid for ErIII.10 The obtained energy
splitting of the ground-state J multiplet is reported for all
derivatives in Figure S8.
The best-fit values of Euler angles were ρ = 31(1)° and ξ =
76(1)° for Tb, ρ = 41(1)° and ξ = 61(1)° for Dy, and ρ =
21(1)° and ξ = 56(1)° for Er. The values of ξ deserve some
comments. All of the values are larger than 54.7° (magic angle),
indicating that the c crystallographic axis is closer to the hard
direction in Tb and Dy and the easy direction in Er. The largest
difference between the signals of the two rotations is observed
for Tb, which has, in fact, the largest value of ξ.
Interestingly, for the three helices, the observed spin
arrangement reflects an overall magnetic anisotropy of the
crystals, which is reversed compared to that of the single ions:
easy ab plane of magnetization for Tb and Dy and easy c axis
for Er, as shown by the single-crystal M versus H curves
reported in Figure S9. Moreover, the overall crystal anisotropy
of Dy and Er is very weak because the angle ξ is close to the
magic angle.
In Figure 3, we provide a graphic representation of the spin
helicity of the three investigated chains, where the anisotropy
susceptibility tensors generated by the 6-fold screw axis are
depicted. The CF parameters determined by CTM were
employed to calculate the low-field susceptibility tensors at T =
5 K. To make the strongly axial tensor of Dy visible, the hard
directions of the tensor reported in Figure 3 were multiplied by
a factor of 5.
Although CTM is very powerful in disentangling the single-
ion contributions, additional information is necessary to
associate the extracted Euler’s angles to a specific site, and a
6-fold ambiguity remains on the ρ value. A simple electrostatic
modeling of the DyIII ion coordination environment with
Magellan software28 provides a theoretical ξ value close to 81°,
significantly different from the experimental one (61°).
Static and Dynamic Magnetic Properties. Having
successfully extracted the single-ion anisotropy from the almost
isotropic crystals, it is interesting to investigate whether the
detected large single-ion magnetic anisotropy correlates with
the dynamic properties of the three helices. In agreement with
the Kramers nature of the ion and its easy-axis anisotropy
stabilizing the mJ = ±
15/2 doublet, Dy exhibits slow relaxation
of the magnetization in zero field, which further slows down in
an applied field, as was already reported by Liu et al.16 We
investigated here the alternating-current (ac) susceptibility of
the other two lanthanide helices in zero and static applied fields.
Interestingly, neither Tb, which shows a significant rhombic
anisotropy with the ground-state singlet separated by 2.4 cm−1
from the first excited state (see Figure S8 for energy and
compositions of the lower states), nor Er, with easy-plane
single-ion anisotropy (ground-state mJ = ±
1/2), presents single-
molecule-magnet behavior.
Static magnetic data have evidenced an upturn at low
temperature of the χT product for the Gd15 and Dy16
derivatives indicative of weak ferromagnetic interactions. In
contrast, Tb15 only showed a steady decrease of χT upon
decreasing temperature. A similar steady decrease of χT is also
observed for Er (see Figure S10), suggesting that interactions
between paramagnetic centers are practically negligible in this
derivative.
Magnetically coupled centers with strong easy-axis magnetic
anisotropy are characterized by slow dynamics of the
magnetization, known as single-chain-magnet (SCM) behav-
ior.29 In general, the effective barrier for the reversal of
magnetization is higher in SCMs because the exchange
interaction contributes significantly to the energy cost of the
relaxation process.30,31 Most reported SCMs, including the
archetypal CoPhOMe,32 are based on TM ions. There are a few
reports of slow magnetization dynamics in 1D structures
comprising 4f ions,33−36 but an assessment of the role played in
the slow dynamics of the magnetization by the weak exchange
interactions that characterize these magnetic centers is not
straightforward.37−40 For this purpose, we investigated the
diluted DyY, where the dilution percentage (15%) assures that
most Dy ions are connected to two diamagnetic neighbors.
Figure 4 reports the temperature dependence in a 1 kOe field
of χT per mole of DyIII ion for pure and diluted samples. The
upturn is not observable for the DyY sample, as expected.
To quantify the interaction active in the pure chain, the low-
temperature χT data in a logarithmic scale were reported versus
1/T. Linearity is observed with a slope of 0.33(1) K (see Figure
S11). In the Ising limit, the slope of the semilogarithmic plot
corresponds to the interaction energy, Eexch, i.e., the difference
in energy for parallel and antiparallel alignment of neighboring
spins. Interestingly, this value is not too dissimilar to that found
for the Gd derivative, where Eexch = 2jS
2 = 0.46 K for a coupling
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the spin helicity obtained by
plotting the susceptibility tensors calculated from the CTM experi-
ments at T = 5 K and H = 1 Oe (top, view along the c axis; bottom,
view along the ab plane). The susceptibility of the hard directions (x
and y) of Dy has been multiplied by a factor of 5 to give a more solid
aspect to the ellipsoids.
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constant j = 0.013 cm−1 with the interaction Hamiltonian
written as ? int = jSa·Sb.15 As expected for pure 4f systems, the
estimated interactions are very weak and, in the present case,
comparable to dipolar contributions, as encountered in other
pure lanthanide chain systems.36 Suppression of ferromagnetic
interactions in Tb and Er derivatives, in contrast to Gd and Dy
ones, could actually originate from a different contribution of
dipolar interactions, given the different orientations of the
magnetic moments in the chains.
The dynamic behavior of the pure and diluted Dy helices was
also investigated by ac susceptometry. A static field of 1000 Oe
was employed to slow down the magnetization. Maxima in the
imaginary component susceptibility versus frequency were
observed below 4.5 K for Dy and 3.8 K for YDy (Figures S12−
S14). Data analyzed with the Debye model provided the
temperature dependence of the relaxation times reported as an
Arrhenius plot in the inset of Figure 4. The width of the
distribution of the relaxation time, described by the
phenomenological parameter α, is found to be rather large
for both samples (see the Supporting Information and Figure
S15).
Both samples exhibit a linear high-temperature region, with
leveling of the relaxation time at low temperature. This effect is
far more pronounced in the pure sample, indicating that spin−
spin interactions are promoting fast relaxation. This observation
is in contrast with what is expected for SCMs, suggesting that
the magnetization dynamics is still dominated by single-ion
anisotropy. Similar conclusions were reached by Bartolome ́ et
al. in investigating the dynamic behavior of a DyIII coordination
polymer based on the furoate ligand.37 Interestingly, in the case
of furoate chains, the Tb derivative also exhibits slow
magnetization dynamics, in agreement with the axial magnetic
anisotropy and the small energy splitting of the two lowest
levels that was estimated for the Tb ion.41
Fitting of the linear regime provided the parameters of the
Arrhenius law τ = τ0 exp(ΔE/kBT): ΔE = 47(2) K and τ0 =
3(1) × 10−9 s for Dy and ΔE = 46.2(8) K and τ0 = 2.7(7) ×
10−10 s for YDy. The difference in the effective barrier is within
the experimental error, which is, however, comparable to the
expected contribution derived from the intrachain interaction
(note also the similar width of the relaxation time distribution
reported in Figure S15). Significant is, however, the difference
of almost an order of magnitude in the preexponential factor,
with the longer τ0 observed for the pure sample. The decrease
of τ0 with diamagnetic doping was already observed in SCM
42
and attributed to the increase of the number of defective sites
(i.e., those with a diamagnetic neighbor), where the domain
walls preferentially nucleate because of the reduced exchange
energy cost. However, this picture cannot be reconciled to our
finding because of the almost negligible contribution to the spin
dynamics arising from magnetic interaction along the chain. An
alternative explanation could be that by magnetic dilution more
phonons become available to promote magnetic relaxation.
Acceleration of the relaxation is, in fact, observed in diluted
samples when spin-phonon bottleneck effects are present,43 but
further experiments at different dilutions of the Dy magnetic
moments are necessary to elucidate this point.
XNCD. Our investigation gives evidence for a spin helicity in
the Dy coordination polymer very similar to that detected in
the cobalt(II) nitronyl−nitroxide chain exhibiting strong X-ray
natural and magnetic circular dichroisms as well as giant X-ray
magnetochiral dichroism at the K-edge of Co. With the optical
activity of the Dy crystals already assessed,16 we decided to
investigate the Ln contribution to it by exploiting the element
sensitivity of X-ray spectroscopy.
XANES and XNCD measurements have been attempted on
Dy crystals at the L3-edge of Dy, i.e., where optical transitions
from the 2p3/2 core orbitals to the unoccupied states are
involved. This is not the edge usually employed to access the
magnetic properties of the 4f states of Ln ions because, at the
L3-edge absorption of a rare-earth atom, the dominant electric
dipolar (E1) transitions are toward unoccupied 5d orbitals and
the electric quadrupolar (E2) transitions toward partially filled
4f orbitals and empty 6p orbitals are much weaker. It should be
recalled that the term of the matter−radiation interaction
leading to optical activity, i.e., XNCD, in the X-ray range is an
interference dipole−quadrupole term (E1E2) which averages to
zero in randomly oriented samples and could only be detected
on systems featuring an orientational order, e.g., single crystals.
Two relatively large (ca. 2.5 × 0.2 × 0.2 mm) enantiopure
single crystals of opposite chirality [P61, Flack χF = −0.016(8);
P65, Flack χF = −0.017(6)] were selected for X-ray absorption
experiments. The Dy L3-edge XANES and XNCD spectra were
measured at room temperature and shown in Figure 5. The
isotropic contribution to XANES is dominated by the
characteristic intense peak due to transitions into 5d empty
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the χT product for the pure and
diluted Dy helices measured by applying H = 1000 Oe. In the inset,
the relaxation times for the two samples in the same static field. Gray
and black lines correspond to the best fit with Arrhenius law of the
data in the linear regime (see the text).
Figure 5. XANES spectrum at the L3-edge of Dy measured at room
temperature in zero field (black line) obtained as 1/2(σr + σl) and
XNCD spectra given by (σr − σl) for two enantiomeric crystals. σr and
σl denote X-ray absorption cross sections for right and left circularly
polarized X-rays, respectively.
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orbitals, the so-called “white line” with a maximum at 7795 eV.
Quadrupolar transitions into unoccupied 4f orbitals occur at
about 5−10 eV lower energy because of a strong interaction of
the 2p3/2 hole and 4f electrons, which, however, can hardly be
seen in isotropic XANES spectra dominated by the white line.
On the other hand, these transitions are nicely observable in
the corresponding X-ray magnetic circular dichroism spectra.44
A rather weak XNCD signal is observed at the Dy L3-edge, with
opposite signs for the P61 and P65 enantiomeric crystals. The
magnitude of the normalized XNCD signal is in the low 10−3
range, similar to previous reports on XNCD at the L-edge of Ln
chiral complexes.45 The relatively weak dichroism can
reasonably be ascribed to the fact that f orbitals are strongly
localized on the Ln ion and thus are scarcely influenced by a
supramolecular chiral arrangement such as that of the
nicotinate helix studied in this work. This is also confirmed
by the very weak XNCD intensities at photon energies, where
electronic transitions to states with strong 4f character is
expected (ca. 7787 eV). On the other hand, quadrupolar
transitions at the L3-edge to extended 6p states of rare-earth
ions are also allowed by the selection rules, thus giving rise to a
finite XNCD signal in a wide energy range up to 30 eV above
the edge. These extended states are indeed strongly affected by
the chiral arrangement of the ligands. In this respect, the X-ray
optical activity at the L3-edge of rare-earth ions in Dy helices
strongly differs from those of the previously investigated CoII
and MnII, which revealed a large XNCD signal due to
interference of 1s → 3d quadrupolar and 1s → 4p dipolar
transitions. These findings suggest that, despite the fact that
strong spin noncollinearity of Ln-based helices makes them
strong candidates for the observation of MChEs, using hard X-
rays does not appear to be straightforward for such
investigations.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have exploited the power of CTM to
investigate the spin helicity of a series of isomorphous
coordination polymers, extracting precious information on
single-ion magnetic anisotropy. All derivatives exhibit spin
noncollinearity, and thus a marked spin helicity, although only
the Dy derivative has the correct anisotropy to promote slow
relaxation of the magnetization. The synchrotron investigation
of the element selective optical activity also suggested a weak
admixing of the 4f orbitals with orbitals of opposite parity, thus
making detection with this technique of a significant MChE
rather problematic. This, however, does not preclude the
observation of MChD in the near-IR−visible region, although
the necessity to use single crystals poses additional
experimental difficulties.
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Giant spin–phonon bottleneck effects in
evaporable vanadyl-based molecules with long
spin coherence†
L. Tesi,‡a A. Lunghi,‡a,b M. Atzori,a E. Lucaccini,a L. Sorace,a F. Tottia and R. Sessoli*a
Vanadium(IV) complexes have recently shown record quantum spin coherence times that in several cir-
cumstances are limited by spin–lattice relaxation. The role of the environment and vibronic properties in
the low temperature dynamics is here investigated by a comparative study of the magnetization dynamics
as a function of crystallite size and the steric hindrance of the β-diketonate ligands in VO(acac)2 (1),
VO(dpm)2 (2) and VO(dbm)2 (3) evaporable complexes (acac
− = acetylacetonate, dpm− = dipivaloylmetha-
nate, and dbm− = dibenzoylmethanate). A pronounced crystallite size dependence of the relaxation time
is observed at unusually high temperatures (up to 40 K), which is associated with a giant spin–phonon
bottleneck effect. We model this behaviour by an ad hoc force field approach derived from density func-
tional theory calculations, which evidences a correlation of the intensity of the phenomenon with ligand
dimensions and the unit cell size.
Introduction
Magnetic molecules characterized by a large spin and easy axis
magnetic anisotropy have been the focus of significant interest
for two decades.1 The interest in their properties is dual: from
one side, their long relaxation time of magnetization makes
them appealing to build miniaturized memory units, while,
from a fundamental point of view, they are studied as model
systems to investigate quantum effects in the magnetization
dynamics. Molecular magnets are nowadays investigated also
at the single molecule level mainly by depositing them on sur-
faces2,3 or inside nanojunctions4 to realize single molecule
spintronics devices.5,6 More recently another class of magnetic
molecules, characterized by a small (S = 1/2) and essentially
isotropic spin state, has gained much attention thanks to their
relatively long spin–spin or spin coherence time, T2.
7–14 The
latter is one of the key features if magnetic molecules have to
be used as quantum bits, or qubits, i.e. the fundamental unit
of a quantum computer.15 Though many different physical
realizations of qubits are available, magnetic molecules present
some advantages. First, the electronic spin is the most intuitive
and simple choice to reproduce the sought-after quantum
behaviour of qubits.15 Moreover, molecules can be processed
to obtain ordered nanostructures, which is a prerequisite if a
real device is to be developed,10 and synthetic chemistry tech-
niques allow in principle the tuning of the interaction to
couple two or more qubits.16,17 On the other hand, their spin
coherence time (i.e. the lifetime of any quantum superposition
of states), is, in general, significantly shorter than that
observed for other qubit candidates based on electronic spins,
such as defects in inorganic semiconductors.18,19 However,
remarkably long quantum coherence times have been recently
achieved in molecular systems by a rational design of the
nuclear spin environment. Freedman et al.14 reported a value
of the phase memory time Tm (a lower estimation of T2), for a
vanadium(IV) complex dissolved in CS2 of ca. 0.7 ms at 10 K.
Furthermore, dilution in crystalline matrices provided detect-
able quantum coherence at room temperature in [(Ph)4P]2-
[Cu(mnt)2] (mnt = maleonitriledithiolate)
8 and, more recently,
for the processable VOPc (Pc = phthalocyanine) complex,
where Rabi oscillations were also observed at room tempera-
ture.9 Although the optimization of quantum coherence times
is fundamental to perform coherent quantum logic operations,
another step toward the integration of these molecular systems
in real devices is their controlled deposition on solid surfaces
and the investigation of their quantum coherence in the
hybrid architecture. In this respect, still very little is known
about the role that an unusual environment, such as that of an
isolated molecule on a surface, can have on the spin–lattice
relaxation time, T1, as well as on T2. Indeed, a recent report
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field and DFT calculations. See DOI: 10.1039/c6dt02559e
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highlighted the environment role played by a substrate made
of a thin layer of MgO deposited on Ag in the magnetic bi-
stability of a Ho atom, which reaches a very long relaxation
time of magnetization, 1500 s at 10 K.20
We have recently shown that the combination of alternating
current (AC) susceptometry and pulsed electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy can help in identifying mole-
cular systems with long-lived coherence at high temperatures,
where the coherence time is limited by the spin–lattice relax-
ation.9 In our previous studies,10 we observed a relatively long
Tm for frozen solutions of VO(dpm)2 (dpm
− = dipivaloylmetha-
nate), 2 μs at 80 K, and an anomalous coefficient for the direct
mechanism of spin–lattice relaxation at low temperatures. The
latter behaviour was attributed to the spin–phonon bottleneck
effect, a phenomenon due to the lack of an efficient exchange
between the spins and the thermal bath mediated by low-
frequency phonons, with the resulting slowing down of the
relaxation process.21 This environmental effect, which
depends on the crystallite size and on the concentration of
paramagnetic ions, is particularly relevant for S = 1/2 systems
at low temperatures, when the relaxation occurs through the
direct process, which involves low energy resonant
phonons.22–25 On the contrary, few observations26–28 on spin–
phonon bottleneck effects were reported for molecules with
spin higher than 1/2, e.g. Single Molecule Magnets (SMMs),
because multi-phonon processes like the Orbach mechanism,
which involves higher energy phonons, dominate.1
The interaction of the magnetic systems with the environ-
ment presents several crucial aspects, which involve structural,
electronic, and vibrational properties. In this framework, the
spin–phonon bottleneck effect in molecular systems is an intri-
guing issue that can evidence the key role of the environment
on the magnetic relaxation and consequently also on the
quantum coherence time. Indeed, it is clear that a deeper
understanding of this effect and its control by tiny chemical
modifications could in principle allow a further enhancement
of the quantum coherence time.
To evaluate the spin–phonon bottleneck effect in potential
molecular spin qubits, we have performed an experimental
investigation of the spin dynamics for three crystalline
vanadyl β-diketonate complexes, namely VO(acac)2 (1), VO(dpm)2
(2) and VO(dbm)2 (3)(acac
− = acetylacetonate, and dbm− = diben-
zoylmethanate), which feature the same vanadyl ion and
ligand moiety with substituents of different steric
hindrance. The spin dynamics of compounds 1–3 have been
investigated by AC susceptometry on macro and microcrystalline
samples over a wide range of temperatures and static magnetic
fields. A giant spin–phonon bottleneck effect, detectable up to
40 K, with the magnetization relaxation time, τ, spanning two
orders of magnitude depending on the crystallite sizes, has been
observed. Theoretical modelling has been used to gain insights
into the origin of this effect. For this purpose, an ad hoc force
field for the three systems has been derived from density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations and exploited to rationalize
lattice properties such as phonon dispersion curves and
vibrational density of states (DOS) for the three complexes.
A strong correlation of the intensity of the phenomenon with the
ligand dimensions and the unit cell size has been evidenced.
Results and discussion
Synthesis and crystal structure description
1, 2 and 3 were prepared according to a general synthetic pro-
cedure already reported in the literature.29 The reaction
between an aqueous solution of VOSO4·xH2O and the β-diketo-
nate ligand (1 : 2 molar ratio) partially deprotonated with
Na2CO3 in EtOH/H2O (1 : 1) solution affords the desired pro-
ducts in good yields. The polycrystalline samples of com-
pounds 1–3 were characterized through powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) analyses by comparing the experimental
patterns with those calculated from the atomic coordinates of
the reported single crystal X-ray structures.30–32 The good
agreement between the experimental and simulated patterns
(see the ESI, Fig. S1–S3†) demonstrates the phase purity of the
investigated samples.
All the investigated compounds show a vanadyl ion VO2+ co-
ordinated by two chelating bidentate β-diketonate ligands. The
coordination geometry around the penta-coordinated VIV
metal centre is a distorted square pyramid with the metal ion
slightly above the basal plane (0.545(1) Å (1), 0.573(1) Å (2),
0.559(1) Å (3)) (Fig. 1). The VvO bond distances are 1.585(1) Å,
1.574(1) Å, and 1.578(1) Å for 1, 2 and 3, respectively, whereas
the average V–O bond lengths are 1.969(2) Å for 1, 1.964(2) Å
for 2, and 1.946(2) Å for 3. The VvO double bond, being
ca. 0.4 Å shorter than the V–O single bonds, induces a strong
axial distortion of the ligand field acting on the d-orbitals of
the metal ion; this, together with the out-of-plane position of
the metal atom, results in the dxy orbital lying the lowest
and being singly occupied. The large energy difference
between the magnetic orbital and the unoccupied orbitals
makes these S = 1/2 systems ideal candidates as molecular
spin qubits.33
The substituents on the common β-diketonate ligand moiety
have a steric hindrance that increase in the order 1 < 2 < 3.
Accordingly, the unit cell parameters increase in the same order,
although they are further increased by the higher symmetry of
the space groups of 3. Indeed, even if all compounds crystallize
with only one crystallographically independent molecule in the
asymmetric unit, 1 crystallizes in the triclinic centrosymmetric
space group P1ˉ (Z = 2), whereas 2 and 3 crystallize in the P21 and
Pbca monoclinic space groups with Z = 2 and Z = 8, respectively.
Such crystallographic differences have important implications on
the theoretical calculations of the lattice properties (vide infra).
The very similar coordination environment along the series
is reflected in practically identical frozen solution EPR spectra
(Fig. S4†), which show the typical features of an anisotropic
doublet interacting with an I = 7/2 nuclear spin (51V, n. ab.
99.75%). The spectra have been simulated34 on the basis of
the Spin Hamiltonian H = μBB·g·S + I·A·S, providing almost
identical parameters for the three derivatives (Table S1†) indi-
cating only negligible differences in the electronic structure of
Paper Dalton Transactions
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the complexes. The obtained parameters are in the range pre-
viously reported for VO2+ β-diketonate-type derivatives35,36 and
are characterized, as expected, by partially rhombic g and A
tensors. Larger deviations from the free electron values for g
and larger hyperfine coupling are observed along the z direc-
tion, which is directed along the VvO bond.36 The corres-
ponding field/energy levels obtained for the field applied
along the z and along the x-axis are shown in Fig. S5.†
Magnetization dynamics
The investigation of the spin–phonon bottleneck effect was
based on the comparison of the AC susceptibility data
measured for several samples of 1–3 made up of crystallites of
different sizes. We began our investigation by measuring AC
magnetic susceptibility as a function of the applied static mag-
netic field (Fig. 2) and temperature (Fig. 3a) on three polycrys-
talline samples of 1 with different crystallite dimensions (d ):
macroscopic crystals as obtained from crystallization
(d ca. 1–5 mm) (1a), moderately crushed crystals (d ca. 500 μm)
(1b), and well crushed and pressed microcrystalline powders
(d ca. 10 μm) (1c). The dimensions of the crystallites were
qualitatively estimated by X-ray microtomography (Fig. S6†). As
expected, the imaginary component of magnetic susceptibility,
χ″, is zero for all the compounds in zero static magnetic field;
on application of a moderate static magnetic field (20 mT) a
maximum in the χ″(ν) plot is observed accompanied by a con-
comitant decrease of the real part, χ′ (Fig. S7–S9†). The Debye
model1 has been used to reproduce the frequency dependence
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c), with the principal
atom labelling scheme and coordination geometry of the VIV ions high-
lighted. The reference system used throughout the paper is shown at
the bottom.
Fig. 2 Magnetization relaxation time for samples 1a, 1b, 1c as a func-
tion of the static magnetic field at T = 10 K, reported as a log–log plot.
Solid lines are the best fit curves obtained by using eqn (1) with the para-
meters reported in Table 1.
Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of the magnetization relaxation time
for 1a, 1b and 1c (a) and for 2a, 2c and 3a, 3c (b), at B = 0.2 T.
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of χ″, thus allowing the extrapolation of the values of the relax-
ation time, τ, the width of the relaxation time distribution,
α, and the difference between the isothermal and the adiabatic
susceptibility, χT − χS as a function of temperature and applied
field.
It is evident from Fig. 2 that the three morphologically
different samples show very different absolute values of the
relaxation time τ, which is ca. one order of magnitude higher
for 1a with respect to 1c at T = 10 K and B up to 1 T. Remark-
ably the sample dependence of τ remains constant up to 1–2 T
but almost disappears at the highest investigated field of 8.8 T.
On the other hand, it increases dramatically on lowering the
temperature, being as high as two orders of magnitude at T =
5 K and B = 0.2 T (Fig. 3a).
The field dependence of the relaxation time follows for all
three samples, a behaviour observed for other vanadyl-based
compounds,9,10 which can be simulated using eqn (1), derived
from the Brons-van Vleck model.37,38
τ1 ¼ cB4 þ d 1þ eB
2
1þ fB2 ð1Þ
The first term accounts for the field dependence of the
direct mechanism of relaxation between the two states split by
the Zeeman energy, while the second term takes into account
several mechanisms of mixing between the levels depending
on the inter and intramolecular interactions. The best-fit para-
meters are reported in Table 1.
The observed differences between 1a, 1b and 1c could be in
principle due to a non-statistical random orientation of the
crystals, especially for non-crushed crystallites, as in sample
1a: the anisotropic spin Hamiltonian parameters might
indeed result in different relaxation times for the field applied
along different directions. To test this hypothesis, a 5.4 mg
single crystal of 1 was investigated, following the same proto-
col used for polycrystalline samples, by applying the static and
AC magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to the VvO
bond. The triclinic space group of this derivative further
ensures that all the molecules in the crystal structure have the
same orientation of the g and A tensors, thus providing the
same energy pattern for all the molecules in a given applied
field. The results, given in the ESI, Fig. S10,† revealed no sig-
nificant differences between the two orientations, clearly
demonstrating the key role of the crystallite dimensions in
determining the spin dynamics. Indeed, these results evidence
that the strong anisotropy in the hyperfine interaction does
not play a role in the investigated field and temperature range,
despite that both energy and composition of the eigenstates
are strongly affected by the orientation of the field (Fig. S5†).
The reason is that at the investigated temperatures all the 16
states of the hyperfine split doublet are essentially equi-popu-
lated: temperatures below 100 mK will be necessary to evi-
dence nuclear spin effects on the dynamics of the
magnetization.39
Having established that the observed differences in τ are
due to the different crystallite sizes in the three samples and
then to spin-phonon bottleneck effect, the smaller differences
observed at higher field values (Fig. 2) can be easily explained.
Indeed, the splitting of the S = 1/2 doublet increases with the
field and phonons of a higher frequency are involved in the
resonance mechanism of relaxation, thus reducing the
efficiency of the spin–phonon bottleneck effect.
A pronounced dependence of τ for 1 on the crystallite size
is also evident by analysing its temperature dependence
(Fig. 3a). These differences become more evident on lowering
the temperature, but are still present at the highest investi-
gated temperature, 42 K. The slopes in the log–log plot of τ for
the three samples and their trends are quite different: they tend
toward the same value at high temperatures, but from ca. 20 K
to lower temperatures, the slope for 1b and 1c decreases, while
for 1a increases. This behaviour can be qualitatively interpreted
to be due to two different regimes: a low temperature one,
where a direct process dominates, and a higher temperature
one, where a Raman-like process drives the relaxation.40 Accord-
ing to this interpretation, we obtained the slope coefficients
below and above 20 K for 1a, 1b and 1c by two distinct linear
fits (Table 2) of the thermal dependence of τ.
The results given in Table 2 are unusual because the direct
mechanism, which is dominant at low temperatures, should
depend linearly on temperature, while deviations from this be-
haviour are observed for all the samples, especially for 1a.
Above 20 K the Raman-like mechanism dominates and a T−3
dependence on temperature, typical of vanadyl-based
systems,9,10,41,42 is observed.
To describe the paramagnetic relaxation in the presence of
the spin–phonon bottleneck effect Stoneham23 derived, from
thermodynamic bases, an equation to take into account the
contributions involved in the relaxation (eqn (2)), indepen-
dently from the mechanisms of the relaxation process:
τ ¼ τSL þ cScL
 
τLB ð2Þ
where τ is the spin–bath relaxation time, actually the one
measured by AC susceptibility, τSL is the spin–lattice relaxation
Table 1 The best-fit parameters of the model (eqn (1)) used to repro-
duce the field dependence of the magnetization relaxation rate τ−1 for
1a, 1b and 1c
Sample c × 10−4 (T−4 ms−1) d (ms−1) e (T−2) f (T−2)
1a 4.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 11 ± 3 248 ± 163
1b 6.0 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.1 6.1 ± 0.6 72 ± 10
1c 6.3 ± 0.1 4.0 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.3 56 ± 6
Table 2 Slopes of the temperature dependence of τ in the log–log plot
for 1a, 1b, and 1c, given as the n parameter of τ ∝ T−n
Sample\temperature <20 K >20 K
1a 4.2 3.4
1b 1.9 2.7
1c 1.5 2.4
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time, cS is the specific heat of the spin system, cL the lattice
specific heat, and τLB the lattice–bath relaxation time. Eqn (2)
suggests that, if τLB is high enough, a variation of the magnetic
ion concentration (equal to a change in cS/cL) or on the crystal-
lite size (equal to a change of τLB) results in a modification of
the observed relaxation time.
The rate-determining step for the phonon–bath exchange
process could involve the transfer of energy in space (spatial
bottleneck) or in frequency (spectral bottleneck). Stoneham
observed that when a spatial bottleneck dominates then τ →
τLB·T
−2 and τLB ∝ d, where d is the size of the crystallites. The
exponent n = 2 in τ ∝ T−n, originated from the specific heat
ratio in eqn (2), is indeed the most commonly found in S = 1/2
systems affected by the spin–phonon bottleneck,24 including
the pseudo-spin S = 1/2 of an YbIII complex.22 However, van
Vleck suggested that, taking into account the finite life-time of
phonons, τLB could also depend on temperature and an expo-
nent up to n = 6 can be expected.21 The latter seems to be the
case of 1a, which, thanks to the rapid divergence at low temp-
eratures, reaches remarkably large values of τ, e.g. 400 ms at
5 K, and shows butterfly-like magnetic hysteresis around 2 K
(Fig. S11†). This occurs at a much higher temperature than
previously observed in other vanadium(IV) containing
systems.25
To confirm that our observation can be associated with a
poorly efficient energy transfer to the thermal bath and not
with the changes induced by the mechanical stress on the crys-
tallites, we have investigated the magnetization dynamics of 1a
covered by activated carbon (1a′). This is expected to favour the
thermal exchange between the helium gas (acting as the bath)
and the crystallites, resulting in a faster relaxation process.
The extracted spin–lattice relaxation times, (Fig. S12†) evidence
a small but significant reduction of τ for 1a′, and that this
effect is more pronounced at low temperatures. These results
confirm that the heat exchange between the crystallites and
the bath plays a key role in determining the relaxation time.
Finally, to evaluate the contribution of the crystal and the
molecular structures on spin–phonon bottleneck, we analysed
the magnetization dynamics of 2 and 3. AC susceptibility was
measured only for macroscopic crystallites as obtained from
crystallization (d ca. 1 mm) (2a and 3a) and for the same crys-
tallites subsequently crushed into microcrystalline powders
(d ca. 10 μm) (2c and 3c), in the same field and temperature
range of 1. The data for the real, χ′, and the imaginary, χ″, com-
ponent of the susceptibility for 2 and 3 are given in the ESI
(Fig. S13–S16†). Fig. 3b shows the temperature dependence of
the extrapolated relaxation times τ, evidencing that, as
observed for 1, also 2 and 3 exhibit a significant dependence
of τ on the crystallite size.
To directly compare the effect of the crystallite size on τ,
and thus the relative importance of the bottleneck effect in the
three investigated complexes, we also show in Fig. 4 the ratio
between the relaxation time τ of the macroscopic crystallites
(a) and that of the crushed crystallites (c). Indeed, according to
eqn (2), in the macroscopic crystallites the effect should be
maximum, whereas it should be negligible in the other ones.
This approach allows one to highlight a clear trend for the
three compounds: the smaller the mass of the molecule, the
higher is the temperature at which size effects become visible.
We further note that while 1 and 3 show a constant increase of
this ratio on lowering the temperature, 2 reaches a plateau
around 5 K. This is probably due to the different morphologies
of the crystals: 1 and 3 form almost isometric crystals, while 2
forms thin plates, thus hampering the realization of the infi-
nite size regime for this compound.
We can conclude that this experimental investigation sur-
prisingly proved a neat and remarkable relationship between
the dynamic magnetic properties of vanadyl β-diketonate and
their organic ligand moieties, suggesting a strong correlation
between the spin relaxation and vibrational degrees of
freedom.
Theoretical calculations
In order to provide a microscopic link between the observed
experimental behaviour for the relaxation time in 1, 2 and 3
and their structural features, lattice dynamics simulations
were performed for all of them.
The phonon dispersion curves for 1–3, shown in Fig. 5,
have been calculated along the arbitrary path X(0.5,0,0)-
Γ(0,0,0)-Y(0,0.5,0)-Γ(0,0,0)-Z(0,0,0.5), where the coordinates are
expressed in the reciprocal lattice basis units. They show
optical modes lying at extremely low energy. This hints at a
possible important role of these modes in the lattice dynamics
even in the low temperature regime, where usually only acous-
tic phonons are expected to be populated. Furthermore, the
mixing between the latter and the low lying optical modes is
present for all the compounds.
The most striking difference between the three compounds
is the increased number of bands in the low energy region of
the vibrational spectra, passing from 1 to 3. This effect is due
to the increasing size of their unit cells, which in turn makes
Fig. 4 Ratio between the relaxation time of the magnetization of the
macroscopic crystallites (crystals) and the crushed crystallites (powders)
for 1, 2 and 3 as a function of the temperature at B = 0.2 T.
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possible the formation of more low-energy delocalized
vibrations, involving, for instance, local molecular rotations
and internal torsions. This feature is also highlighted by the
vibrational density of states (DOS), shown on the right hand
side of Fig. 5. Indeed, the smallest density of states is com-
puted for 1 while a much higher phonon density of states is
computed for 3. An intermediate result is computed for 2.
A similar trend is also observed for the temperatures at
which the three systems access the non-zero density of states:
the lowest and the highest were found for 3 and 1, respectively.
Along the same progression of the unit cell dimensions
(vide supra), it is also possible to observe the reduction of the
acoustic bands slope. This is in agreement with the depen-
dence of this property on the inverse square root of the mass
of the unit cell. Indeed, proceeding from 1 to 3, the slope of
the acoustic branch, which correlates with the speed of sound
in the crystal, decreases and an increased efficiency in promot-
ing relaxation is thus expected.
As already discussed, the spin–phonon bottleneck effect is
related to the inefficiency of the crystal lattice to dissipate the
phonons created during the spin relaxation process. Therefore,
the possibility to observe a deviation of the spin dynamics as a
side effect of the spin–phonon bottleneck is directly related to
the conductivity of the material where the spin is embedded
in. According to the thermal conductivity (k) formula obtained
from the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), eqn (3),43 each
phonon (iq) in the system contributes to this property with
three factors: its life-time τiq, its group velocity v and its
specific heat Cv:
kαβ ¼
X
iq
Cviqvαiqv
β
iqτiq ð3Þ
At low temperatures, the k limiting factor is expected to be
the lack of heat carriers (phonons) and this feature is
accounted by the specific heat. This assumption is also in
agreement with the Stoneham model (eqn (2)), where the ratio
of the spin and lattice specific heats gauges the effects on τ by
the phonon relaxation time, suppressing them completely for
high lattice specific heat. When the latter condition does not
apply, the crystal non-equilibrium features, such as the
phonon life-time, become relevant also for the spin dynamics.
It should also be noted that τiq itself would in principle con-
tribute to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity. However, its
effects in this respect are expected to become notable only at
high temperatures, where the anharmonic phonon–phonon
scattering processes take place. The specific heat of a given
mode, with energy ħωiq, vanishes at 0 K and starts increasing
with T according to:
Cviq ¼ kB ℏωiq2kBT
 2
cosech2
ℏωiq
2kBT
 
ð4Þ
According to eqn (3) and (4), the higher the phonon density
of states near or below a certain kBT, the higher would be the
value of Cv and k at that temperature and, therefore, the lower
would be the chance to observe the spin–phonon bottleneck.
For what concerns the three samples under study, 1 is expected
to show a spin–phonon bottleneck effect up to higher tempera-
tures with respect to 2 and 3, due to the dramatic drop in the
amount of accessible phonons at frequencies lower than
30 cm−1 (40 K), corresponding to the highest temperature at
which the spin–phonon bottleneck has been observed for this
compound. The same argument holds for the comparison
between 2 and 3, where the latter would be expected to show a
spin–phonon bottleneck to a lesser extent, as it indeed does.
The presented analysis is, of course, mainly based on simple
statistic considerations since it does not take into account the
coupling of the vibrational and the spin degrees of freedom,
but only a larger or minor density of states accessible at low
temperatures. A preliminary attempt to face this problem was
reported by Moreno et al.44
Conclusions
In the last couple of years, the investigation of the spin
dynamics of simple molecules by AC susceptometry has
allowed the identification of the vanadyl unit as of the most
promising candidates for potential application as molecule
based quantum bits.9,10,33 However, the present study points
out that these slow relaxing systems exhibit a giant spin–
Fig. 5 Dispersion curves for 1, 2 and 3 (left) and normalized vibrational DOS (right).
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phonon bottleneck and the relaxation times can vary over
several orders of magnitude depending on the crystallite size.
This evidences the need to carry out comparison of relaxation
times obtained by different samples with special care. In par-
ticular, it is of absolute importance to separate the effects
coming from the electronic structure and those related to the
exchange of energy with the thermal bath.
The investigation of a series of compounds exhibiting the
same electronic properties but different peripheral groups on
the ligands has evidenced the key role played by the phonon
spectrum on the magnetization dynamics, highlighting that
smaller molecules exhibit a more pronounced spin–phonon
bottleneck effect and in general a slower relaxation due to a
higher velocity of acoustic phonons, as estimated from a com-
bination of DFT and molecular dynamics approaches. Interest-
ingly, similar comparative studies performed in frozen
solution have not highlighted any significant trend.14
Though the concentrated samples investigated here are not
expected to exhibit long coherence times, the possibility to
evaporate them on surfaces makes this family of complexes
extremely appealing to further investigate the spin dynamics,
once these molecules are deposited on a substrate. Indeed the
latter can influence not only electronic but also vibrational
degrees of freedom of the molecular system, as evidenced in
this work. The reduced efficiency of energy exchange from the
spin system to the thermal bath could actually contribute to
enhance the magnetic bistability, as observed for Ho atoms20
or TbPc2 SMMs
45 on MgO thin films, which constitute a very
rigid lattice. In these experiments, performed under ultra-high
vacuum conditions, the thermalisation of the spin systems
occurs, in fact, through the substrate, whose rational choice
could be an additional tool to control the molecular spin
dynamics.
Experimental
General remarks
Acetylacetone (acac), dipivaloylmethane (dpm) and dibenzoyl-
methane (dbm) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Powder X-ray crystallography
Wide-Angle Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) patterns on poly-
crystalline samples were recorded on a Bruker New D8
Advance DAVINCI diffractometer in a θ–θ configuration
equipped with a linear detector. The scans were collected
within the range of 5–40° (2θ) using CuKα radiation (λ =
1.540 Å). The simulated patterns were generated from the
atomic coordinates of the single crystal structure solutions
using the Mercury CSD 3.3 program46 (copyright CCDC,
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/mercury/) using a FWHM (full
width at half maximum) of 0.15 and a 2θ step of 0.025.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) analysis
X-Band EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys E500
spectrometer equipped with a SHQ cavity (ν = 9.392 GHz). The
low temperature (50 K) needed to freeze the measured solu-
tions (1 mM, 2 : 3 toluene : CH2Cl2) was obtained using an
Oxford Instruments ESR900 continuous flow helium cryostat.
Magnetic measurements
Alternate current (AC) susceptibility measurements were per-
formed in the temperature range of 1.8–40 K with applied
magnetic fields up to 8.8 T on polycrystalline samples of com-
pounds 1–3, by using a Quantum Design Physical Property
Measurement System (PPMS) equipped with an AC suscept-
ometer operating in the 10 Hz–10 kHz frequency range and a
Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement System
(MPMS) equipped with a Superconducting Quantum Inter-
ference Device (SQUID) AC susceptometer operating in the 0.1
Hz–1 kHz frequency range at the same gas exchange pressure
(ca. 10 Torr) for all measurements. All samples were measured
by wrapping in Teflon. The well crushed (c) samples were also
pressed into a pellet. Susceptibility and magnetic data were
corrected for the sample holder previously measured under
the same conditions and for the diamagnetic contributions as
deduced by using Pascal’s constant tables (Fig. S7–S16†).47
Force field parameterization
Force field parameters for the three molecules have been
derived following the procedure outlined by Ryde48 and using
the software Hess2FF.49 This approach requires the calculation
of the Hessian matrix for the three isolated molecules in order
to map their eigenvalues and eigenvectors on the chosen intra-
molecular force field energy representation. In this work, the
energy has been chosen according to the GAFF procedure,50
except for the choice of completely screening the non-bonded
1–4 interactions (they have been set to zero) in order to mini-
mize the known shortcomings of the parameterization
method.48 In this framework, all the parameters related to the
internal degrees of freedom have been optimized and no use
of the GAFF library has been made for the intra-molecular
interactions. On the other hand, the non-bonded part of the
force field, composed of vdW and coulomb interactions, has
been set up with the original GAFF’s Lennard Jones para-
meters and with RESP charges. The assessment of the FF
quality has been made on the basis of its ability to reproduce
the structural features of both isolated molecules and their
crystalline cells. While the isolated DFT calculations used as a
basis for the FF mapping offer a straightforward way to
rationalize the quality of the mapping itself, another set of
ab initio reference calculations for the periodic crystals must
be provided. This second reference has been produced
through the optimization of the unit cells for 1, 2 and 3 with a
periodic boundary condition based DFT software (pDFT).
A good overall agreement has been obtained between FF, DFT,
pDFT and experimental parameters. The details of these tests
are listed and further discussed in the ESI.†
All the aforementioned optimization, Hessian and RESP
charge calculations on the isolated molecules have been
carried out with the software Gaussian 0951 at the DFT level of
theory. All the elements have been described with a 6-31G*
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basis set and the PBE52 functional. pDFT calculations have
been executed on the molecular unit cell with the CP2K soft-
ware,53 employing the PBE functional with the DZVP-MOLOPT
basis set and a plane wave cut-off of 500 Ry, for all the
elements. In all DFT simulation protocols the Grimme’s D3
vdW correction scheme has been employed.54
Lattice dynamics
Crystal property calculations have been carried out with in-
house software for the lattice dynamics part and with the
LAMMPS molecular dynamics package55 for what concerns
crystal cell optimization and force calculations. Forces have
been calculated employing Ewald summations on the recipro-
cal space with an accuracy of 1.0 × 10−8 for the long-range part
of both electrostatic and dispersion interactions.
The dynamical matrices of the three molecule supercells
have been computed by force fields through LAMMPS. The
supercell of 1 and 2 has been modelled as 3 × 3 × 3 times the
primitive cell (two molecules each), while the supercell of 3,
due to the larger amount of molecules contained, has been
modelled as 2 × 2 × 2 times the primitive cell (eight mole-
cules). The three supercells have been optimized with
LAMMPS through a thermal annealing procedure with a final
optimization at 0 K of both atomic positions and cell para-
meters. The optimized supercells were then used to evaluate
the lattice properties by perturbation theory.56 The real space
dynamical matrix elements are defined as
fstðki;k′jÞ ¼ @
2E
@xkis@xk′jt
ð5Þ
The indexes k and k′ run over the cells inside the supercell,
i and j run over the atoms inside the specific cell while s and t
run over the three Cartesian spatial coordinates. The calcu-
lation of fst(ki, k′j ) has been done by numerical differentiation,
displacing each atom in the primitive cell by +/−0.01 Å along
the three spatial directions. Convergence of the results with
respect to the differentiation step has been checked. The real
space force constants have then been used to build the dyna-
mical matrix
Dstðij; qÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffimimjp
X
k′
fstðki; k′jÞ exp½iq  ðrðk′Þ  rðkÞÞ ð6Þ
where m are the masses of the atoms in the k\k′ cell inside the
considered supercell and q represents a vector in the reciprocal
primitive lattice. Finally, r(k) − r(k′) represents the distance
between the primitive cell k and the considered cell k′ in the
supercell.
The vibrational density of states (DOS) is defined as
DOSðωÞ ¼ 1
Nq
X
αq
δðω ωαqÞ ð7Þ
where Nq is the number of q-points in the reciprocal space and
ωαq is the α eigenvalue obtained through diagonalization of
the dynamical matrix D(q).
The DOS values have been obtained integrating the Bril-
louin zone with an 8 × 8 × 8 regular mesh of points in the
crystal reciprocal space. A normalized Gaussian broadening,
with a σ of 5 cm−1, has also been applied to all frequencies.
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ABSTRACT: Here we report the investigation of the
magnetization dynamics of a vanadyl complex with
diethyldithiocarbamate (Et2dtc
−) ligands, namely [VO-
(Et2dtc)2] (1), in both solid-state and frozen solution. This
showed an anomalous and unprecedentedly observed field
dependence of the relaxation time, which was modeled
with three contributions to the relaxation mechanism. The
temperature dependence of the weight of the two
processes dominating at low fields was found to well
correlate with the low energy vibrations as determined by
THz spectroscopy. This detailed experimental comparative
study represents a fundamental step to understand the spin
dynamics of potential molecular quantum bits, and
enriches the guidelines to design molecule-based systems
with enhanced quantum coherence.
Q uantum properties of matter such as entanglement,superposition and tunneling can be fruitfully employed
to develop quantum computation, a novel computational
paradigm based on the quantum bit, or qubit.1 A qubit, with
respect to the bit, has the property to be placed in a coherent
superposition state other than the two classical 0 and 1 states.
Various physical systems can be regarded as viable qubits, and
among them electronic spins are seen as promising candidates.2
Mainly, this is due to their easy manipulation through pulsed
microwave radiations and electric fields.2b,3 Electronic defects
on silicon,4 silicon carbide,5 or diamond6 are the best qubits
candidates in the realm of purely inorganic materials. Although
they satisfy some of the requirements to behave as viable qubits,
they lack chemical tunability of their electronic/magnetic
properties. Such a tunability can be instead achieved through
chemical design of transition metal complexes.7 Indeed,
coordination compounds, mostly based on VIV and CuII,8
have been demonstrated as effective as electronic defects in
inorganic materials potential qubits, as far as the lifetime of the
superposition state is concerned.8c Furthermore, the ability of
coherently manipulate this superposition state up to room
temperature was also proven.8d
The lifetime of the superposition state is denoted by T2 or
Tm, which are the spin−spin relaxation time, and the phase
memory or quantum coherence time, respectively. Several
efforts have been done in the last years to understand the
factors affecting the absolute values and the temperature
dependence of Tm. These studies provide specific design criteria
to develop potential qubits with improved performances.8e,9
Another key parameter to evaluate the performances of a
spin qubit is the spin−lattice relaxation time, T1, which defines
the time required to an excited spin to relax back to its ground
state. Control of T1 is of paramount importance; if too long it
limits the speed of initialization of the qubit, while if too short it
can limit T2.
8e This means that to enhance both the absolute
value of Tm and its operational temperature range, a judicious
control of T1 is required. By introducing a unique structural
difference, i.e., an oxovanadium(IV) in a square pyramidal
versus a vanadium(IV) in an octahedral environment featuring
the same coordinating ligand, we have recently demonstrated
the effect of the vanadyl moiety in enhancing quantum
coherence up to room temperature.8e This has been related
to a less effective mechanism of spin−lattice relaxation, which
can be evaluated by the exponent n (ca. 3) of the T dependence
of the relaxation rate, T1
−1, when compared to the nonoxo
counterpart (n = 4). Indeed, the latter shows a more rapid
collapse which hampers the observation of quantum coherence
at room temperature, while the former reaches record Tm.
Despite the relevance of the n exponent and its general relation
to the stiffness of the lattice, i.e., to the Debye temperature
θD,
10 clear correlations with the structural and electronic
parameters of the spin center have not been established yet.
Moved from the interest to better understand the relation
between relaxation mechanisms and vibrational energies in
potential molecular qubits, we have selected as a promising
candidate the diethyldithiocarbamate complex [VO(Et2dtc)2]
(1). Its magnetization dynamics, studied by alternate current
(AC) susceptometry, showed an anomalous and unprecedent-
edly observed field dependence of the relaxation time. A
detailed analysis revealed important insights on the role of low
energy vibrations, experimentally detected by THz spectrosco-
py, on this behavior.
Compound 1 can be obtained by reaction of vanadyl sulfate
with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate in a disareated water
solution, similarly to what was already reported.11 The
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molecular structure of 1 shows a square pyramidal coordination
geometry with the VIV ion above the basal plane (0.75 Å). The
apical position is occupied by an oxo ligand that forms a double
bond with the VIV ion. The VO bond distance is 1.591 Å
long and it is in the usual range for vanadyl complexes.8d,e,9b,c,12
On the other coordination sites the metal is chelated by two
Et2dtc
− anions (Figure 1).
The VS single bond lengths are in the 2.395−2.414 Å
range and are slightly longer than those observed for vanadyl−
dithiolenes complexes.8e,9b,c The presence of such a short V
O bond is responsible for a d-orbitals splitting of the metal
centers in which the dxy orbital lies lowest in energy and well
separated from the other orbitals. This quenches the orbital
contribution to the ground state when compared to other
coordination geometries, as the pseudo-octahedral one, and
makes 1 a potential qubit with expected enhanced perform-
ances. Interestingly, the terminal methyl groups of one Et2dtc
−
ligand are oriented, as expected, above and below the S2CN
plane of the ligand, whereas in the other one they are both
oriented in the same direction (Figure 1). This sterically
unfavorable orientation may be driven from the presence of
short-contacts involving the terminal methyl groups (Figure
S1).11 Powder X-ray diffraction analysis performed on 1
allowed to ascertain structural phase homogeneity (Figure S2).
Continuous-wave EPR spectra on frozen solution were
recorded to have a full description of the electronic properties
of 1 (Figure S3). The spectrum shows the 8-fold hyperfine
splitting due to the coupling between the S = 1/2 electronic
spin of VIV and the I = 7/2 nuclear spin of 51V (natural
abundance 99.76%). The signal is further split by the
anisotropic components of the Lande ́ factor and the hyperfine
coupling. Spectral simulations13 performed on the basis of the
following spin Hamiltonian
μ= ·̂ · ̂ + ·̂ ·I S SA g BB? (1)
allow one to simulate the spectrum of 1 with the following
parameters: gx = 1.985(1), gy = 1.989(1), gz = 1.969(1); Ax =
153(2) MHz, Ay = 135(2) MHz, Az = 440(2) MHz (Figure
S3).
The relaxation time τ, which is representative of the spin−
lattice relaxation, was investigated by AC susceptometry as a
function of the temperature at four selected static magnetic
field values. When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT) is
applied, 1 shows slow relaxation of the magnetization. The
frequency dependence of the imaginary component of the
susceptibility (χ″) are well reproduced with the Debye model
(Figures S4−S7) and the extracted values of τ as a function of T
are reported in Figure 2a. Slow magnetic relaxation is observed
in the entire studied T range (4.0−50 K) with quite long
relaxation times. They range from ca. 5.0 ms at 4.0 K to ca. 0.03
ms at 50 K. As the strength of the magnetic field increases,
longer relaxation times are observed. The T dependence of τ,
reveals, independently from the strength of the applied field, a
change in the slope at low temperature (Figure 2a), which is
indicative of a change in the nature of the main relaxation
mechanism involved. Thus, the T dependence of the relaxation
rate (τ−1) has been modeled assuming two contributions to the
relaxation. A direct mechanism dominating at low temperature
and a Raman mechanism dominating at high temperature
τ = +− aT bTn1 (2)
where a is the coefficient of the direct mechanism, and b and n
the coefficient and the exponent of the Raman mechanism,
respectively. This model satisfactorily reproduces the T
dependence of τ with the best-fit parameters reported in
Table S1. The fit furnishes very low values of the Raman
exponent n < 3, which are not unusual for vanadyl systems, as
recently found.8d,e Attempts to reproduce the data either
assuming an Orbach process or expanding the Raman term
according to the Debye model10 (Figure S8) were unsuccessful,
the latter providing a field dependent θD.
To get deeper insights on the relaxation mechanisms
involved, the dynamics was studied as a function of the static
magnetic field in a wide field range (0.0−8.5 T) at different
temperatures (Figures S9−S14). The extracted relaxation times
are reported in Figure 2b. The field dependence of τ for 1
shows (i) very long relaxation times, and (ii) an anomalous and
unprecedentedly observed behavior. The relaxation time shows
a rapid increase at low fields, reaches an apparent maximum
value at ca. 0.5 T, stays almost constant up to ca. 1.0 T, and
then suddenly increases further up to ca. 3.0 T. If the field is
increased further, τ quickly collapses to ca. 0.3 ms. Previously
investigated vanadyl systems have shown a more regular
behavior: τ rapidly reaches a maximum value and then remains
almost unchanged up to ca. 3.5−4 T.8d,e,12 The behavior at high
fields (B > 3.0 T) is related to the more efficient spin-phonon
direct mechanism of relaxation (τ−1 ∝ B4). Indeed, the larger is
the energy separation of the two mS states, the higher is the
phonon density with an energy corresponding to this
difference. At low fields (B < 0.3 T), the relaxation is instead
promoted by spin−spin and spin−nuclei interactions. These
interactions are suppressed by increasing the field due to the
lower influence of the hyperfine and spin−spin coupling, so
that τ usually shows maximum values at intermediate fields.
What it is unusual here is the presence of a pronounced
shoulder at ca. 0.5 T, suggesting that more than two
Figure 1. Molecular structure of 1 with principal atoms labeling
scheme. A and B refer to two crystallographically independent ligands.
Figure 2. Temperature (a) and field (b) dependence of τ for 1 at
different static magnetic fields and temperatures (see legends). Solid
lines are the best-fits of the models (see text).
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contributions to the relaxation are involved in determining the
B dependence of τ−1 for 1. To exclude that this effect is related
to inhomogeneous crystallite sizes, and, consequently, to spin-
phonon bottleneck effects,12 the measurements were also
repeated on a finely milled sample. No appreciable differences
were observed in the two morphological states, and only a small
discrepancy in the absolute values of τ is evidenced (Figure
S15).
Prior to this work, the magnetic field dependence of the
relaxation rate was reproduced with the Brons−van Vleck
model, which takes into account the two above-mentioned
contributions to the relaxation through the following
expression14
τ = + +
+
− cB d
eB
fB
1
1
1 4
2
2
(3)
where the first term is related to the direct mechanism, and the
second term takes into account the effect of the internal
magnetic field in promoting relaxation. This can be viewed as
the sum of intra- and intermolecular effects, i.e., the sum of
spin−nuclei hyperfine interactions and spin−spin dipolar
magnetic interactions. More specifically, d represents the
relaxation at zero field, f the ability of the external magnetic
field to suppress the internal relaxation mechanisms, and e the
attitude of the internal magnetic moments to induce relaxation.
This last may be considered proportional to the number and
strength of the internal spins. This model does not reproduce
the B dependence of τ shown by 1 due to the anomalous
behavior at intermediate fields. An analysis of the various
magnetic field regions suggests that for B > 3.0 T the relaxation
rate decay is well reproduced through a B4 dependence for all
temperatures, as expected for the direct mechanism, while at
intermediate fields the dependence of the relaxation rate
suggests the presence of two distinguishable contributions of
the internal-field-type. Accordingly, the expression of the
Brons−van Vleck model (eq 3) has been extended as follows
τ = + +
+
+ +
+
− cB d
eB
fB
g
eB
hB
1
1
1
1
1 4
2
2
2
2
(4)
This model well reproduces the B dependence of τ−1 (red
lines in Figure 2b) with the best-fit parameters reported in
Table S2. It must be stressed here that at any field and
temperature only one relaxation time with a narrow distribution
is observed. Thus, eq 4 refers to three intrinsic relaxation
mechanisms of the same molecular species.
It emerges from this analysis that (i) the efficiency of the
direct mechanism to promote relaxation at high fields is almost
temperature independent in the investigated T range, (ii) the
attitude of the internal spins to promote relaxation does not
significantly change and allows to fit well all the B < 3.0 T
region, (iii) the T dependences of both d and g parameters
follow an exponential growth, thus suggesting that some well-
defined energy levels are involved in the relaxation mechanism.
Even if the overall T dependence of τ−1 does not follow an
Arrhenius law, the individual single processes described by the
d and g parameters actually seem to be proportional to
exp(Ueff/kBT). The plots of ln(d) and ln(g) vs T
−1 (Figure
3a,b) are in fact almost linear over a relatively wide T range and
the corresponding linear fit provides Ueff values of ca. 20(2)
cm−1 and 15(2) cm−1 for d and g respectively, which well match
with the typical energies of low energy vibration modes.12 An
analogous analysis has been thus performed on a microcrystal-
line sample of a previously investigated vanadyl-complex,
[VO(acac)2] (acac = acetylacetonate) (2),
12 which has been
taken as reference. 2 shows a B dependence of τ−1 that can be
described through the simpler Brons−van Vleck model (eq 3),
with only one direct and one Raman mechanism (Figure S16
and Table S3). The T dependence of the d parameter furnishes
for 2 an Ueff of ca. 22(1) cm
−1.
To validate the hypothesis that vibrational modes are
involved in the relaxation, room temperature time-domain
THz spectroscopy (0.1−3.0 THz range) was employed to
record high signal-to-noise spectra (see Supporting Informa-
tion)15 on 1 and 2 (Figure 3c). THz spectroscopy has already
been used in the field of molecular magnetism to characterize
the zero field splitting of 3d and 4f based complexes,16 but, to
the best of our knowledge, its use to correlate spin dynamics
and low energy vibrations is unprecedented, although the latter
are attracting increasing interest.17 The spectra (Figure 3c)
reveal significant differences for the two compounds. In
particular, the lowest energy vibration is observed at ca. 40
cm−1 for 2, whereas two well separated peaks at ca. 30 and 40
cm−1 are observed for 1. Both exhibit a stronger absorption at
ca. 65 and 80 cm−1, respectively. The energy values of the
vibrational modes well correlates with the extracted activation
energies of the relaxation mechanism in competition with the
direct process. A relation of the type Ueff = hωv/2 seems to
hold. Interestingly, this dependence was recently theoretically
predicted for the relaxation of S > 1/2 systems characterized by
easy-axis magnetic anisotropy, i.e., single molecule magnets
(SMM), when excited spin levels with lower |mS| are much
higher in energy than the low energy optical phonons.18 It thus
appears that S = 1/2 spin systems can be seen as a limiting case
of this model.
Thus, although the field dependence of the spin dynamics of
S = 1/2 systems at high fields is clearly described through the
direct mechanism of relaxation, at low and intermediate fields a
relaxation mechanism dependent on the frequency of the low
energy vibrational modes seems involved. Interestingly, the
detailed analysis of the field dependence on 1 has allowed to
disentangle the two contributions coming from the two low
energy vibrational modes. As these modes, most likely, involve
vibrations distributed on the molecular periphery and strongly
admixed with lattice vibrations, a less discontinuous behavior
should be observed in frozen solution where the asymmetry of
the ethyl groups, induced by the intermolecular contacts, is lost.
To corroborate this hypothesis, the magnetization dynamics of
1 was investigated as a function of the magnetic field at T = 5 K
in a CH2Cl2/toluene frozen solution. The relaxation times
extracted with the Debye model (Figure S17) are reported in
Figure 3. Arrhenius plots of d (a) and g (b) parameters, and
vibrational spectra in the 0.6−3.0 THz range (c) for 1 and 2.
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Figure 2b. A striking change in the B dependence of τ is
observed when passing from the solid-state to the solution.
Whereas at high fields the relaxation time decay is that typical
of the direct process, at low fields the pronounced shoulder of
the crystalline phase is not observed, and the data can thus be
well reproduced with eq 3 (Table S2). This suggests that the
asymmetry of the ethyl groups on the ligand, most likely lost in
solution, plays a key role. A detailed theoretical analysis is
necessary to confirm this hypothesis, as well as to elucidate why
the two processes in 1 exhibit different field dependences. We
can only anticipate that distinct vibrations can affect different
parameters of the spin Hamiltonian, resulting in eigenstates
composition which might then be differently affected by the
applied field.
In conclusion, this study represents a first attempt to
correlate experimentally the spin relaxation parameters to the
vibrational spectrum of molecular systems of interest as
potential qubits. Low energy vibrations, whose role has been
recently highlighted for anisotropic magnetic molecules, seems
to govern the spin dynamics in a wide field and temperature
range of these vanadyl S = 1/2 systems. In contrast to SMMs,
where an Arrhenius law with an effective barrier not matching
the spin levels is encountered, a less informative power law
temperature dependence is usually observed for molecular spin
qubits. A detailed analysis of the magnetization dynamics
through a bidimensional AC susceptometry investigation,
scanning both field and temperature, has allowed to isolate
the T dependence of the single processes contributing to the
magnetic relaxation, and to retrieve for the first time physical
parameters that seem to correlate directly with the very low
energy vibration modes. The combination with THz spectros-
copy studies contributed to shed light on the relaxation
mechanism involved. If widely employed, such a multitechnique
approach will allow one to establish rational synthetic strategies
to protect spin quantum coherence from vibrations.
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ABSTRACT: Control of spin−lattice magnetic relaxation is crucial to observe long quantum
coherence in spin systems at reasonable temperatures. Such a control is most often extremely
difficult to achieve, because of the coexistence of several relaxation mechanisms, that is
direct, Raman, and Orbach. These are not always easy to relate to the energy states of the
investigated system, because of the contribution to the relaxation of additional spin-
phonon coupling phenomena mediated by intramolecular vibrations. In this work, we have
investigated the effect of slight changes on the molecular structure of four vanadium(IV)-
based potential spin qubits on their spin dynamics, studied by alternate current (AC)
susceptometry. The analysis of the magnetic field dependence of the relaxation time
correlates well with the low-energy vibrational modes experimentally detected by time-
domain THz spectroscopy. This confirms and extends our preliminary observations on
the role played by spin-vibration coupling in determining the fine structure of the spin−
lattice relaxation time as a function of the magnetic field, for S = 1/2 potential spin qubits.
This study represents a step forward in the use of low-energy vibrational spectroscopy as a
prediction tool for the design of molecular spin qubits with long-lived quantum coherence. Indeed, quantum coherence times of
ca. 4.0−6.0 μs in the 4−100 K range are observed for the best performing vanadyl derivatives identified through this multitechnique
approach.
■ INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, great interest has been devoted to the
experimental implementation of quantum information, one of
the pillars of the technological revolution that is foreseen for
the next decades. Quantum information has its core in the
quantum bit, or qubit, i.e., a two-level quantum-mechanical
system able to be placed in a state of coherent superposition.1
Qubits implementation requires the accomplishment of stringent
and somehow conflicting prerequisites known as DiVincenzo
criteria,2 and the preparation and investigation of viable qubits
represents a current challenging research task. Several systems
have been proposed as qubits, such as photons,3 ionic traps,4
superconducting circuits,5 and spins.6,7 Spin systems are partic-
ularly advantageous, from an application point of view, because
they can be easily manipulated through external magnetic8 and
electric fields,9 such as in electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) techniques.
Spin qubits can be either nuclear or electronic, and nowadays,
the most investigated ones are nitrogen-vacancy pairs in dia-
mond10,11 or defects in silicon.6,12 In contrast, electronic spin
systems based on paramagnetic metal ions in coordination
complexes13,14 are, to date, less investigated, even if they show
higher tunability than purely inorganic systems. Indeed, the
electronic spin in molecular systems can be finely controlled by
playing with the coordination geometries and the bonded
ligands.7,15−18
Despite the advantages related to their chemical tunability,
molecular systems still show shorter lifetimes of the quantum
superposition of states, which is a key parameter to evaluate
their potential application for quantum logic operations.1
The lifetime of the superposition state is determined by the
spin−spin relaxation time T2, and it is usually quantified by the
phase memory time (Tm), which is a measurable lower limit of
T2. Remarkably, mononuclear vanadium(IV) complexes with
nuclear spin-free ligands can attain, at low temperature, a Tm
value on the order of a millisecond when dispersed in a nuclear
spin-free solvent such as CS2;
19 this value is comparable to
those observed for electronic defects in extended lattices.
Another fundamental parameter to evaluate the spin qubit per-
formances is the spin−lattice relaxation time T1, which
represents the time required for an excited spin to relax back
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to its ground state. Control of T1 is of crucial importance; if it is
too long, it limits the speed of initialization of the qubit, whereas
if it is too short, it induces a collapse of T2, especially as the
temperature increases.20
Control of spin−lattice relaxation in molecular systems, either
spin qubits or single-molecule magnets (SMMs),21 is very difficult
to achieve as a consequence of different types of relaxation
mechanisms that can be potentially involved, that is direct,
Raman, and Orbach, all of which are related to different and
specific energy states of the system and its surrounding lattice.
Restricting the discussion to the class of molecular spin qubits
based on S = 1/2 spin states, where the Orbach mechanism of
relaxation cannot be observed, because of the lack of available
magnetic states besides the mS = ±
1/2 doublet, the temperature
dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation is mainly determined
by the direct and the Raman mechanisms.
In a recent investigation, we have however suggested that the
magnetic field dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation time in
potential qubits based on the S = 1/2 spin of the V
IV ion, is not
simply determined by the combination of direct and Raman
mechanisms of relaxation, but is also affected by relaxation mecha-
nisms that involve low-energy vibrational modes.22 Intramolecular
vibrational modes were identified as one of the means by
which the magnetization can relax back to the ground state, but
the study concerning the correlation between the energy
of the involved phonons and the spin−lattice relaxation time
is still in its infancy. Indeed, a recent theoretical study has
highlighted the key role of specific local vibration in deter-
mining the magnetic relaxation of molecular spin qubits by
analyzing the modulation of the spin energy levels operated by
molecular vibrations,23 while another one has highlighted the
role of phonons anharmonicity in determining the experi-
mentally observed spin−lattice relaxation time in SMMs.24,25
Both studies have stressed that control of local vibrations can
be a winning strategy to design functional spin qubits or SMMs
that can operate at higher temperatures.
Herein, we report the investigation of the magnetization
dynamics of four vanadium(IV)-based complexes performed to
understand the role played by the molecular structure of highly
coherent spin qubits on their spin dynamics via spin-vibration
coupling. More specifically, the rigidity of the coordination
sphere was modified by synthesizing tris-chelated octahedral
and vanadyl square-pyramidal complexes of the same ligand,
while the ligand rigidity was modified by increasing the number
of condensed aromatic rings. We have then identified and prepared
two vanadyl complexes with catecholate (cat) and naphthalene-
catecholate (naph-cat) ligands, namely [(Ph)4P]2[VO(cat)2]
(1) and [(Ph)4P]2[VO(naph-cat)2] (3), and their respective
tris-chelated octahedral complexes of the bare VIV ion, namely,
[(Ph)4P]2[V(cat)3] (2) and [(Ph)4P]2[V(naph-cat)3] (4).
We have thus investigated (i) the magnetic relaxation as a
function of the temperature and the applied magnetic field by
alternate current (AC) susceptibility measurements, (ii) the
low-energy vibrational modes for the four systems by time-
domain THz spectroscopy, and (iii) the quantum coherence time
of the best performing systems, identified by the combination of
the above-mentioned techniques, as a function of the temper-
ature, through pulsed EPR spectroscopy experiments.
The differences on the spin dynamics of the four selected
systems are discussed with respect to the two main structural
modifications introduced, revealing important insights on the
role of chemical design to improve the performances of potential
molecular spin qubits or SMMs.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis. Catechol has exceptional chelating ability.
In aqueous media, it is able to displace the oxygen of the
vanadyl ion to generate the tris-chelated octahedral coordina-
tion complexes of the bare VIV ion.26 Consequently, reaction of
catecholate or naphthalene-catecholate with vanadyl(IV) sulfate
easily provides the octahedral coordination complexes 2 and 4
(see Scheme 1b). The preparation of the square pyramidal
complexes of the vanadyl ion can instead be achieved by
working in strongly basic solution. Indeed, the presence of
an extra content of base forces the [VO(L)2]
2− + HL− ⇄
[V(L)3]
2− + OH− (L = cat or naph-cat) equilibrium toward the
formation of the [VO(L)2]
2− species26, 1 and 3 in this work
(see Scheme 1a).
Crystal Structures. Single crystals suitable for X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis of compound 1 were obtained by
recrystallization from acetone of the crude product obtained
from aqueous media. Compound 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic
P21/c space group with one anionic complex and two tetra-
phenylphosphonium counterions in the asymmetric unit.
Its crystal structure consists of symmetry-related [VO(cat)2]
2−
anions separated by tetraphenylphosphonium counterions
(Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information) that preclude
intramolecular contacts shorter than the sum of the van der
Waals radii between metal complexes. As a result, the shortest
M···M distance in the crystal structure of 1 is 11.95 Å.
The molecular structure of the dianionic complex of 1 is
shown in Figure 1a. It presents a slightly distorted square
pyramidal coordination geometry due to the chelating ligand,
with the metal ion slightly above the basal plane (ca. 0.62 Å)
formed by the four oxygen donor atoms. The apical position
is occupied by an oxo ligand, which forms a double bond with
the VIV ion, with a resulting VO bond distance of 1.614 Å,
whereas the V−O single bond lengths in the basal plane are in
the 1.960−1.980 Å range. These structural findings match well
with those previously reported for the same anionic complex
having K+ as a counterion.26
Single crystals suitable for XRD analysis of compounds 2 and
4 were obtained by slow evaporation of CH2Cl2 solutions.
Compound 2 crystallizes in the monoclinic C2/c space group
with half anionic complex and one tetraphenylphosphonium
in the asymmetric unit, while compound 4 crystallizes in the
monoclinic P21/n space group with one anionic complex and
two tetraphenylphosphonium counterions in the asymmetric unit.
Scheme 1. Reaction Schemes for the Synthesis of (a) 1 and 3
and (b) 2 and 4
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The crystal structures of 2 and 4 consist of homoleptic tris-
chelated [V(cat)3]
2− or [V(naph-cat)3]
2− anions showing
Λ and Δ chirality and tetraphenylphosphonium cations
(Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). The shortest
M···M distance is 10.12 Å for 2 and 14.30 Å for 4. The longer
distance observed for the latter is clearly due to the presence of
a bulkier coordinating ligand.
The molecular structures of the complex anions of 2 and 4
are reported in Figures 1b and 1c. The coordination geo-
metry around the VIV ion is a distorted octahedron with an
average V−O distance of 1.946 and 1.941 Å for 2 and 4,
respectively. These structural findings are in agreement with
those previously reported for the tris-chelated complex of
V(IV) with catecholate as ligand and triethylammonium as
counterion,26 while no structural data have been reported
so far for octahedral complexes of VIV with naph-cat as a
ligand.
In all structurally characterized compounds, the intraligand
bond distances are in the usual range for the dianionic coor-
dinated catecholate moiety (Table S1 in the Supporting
Information), thus excluding any evidence for the quinone or
semiquinone forms of the ligand.
All attempts to crystallize 3 were unsuccessful, because of
its tendency to slowly convert in solution into the tris-chelated
complex 4 during the crystallization process. However, single-
crystal structural data already reported in the literature for
the same anionic complex, [VO(naph-cat)]2−, with a different
counterion, namely, trimetylenediammonium,27 provides a
VO bond length of 1.604 Å, and V−O single bond lengths
in the 1.927−1.975 Å range, that well compare to those observed
for 1.
Continuous Wave Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy. Continuous wave electron paramagnetic
resonance (CW EPR) spectra on frozen solution of compounds
1−4 were recorded to have a full description of their electronic
properties. The spectra recorded at 50 K for 1 and 2 are
reported in Figure 2, together with their simulations, while
those of 3 and 4 are reported in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information.
As expected, the EPR spectra show the 8-fold hyper-
fine splitting due to the coupling between the S = 1/2 electronic
spin of VIV and the I = 7/2 nuclear spin of its most abundant
isotope (51V, abundance 99.76%). The signals are further split
by the anisotropic components of the hyperfine coupling in
perpendicular and parallel directions. Spectral simulations28
were then performed on the basis of the following spin
Hamiltonian:
μ= ·̂ · ̂ + ̂· ·I A S S g BB? (1)
to evaluate the anisotropy of the g-factor as well as that of the
hyperfine coupling tensor A for all complexes. The spectra can
be satisfactorily simulated assuming a rhombic model (i.e., x ≠
y ≠ z) for 1, 3, and 4, and an axial model (i.e., x = y ≠ z) for 2.
In all the cases, the line width was assumed to be a pseudo-
Voigtian, and some A-strain had to be introduced for a
reasonable simulation of the line broadening observed at the
extreme of the experimental spectra. The best-fit parameters are
reported in Table 1.
The parameters reported in Table 1 indicate that the
presence of a short VO bond in 1 and 3 is responsible for a
d-orbital splitting of the metal centers that leaves the dxy orbital
Figure 1. Molecular structure of the dianionic complexes of compounds (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 4, using the principal atoms labeling scheme.
Figure 2. Experimental and simulated (see legend) CW EPR on frozen solution (1.0 mM in 3:1 CH2Cl2:C6H6) spectra for (a) 1 and (b) 2 at X-band
frequency (9.39 GHz).
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lowest in energy, as expected. In contrast, the octahedral coordina-
tion geometry of 2 and 4 is responsible for a d-orbital splitting that
leaves the dz
2 orbital lowest in energy. This feature, together with
a single unpaired electron of the S = 1/2 V
IV ion, makes such
compounds suitable two-level states potential molecular qubits.
It is worth noting that the structural modification introduced
by extending the ligand structure induces only minor modification
on the Spin Hamiltonian parameters of the metal center for 1 and
3, suggesting that the key structural feature for these systems is
the constrain imposed by the VO bond. In contrast, higher
variability in the g and A constants is encountered for the more
flexible coordination geometry of 2 and 4.
Magnetization Dynamics. The magnetization dynamics of
compounds 1−4 have been investigated by AC susceptometry
on polycrystalline samples. The thermal variation of the magnetic
susceptibility in zero static magnetic field reveals no imaginary
component of the susceptibility (χ″) in the entire investigated
temperature range. When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT)
is applied, slow magnetic relaxation is observed with appearance
of a peak in the imaginary component of the susceptibility and
a concomitant decrease of the real part (χ′) (see Figures S5−S12
in the Supporting Information).
Under a static magnetic field of 1.0 T, all compounds show
slow relaxation of the entire magnetization, so that this field was
selected to investigate the temperature dependence of the relax-
ation time τ, which is representative of spin−lattice relaxation.
The frequency dependences of χ″ are well-reproduced with the
Debye model (Figures S5−S8) and the extracted values of τ as
a function of the temperature are reported in Figure 3.
The oxovanadium(IV) complexes 1 and 3 show slow magnetic
relaxation up to ca. 70−80 K (Figures S5 and S7) with excep-
tionally long relaxation times. They range from ca. 10 ms at
10 K to ca. 0.040−0.060 ms at 75 K. The vanadium(IV) com-
plexes 2 and 4 also show slow relaxation of the magnetization,
but with relaxation times that are an order of magnitude shorter
than the oxovanadium(IV) counterparts. More specifically, they
range from ca. 4.0 ms at 5 K to ca. 0.050−0.072 ms at 30 K,
above which they are not measurable.
The temperature dependence of τ, reported in Figure 3 in a
log(τ) vs log(T) plot, shows, for all compounds, a change in the
slope of the curve as the temperature increases. This is almost
unperceivable for 1 and more pronounced for 4. This behavior
is indicative of the competition between the direct and the
Raman mechanisms of relaxation, the former dominating at
lower temperature, with respect to the latter. To account for
these two contributions to the relaxation, the spin−lattice
relaxation rate (τ−1) was fitted (solid lines in Figure 3) with the
following model:
τ = +− aT bTn1 (2)
where a is the coefficient of the direct mechanism, while b and
n are the coefficient and the exponent of the Raman mecha-
nism, respectively.17,18,20 This model satisfactorily reproduces
the T dependence of τ with the best-fit parameters reported in
Table 2.
The values of the Raman exponent n (ca. 3) are particularly
low with respect to what is expected for paramagnetic centers
in inorganic solids,29 but they are commonly observed for vana-
dium(IV)-based molecular systems investigated through both
AC susceptometry and pulsed EPR spectroscopy.17,18,20
Remarkably, the relaxation times observed for the
oxovanadium(IV) derivatives 1 and 3 are the highest among
the vanadyl-based molecular spin qubits studied up to
date,17,18,20,22 excluding the case in which τ is further increased
at low temperatures as a result of spin-phonon bottleneck
effects, because of the crystallite size.30 Here, we can exclude
the latter effect, because of the finely ground nature of the
sample. Moreover, the poor efficiency of the spin relaxation
mechanisms herein involved allows one to observe quite long
relaxation times in a relatively wide temperature range also for
the octahedral complexes 2 and 4 (see Figure 3).
It is worth noting that the square pyramidal oxovanadium-
(IV) complexes 1 and 3 show similar absolute values of the
relaxation times and similar temperature dependences inde-
pendently from the structural modification introduced by the
different ligand. Analogous consideration holds for the
octahedral complexes 2 and 4. This confirms our previous
observations on the role played by the different orbital contri-
bution to the ground state in determining the enhancement of
the absolute values of τ when passing from the square pyramidal
to the octahedral coordination.20 Interestingly, a factor of ca. 10
between the values of τ for square pyramidal versus octahedral
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of τ extracted from AC suscep-
tibility measurements for microcrystalline powders of compounds 1−4
Table 2. Best-Fit Parameters of the Model Used (eq 2) to
Reproduce the Temperature Dependence of the Spin−
Lattice Relaxation Rate for 1−4
compound a (μs−1 K−1) b (μs−1 K−n) n
1 4.0(5) 0.051(7) 3.0(1)
2 51(1) 0.38(1) 3.0(1)
3 7.8(4) 0.016(3) 3.2(1)
4 49(2) 0.049(2) 3.7(1)
Table 1. Best-Fit Parameters Extracted from Simulation of the Experimental Spectra of 1−4
compound gx gy gz |Ax| (MHz) |Ay| (MHz) |Az| (MHz) Pseudo-Voigtian line width (Gauss) L:G
1 1.980(1) 1.988(1) 1.956(1) 159(2) 126(2) 465(2) 6:9
2 1.945(1) 1.945(1) 1.989(2) 330(6) 330(6) 65(5) 5:10
3 1.979(1) 1.988(1) 1.955(2) 156(2) 127(2) 465(4) 3.5:6.5
4 1.914(1) 1.927(1) 2.001(2) 394(2) 245(3) 30(7) 13:13
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complexes was also observed for the [VO(dmit)2]
2−/[V-
(dmit)3]
2− (dmit = 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate) pair of
complexes.20
In order to get better insights on the relaxation mechanisms
involved in such compounds, the relaxation time was also
investigated as a function of the static magnetic field in a wide
field range (0.0−8.5 T) at different temperatures. The relaxa-
tion times extracted with the Debye model (Figures S9−S12)
for 1−4 are reported in Figure 4.
The field dependences of the relaxation time for 1−4 show a
nonmonotonous behavior with an extended plateau similarly to
what already reported for closely related systems.17,18,20,22
Passing from 1 to 3, the width of the plateau is slightly reduced,
while it is strongly reduced when passing to 2 and 4, both
showing very similar behaviors.
The nonmonotonous behavior reflects two antagonist effects
of the magnetic field: (i) a suppression of the rapid relaxation
promoted by spin−spin and spin-nuclei interactions, and (ii) a
more efficient spin-phonon direct mechanism of relaxation at
high fields (τ ∝ B4). The mixing of the energy levels due to
spin−spin and spin-nuclei interactions is indeed reduced by
increasing the field strength, while the more efficient direct
mechanism of relaxation at high field is due to the higher
phonon-density at energies matching the separation between
the mS = ±
1/2 levels. To account for these two contributions,
the B dependence of the relaxation rate is usually reproduced
with the Brons−van Vleck model:31,32
τ = + +
+
− ⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟cB d
eB
fB
1
1
1 4
2
2
(3)
where the first term corresponds to the direct mechanism of
relaxation, while the second term takes into account the effect
of an internal magnetic field in promoting relaxation,
considered as a sum of spin-nuclei hyperfine and spin−spin
dipolar interactions.
The B dependence of τ for the oxovanadium(IV) compounds
1 and 3 herein investigated is well reproduced through the
Brons−van Vleck phenomenological model (eq 3), whereas the
vanadium(IV) compounds 2 and 4 require an extended Brons−
van Vleck law (eq 4),22 to provide an adequate fit of the
experimental data (Figure S13 in the Supporting Information),
suggesting a more-complex relaxation process.
τ = + +
+
+ +
+
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1
1
1
1
1 4
2
2
2
2
(4)
The best-fit parameters are reported in Table S2 in the
Supporting Information.
We have recently found that the d parameters, extracted from
the fit of the magnetic field dependence, follow an exponential
temperature dependence.22 The resulting Arrhenius behavior
allowed us to extract effective energy values (Ueff), which also
correlate well with the experimental low-energy vibrational
modes detected by time-domain THz spectroscopy (vide infra).
Interestingly, a complex behavior of the magnetic field
dependence of τ has been found to be accompanied by the
presence of more than one predominant low-energy vibration,
suggesting a correlation between the observed activation energy
and the frequency (ωα) of the involved phonon of the type Ueff
= hωα/2. The same relation has been theoretically proposed for
the relaxation time of SMMs characterized by excited magnetic
states at high energy, when the anharmonicity, or finite line
width, of vibrational modes is taken into account.24
In this case, the analysis of the T dependence of the d
parameter extracted by the field dependence measurements
performed at various temperatures provides a unique value of
Ueff for 1 (Ueff = 24(2) cm
−1) and for 3 (Ueff = 17(2) cm
−1)
(see Figure S14 in the Supporting Information). On the other
hand, the linear fit of ln(d) and ln(g) vs T−1 provides Ueff =
6(1) cm−1 and 10(1) cm−1 for 2, and Ueff = 9(1) cm
−1 and
16(1) cm−1 for 4, respectively (Figure S14). Note that the
e and f parameters show, in some cases, a weak temperature
dependence that was not foreseen by the Brons−van Vleck
model. This evidence some limitations for the application of
this phenomenological model to the dynamics of these
complexes, and makes the comparison between the field-
dependent behavior of different systems still qualitative.
The long spin−lattice relaxation times observed for 1 are in
agreement with the predicted higher activation energy of the
vibrational mode (detected by THz spectroscopy, vide infra)
involved in the relaxation (ca. 48(4) cm−1) with respect to the
one (40 cm−1) of the best performing system identified to date,
namely, [VO(acac)2] (acac = acetylacetonate), which shows
slightly lower values of τ (Figure S15 in the Supporting
Information).30 This suggests that the lowest energy vibrational
modes are expected to be higher in energy for 1, with respect to
[VO(acac)2].
FT-IR and THz Vibrational Spectroscopy. An accurate
determination of the energy of the vibrational modes active in
these compounds is crucial for a better understanding of the corre-
lation between vibrational modes and the spin dynamics. We have
thus collected room-temperature infrared (4000−400 cm−1)
and THz (100−20 cm−1) spectra (the latter through time-
domain THz spectroscopy) of the protonated ligands H2cat
and H2naph-cat. The comparison between the spectra indicates
that the structural modification herein introduced by expanding
Figure 4. Magnetic field dependence of τ extracted from AC
susceptibility measurements for compounds 1−4 at different tem-
peratures (see legends). Solid lines are the best-fits of the models
(see text).
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the ligand from one to two condensed aromatic rings has
important implications on the overall molecular rigidity.
Indeed, in the middle-infrared region, most of the absorption
peaks related to the aromatic skeleton vibrations of H2naph-cat
are shifted toward higher energies, when compared to H2cat
(Figure S16 in the Supporting Information).33 The low-energy
vibrations are also affected by the skeleton rigidity. Indeed, the
predominant lowest energy absorption occurs at a frequency
ca. 15 cm−1 higher for the H2naph-cat ligand, with respect to
the H2cat one (Figure 5).
These findings are in agreement with what was previously
reported for the 1,4-dihydroxy isomers of the 1,2-dihydroxy
compounds herein investigated.34,35
When passing to the vibrational spectra of the complexes, the
middle-infrared region of 1 and 2 do not show substantial dif-
ferences between the two compounds, except for the presence
of an extra absorption peak at ca. 942 cm−1 for 1, which is
clearly attributable to the VO stretching normal mode
(Figure S17 in the Supporting Information). These results are
not surprising, because of the strictly local nature of the
molecular vibrational modes falling in this spectral region, and
are in agreement with previous findings.20 Analogous results are
observed comparing the spectra of 3 and 4. Indeed, they show
very similar spectra, except for the extra peak at ca. 958 cm−1
(VO stretching) for 3 (Figure S18 in the Supporting
Information).
The comparison between the middle-infrared spectra of
1 and 3 provides instead some insights on the role of the
structural rigidity introduced through the ligand. Excluding the
vibrational modes related to the PPh4
+ counterion falling at ca.
1105, 995, 754, 722, 687, 623, and 528 cm−1, the higher rigidity
of the two condensed rings in the naph-cat2− ligand with respect
to the cat2− results in a slight shift toward higher frequency of
some specific vibrational modes centered at ca. 1255, 948, and
535 cm−1 (Figure S19a in the Supporting Information),
including the VO stretching vibrational mode. The same
considerations are valid for the octahedral complexes 2 and 4
(Figure S19b in the Supporting Information).
Room-temperature time-domain THz spectra were recorded
in the 0.3−3.0 THz range (15−100 cm−1) to characterize the low-
energy vibration frequencies of compounds 1−4 (see Figure 6).
Generally, the THz spectra of compounds 1−4 appear more
complicated with respect to those of [VO(acac)2] and
[VO(Et2dtc)2] already studied.
22 This might be partially related
to the presence of the PPh4
+ counterion, which was absent in
the previously studied compounds.
The spectra of the oxovanadium(IV) complexes 1 and 3
show lowest energy absorptions at ca. 35 and 52 cm−1 for 1,
and 20 and 34 cm−1 for 3, respectively. Interestingly, in this
frequency region, the lowest-energy vibrational modes are
shifted toward higher frequencies for the complex of the smaller
cat2− ligand, with respect to that of the naph-cat2−, in agree-
ment with the magnetic analysis. More specifically, assuming
the relation Ueff = hωα/2 to hold,
22,24 the magnetic analysis
suggests that the phonons involved in the relaxation mechanism
should have a frequency of 48 and 34 cm−1, for 1 and 3, respec-
tively, which agree with the spectroscopic findings. Both 1 and
3 show one additional peak at lower frequencies that was not
determined through the magnetic analysis. According to a
recently reported study on the role of intramolecular vibrations
as mediators of spin−lattice relaxation, each vibrational mode
should couple with the spin in a different extent, as a function
of the type of vibration and electron occupancy in the metal
d-orbitals.23 More specifically, it has been observed that, for the
compound [(Ph)4P]2[Cu(mnt)2] (mnt = 1,2-dicyanoethilene-
1,2-dithiolate), which has been theoretically investigated, only
3 out of 16 calculated vibrational modes in the 0−150 cm−1
range were identified as effective in mediating spin−lattice relaxa-
tion, with the first active low-energy mode being fourth in energy
(at ca. 35 cm−1). Consequently, it is not surprising that the
lowest-energy vibrational mode observed herein for 1 and 3
is not strongly coupled with the spin to promote efficient
relaxation, and consequently does not contribute substantially
to the fine structure of the τ vs B behavior (vide infra). This
hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that both 1 and 3, which
share the same coordination geometry, show the same feature.
Accordingly, the nature of the lowest-energy detected vibra-
tional mode for 1 and 3 is likely to be the same, with a different
resonating frequency, because of the different ligand mass.
The spectra of the vanadium(IV) tris-chelated complexes
show, in general, low-energy absorption bands, which are shifted
toward lower energies, with respect to the oxovanadium(IV)
complexes, again in agreement with the findings of the mag-
netic analysis. More specifically, 2 and 4 show lowest-energy
Figure 5. Comparison between experimental THz (20−90 cm−1)
spectra of H2cat and H2naph-cat ligands. Arrow indicate the shift
toward higher frequencies of the lowest energy vibrational mode.
Figure 6. Vibrational spectra in the 0.3−1.8 THz range (15−60 cm−1)
of compounds 1−4 and (Ph)4PBr for comparison (orange dashed line).
Arrows indicates the lowest energy absorptions for all compounds
together with experimental frequencies and those found through
magnetic susceptibility analysis (shown in parentheses). (nd = not
determined through magnetic analysis.)
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absorptions at 22 cm−1 and ca. 28 cm−1 for 2, and 20 and
33 cm−1 for 4. A correlation with the magnetic analysis can be
found for 4, with two phonon modes expected at 18 and
32 cm−1, whereas, for 2, relevant phonon modes are expected at
12 and 20 cm−1, the former falling out from our detection range.
Finally, it should be remarked that all spectra show an
absorption at ∼40 cm−1, where the first vibrational mode of the
PPh4
+ counterion is observed (dotted orange line in Figure 6),
but no correspondence to relaxation processes is observed for
this vibration.
Pulsed Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectros-
copy. Coherence times (Tm) and spin−lattice relaxation times
(T1) for compounds 1 and 3 in frozen solution were measured
at the X-band in the 4.5−100 K temperature range. The mea-
surements were performed at the so-called “powder line” of the
echo-detected field-swept (EDFS) EPR spectrum (see arrow in
Figure 7a). The spectral features of the EDFS-EPR spectra
reflect those of the corresponding CW-EPR spectra (Figure 2a),
although some distortions are present at the high-field end of
the spectral pattern of 1, because of field-dependent nuclear
modulation effects.
The thermal variation of T1 for 1 and 3 were obtained by
inversion recovery experiments performed in the 4.5−100 K
temperature range. The resulting traces were fitted with a
stretched monoexponential equation,
τ
= + −
β⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥I I k Texp
p
0 1
1
1
(5)
and the extracted T1 values are reported in Figure 7b (squares).
The stretched exponential recovery is characteristic of a
distribution of relaxation times, which is typical of glassy frozen
solutions and polycrystalline systems, where the neighborhood
of the paramagnetic species varies slightly from site to site.
This is consistent with the pseudo-Voigt line shape function
and the A-strain used in the simulation of the CW EPR experi-
ments to reproduce the inhomogeneously broadened line widths.
The stretching parameter (β1) is ∼0.3 at 5 K and approaches
unity at 100 K, indicating that the local heterogeneity is averaged
out at temperatures approaching the melting point. This is
consistent with what we observed for other vanadyl complexes
in frozen solutions.17
The thermal variation of T1 for the two compounds shows a
constant slow decrease from the maximum values of ca. 20−40 ms
at 4.5 K, to the lowest, but still remarkable values of ca. 20−30 μs
at 100 K. This indicates that measurable values of T1 were
expected at higher temperatures if the temperature range were
not limited by the melting point of the frozen solution. As shown
in Figure 7b, the T1 values exhibit linear temperature dependence
behaviors, which have been modeled assuming only one pre-
dominant contribution of Raman type to the relaxation with
n = 2.8(2) and 2.6(2) for 1 and 3, respectively, in agreement
with the AC susceptibility data (vide supra). Interestingly,
slightly longer T1s are observed for 3, in agreement with AC
susceptibility data, whereas at temperatures <10 K, the trend is
reversed.
To investigate the quantum coherence in detail and to
quantify the phase memory time (Tm) of 1 and 3 as a function
of the temperature, echo decay experiments were also performed.
The decay traces were fitted using the stretched-exponential
equation,
τ
= + −
β⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥I I k Texp
2 p
0 m
m
m
(6)
as usually done for transition metal-based systems,36 where I
indicates the echo intensity, 2τp is the delay between the initial
pulse and the echo detection, and βm is the stretch factor.
The thermal variation of the Tm values for 1 and 3 shows an
almost-temperature-independent behavior in the 4.5−80 K
range, with Tm values within 4.2−3.6 μs and 4.2−6.5 μs, for
1 and 3, respectively. Then, at 100 K, Tm decreases slightly, to
ca. 2.3 μs for 1 and 2.9 μs for 3, most likely as a result of the
significant decrease of T1 in that temperature range (Figure 7b).
It should be highlighted that the Tm values observed at low
temperature (ca. 4.0−6.0 μs) are generally higher than those
already reported so far in the literature for similar compounds
measured in analogous protiated solvent matrixes.37 Moreover,
they are slightly higher than those reported for vanadyl complexes
containing nuclear spin-free ligands (ca. 3.0−3.5 μs), which are
also characterized by a more abrupt decrease of Tm as the tem-
perature increases.37
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have here investigated the spin−lattice relaxation of four
VIV-based potential molecular qubits where specific structural
modifications have been introduced to study correlations
between the spin dynamics and the role played by low-energy
Figure 7. (a)Experimental X-band (9.7 GHz) ED-EPR spectrum of 1 and 3 (1.0 mM in CH2Cl2:C6H6 3:1) recorded at 5 K. The arrow indicates the
magnetic field setting at which pulsed EPR experiments were performed. (b) Temperature dependence of T1 and Tm for 1 and 3. The solid line is the
best fit of the model (see text). The short-dashed line represents a guide for the eyes. Error bars are within the size of the symbols.
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vibrational modes as mediators of spin−lattice relaxation. Both
the influence of the different coordination geometries, square-
pyramidal versus octahedral, as well as the increased rigidity of
the coordinating ligand, have been correlated to the observed
spin−lattice relaxation.
The analysis of the temperature dependence of the relaxation
time did not show major differences between catecholate and
naphthalene-catecholate complexes, while substantial differ-
ences between square pyramidal and octahedral complexes
were observed. Indeed, the former provide relaxation times that
are ca. 10-fold longer, with respect to the latter. A similar factor
was also observed for another independent pair of vanadium-
(IV) and oxovanadium(IV) complexes with a different ligand,
thus indicating that the specific coordination geometry plays a
key role on the absolute values of the relaxation time, not
simply by generically increasing them, but enhancing the relaxa-
tion times by a specific factor, independently from the coordi-
nating ligand structure.
The relaxation times herein reported for the vanadyl species
are higher than those observed for β-diketonate derivatives and
for complexes where the ligands have sulfur donor atoms, such
as the 1,3-dithiole-2-thione-4,5-dithiolate (dmit2−) and dieth-
yldithiocarbamate (Et2dtc
−) ligands (Figure S15). This may be
due either to the fine modulation of the electronic parameters
of the metal centers, or to the specific force of the vibrational
modes related to the metal−donor atoms bonds. Moreover,
compounds 1 and 3 show quantum coherence times that
compare well with the best results obtained so far for molecular
spin qubits.
From this comparative multitechnique study, further insights
emerge on the factors affecting the spin dynamics. Analysis of
the field-dependent data confirms the generality of the
Arrhenius-type dependence related to the efficiency of the
processes responsible for the nonmonotonic field dependence
of the relaxation time. This allowed us to find further corre-
spondence between the activation energy values obtained by
this magnetic analysis and the frequency of the low-energy
phonons spectroscopically detected by time-domain THz spec-
troscopy. Unfortunately, clear correlations with the nature of
vibrational modes involved cannot be performed with certitude,
as a consequence of the spectra complexity, which is further
enhanced by the presence of the counterion.
As the temperature dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation
time is concerned, it emerges that naphthalene-catecholate,
identified by experimental middle-infrared and THz spectros-
copy as a more rigid ligand than catecholate, provides minor
enhancements of the relaxation times only in the high-
temperature range. The slower relaxation of 1, compared to
3, at low temperatures correlates with the trend of the lowest-
energy vibrational modes. Indeed, they occur at slightly lower
energy in 3 than in 1, independently from the shift toward
higher frequencies observed in higher-frequency regions.
A possible explanation of such behavior might be found in
the mixing between low-energy vibrational modes with rota-
tional components, with the latter being expected to be observed
at higher energies for smaller masses.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a multitechnique
approach based on the combination of AC susceptometry,
pulsed-EPR, and THz spectroscopy can shed light on the most
effective structural parameters involved in the magnetic relaxa-
tion of S = 1/2 potential molecular spin qubits.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. [(Ph)4P]2[VO(cat)2] (1). An aqueous solution (15 mL)
of VOSO4·xH2O (1.0 g, 6.0 mmol) was refluxed overnight with NaOH
(0.32 g, 8.0 mmol) resulting in the formation of a green precipitate.
The solid was filtered, washed with cold water, and added in portions
to an aqueous solution (15 mL) of catechol (1.1 g, 10.0 mmol) and an
excess of NaOH (1.2 g, 30.0 mol). A methanol solution (5 mL) of
tetraphenylphosphonium bromide (5.0 g, 12.0 mmol) was added
dropwise to the resulting green solution with precipitation of 1 as a
green-gray microcrystalline solid. The precipitate was separated from
the mother liquor by vacuum filtration, washed several times with
water, and dried under vacuum. Yield: 85%. Compound 1 was
recrystallized by the addition of acetone to a CH2Cl2 solution, which
gives green shiny crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Elemental analysis
calcd for C60H48O5P2V: C, 74.92; H, 5.03; found: C, 73.91; H, 5.05.
FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet): 3049(w), 2995(w), 1584(w),
1560(vw), 1474(vs), 1435(s), 1409(w), 1340(w), 1322(w),
1249(vs), 1193(w), 1163(w), 1106(s), 1013(w), 995(m), 942(m)
(ν VO), 887(w), 870(m), 791(m), 762(m), 753(m), 738(m),
723(s), 688(s), 623(s), 526(vs), 504(m), 453(w), 412(m).
[(Ph)4P]2[V(cat)3] (2). An aqueous solution (10 mL) of VOSO4·
xH2O (0.550 g, 2.7 mmol) was added dropwise to an aqueous solu-
tion (20 mL) of catechol (0.890 g, 8.1 mmol) and NaOH (0.400 g,
10.0 mmol). A methanol solution (5 mL) of tetraphenylphosphonium
bromide (2.85 g, 6.8 mmol) was added dropwise to the resulting blue
solution with precipitation of 2 as a blue microcrystalline solid.
The precipitate was separated from the mother liquor by vacuum
filtration, washed several times with water, and dried under vacuum.
Yield: 78%. Compound 2 was recrystallized by slow diffusion of Et2O
vapors to a MeOH solution, which gives deep-blue block crystals
suitable for X-ray analysis. Elemental analysis calcd for C66H52O6P2V:
C, 75.21; H, 4.97; found: C, 75.62; H, 4.95. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr
pellet): 3049(w), 2995(w), 1585(w), 1569(vw), 1513(m), 1483(m),
1467(vs), 1435(s), 1372(w), 1340(w), 1317(w), 1258(vs), 1201(w),
1163(w), 1106(s), 1013(w), 995(m), 870(m), 855(w), 805(m), 754(m),
738(m), 723(s), 688(s), 623(s), 526(vs), 504(m), 463(w), 420(m).
[(Ph)4P]2[VO(naph-cat)2] (3). An aqueous solution (10 mL) of
VOSO4·xH2O (0.330 g, 2.0 mmol) was added dropwise to an aqueous
solution (20 mL) of catechol (0.60 g, 3.75 mmol) and NaOH (0.450 g,
11.2 mmol). A methanol solution (5 mL) of tetraphenylphosphonium
bromide (2.0 g, 4.70 mmol) was added dropwise to the resulting green
solution with precipitation of 3 as a green microcrystalline solid.
The precipitate was separated from the mother liquor by vacuum
filtration, washed several times with water, and dried under vacuum.
Yield: 87%. Compound 3 was recrystallized via the addition of acetone
to a freshly prepared CH2Cl2 solution, which gives green shiny
microcrystals. Elemental analysis calcd for C68H52O5P2V: C, 76.90; H,
4.94; found: C, 76.15; H, 4.73. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet):
3053(w), 3004(w), 1584(w), 1567(vw), 1459(vs), 1437(s), 1340(w),
1322(w), 1269(vs), 1190(w), 1167(m), 1107(m), 995(w), 958(m)
(ν VO), 857(m), 749(m), 738(m), 723(s), 688(s), 652(w),
624(m), 560(m), 525(s), 476(w), 453(w).
[(Ph)4P]2[V(naph-cat)3] (4). Compound 4 was obtained by slow
conversion of 3 in CH2Cl2 solution. Slow evaporation of the solvent
provides deep-blue block crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. Elemental
analysis calcd for C78H58O6P2V: C, 77.80; H, 4.85; found: C, 77.67;
H, 4.81. FT-IR (υ̅max/cm
−1, KBr pellet): 3044(w), 3000(w), 1584(w),
1567(vw), 1482(w), 1450(vs), 1440(s), 1436(s), 1340(w), 1322(w),
1269(vs), 1190(w), 1167(m), 1107(m), 995(w), 864(m), 839(m),
749(m), 738(m), 723(s), 688(s), 642(w), 624(m), 560(m, 525(s),
476(w), 453(w).
Characterization. C, H, N analyses were performed with a CHN-S
Flash E1112 Thermofinnigan analyzer. FT-IR spectra were performed
on KBr pellets and collected with a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu,
Model 8400S).
Single-Crystal X-ray Crystallography. Single-crystal XRD
measurements were performed on an Oxford Xcalibur PX Ultra
Onyx CCD diffractometer, using an Enhance Ultra X-ray graphite-
monochromated Cu Kα (λ = 1.540 Å) or Mo Kα (λ = 0.7107 Å)
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radiation source. The structures were solved by direct methods
(SHELXS-97) and refined on F2 using a full-matrix least-squares
methodology (SHELXL-97),38 using the Wingx software package.39
All non-H atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement
parameters. Graphical material was prepared using Mercury CSD
3.9.40 A summary of the crystallographic data and the structure
refinement for compounds 1, 2, and 4 is reported in Table 3.
Full crystallographic data for the solved structures have been
deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with CCDC
numbers 1572974 (1), 1572976 (2), and 1572975 (4), respectively.
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. CW X-Band EPR spectra of
all samples were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer
equipped with a SHQ cavity (ν = 9.39 GHz). Low-temperature
measurements were obtained using a continuous flow helium cryostat
(Oxford Instruments, Model ESR900). Pulsed-EPR measurements
were carried out with a Bruker Elexsys E580 at the X-band (ν ≅
9.70 GHz) equipped with a flexline dielectric ring ENDOR resonator
(Bruker, Model EN 4118X-MD4). Temperatures between 4.5 K and
100 K were obtained with a continuous flow helium cryostat (Oxford
Instruments, Model CF935). Echo detected field swept EPR spectra
were recorded by using the Hahn Echo pulse sequence (π/2τπ
τecho) with fixed interpulse delay time τ = 200 ns, tπ/2 = 16 ns,
and tπ = 32 ns. Phase memory times were measured by the Hahn
Echo sequence upon increasing the interpulse delay τ, starting from
τ = 98 ns. Spin−lattice relaxation times were measured using the
standard inversion recovery sequence (πtd−π/2τπτecho),
with π/2 = 16 ns. The uncertainty in T1 estimated from replicate
measurements was 5%−10%, depending upon the signal-to-noise ratio
at a given temperature-field combination.
Magnetic Measurements. AC susceptibility measurements were
performed in the temperature range 5.0−80 K with applied magnetic
fields up to 8.5 T on polycrystalline samples of compounds 1 (56.12 mg),
2 (48.10 mg), 3 (54.20 mg), and 4 (45.00 mg) by using a Quantum
Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) equipped
with a AC susceptometer operating in the frequency range from 10 Hz
to 10 kHz. Susceptibility data were corrected for the diamag-
netic contributions as deduced by using Pascal’s constant tables.41
THz Time-Domain Spectroscopy Setup. THz spectra were
measured by time-domain transmission spectroscopy, using a table-top
experimental setup equipped with optical laser pulses (T-light 780 nm
fiber laser, MenloSystems) and low-temperature GaAs photoconductive
antennas. The developed acquisition procedure enables one to achieve
a very high signal-to-noise ratio, which is higher than what is commonly
achieved in standard far-infrared investigations. The accurate analysis
of the data enables one to disentangle the signals from spurious
contributions coming from multiple reflections. Detailed descriptions
of the experimental setup and the data analysis procedure are reported
elsewhere.42 The spectra were measured in pellet samples of 13.2 mm
in diameter, with a thickness of ∼0.7 mm. These were made by
pressing, under a manual hydraulic press (∼0.8 GPa), a mixture of
microcrystals and polyethylene powder (Merck).
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A Pseudo-Octahedral Cobalt(II) Complex with Bispyrazolylpyridine
Ligands Acting as a Zero-Field Single-Molecule Magnet with Easy
Axis Anisotropy
Luca Rigamonti,*[a] Nathalie Bridonneau,[a, e] Giordano Poneti,[b, f] Lorenzo Tesi,[b]
Lorenzo Sorace,[b] Dawid Pinkowicz,[c] Jesus Jover,[d] Eliseo Ruiz,[d] Roberta Sessoli,[b] and
Andrea Cornia[a]
Abstract: The homoleptic mononuclear compound [Co(bpp-
COOMe)2](ClO4)2 (1) (bpp-COOMe=methyl 2,6-di(pyrazol-1-
yl)pyridine-4-carboxylate) crystallizes in the monoclinic C2/c
space group, and the cobalt(II) ion possesses a pseudo-octa-
hedral environment given by the two mer-coordinated tri-
dentate ligands. Direct-current magnetic data, single-crystal
torque magnetometry, and EPR measurements disclosed the
easy-axis nature of this cobalt(II) complex, which shows
single-molecule magnet behavior when a static field is ap-
plied in alternating-current susceptibility measurements. Dia-
magnetic dilution in the zinc(II) analogue [Zn(bpp-COO-
Me)2](ClO4)2 (2) afforded the derivative [Zn0.95Co0.05(bpp-COO-
Me)2](ClO4)2 (3), which exhibits slow relaxation of magnetiza-
tion even in zero field thanks to the reduction of dipolar in-
teractions. Theoretical calculations confirmed the overall
electronic structure and the magnetic scenario of the com-
pound as drawn by experimental data, thus confirming the
spin-phonon Raman relaxation mechanism, and a direct
quantum tunneling in the ground state as the most plausi-
ble relaxation pathway in zero field.
Introduction
Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) can in principle be used for
encoding binary information and for data processing, thus ex-
ploiting their magnetic bistability and inherent quantum be-
havior.[1] Research in this field moves in different directions,
such as finding better performing systems,[2,3] developing relia-
ble methods to deposit molecules on solid substrates,[4, 5] and
finding ways to control molecular magnetism by external stim-
uli, including light and pressure.[6–8] Complexes that contain
only one metal center may represent the smallest chemically
tuneable SMMs for spin-based devices,[9] and significant prog-
ress has been made in this regard by using lanthanides[3, 10]
and, more recently, 3d metal ions.[10,11] In the latter case, relaxa-
tion by quantum tunneling is usually very fast in zero field, so
that application of a static field is required to observe SMM be-
havior by alternating-current (ac) susceptibility measurements.
However, few examples of zero-field SMMs based on mononu-
clear complexes of iron(I)[12] iron(III),[13] and cobalt(II) have been
reported,[14–25] which all feature half-integer spin states (S=3/2
or 5/2). In particular, individual cobalt(II) ions were found to ex-
hibit zero-field SMM behavior when embedded in tetrahe-
dral,[14–17,20, 22,24] trigonal prismatic,[18,19, 23] or linear[21] coordina-
tion environments or in a solid-state lattice.[25] In all these
cases, the metal complexes possess a negative zero field split-
ting (zfs) parameter (D), thus suggesting the investigation of
other coordination environments suitable to enforce an easy-
axis magnetic anisotropy on the cobalt(II) ion.
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The 2,6-bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine (bpp) class of ligands is well
known for the promotion of spin-crossover (SCO) in octahedral
iron(II) metal complexes.[26–28] These ligands can host both
high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) iron(II) centers,[27] thus ena-
bling spin-state modulation by temperature or application of
light.[29, 30] In some cases, the distortion of the octahedral ge-
ometry is so pronounced as to block the metal center in its HS
state, as we recently found when using methyl 2,6-di(pyrazol-
1-yl)pyridine-4-carboxylate (bpp-COOMe).[26] In particular, in the
distorted molecular structure of [Fe(bpp-COOMe)2](ClO4)2, the
pseudo-octahedral coordination environment leads to a stabili-
zation of the dxy orbital relative to dxz and dyz (where z repre-
sents the trans-N{pyridyl}-Fe-N{pyridyl} direction and x and y
represent the directions of the coordinated pyrazolyl nitrogen
atoms).[26]
Such an orbital pattern is expected to produce an easy-axis
anisotropy for cobalt(II), as sought for.[31] We have thus synthe-
sized [Co(bpp-COOMe)2](ClO4)2 (1) by reaction of cobalt(II) per-
chlorate with bpp-COOMe and found this compound to be iso-
structural to the iron(II) complex.[26] From the study of the
magnetic properties of 1, we discovered that it has an easy-
axis anisotropy and shows SMM behavior under an applied
external field. Magnetic dilution in the zinc(II) analogue
[Zn(bpp-COOMe)2](ClO4)2 (2) afforded [Zn0.95Co0.05(bpp-COO-
Me)2](ClO4)2 (3), in which dipolar interactions are reduced and
slow relaxation of the magnetization is detectable even in zero
field. To the best of our knowledge, this finding discloses the
first fully characterized pseudo-octahedral cobalt(II) complex
with easy-axis anisotropy that acts as a zero-field SMM.[32]
Herein, we present detailed and critical descriptions of the ex-
perimental data collected by direct-current (dc) and ac mag-
netic measurements, X-band electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectroscopy, single-crystal cantilever torque magneto-
metry (CTM), and ab initio theoretical calculations in support
for the magnetic properties of 1.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis, crystallization, and molecular structures
The reaction of a suspension of bpp-COOMe in acetonitrile
with [M(ClO4)2]·6H2O (M=Co, Zn; either as pure salts or in a
mixture) at room temperature produced the immediate disso-
lution of the ligand and formation of a solution, which gave
well-formed X-ray-quality crystals of 1 (light red), 2 (colorless),
or 3 (very light orange) in good yield by vapour diffusion with
diethyl ether. The crystals of the three compounds are air
stable, belong to the monoclinic space group C2/c, and are iso-
morphous to the iron(II) derivative recently studied for its SCO
properties (see Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information
for a comparison of the room-temperature unit-cell parame-
ters).[26] X-ray diffraction data were collected at 295 and 161 K
for 1 and at 120 K for 2 to determine the molecular structures,
and the main bond lengths and angles obtained are reported
in Table 1.
In all cases, the metal coordination environments show a
pronounced distortion from a perfect octahedral geometry
(see Figure 1 and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).
This finding is best outlined by the trans-N{pyridyl}-M-N{pyrid-
yl} angle (f) and the dihedral angle between the least squares
(ls) planes of the two mer-coordinated ligands (q), which lie far
from the ideal values of 180 and 908, respectively.[27] Although
the cobalt(II) ion in 1 is Jahn–Teller active,[33] the described dis-
tortion is most probably caused by crystal-packing effects be-
cause this distortion is present, to almost the same extent, in
the zinc(II) derivative 2. Note that the most regular geometry
would still exhibit departures from the perfect octahedral sym-
metry due to the intrinsic shape of the bpp ligands, which im-
poses a clamp angle (y) of less than 1808. The distortion is
also highlighted by the high values of the parameters S and V
(Table 1). The first parameter is a general measure of the devia-
tion of a metal ion from an ideal octahedral geometry, whereas
the V value more specifically indicates the distortion from an
octahedral environment toward a trigonal-prismatic struc-
ture.[28] In fact, a perfectly octahedral complex would give S=
V=0.
The Co@N bond lengths in 1 (Table 1) range from 2.08 a
with the pyridyl nitrogen atom (ring C) to about 2.15 a with
Table 1. Main bond lengths [a] and angles [8] of 1 (Co) and 2 (Zn).
1
[T=295 K]
1
[T=161 K]
2
[T=120 K]
M1@N1 2.142(2) 2.141(2) 2.1428(16)
M1@N14 2.148(2) 2.152(2) 2.2056(16)
M1@N15 (py) 2.082(2) 2.080(2) 2.1216(16)
N1-M1-N15 74.56(9) 74.73(8) 74.43(6)
N15-M1-N14 74.91(9) 74.93(8) 73.49(6)
N1-M1-N14 (y) 148.76(9) 148.99(8) 147.72(6)
N15-M1-N15’[a] (f) 161.12(13) 161.45(8) 160.36(6)
q[b] 81.21 81.59 82.92
S[c] 140.1 139.1 145.6
V[c] 445 444 457
[a] The N15’ atom is obtained from N15 through a twofold rotation.
[b] Dihedral angle between the two ligands (the plane of each ligand was
defined as the least-squares plane through its sixteen aromatic C/N
atoms). [c] See ref. [28] for the definition. py=pyridine.
Figure 1. Molecular structure of the [Co(bpp-COOMe)2]
2+ cation of 1 at low
temperature in a perspective view with ring labeling (ring A=N1N4C3C2C1,
ring B=N14N10C11C12C13, ring C=N15C5C6C7C8C9, where N1, N14, and
N15 are the donor atoms to cobalt). The magnetic anisotropy axes were ob-
tained by single-crystal CTM and EPR measurements. Co=azure, O= red,
N=blue, C= light gray, H=white; easy axis= red, intermediate axis=green,
hard axis=yellow.
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the pyrazolyl moieties (rings A and B), which are partially rotat-
ed by about 6–108 with respect to the ls plane of the whole
ligand; furthermore, these values remain the same within ex-
perimental error upon variation of the temperature. The ester
group is coplanar with the pyridyl ring C and is involved in
one of the two shortest intermolecular interactions with one
pyrazolyl C@H group (C1(H1)···O17=3.252/3.291 a, C1-
H1···O17=147.6/148.98 at 161/295 K), which leads to a Co···Co
distance of 9.642/9.664 a. The second short intermolecular
contact involves another C@H group and the pyrazolyl ring of
the adjacent molecule (C12(H12)···centroid(ring A)=3.47/
3.52 a, C12-H12···centroid(ring A)=150/1498 at 161/295 K) with
a shorter intermolecular Co···Co distance of 8.494/8.530 a. Per-
chlorate anions are located in the voids between the cations,
and all the oxygen atoms are involved in weak C@H···O interac-
tions (see Figure S1 and Tables S3 and S4 in the Supporting In-
formation).
The zinc derivative 2 shows similar structural features rela-
tive to 1, with only slightly longer Zn@N distances with the
pyrazolyl rings (Table 1), but fully comparable crystal packing
(see Table S5 in the Supporting Information), which allowed us
to successfully obtain the diamagnetically diluted crystalline
sample 3 containing a Zn/Co ratio of 18:1 (i.e. , Zn0.9475Co0.0525),
as confirmed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES).
Static magnetic properties
Dc magnetic susceptibility data of 1 were recorded in the tem-
perature range 2–300 K in a low-field regime (1 kOe up to 40 K
and 10 kOe from 30 to 300 K), together with the field depend-
ence of the isothermal molar magnetization (MM) at low tem-
perature (Figure 2). The product of the molar magnetic sus-
ceptibility (cM) and the temperature (T) was about 2.84 emuK
mol@1 at 300 K, against an expected spin-only value of
1.875 emuKmol@1 for an S=3/2 ion with g=2.00. This differ-
ence indicates a relevant orbital contribution to the magnet-
ism, which can be parametrized in the first approximation by
assuming g=2.46. The cMT value remains almost unvaried
upon cooling down to 90 K, at which point it begins to slowly
decrease to 1.98 emuKmol@1 at 2.0 K, which is consistent with
the depopulation of the spin-orbit and low-symmetry split
states of the 4T1g(Oh) electronic term.
Although a spin Hamiltonian formalism might be inadequate
to account for the electronic structure of the cobalt(II) ion,[34]
we first used the following Hamiltonian to fit the experimental
cMT(T) and MM(H) data simultaneously by using the PHI pro-
gram [Eq. (1)]:[35]
H ¼ HZeeman þHzfs ¼ mBbB ? (g ? bSþ bS ? (D ? bS
¼ gxmBBxSx þ gymBBySy þ gzmBBzSz þ
D S2z @
1
3
S Sþ 1ð Þ
+ *
þ E S2x @ S2y
0 / ð1Þ
in which D and E are the axial and transverse second-order ani-
sotropy parameters (defined from the principal components of
the D¯ matrix as D=3Dzz/2 and E= (Dxx@Dyy)/2) and gx, gy, and
gz are the principal components of the g¯ matrix for the S=3/2
state (D¯ and g¯ were assumed to be collinear). By taking an
axial g¯ matrix with gx=gy for simplicity, a systematic survey
was performed with ga values (a=x, y, z) from 1.8 to 3.2 and
diagonal components of D¯ from @90 to 90 cm@1. An accurate
fit was only possible for negative D values and a unique solu-
tion fulfilled the condition expected for easy-axis cobalt(II)
ions, namely gz>gx=gy : D=@57.5(7), jE j =15.7(3) cm@1; gx=
gy=2.332(4), gz=2.6687(15). As can be noted, the cobalt(II) ion
has an easy-axis anisotropy, but with a relevant rhombic distor-
tion, as given by jE/D j =0.273 (the sign of E is irrelevant for
powder measurements when gx=gy). The resulting splitting of
the S=3/2 manifold is 2(D2+3E2)1/2=127 cm@1.
Torque magnetometry
To gain independent experimental evidence of the magnetic
anisotropy, CTM experiments were performed on a face-in-
dexed single crystal of 1 mounted on a rotating capacitive can-
tilever torquemeter. The device measures the torque compo-
nent (tY) along the rotation axis (Y), whereas the magnetic field
is applied normal to Y in the XZ plane at an angle q from Z (q
increases going from Z toward @X).[36,37] The measured torque
is thus given by Equation (2):
tY ¼ mZBX@mXBZ ð2Þ
in which m= (mX, mY, mZ) is the magnetic moment of the
sample and B= (BX, 0, BZ) is the applied magnetic field. Two ro-
tations (Rot1 and Rot2) were performed in which the XYZ
frame corresponds to the orthogonalized crystallographic
frame a*bc (Rot1) or @a*cb (Rot2) (see the Supporting Informa-
tion for further details). Thanks to the fact that the cobalt(II)
ion in 1 is located on a binary axis of the monoclinic C2/c
space group, only one molecule is magnetically independent.
Moreover, one of the principal directions of the magnetic ani-
sotropy tensor (e.g. , y) must coincide with this binary axis,
Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the cMT product for 1 (red circles in
the main panel ; overlapped points in the range 30–40 K refer to measure-
ments at 1 and 10 kOe). Inset: field dependence of the molar magnetization
(MM) at 1.8 (blue), 3.0 (green), 5.0 (yellow), and 7.0 (red) K. Solid lines are
given by the best-fit parameters (see the text for details).
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which is parallel to b, whereas the others (x and z) must lie in
the a*c plane. When scanning this plane, as in Rot1, and work-
ing in the low-field limit Equation (2) becomes Equation (3):
tYð@Þ ¼ B2ðczz@cxxÞsin@cos@ ð3Þ
in which c¯ is the susceptibility tensor and f=qz@q is the
angle between the principal anisotropy axis z and B (i.e. , the
magnetic field is applied along z at q=qz). The principal direc-
tions of the anisotropy tensor, separated by p/2 but arbitrarily
located in the a*c plane, are easily detected as zero-torque
points. Furthermore, the easy or hard character becomes evi-
dent by increasing the field at low temperature; as a result,
when the low-field limit is no longer valid the curves become
steeper around the hard-axis zero-torque point.[37] The meas-
urements, performed at 10 K under a static magnetic field of 2
and 4 T and at 100 K with a magnetic field of 10 and 12 T, are
reported in Figure 3, whereas the data at intermediate temper-
atures are available in Figure S2 (see the Supporting Informa-
tion).
In Rot1 (XYZ=a*bc) at 10 K, we find the first torque zero
point at q=438 on going from c toward @a*; thus, the first in-
plane principal direction (x) deviates by only about 108 from
the a crystallographic axis (see Figure S3 in the Supporting In-
formation). The second torque zero point occurs at q=1338
and corresponds to the second in-plane principal direction z
(qz=1338). The sign of the measured torque signal directly in-
dicates that z (x) is the easy (hard) in-plane direction. The same
conclusion can be reached looking at the data obtained at 4 T.
At this field, the torque curve deviates from the simple angular
dependence given by Equation (3), thus showing a steeper an-
gular variation q=438, which is identified as the hard direction
in the scanned plane.
For Rot2 (XYZ=@a*cb), the two torque zero points are
found at q=0 and 908, as expected; that is, when the field is
applied along the b and a* crystallographic axes, respectively.
Unlike the former, the latter field orientation does not individu-
ate a principal anisotropy axis, but only the projection on the
a*b plane. Both the sign and shape of the torque signal in this
rotation indicate that the crystal is more easily magnetized
along a* than b. However, it is not possible to establish wheth-
er b is the overall intermediate or hard anisotropy axis from a
qualitative analysis. To solve this ambiguity, the data obtained
at T=10 K were numerically simulated with the S=3/2 spin
Hamiltonian in Equation (1). As a first step, the g¯ and D¯ matri-
ces were constrained to have principal values determined by
means of dc magnetic measurements, but the common princi-
pal directions were left free to reorient in space and an overall
scale factor was refined to account for the incertitude on the
mass of the crystal (ca. 80 mg). In a second step, the principal
values were also left free to vary; however, this approach did
not provide any improvement in the agreement.
In the end, the fitting procedure indicated that b is the over-
all intermediate axis (i.e. , y in [Eq. (1)] with E>0), whereas the
Figure 3. Experimental data (dots) and simulated curves with S=3/2 spin Hamiltonian (solid lines; Nmmol@1) of 1 obtained with CTM for two rotations at 10
and 100 K under different static magnetic fields. The common orientation of the g¯ and D¯ matrices was optimized from the 10 K data by using the principal
values obtained from magnetization and susceptibility data.
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a*c plane contains the easy (z) and hard (x) molecular magnet-
ic axes, with the latter at approximately 108 from a. The orien-
tation of the anisotropy axes shown in Figure 1 is superim-
posed onto the molecular structure, where the principal axes
do not point toward, but between, the ligand atoms. The
good agreement between the simulated and experimental
torque data confirms the spin Hamiltonian parameters extract-
ed from the static magnetic measurements, in particular the
negative sign of D with a relatively large rhombicity. On the
other hand, Figure 3 shows that the agreement is less satisfac-
tory at 100 K. The inclusion of rhombicity in the g¯ matrix (see
the section on EPR spectroscopy), that is, gx¼6 gy, does not im-
prove the quality of the fit, as indeed expected because the
torque measurements are mainly sensitive to the D¯ tensor.
Keeping in mind that the orbital angular momentum of the co-
balt(II) ion may be not completely quenched, the magnetic
properties are affected on increasing the temperature by spin-
orbit coupled states at higher energies and the description of
the metal ion as a simple S=3/2 spin may be no longer valid.
This outcome would result in a failure of the spin Hamiltonian
approach, thus leaving ab initio methods and explicit inclusion
of the orbital contribution[34] as the only ways to appropriately
describe the system (see below).
EPR spectroscopy
EPR spectroscopy can be regarded as a complementary tech-
nique to CTM because EPR spectroscopic analysis can easily
provide detailed information on the g¯ matrix. Low-temperature
continuous-wave X-band EPR spectra were recorded for
powder and single-crystal samples. The experimental spectrum
of a powder sample of 3 (Figure 4) can be easily interpreted as
arising from an effective spin doublet with strongly anisotropic
g factor and hyperfine coupling with the nuclear spin I=7/2 of
59Co (natural abundance=100%). Similar spectra were ob-
tained for 1, although dominant dipolar broadening precludes
resolution of the hyperfine structure (see Figure S4 in the Sup-
porting Information). In this frame, it is evident that the aniso-
tropy of the ground doublet is of the easy-axis type, with “par-
allel” transition at low fields, and a non-negligible rhombicity,
as evidenced by the separation of the perpendicular transitions
in the region 400–500 mT. The experimental spectrum was si-
mulated by using the following spin Hamiltonian [Eq. (4)]:[38]
H0 ¼ H0 Zeeman þH0 hyperfine ¼ mBbB ? (g0 ? bS0 þ bS0 ? (A0 ?bI0 ð4Þ
in which the primed parameters are associated with the effec-
tive spin S’=1/2. The best simulation was obtained by assum-
ing an axial hyperfine coupling tensor (a’1,2=2:1V10@3 and
a’3=3.20:0.05V10@2 cm@1) and a moderately rhombic effec-
tive g¯’ matrix (g’1=1.37:0.02, g’2=1.62:0.02, and g’3=
7.930:0.002).
The principal values of the effective g¯’ matrix can be related
to the spin Hamiltonian parameters of an S=3/2 system
through the following equations, which are valid only for easy-
axis systems (i.e. , D<0) [Eq. (5)]:[39]
g
0
1 ¼ gx 1@
1@ 3hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3h2p
. -
; g
0
2 ¼ gy 1@
1þ 3hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3h2p
. -
;
g
0
3 ¼ gz
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 3h2p þ 1
. - ð5Þ
in which h=E/D. For purely axial anisotropy (h=0), Equa-
tion (5) affords g’1=g’2=0 and g’3=3gz. The non-zero experi-
mental values of g’1 and g’2 are then consistent with a signifi-
cant rhombic anisotropy. It is evident that, depending on the
value of h, different solutions for gx, gy, and gz can be found
because the problem is over-parametrized. However, sets of
solutions in reasonable accordance with those extrapolated
from magnetic measurements and confirmed by CTM measure-
ments can be found by assuming the rhombicity to lie in the
range @0.28<h<@0.22. In particular, if one fixes h=@0.273,
as obtained from the magnetic analysis, the application of
Equation (5) provides the following estimates of the principal
g values for the S=3/2 system: gx=2.125, gy=1.935, and gz=
2.825 (alternatively, assuming h=0.273, gx=1.935, gy=2.125,
and gz=2.825). We note that no reproduction of the effective
g’ pattern can be obtained for h=0.273 and gx>gy or for h=
@0.273 and gy>gx. The outcome of this analysis is that the g¯
matrix also has a non-negligible rhombicity, which can be
clearly detected only by EPR analysis, whereas the magnetic
characterization techniques are mainly sensitive to D¯ anisotro-
py. It should also be noted that the only way to reconcile the
Hamiltonian description in Equation (4) with that of the Hamil-
tonian description in Equation (1) is by assuming that the g¯
and D¯ matrices for the S=3/2 state have opposite rhombici-
ties. This means that the smallest g¯ principal value is collinear
with the intermediate direction of the D¯ tensor, whereas the
intermediate g¯ component is along the hard direction of the D¯
tensor. The resulting partial compensation of the two rhombic-
ities is consistent with the relatively small separation of the
perpendicular transitions at high field. At first sight, such be-
havior is counterintuitive because both anisotropies arise from
the same phenomenon, that is, spin-orbit coupling (SOC).
Finally, we measured the angular dependence of the X-band
EPR spectrum of a single crystal of 1 at low temperature to
assign the easy, hard, and intermediate directions of the mag-
Figure 4. X-band (n˜=9.43 GHz) continuous wave EPR spectrum recorded at
5 K on a powder sample of 3 (solid line) and its simulation (dash line).
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netic anisotropy of the ground doublet. The sample was set to
rotate around the b axis from q=08, where B is parallel to the
c axis, to q=908, where B is parallel to the @a* axis, as in Rot1
of the CTM measurements. The angular dependence of the
spectra is shown in Figure 5. The maximum resonant field
(Bres=491.5 mT, thus corresponding to geff=1.37) is observed
at q=408, whereas the minimum is found at q=1308 (Bres=
85.7 mT, geff=7.93). Within experimental error (:58), these two
extremes occur along the principal directions of the (D tensor,
as determined by CTM (Figure 3). Furthermore, because geff=
1.37 and 7.93 are also the highest and lowest resonance fields
observed in the powder spectrum (Figure 4), both the easy
and hard directions of geff lie in the a*c plane, thus confirming
our assignment of b as the intermediate anisotropy axis, al-
though it corresponds to the smallest component of the true
g¯ tensor.
An alternative description of the electronic structure of dis-
torted octahedral cobalt(II), which explicitly takes into account
the unquenched orbital angular momentum, should involve
the use of the Griffith Hamiltonian [Eq. (6)]:[40]
H ¼ @ 3
2
klbL ? bSþ Dax bL2z @ 13 L Lþ 1ð Þ
+ *
þDrh bL2x @bL2yh iþ mBB ? gebS@ 32 kbL
. - ð6Þ
which operates on the ground 4T1g term of the octahedral co-
balt(II) ion. By using the T@P isomorphism,[41] the orbital (L=1)
and spin (S=3/2) angular momenta interact through SOC, as
described by the first term of the Hamiltonian. Here, the orbi-
tal-reduction parameter (k) takes into account the covalence
effect and the mixing of 4T1g(
4F) with 4T1g(
4P) due to the crystal
field, whereas @3/2 is a constant required by T@P isomor-
phism. The second term of this Hamiltonian represents the
effect of an axial crystal field, thus resulting in a splitting of the
orbital triplet 4T1g in octahedral symmetry into
4A2g (ML=0) and
4Eg (ML= :1) in tetragonal symmetry. The third term models
the rhombic component of the crystal field, which removes
the degeneracy of the orbital doublet as symmetry is further
lowered to C2. In this framework, a negative (positive) value of
Dax results in a ground
4Eg(
4A2g) term and corresponds to easy-
axis (easy-plane) anisotropy.[34,42, 43] Finally, the fourth term is
the Zeeman interaction, which comprises spin and orbital con-
tributions. Despite the large number of parameters, by fixing
the SOC constant to the free-ion value (l=@180 cm@1), the
pattern of effective g factors for the ground doublet could be
reproduced[38] by using parameters that lie in a relatively
narrow range, that is, @2100<Dax<@1650, 100<Drh<
160 cm@1, 0.8<k<1.0 (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The best agreement was found for Dax=@1850, Drh=
130, k=0.9, l=@180 cm@1, which correspond to jDrh/Dax j
&0.07. With this set of parameters, the first- and second-excit-
ed spin-orbit doublets lie at 210 and 558 cm@1 from the
ground state, respectively (see Table S6 in the Supporting In-
formation). This outcome suggests that a spin Hamiltonian for-
malism might not be entirely appropriate for modeling the
high-temperature magnetic behaviour because the thermal
energy is not completely negligible compared to the second-
excited doublet. Interestingly, when the same set of parame-
ters is used to simulate the powder dc magnetic data, the re-
sulting curves are in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental ones (see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). On
the other hand, if applied to torque measurements, the same
set of values reproduces the experimental data of Rot1 well,
but is less accurate in simulating the data of Rot2 at 100 K (see
Figure S7 in the Supporting Information). This outcome indi-
cates that even this approach is too approximate to capture
the finest details of the electronic structure of this system and
in particular the information related to rhombicity.
Dynamic magnetic properties
Ac magnetic susceptibility measurements of 1 in zero static
field did not display any temperature-dependent peak in out-
of-phase susceptibility (cM’’) measurements. The Kramers
nature of the cobalt(II) ion suggests that quantum-tunneling
(QT) relaxation paths, induced by hyperfine interactions or in-
termolecular dipolar couplings, accelerate the relaxation of the
magnetization beyond detection. In a static field of 1 kOe,
however, clear maxima appeared in the frequency range 10–
10000 Hz, the position of which are temperature dependent
(see Figure 6a and Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).
Treatment of the isothermal cM’’(n) plots with a generalized
Debye model allowed us to extract the relaxation time (t) at
each temperature.[44] These data are shown in Figure 6b as a
plot of lnt(1/T). At the highest-temperature interval between
6.5 and 9.5 K, the plot appears to be linear and can be suitably
fitted with the Arrhenius law (lnt= lnt0+Ueff/kBT) with the
best-fit parameters Ueff/kB=43.6(2) K and t0=1.2(2)V10
@7 s
(green line in Figure 6b). These values are in the range previ-
ously observed for field-induced pseudo-octahedral mononu-
clear SMMs.[45] The observed activation barrier to magnetic re-
Figure 5. Angular dependence of the resonant fields of the X-band
(n˜=9.41 GHz) EPR of a single crystal of 1 at 5 K. The black solid line is the si-
mulated angular dependence of the resonance field by using the parame-
ters reported in the text. The blue line marks a g=2.00 reference impurity in
the cavity.
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laxation, however, is well below the splitting between the two
lowest-lying doublets (127 cm@1 or 165 K, as estimated from dc
magnetic data of 1; see above). On lowering the temperature,
a distinct curvature appears in the plot. This deviation from
the simple Arrhenius-like behavior can be due to processes in-
duced by either nonresonant spin-phonon interactions in the
solid state[46,47] or tunnel mechanisms. To reproduce the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic relaxation over the
whole temperature range, QT (A), direct (BT), and Raman (CTn)
relaxation processes were taken into account in addition to
the previous Orbach term, as outlined by Equation (7):
t@1 ¼ t0@1 expð@Ueff=kBTÞ þ Aþ BT þ CTn ð7Þ
To avoid over-parametrization, the number of fitting terms
was kept as low as possible and the quantum-tunneling mech-
anism was considered to be quenched by the applied static
field (A=0). Upon either including an Orbach mechanism (with
fixed t0 and Ueff values taken from the high-temperature
region) or excluding the Raman term, the model was unable
to account for the low-temperature relaxation behavior. A
Raman process along with direct phonon-induced relaxation at
low temperature (C=0.45(8) s@1K@n, n=5.38(9), B=103(4) K@1)
gave the best results (red line in Figure 6b). The exponent n of
the Raman relaxation process for a Kramer ion should be equal
to 9,[20,48] but several factors can contribute to lower its
value,[20] such as the presence of low-lying excited electronic
states, for which n=5 is postulated.[48]
Dipolar interactions in the solid state can provide efficient
relaxation pathways in zero field and hinder the detection of
magnetization dynamics. Dilution of SMMs in a diamagnetic
matrix has been identified as a key tool for reducing such
long-range couplings, thus affording a measurable zero-field
relaxation.[14,49] The effect of dipolar interactions in 1 was then
ascertained by analysing the ac response of diamagnetically di-
luted sample 3. Unlike in 1, a set of clearly visible peaks ap-
peared in the cM’’(n) isothermal profiles of 3 in zero field in the
range 1.9–3.2 K (see Figure S9 in the Supporting Information).
The maxima of these peaks display a feeble dependence on
temperature that could be reproduced considering a Raman
relaxation process with QT. A best-fit procedure, the results of
which are reported as a magenta line in Figure 6b, yielded C=
11(2) s@1K@n and a tunneling frequency of A=40.3(5) kHz, with
the n exponent fixed at 5.38 as in 1 to avoid over-parametriza-
tion. The onset of a QT relaxation path in zero field is in line
with the rhombicity of 1 and the unavoidable presence of hy-
perfine interactions, which are necessary to promote tunneling.
These data show for the first time, to the best of our knowl-
edge, that slow magnetic relaxation in zero field can be ach-
ieved in a pseudo-octahedral cobalt(II) complex, provided that
intermolecular magnetic interactions are efficiently reduced. A
similar effect given by magnetic dilution on easy-axis systems
was previously reported only in a tetrahedral cobalt(II) com-
pound.[14] It is also most probably the reason for zero-field
slow magnetic relaxation in the CoIICoIII3 SMM family, in which
the magnetically active trigonal prismatic cobalt(II) ion is partly
isolated from the neighbouring paramagnetic centers by three
diamagnetic cobalt(III) ions.[18]
Upon application of a static field of 1 kOe, the magnetiza-
tion dynamics of 3 slows down significantly due to the further
suppression of relaxation pathways induced by QT (see Fig-
ure S10 in the Supporting Information). The high-temperature
data almost overlap with the data detected for 1, thus sug-
gesting that when a linear regime in the Arrhenius plot is ob-
served the effective barrier is much smaller than the separation
between the ground and the first-excited doublets. This find-
ing indicates the key role played by nonresonant phonons in
the high-temperature range.[46] The data can be phenomeno-
logically reproduced including Raman and direct relaxation
processes (blue line in Figure 6b), as for data fitting of 1. The
best-fit parameters (C=0.015(5) s@1K@n, n=7.0(2), B=0(4) K@1)
indicate that application of a dc field of 1 kOe suppresses the
direct pathway and leads to an increased n exponent, in line
Figure 6. a) Imaginary component of the ac susceptibility (cM’’) of 1 mea-
sured at an applied static field of 1 kOe in the frequency range 10–10000 Hz
and in the temperature range 1.9 (red)–9.5 (blue) K (the gray lines are given
as a guide for the eye). b) Arrhenius plot for 1 at an applied static field of
1 kOe (&) and for 3 in a zero field (! ) and a static field of 1 kOe (*). The
green dotted line is given by the fitting of 1 in the range 6.5–9.5 K with an
Orbach model, whereas the red curve employs a mixed Raman and direct
model. The magenta and blue lines display the data fitting of 3 at zero field
and an applied field of 1 kOe, respectively (see the text for further discus-
sion).
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with a previous report on trigonal antiprismatic cobalt(II) com-
plexes with uniaxial anisotropy.[50]
Theoretical calculations
To better understand and quantify the overall electronic struc-
ture of the cobalt(II) center and its magnetic anisotropy in 1,
ab initio multireference calculations that used the ORCA[51] and
MOLCAS[52] software packages were carried out. The ORCA
software produces two sets of results : CASSCF and NEVPT2,
both including spin-orbit contributions introduced by the qua-
sidegenerate perturbation theory (QDPT). The MOLCAS soft-
ware was employed to provide CASSCF and CASPT2 results, in-
cluding spin-orbit effects that have been introduced with the
SO-RASSI method. Tables S7–S10 (see the Supporting Informa-
tion) report the spin-free (dE) and spin-orbit (DE) state energies,
and Table 2 and Tables S11 and S12 (see the Supporting Infor-
mation) gather the second-order anisotropy parameters, as de-
scribed by Eq. (1), the diagonalized g¯ and D¯ matrices and the
energy differences between the ground and the first-excited
Kramers doublet (KD) computed with different methods and
the standard basis set, starting from the structure of 1 at 161
and 295 K.
Before including the spin-orbit effects, all the calculations
agree indicating an orbitally nondegenerate S=3/2 ground
state. In fact, the crystal-field term of the octahedrally coordi-
nated high-spin cobalt(II) ion (4T1g) splits into three orbital sin-
glets as the symmetry is lowered to C2. Each of these orbitally
nondegenerate spin quartets is further split by SOC into two
KDs (see Figure S11 in the Supporting Information). In all the
calculations, the ground and first-excited KDs are energetically
well separated from the higher KDs, thus suggesting that a
spin Hamiltonian formalism may be justified in the present
case. Moreover, the energy of the first-, second-, and third-ex-
cited doublets (ca. 191, 648, and 929 cm@1, respectively, deter-
mined by using MOLCAS/CASPT2) resemble the energies
found when the Griffith Hamiltonian is employed to reproduce
the EPR data (i.e. , 210, 558, and 820 cm@1, respectively; see
Table S6 in the Supporting Information).
These calculations also produce similar and negative values
of D, with a negligible effect due to the use of the molecular
structures at the two different temperatures (i.e. , 161 and
295 K; see Table S11 in the Supporting Information). However,
a small but systematic trend can be observed, which consists
of a decrease in the jD jvalue and an increase in the value of E
upon cooling. The calculated jD jvalues are approximately
50% larger than when obtained from the fitting of the experi-
mental magnetic data, whereas the computed values of E are
in good agreement with the experiments. To evaluate the pos-
sible effect of the employed basis set on the computed zfs pa-
rameters, the calculations were repeated with a larger basis set
for the structure of 1 at 161 K (see the Experimental Section
and Table S12 in the Supporting Information). The new results
show just small differences relative to the standard basis, with
slightly larger jD j and E values. The effect is more pronounced
in MOLCAS than in ORCA.
The sign and value of D can be rationalized by using the
spin-orbit operator, which is responsible for the coupling be-
tween the ground and excited states.[10,53] When the excitation
occurs between orbitals with the same jml j values, the MS= :
3/2 components become more stable, and thus a negative
contribution to the D value is obtained. On the other hand, an
excitation between orbitals that involves a jDml j =1 change,
which produces stabilized MS= :1/2 components, leads to a
positive contribution to the D value. Compound 1 displays a
distorted octahedral core that produces the d-orbital splitting
shown in Figure 7, which is obtained from the ORCA/NEVPT2
Table 2. D values, E values, diagonalized g¯ and D¯ matrices, and energy differences between the ground and the first-excited KD (DE).
[a]
Method gxx, gyy, gzz Dxx, Dyy, Dzz
[cm@1]
D
[cm@1]
E
[cm@1]
DE
[cm@1]
dE
[cm@1]
ORCA/CASSCF 2.156, 1.945, 3.069 48.68, 13.42, @62.11 @93.2 17.6 196.1 364.7
ORCA/NEVPT2 2.152, 1.960, 3.004 43.11, 14.34, @57.45 @86.2 14.4 179.4 467.4
MOLCAS/CASSCF 2.169, 1.963, 3.070 49.22, 12.19, @61.41 @92.1 18.5 195.1 368.9
MOLCAS/CASPT2 2.149, 1.960, 3,058 47.30, 13.25, @60.55 @90.8 17.0 191.0 364.6
[a] Computed by using the structure of 1 at 161 K with different methods and the standard basis set (see the Supporting Information); for comparison, the
first-excitation energy (dE) in the absence of SOC for the ground state is also reported.
Figure 7. AILF-computed d-orbital splitting for 1 (orbital energies: dxy=0.0,
dxz=444.6, dyz=697.9, dx2@y2=8121.0, dz2=9257.3 cm
@1). Co=pink, C=gray,
N=blue; hydrogen atoms and part of the ligands have been omitted for
clarity. The orange arrow indicates the lowest-energy transition.
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calculation by using the ab initio ligand-field theory (AILF).[10,54]
As may be observed, the degeneracy of the t2g and eg orbitals
of the regular octahedron is lifted, which indicates that the ini-
tial octahedral 4T1g ground state should evolve into a lower-
energy term in C2 symmetry (see Figure S11 in the Supporting
Information). The AILF method allows the identification of the
d orbitals in 1 after splitting, and the lowest-energy doubly oc-
cupied orbital is dxy, which is followed by the doubly occupied
orbital dxz (or dyz because these orbitals cannot be distinguish-
ed), whereas the first semioccupied orbital is dyz (or dxz ; where
z represents the trans-N{pyridyl}-Co-N{pyridyl} direction and x
and y represent the directions of the pyrazolyl nitrogen
atoms). The other two orbitals (dx2@y2 and dz2) are found at
higher energies. Thus, the first excitation should occur within
the dxz/dyz orbital pair and, because these orbitals have the
same jml jvalue, the larger contribution to the D value should
be negative; consequently, the magnetic easy-axis nature of 1
is confirmed. This outcome is in opposition with the most
common orbital splitting for pseudo-octahedral cobalt(II) com-
plexes, which usually yields the dxy orbital as the first semioc-
cupied orbital,[31] and subsequently resulting in easy-plane sys-
tems.
The calculated D¯ matrix has its intermediate axis (i.e. , y in
Eq. (1) with E>0) along the twofold crystallographic b axis and
the hard (x) and easy (z) directions in the a*c plane (see Fig-
ure S12 in the Supporting Information), with the hard x axis at
108 from a. Thus, the computed orientation of the zfs tensor
compares very well with that obtained by single-crystal CTM
measurements and EPR spectroscopic analysis. Turning now to
g factors, the ab initio values (Table 2) are remarkably close to
the values obtained by using Equation (5). For example, the
g factors that result from ORCA/NEVPT2 calculations are gx=
2.152, gy=1.960, and gz=3.004, which can be compared with
the g factors estimated by analysis of the EPR spectra, that is,
gx=2.125, gy=1.935, and gz=2.825. The effective g¯’ factors of
the ground KD found in this same calculation, which can be di-
rectly compared with the values obtained from the EPR experi-
ments, are slightly more anisotropic, that is, g’1=0.999, g’2=
1.172, and g’3=8.566 (from EPR: g’1=1.37:0.02, g’2=1.62:
0.02, and g’3=7.930:0.002). The results obtained in the
MOLCAS/CASPT2 calculation are also quite similar to both
these sets of values, that is, g’1=1.108, g’2=1.287, and g’3=
8.570. The principal directions of the g¯ matrix are collinear
with those of D¯, in which the largest g factor is along the z dir-
ection. However, the smallest g value is computed along the
twofold crystallographic axis (y) rather than along the hard di-
rection of D¯ (x) (see Figure S12 in the Supporting Information).
As observed in the single-crystal EPR experiments, the theoreti-
cal calculations indicate an inversion of the intermediate and
hard axes between g¯ and D¯, that is, opposite rhombicities.
The CTM experiments can be nicely reproduced in the
MOLCAS calculations by recomputing the magnetization of the
system along the different axes upon application of a rotating
magnetic field (see the Experimental Section in the Supporting
Information for further details). The agreement between the
experimental and theoretical torque values for Rot1 in the
temperature range 10–100 K is very satisfactory, whereas some
discrepancy is observed in Rot2 when increasing the tempera-
ture (see Figures S13 and S14 in the Supporting Information),
as observed by applying the Griffith model. It is important to
underline that Rot2, which mainly probes the intermediate and
hard magnetic directions, is mostly affected by the inversion of
the corresponding components of the g¯ and D¯ matrices; the
origin of this phenomenon remains unclear.
The spin-relaxation pathways, which can be related to the
dynamic magnetic properties of transition-metal complexes,
can be obtained directly through the SINGLE ANISO[55] code
implemented in the MOLCAS software. The computed relative
energies of the lowest-lying KDs and the magnetization rever-
sal pathway for 1, as obtained by applying the MOLCAS/
CASPT2 calculation, are shown in Figure 8. The calculations in-
dicate a plausible relaxation pathway through a direct QT in
the ground state; the matrix element of the transition within
the 1@/1+ ground doublet takes a value of 0.40, which is
higher than the required threshold of 0.1 for an efficient relax-
ation mechanism.[10] In addition, an Orbach process could be
also plausible; for example, the first-excited KD is quite low in
energy (191.0 cm@1) and the matrix elements related to the
vertical and diagonal (Orbach) excitations are high enough
(1.09 and 1.11, respectively) to allow the spin relaxation
through these pathways. However, the experimental effective
barrier for the thermally activated process is significantly small-
er than the calculated barrier. Obviously, the horizontal transi-
tion between the 2@ and 2+ states is allowed, thus enabling
the possibility of QT between them. The second- and third-ex-
cited KDs are much higher in energy and, therefore, are not ex-
pected to participate in the relaxation mechanism. These re-
sults, combined with the ac magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments of 1, confirm the spin-phonon Raman relaxation mecha-
nism.
Figure 8. Lowest two KDs and the ab initio MOLCAS/CASPT2 computed re-
laxation mechanism for 1. The thick black lines imply KDs as a function of
their magnetic moment along the main anisotropy axis. Red lines indicate
the magnetization reversal mechanism. Blue lines correspond to ground
state QT and thermally assisted QT through the first-excited KD. Green lines
show the possible Orbach relaxation processes. The values close to the
arrows indicate the matrix elements of the transition magnetic moments
(i.e. , an efficient spin relaxation mechanism is expected if the matrix ele-
ments are greater than 0.1).
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If 1 were to follow the Orbach mechanism depicted by the
calculations, the Ueff value would take a higher value than the
value obtained in the fitting (i.e. , 43.6(2) K), which is clearly not
the case, thus indicating that the spin-relaxation pathway does
not proceed by overcoming a thermal activation barrier. This
behavior is quite general for systems with large D values, and
an explanation can be based on the fact that the Arrhenius
law is only expected if the Debye description of the phonons
is correct. A much smaller energy barrier and a deviation from
the Arrhenius law at low temperature can be ascribed to the
anharmonicity of the vibrational modes (a source of Raman-
like relaxation).
Conclusion
We have presented detailed magnetic and spectroscopic char-
acterizations, both on powder and single-crystal samples, of a
pseudo-octahedral cobalt(II) complex, which we have used as
a test bench for different theoretical approaches that ranged
from ab initio calculations to the ligand-field model and spin
Hamiltonian descriptions. We can conclude that the main fea-
tures of the magnetic behavior of this system are accounted
for by using an S=3/2 spin Hamiltonian approach. However,
by exploiting the variety of the experimental and theoretical
techniques employed, we were also able to evidence the hith-
erto unreported inversion of the hard and intermediate axes of
g¯ and D¯ matrices, a phenomenon that was nicely reproduced
by ab initio calculations.
The present results have further highlighted the possibility
of obtaining slow magnetic relaxation in a mononuclear
pseudo-octahedral HS cobalt(II) complex with dominant easy-
axis anisotropy in the absence of an applied dc field. In partic-
ular, the distortion of the coordination environment from a
perfect octahedral geometry, as created by the two mer bpp-
COOMe ligands in 1, induces the easy-axis nature of the com-
pound.
The observed magnetization dynamics is strongly affected
by tunnel processes due to the rhombic magnetic anisotropy
in zero field. In an applied magnetic field, the behavior deviat-
ed from the Arrhenius behavior expected for an ideal SMM as
the highest estimation of the energy barrier to be overcome is
significantly smaller than the separation between the ground
and first doublets. This behavior has been observed in other
highly anisotropic complexes[56] and attributed to the efficiency
of nonresonant optical phonons,[46,47] which cannot be neglect-
ed if anharmonicity is taken into account. Even if the optimiza-
tion of the magnetization dynamics of SMM requires the con-
trol of several factors, such as tunneling mechanisms and vi-
brational modes, the rational design of the coordination envi-
ronment remains the first step to be able to generate magnet-
ic bistability through the appropriate sign of the magnetic
anisotropy. An octahedral cobalt(II) environment, despite its
large orbital contribution, has so far eluded the successful pro-
vision of examples of genuine SMM behavior. The combination
of a detailed experimental investigation with theoretical mod-
eling at different levels, as described herein, can provide valua-
ble hints for a rational design of cobalt(II)-based SMMs.
Experimental Section
General information
Co(ClO4)2·6H2O and Zn(ClO4)2·6H2O were of reagent grade and
used as received. Diethyl ether was predried over CaCl2 overnight
and distilled from sodium/benzophenone under N2 before use.
CH3CN was treated with CaH2 and distilled under N2. Elemental
analyses were recorded on a Carlo Erba EA1110 CHNS-O automatic
analyser. The Zn and Co content in 3 were evaluated with a Perki-
nElmer Optima 5300 DV inductively coupled plasma optical emis-
sion spectrometer equipped with a concentric nebulizer. 1H NMR
spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker FT-NMR Advance400
spectrometer at room temperature. Proton chemical shifts are
given in parts per million (ppm) versus external TMS and were de-
termined by reference to the solvent residual signals (d=1.94 ppm
for CHD2CN); coupling constants are given in Hz. IR spectra were
recorded as KBr discs on a Jasco FTIR-4700LE spectrophotometer
with a resolution of 2 cm@1. The bpp-COOMe ligand was synthe-
sized as previously reported.[26] Further details on the X-ray struc-
ture determination of 1 and 2 (see Table S1 in the Supporting In-
formation), dc and ac magnetic measurements, CTM and EPR ex-
periments, and the theoretical calculations can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Synthesis of bis[methyl 2,6-di(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine-4-car-
boxylate]cobalt(II) bis(perchlorate) [Co(bpp-COOCH3)2](ClO4)2
(1)
Ligand bpp-COOMe (36.0 mg, 0.134 mmol) was suspended in ace-
tonitrile (3 mL). The addition of Co(ClO4)2·6H2O (24.3 mg,
0.0664 mmol) to the reaction mixture caused dissolution of the
ligand upon formation of the desired complex with an immediate
color change to purple/red. After stirring for 30 min, the filtered so-
lution was subjected to vapour diffusion with diethyl ether (5 mL).
X-ray-quality light-red crystals appeared within 1 day and were col-
lected after 1 week at complete diffusion (39.4 mg, 74.5%). IR (KBr):
n˜max=1738 (s; nC=O ester), 1632 (s), 1580 (s), 1523 (s) and 1405 (s)
(nC=N and nC=C), 1460 (s) and 1444 (m) (dC@H), 1095 (s; nClO4@),
1056 (s; nC@O) cm@1; elemental analysis (%) calcd for
C26H22Cl2CoN10O12 (796.35): C 39.21, H 2.78, N 17.59; found: C 39.90,
H 2.88, N 17.99.
Synthesis of bis[methyl 2,6-di(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine-4-car-
boxylate]zinc(II) bis(perchlorate) [Zn(bpp-COOCH3)2](ClO4)2
(2)
The above-described procedure was employed using bpp-COOMe
(39.0 mg, 0.145 mmol) and Zn(ClO4)2·6H2O (27.6 mg, 0.0741 mmol)
to afford colorless crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies
(40.0 mg, 68.8%).1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 293 K): d=8.73 (d, J1=
2.8 Hz, 2H; H5-pz), 8.45 (s, 2H; H3/5-py), 7.62 (d, J2=1.6 Hz, 2H; H
3-
pz), 6.70 (dd, J1=2.8, J2=1.6 Hz, 2H; H
4-pz), 4.11 ppm (s, 3H;
OCH3) ; IR (KBr): n˜max=1738 (s; nC=O ester), 1632 (s), 1584 (s), 1522
(s) and 1405 (s) (nC=N and nC=C), 1458 (s) and 1444 (m) (dC@H),
1095 (s; nClO4
@), 1058 (s; nC@O) cm@1; elemental analysis (%) calcd
for C26H22Cl2N10O12Zn (802.83): C 38.90, H 2.76, N 17.45; found: C
39.05, H 3.04, N 17.48.
Synthesis of [Zn0.95Co0.05(bpp-COOCH3)2](ClO4)2 (3)
The above-described procedure was employed using bpp-COOMe
(81.2 mg, 0.302 mmol), Co(ClO4)2·6H2O (2.9 mg, 0.0079 mmol), and
Zn(ClO4)2·6H2O (53.9 mg, 0.145 mmol) in acetonitrile (6 mL) and di-
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ethyl ether (10 mL) to afford very light-orange crystals suitable for
X-ray diffraction studies (91.7 mg, 75.8%). IR (KBr): n˜max=1737 (s;
nC=O ester), 1632 (s), 1584 (s), 1522 (s) and 1405 (s) (nC=N and
nC=C), 1458 (s) and 1444 (m) (dC@H), 1095 (s; nClO4@), 1058 (s; nC@
O) cm@1; elemental analysis (%) calcd for C26H22Cl2N10O12Zn0.95Co0.05
(802.51): C 38.91, H 2.76, N 17.45, Co 0.37, Zn 7.74; found: C 39.22,
H 2.83, N 17.46, Co 0.40, Zn 8.04.
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Isotope effects on the spin dynamics of single-
molecule magnets probed using muon spin
spectroscopy†
Lorenzo Tesi, a Zaher Salman, *b Irene Cimatti, a Fabrice Pointillart, c
Kevin Bernot, c Matteo Mannini a and Roberta Sessoli *a
Muon spin relaxation (lSR) experiments on a single-molecule
magnet enriched in different Dy isotopes detect unambiguously the
slowing down of the zero field spin dynamics for the non-magnetic
isotope. This occurs in the low temperature regime dominated by
quantum tunnelling, in agreement with previous ac susceptibility
investigations. In contrast to the latter, however, lSR is sensitive to
all fluctuation modes affecting the lifetime of the spin levels.
Single-Molecule Magnets (SMMs) are transitionmetal or lanthanide-
based systems characterized by a large magnetic moment whose
dynamics is governed by magnetic anisotropy which creates a
double well energy potential.1 Through a rational chemical design,
anisotropy barriers exceeding a thousand Kelvin have been obtained
and blocking of the magnetization observed at a temperature as
high as 60 K.2 The quantum nature of SMMs, however, dominates
the low temperature regime revealing themselves in many
fascinating effects related to under-barrier mechanisms of
relaxation.3 Among them, quantum tunnelling of electronic
magnetization was found to be very sensitive to the environ-
ment and in particular to the presence of nuclear spins. The
acceleration of the quantum tunnelling in an isotopically
enriched Fe8 SMM using
57Fe (nuclear spin value I = 1/2) was
for the first time evidenced by measuring the time dependence
of magnetization.4 Following this, the quantum tunnelling
between hyperfine levels was also investigated in detail in
lanthanide-based SMMs.5 More recently the spin dynamics
of some SMMs comprising either 161Dy (I = 5/2) or 164Dy (I = 0)
tri-positive ions has been investigated by using alternate current
(ac) susceptometry. Also in this case quantum tunnelling relaxa-
tion was slowed down by reducing the hyperfine field.6,7
Furthermore, the control of the nuclear magnetic environment
is crucial to enhance the quantum coherence in spin systems
which can be potentially employed as quantum bits in quantum
information technology.8
The great appeal of molecular spins to store information or to
be operated in quantum gates requires addressing individual or
arrays of molecules, for instance by creating monolayer deposits
on a surface9 or embedding a molecule inside an electrical
junction.10 In these cases different tools need to be developed
to investigate the spin dynamics. Going beyond the use of XMCD
and other synchrotron-based characterization tools, often used
to study SMM dynamics on a nanoscale,11 Muon Spin Relaxation
(mSR) emerges as a powerful and versatile technique. In
mSR, fully spin-polarized muons, which are positively charged
elementary particles with spin value 12, are implanted in the
sample. The spin of the implanted muons interacts with the
magnetic fields produced by nearby molecules which govern its
temporal evolution.12 The implanted muons decay into posi-
trons (mean lifetime B2.2 ms), which are emitted preferentially
along the muon spin direction at the time of decay. Thus, using
appropriately positioned detectors it is possible to reconstruct
the time dependence profile of muon spin polarization.
This technique has been extensively employed to character-
ize the magnetic behaviour of SMMs,13,14 since it allows a direct
investigation of the magnetization dynamics of individual
molecules and on a time scale faster than what is currently
accessible by magnetic techniques like ac susceptometry.
Furthermore, thanks to the possibility of controlling the muon
implantation energy, mSR has also been used to investigate
depth resolved magnetic properties of thin films of TbPc2
evidencing the critical role of the packing of the molecules.15
Another Ln-based complex investigated using this technique is
[Dy(hfac)3(PyNO)]2 (DyPyNO), where PyNO = pyridine-N-oxide
and hfac = hexafluoroacetylacetonate. Interestingly, this SMM
exhibited the same magnetic behaviour, in the entire tempera-
ture range, in bulk and sublimated thin film forms. Moreover,
depth resolved experiments provided a homogeneous response
from the whole SMM film volume.16
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Although several other SMMs were studied using mSR so far, the
effect of nuclearmoments on themolecular spin dynamics has not
yet been investigated using this technique. In this communication,
we show that mSR is able to detect effects of isotopic enrich-
ment on the molecular spin dynamics. Here we report on the
mSR investigation of the [Dy(tta)3(L)]C6H14 (Dytta) system, where
tta = 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetonate and L = 4,5-bis(propylthio)-
tetrathiafulvalene-2-(2-pyridyl)-benzimidazole methyl-2-pyridine
(see Fig. 1).17 In particular we performed these characterizations
on two isotopically enriched variants of this mononuclear
complex with 161Dy (I = 5/2) and 164Dy (I = 0), and hereafter
referred to as 161Dytta and 164Dytta,6 respectively. In this system
the DyIII ion is connected to three tta ions and one bidentate L
ligand, as shown in Fig. 1, which could promote the grafting on
the gold surface. In this configuration, the metal is at the centre
of a N2O6 square antiprism environment leading to a D4d local
symmetry around the DyIII ion. The J = 15/2 manifold resulting
from the spin–orbit coupling of the L = 5 and S = 5/2 of the 4f9
configuration is split by the crystalline field. The anisotropic
distribution of the electrostatic potential around the DyIII ion
stabilizes the Kramers doublet MJ = 15/2. This corresponds to
an easy axis magnetic anisotropy and effective g values of the
ground state gx = gy = 0 and gz B 20. Ab initio calculations
confirmed this picture and estimated the first excited doublet,
MJ = 13/2, atB180 K.17 Magnetic measurements performed on
solid state compounds revealed SMM behaviour, i.e. slow relaxa-
tion up to 15 K with and without the application of a static
magnetic field. Two relaxation mechanisms were evidenced: (i) a
thermally activated process, though with an estimated energy
barrier much smaller than that estimated from the separation
between the ground and first excited doublets, as often observed
in highly anisotropic systems,18 and (ii) a temperature-independent
process, attributed to fast quantum tunnelling in zero field.17 In
the latter regime, an increase in the relaxation time of about an
order of magnitude was observed when passing from 161Dytta
to 164Dytta.6 In contrast, no isotope effect was evidenced in the
thermally activated regime.
Microcrystalline powders of 161Dytta and 164Dytta (see Table S1
for isotope compositions and Fig. S1, ESI† for PXRD spectra) were
investigated at the GPS spectrometer of the Paul Scherrer Institute.
Conventional bulk mSR measurements (with an implantation
energy of B4 MeV corresponding to a few 100 mm stopping
depth) were performed in zero magnetic field (ZF). The time
dependence of muon spin polarization, PZ(t), was recorded as a
function of temperature and selected spectra recorded for both
samples are presented in Fig. S2 and S3 (ESI†), whereas spectra
for all measured temperatures are shown in Fig. S4 and S5
(ESI†). At high temperature PZ(t) decays exponentially from its
initial value to zero, as expected, when the local magnetic field
experienced by each muon is fluctuating. As the temperature is
decreased, the damping rate of the polarization increases
gradually. However, below B30 K, we find that PZ(t) exhibits a
shallow dip at short times, and then a recovery toB1/3 followed
by slow relaxation at even longer times. As in the case of other
SMMs, PZ(t) can be fitted throughout the full temperature range
using a phenomenological Kubo–Toyabe model19 multiplied by
a square root exponential relaxation function15,16
PZðtÞ ¼ 1
3
þ 2
3
1 Dtð ÞeDt
 
e
ffiffiffi
lt
p
: (1)
This function accounts for depolarization due to a Lorentzian
distribution of local static magnetic fields of width D, with an
additional relaxation, l, due to fluctuating magnetic field
components from the DyIII magnetic moments. The square
root in the dynamic component originates from averaging
many inequivalent sites of the molecule where muons can
stop.20,21 Best fits of PZ(t) (see the ESI† for details) provide
the values of D and l as a function of temperature, as shown in
Fig. 2, and exhibit similar behaviour to other investigated
SMMs.14–16,21 These parameters are representative of the mag-
netic properties and spin dynamics of the single-molecule,
since each implanted muon is sensitive to the dipolar fields
Fig. 1 Molecular structure of Dytta. Turquoise Dy, red O, blue N, green F,
yellow S and grey C (for clarity H atoms are omitted).
Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the relaxation rate (top) and width of
local static magnetic field distribution (bottom) for 164Dytta and 161Dytta
measured using mSR in zero field.
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from its nearest neighbour. The temperature dependences of D
and l reflect the gradual evolution of DyIII spin dynamics, from
fast fluctuating spins at high temperature to a quasi-static
(i.e. very slow dynamics) at low temperature. We outline three
specific regimes: (i) at high temperatures fast thermally activated
spin fluctuations dominate, with D = 0, i.e. no local static magnetic
fields probed by muons, and a relatively small l. The latter
increases upon decreasing the temperature due to the slowing
down of the fluctuations of the DyIII magnetic moments on a
time scale comparable with the muon spin Larmor precession
frequency. (ii) Around 30 K, l exhibits a narrow peak coinciding
with an abrupt increase (non-zero value) in D, which corresponds
to the appearance of static magnetic fields. (iii) Finally, at low
temperature, large quasi-static fields (large D) are experienced by
muons together with a pronounced decrease of l.
Although no significant dissimilarities are observed in the
high temperature region, below B15 K a clear difference
emerges, exceeding the experimental uncertainty and revealing
a larger dynamic relaxation parameter l for 161Dytta. In a similar
way to what is observed in ac susceptibility measurements,
the isotope effect is visible in the temperature region where
under-barrier relaxation dominates. However, when comparing
161Dytta to 164Dytta, only an increase by a factor of B2 is
observed in l, to be compared with a factor of B10 for the
relaxation time of the bulk magnetization detected by ac
susceptometry.6
The isotope effect is also evident below 15 K when looking at
the correlation time, t, of the local magnetic field experienced
by muons, as shown in Fig. 3 (full temperature range data
are reported in Fig. S7, ESI†). This parameter can be extracted
from the mSR spectra assuming two different regimes. At low
temperature, where quasi-static magnetic fields dominate, the
correlation time depends only on l as t = 2/(3l), whereas at high
temperature, where thermal fluctuations dominate, t = l/2D0
2.
Here D0 is the size of the fluctuating field, whose value can
be estimated from the saturation value of D extrapolated at
low temperature. This was taken to be B35 MHz for both
164Dytta and 161Dytta. Note that there is some scatter in D at low
temperature since it is on the limit of what is measurable using
mSR. However, the exact value of D0 will only affect our estimates
of t at high temperature by up to 10–20%. Moreover, the fact that
l and D are the same at high temperature supports our conclusion
regarding the lack of the isotope effect at high temperature.
It is interesting to note that the extracted t captures the
dynamics of the DyIII magnetic moments but not necessarily in
the same way as bulk magnetic measurements do. Indeed, the
extracted correlation times are about 1–2 order of magnitude
shorter than those extracted from ac susceptibility (Fig. 3). We
point out that whereas ac susceptibility is sensitive to excita-
tions with wave-vector q = 0, mSR (as a local probe) is sensitive to
excitations integrated over all q values of the Brillouin zone.22
This difference is however not relevant for pure paramagnetic
solids, i.e. where intermolecular interactions are negligible. In
the case of Dytta it has been observed that dipolar interactions,
though weak, play a relevant role in the dynamics at low
temperature, where quantum tunnelling is dominating. In
contrast, the t extracted from mSR data is shorter over the
entire investigated temperature range. To reconcile ac suscep-
tometry and mSR results we should consider that the former is
mainly sensitive to relaxation processes that reverse the mag-
netization, i.e. inter-well transitions changing the sign of the
spin projection along the anisotropy axis. In fact, in zero field,
the equilibrium population of excited spin levels is practically
unaffected by the weak oscillating field. In contrast mSR,
beyond probing faster dynamics, is sensitive to all types of
fluctuations which affect the lifetime of the spin states, including
intra-well transitions as well as decoherence. It is therefore
not surprising to observe a less pronounced isotope effect by
mSR. The hyperfine fields are in fact crucial to establish the
resonant condition for the reversal of magnetization by quantum
tunnelling, but they are expected to have less influence on the
lifetime (or width) of the states. Indeed, it is well known that
nuclei, which are not strongly coupled with the electronic spins,
provide the largest contribution to decoherence.23 Finally, it
should be remarked that other nuclei, such as 1H and 19F, may
affect the electronic spin dynamics of the DyIII ion, but this would
not explain the difference between the two samples or the
different t values measured using mSR and ac susceptometry.
As evident from Fig. 3, t values from mSR show more
pronounced temperature dependence than ac susceptibility
data below 10 K. This is also in agreement with the sensitivity
of muons for intra-well transitions. Similar low temperature
behaviour has been observed also for the DyPyNO SMM.16 The
latter has an energy separation between the ground doublet
with MJ = 15/2 and the first excited doublet with MJ = 13/2
of B170 K, comparable to that calculated for Dytta SMMs.
Interestingly, mSR data of TbPc2, which has a much larger
separation (B800 K) between the ground and first excited
doublets, show that t is fully saturated below 50 K.15 Moreover,
the t value of TbPc2 obtained using mSR is closer to that obtained
using ac susceptometry applying a magnetic field of 1 kG.14
To summarize, our mSR investigation confirms the capability
of the technique to capture fine details of the spin dynamics of
molecular systems, down to the isotopic effects in the tunnelling
Fig. 3 Correlation time extracted from mSR and relaxation time of
magnetization obtained from ac susceptibility as a function of temperature
for 161Dytta and 164Dytta. Data are reported on a log–log scale.
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of magnetization. Moreover, this alternative way to study the
spin dynamics provides a different and complementary per-
spective compared to traditional magnetometry. This arises
from its local probe character and the consequent sensitivity
not only to processes which lead to magnetization reversal but
to all sources of spin fluctuations. This aspect is of particular
interest in light of current trends in using molecular spin
systems for quantum information to realize quantum gates.24
In this respect, the final goal is using single-molecules or
isolated supramolecular structures to perform quantum opera-
tions. This poses the additional challenge of preserving, in
isolated molecules on substrates, not only the memory effect
but also an acceptable quantum coherence time. Thanks to the
possibility of implanting muons at different energies, they can
be used to probe the dynamics of molecules close to a surface or
an interface. The mSR technique provides therefore an almost
unique tool to obtain information on the lifetime of spin states
and how this is affected by the proximity to the substrate.
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ABSTRACT: Practical implementation of highly coherent molecular spin
qubits for challenging technological applications, such as quantum information
processing or quantum sensing, requires precise organization of electronic qubit
molecular components into extended frameworks. Realization of spatial control
over qubit−qubit distances can be achieved by coordination chemistry approaches
through an appropriate choice of the molecular building blocks. However,
translating single qubit molecular building units into extended arrays does not
guarantee a priori retention of long quantum coherence and spin−lattice
relaxation times due to the introduced modifications over qubit−qubit reciprocal
distances and molecular crystal lattice phonon structure. In this work, we report
the preparation of a three-dimensional (3D) metal−organic framework (MOF)
based on vanadyl qubits, [VO(TCPP-Zn2-bpy)] (TCPP = tetracarboxylphe-
nylporphyrinate; bpy = 4,4′-bipyridyl) (1), and the investigation of how such
structural modifications influence qubits’ performances. This has been done through a multitechnique approach where the
structure and properties of a representative molecular building block of formula [VO(TPP)] (TPP = tetraphenylporphyrinate)
(2) have been compared with those of the 3D MOF 1. Pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance measurements on magnetically
diluted samples in titanyl isostructural analogues revealed that coherence times are retained almost unchanged for 1 with respect
to 2 up to room temperature, while the temperature dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation time revealed insights into the
role of low-energy vibrations, detected through terahertz spectroscopy, on the spin dynamics.
■ INTRODUCTION
Quantum bits, or qubits, represent the elementary units for the
realization of quantum computers1 as well as the active units of
potential quantum sensors.2−4 For both applications, the quan-
tum superposition of state that characterizes qubits’ physical
realizations is exploited for specific purposes. In quantum
computation, a highly coherent superposition state allows for
the retention of the quantum information on the qubits for a
time longer than that required to perform a quantum operation
(quantum gate), whereas in quantum sensing a loss of coher-
ent superposition is used to probe the presence of environmental
perturbations. Nowadays, finding suitable, robust, and scalable
systems as potential qubits represents one of the main challenges
in chemistry, physics, and materials science for the development
of these technological applications.
Many physical systems, such as photons,5 trapped ions,6
quantum dots,7 and coherent coupled systems of supercon-
ducting qubits8 with nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond,9−11
are investigated as qubit candidates, each of them showing both
merits and demerits. Among these qubit realizations, molecule-
based spin qubits have been investigated only recently and have
Received: June 26, 2018
Published: August 26, 2018
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shown remarkable advantages, such as the capacity of facile
addressing via pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
techniques12although not yet at the single qubit levela
high processability through surface deposition,13 and a high
degree of chemical tunability.14,15 These features are crucial for
their practical development and are not easily satisfied for
other classes of potential qubits, such as electronic defects in
extended inorganic solids.9−11 On the other hand, molecular
spin qubits often suffer from a relatively short lifetime of the
quantum superposition states compared to other potential
systems. This loss of information is related to the spin−spin
relaxation time (T2), which is usually estimated by measuring
the phase memory time (Tm), which is a lower limit of T2.
Interactions with the environment contribute to the collapse of
the already fragile superposition state of electronic spins in a
process known as decoherence. In this respect, intense investi-
gations aimed at increasing molecular qubits’ performance
through chemical design have been reported in recent years.16−22
Another feature that places molecule-based spin qubits in a
noteworthy position with respect to electronic defects in
extended inorganic solids is the potential spatial control over
qubit−qubit distances achievable through coordination chem-
istry approaches. Indeed, extended coordination polymers, or
metal−organic frameworks (MOFs), with specific structural fea-
tures such as overall dimensionality (bidimensional, 2D, or tridi-
mensional, 3D), type of structural backbone (cubic, hexagonal),
and controlled internal surface area, can be prepared at will
through a wise selection of the molecular building blocks and
well-developed coordination chemistry strategies.23−25 This
bottom-up approach can play a key role for quantum com-
putation in increasing the scalability of the system by con-
trolling the number of interconnected qubits within an extended
network. This is equally relevant for quantum sensing, since
extended porous networks allow analytes to diffuse selectively
inside the voids of the solid and to be precisely detected by the
qubit sensor units.4,26−28
The above-mentioned bottom-up approach has been employed
for the preparation of 2D nanosheets embedding copper(II)
tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinate units29 and a porous 3D network
obtained by linking cobalt(II) tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinate
complexes through [Zr6(OH)8] units.
30 For both materials, the
coherence times of the corresponding CuII- and CoII-based
electronic spin qubits have been investigated. In the latter, the
strong hyperfine coupling induces a mixing of MS and MI levels
of the S = 1/2 and I = 7/2 electronic and nuclear spin values of
CoII. This generates an avoided level crossing at low magnetic
fields (<0.3 T), whose related EPR transition frequencies
are characterized by a weak magnetic field dependence, i.e.,
Δf/ΔB = 0. Such a condition is typically observed for isolated
atoms and can be used for the realization of a certain class of
atomic clocks; thus, these transitions assume the name of clock
transitions. Such transitions are particularly insensitive to the
magnetic noise, leading to enhanced coherence. However, it is
exactly the low sensitivity to magnetic noise that makes them
not ideal for quantum sensor applications, as also pointed out
by the authors of the study.30
It should also be considered that room temperature coher-
ence is highly desirable for sensing purposes. In this tempera-
ture regime, spin−lattice relaxation is a limiting factor. Indeed,
both local and extended vibrational modes (phonons) can be
significantly modified by passing from isolated molecules that
weakly interact in the crystal structure, mainly through non-
covalent interactions, to extended molecular networks, where
the units are covalently linked. This can induce relevant modi-
fications of the spin dynamics.22,31−33
For the design of molecular spin qubits with viable coher-
ence times, oxidovanadium(IV) complexes constitute one of
the most promising choices thanks to the weak orbital contri-
bution to the magnetism and an inefficient spin−phonon cou-
pling interaction, which provides slow spin−lattice relaxation
even at room temperature.16,34 The characterization of the
spin−lattice relaxation time (T1) is then crucial in the design of
highly performing molecular spin qubits since this process
provides an upper limit for the coherence time.13 Moreover,
the investigation of spin−lattice and coherence times of
vanadyl-based potential qubits embedded into a 3D crystalline
material has not been reported yet.
Motivated by the need to acquire additional insights into the
role of the crystal lattice properties in determining electronic
spin qubits’ performance, here we report the preparation of a
porous vanadyl-based 3D MOF of formula [VO(TCPP-Zn2-
bpy)] (1) (TCPP = tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinate; bpy =
4,4′-bipyridyl). The spin−lattice relaxation times of 1 were
studied by alternate current (ac) susceptibility measurements,
and the coherence times of an isostructural magnetically diluted
sample [VO0.05TiO0.95(TCPP-Zn2-bpy)] (1′) were investigated
through pulsed EPR spectroscopy. The results have been
compared to those obtained on a representative mononuclear
molecular building block (0D) of formula [VO(TPP)] (TPP =
tetraphenylporphyrinate) (2) and its isostructural magnetically
diluted sample [VO0.02TiO0.98(TCPP)] (2′). The analysis of
the temperature dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation
time, which plays a crucial role in determining the coherence at
room temperature for the two materials, is discussed consid-
ering the different structural and spectroscopic features in the
terahertz regime shown by the 3D network and the 0D mono-
nuclear analogue.
■ RESULTS
Design and Synthesis. Metalated tetraphenylporphyrins
have been largely employed as molecular building blocks for the
preparation of regular 3D hetero- and homometallic MOFs.30,35,36
Unlike other metalloligands, their planar and symmetric structure
is ideal to both accommodate a large variety of metal ions inside
the porphyrinate macrocycle and to prepare crystal structures
with well-defined topologies. In particular, it has been shown
that combination of metalated tetracarboxylphenylporphyri-
nates with bare divalent metal ions such as ZnII or CuII and a
pillar-like molecular ligand such as bpy allows preparation of
porphyrinate paddlewheel frameworks for which the 3D
stacking is controlled by the coordination geometry of the
porphyrin metal center (Figure 1).35
As an example, tetracoordinated ions such as MnII and FeII
ions easily allow further axial coordination with the N-donating
pillar ligand, while PtII and NiII prefer to maintain the square
planar coordination geometry of the porphyrin macrocycle; in
the latter case, further axial coordination is limited to the
bridged CuII and ZnII ions within the paddlewheel motif.35
The case of oxidovanadium(IV) is expected to be peculiar
because further coordination with the pillar-like ligand is in this
case hampered by the preformed bond between VIV and the
oxido ligand, which results in an overall modification of the
coordination geometry of the metal center to a square
pyramidal one.
Within this general scheme, the reaction between preformed
vanadyl and/or titanyl tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinates with
Journal of the American Chemical Society Article
DOI: 10.1021/jacs.8b06733
J. Am. Chem. Soc. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX
B
Zn2+ and bpy has been performed to obtain the 3D structure
reported in Figure 1c.
The synthesis of the vanadyl tetracarboxylphenylporphyri-
nate [VO(TCPP)] building block has been achieved by fol-
lowing a reported procedure that has been adapted for the
oxidovanadium(IV) ion.37 It consists of the reaction between
the vanadyl precursor [VO(acac)2] (acac
− = acetylacetonate)
and the tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin ligand with
carboxyl groups protected by ester functionalities, H2TMeCPP
(tetrakis(4-(methoxycarbonyl)phenyl)porphyrin), in PhOH at
reflux temperature (Scheme 1a).
Subsequent deprotection of the ester groups through basic
hydrolysis provides the [VO(TCPP)] molecular building block
(Scheme 1b). The same reaction conditions have been used to
prepare the 0D reference compound [VO(TPP)] (2) as well as
the titanyl diamagnetic analogues [TiO(TCPP)] and [TiO-
(TPP)] (3) (Scheme 1). It should be highlighted that
metalation of the tetracarboxylphenylporphyrin with the
oxidovanadium(IV) moiety is easily accomplished within ca.
6 h of reaction, whereas metalation with the oxidotitanium(IV)
ion appears to be more difficult, requiring longer reaction times
(ca. 36 h) and a larger excess of the titanyl precursor
[TiO(acac)2]2. This chemical inertness is reflected by the lack
of titanyl porphyrinates reported so far in the literature with
respect to other transition metal ion derivatives, including the
vanadyl analogues.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two-step self-assembly process responsible for the formation of the 3D MOFs 1 and 1′. Color codes:
green, vanadium; orange, zinc; red, oxygen; light blue, nitrogen; gray, carbon. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for graphical clarity.
Scheme 1. Reaction Schemes for the Synthesis of Vanadyl and Titanyl Tetraphenylporphyrin Derivatives (M = V, Ti; x = 1, 2)
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Self-assembly of vanadyl tetracarboxylphenylporphyrinate
building blocks, Zn2+, and bpy in DMF at 80 °C followed by
slow cooling to room temperature provides air-stable red cubic
single crystals of compound 1 suitable for X-ray diffraction
analysis. The magnetically diluted sample 1′ was prepared by
following the same synthetic procedure developed for the
preparation of 1 by reacting a mixture of [VO(TCPP)] and
[TiO(TCPP)] in 5:95 molar ratios with Zn2+ and bpy. Instead,
the magnetically diluted samples 2′ and 2″ were prepared by
recrystallization of [VO(TPP)] and [TiO(TPP)] in 2:98 and
30:70 molar ratios, respectively. The difference in the nominal
concentration of paramagnetic species between the two lower
concentrated materials has been designed to achieve similar
spin concentrations in view of the presence of large voids
for the 3D compound 1 with respect to the 0D compound 2
(vide infra).
Crystal Structures. Compound 1 crystallizes in the tetrag-
onal P4 space group with one anionic complex, two Zn2+ ions,
and one bpy molecule in the unit cell, the asymmetric unit
being one-fourth of the molecule. The peripheral carboxyl sub-
stituents of the porphyrin macrocycle (Figure 1a) interact with
Zn2+ to form 2D layers where the porphyrin units are con-
nected in a 4-folded symmetry through [Zn2(COO)4] subunits
(Figure 1b), similarly to what has recently been reported for
[Cu(TCPP)−Zn2(H2O)2].29 The pillar-like bpy ligands then
allow connection between the 2D layers to form a 3D MOF by
further axial coordination between pairs of [Zn2(COO)4]
subunits (Figure 1c). The obtained structure has 3D channels
with a pore dimension of 1.66 × 1.38 nm2 along the a and b
axes. The percentage of void volume in the structure of 1 was
estimated to be ca. 74% (2842 Å3) and 72.8% (2795 Å3) of the
total volume (3838 Å3) considering H2 and N2 as probe gases,
respectively (kinetic radii: H2, r = 1.40 Å; N2, r = 1.82 Å).
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The coordination geometry of the Zn2+ ions, which tem-
plates the formation of the overall crystal structure, consists of
a square pyramid where pairs of Zn2+ ions are bridged in a
μ-type binding mode by four carboxylate ligands. The resulting
equatorial plane around each Zn2+ ion is thus formed by four
oxygen donor atoms, while the axial position of the square
pyramid is completed by the nitrogen donor of a bpy ligand,
which bridges pairs of Zn2+ ions from adjacent 2D layers
(Figure 2a).
The molecular structure of the anionic complex [VO-
(TCPP)]4− shows a vanadium(IV) ion in a square pyramidal
coordination geometry with the metal ion slightly above the
basal plane (ca. 0.59 Å) formed by the four nitrogen donor
atoms of the porphyrin macrocycle (Figure 2a). The VO
moiety is sitting on the 4-fold symmetry axis and is disordered
on two positions, symmetric with respect to the macrocycle
ring, with 50:50 occupancy factors, leading to a nonpolar
crystal structure. The V−O and V−N distances, 1.60 and 2.09 Å,
respectively, are in agreement with what is usually encoun-
tered for similar vanadyl complexes. The planes of the phenyl
substituents are 90° tilted with respect to the plane of the
porphyrin macrocycle, in agreement with what is observed for
analogous MOFs based on isostructural building blocks
(Figure 2a). This leads to an overall crystal structure of tetrag-
onal symmetry where all vanadyl moieties are oriented along
the c axis (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The V···V
shortest distances in the crystal structure of 1 correspond to
the unit cell distances, i.e., 13.9 Å along the c axis and 16.6 Å in
the ab plane. Finally, it should be noted that the pyridine rings
of the bpy ligand appear disordered in two 90°-tilted
orientations, with the orientation of the two independent
rings 45°-tilted with respect to each other.
Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis of com-
pounds 2 and 3 were obtained by slow evaporation of CH2Cl2
solutions. Both compounds crystallize in the tetragonal I4
space group with two neutral complexes in the unit cell; the
asymmetric unit is one-fourth of the molecule also in this case.
Due to the better quality of the collected diffraction data and
the isostructurality between the two compounds, here we
report only the data related to the [TiO(TPP)] compound 3.
The crystal structure of 3 consists of neutral titanyl tetra-
phenylporphyrinate complexes with all TiO units lying on the
4-fold symmetry c axis (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
The shortest M···M distance is 10.9 Å and involves metal
complexes of adjacent layers. No significant intermolecular
contacts involving the phenyl rings are present. The molecular
structure of the complex is reported in Figure 2b. The coor-
dination geometry around the TiIV ion is a square pyramid with
a Ti−O distance of 1.58 Å and Ti−N distances of 2.11 Å. As
already observed for 1, the metal−oxido cationic moiety is
disordered along the tetragonal axis on two positions with equal
occupancy factors, with the metal center lying 0.58 Å from the
basal plane of the porphyrin macrocycle.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded on
polycrystalline samples of all investigated systems, both pure
Figure 2. Molecular structures of compounds 1 (a) and 3 (b) with
the coordination geometry of the metal ions highlighted. Color codes:
green, vanadium; orange, zinc; silver, titanium; red, oxygen; light blue,
nitrogen; gray, carbon. Hydrogen atoms and disordered fragments are
omitted for graphical clarity.
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compounds and crystalline dispersions, to ascertain their
structural phase homogeneity. This is clearly evidenced by the
good agreement between experimental and simulated patterns
(Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information).
Magnetization Dynamics. ac susceptibility measurements
were performed on microcrystalline samples of compounds 1
and 2 and the crystalline dispersion 2″ to investigate their mag-
netization dynamics. The choice to study the dilution 2″ is due
to the pronounced difference in the spin concentration between
1 and 2. Indeed, the spin concentration for 1 is 0.26 spin nm−3,
whereas for 2 it is 1.1 spin nm−3. 2″ provides a spin concen-
tration of 0.34 spin nm−3, which is closer to that of 1 and thus
associated with a comparable dipolar internal magnetic field.
As commonly observed for S = 1/2 molecular spin qubit sys-
tems, the thermal variation of the complex magnetic suscep-
tibility in zero static magnetic field reveals no out-of-phase com-
ponent of the susceptibility (χ″) in the whole investigated
temperature range. When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT)
is applied, slow magnetic relaxation is observed for all samples,
with appearance of a peak in the out-of-phase component of
the susceptibility and a concomitant decrease of the in-phase
part (χ′) (Figures S5−S17, Supporting Information).13,34 The
relaxation time (τ), which is representative of the spin−lattice
relaxation, was obtained by simultaneously fitting the real and
imaginary components of the magnetic susceptibility with the
generalized Debye model (see the Supporting Information).39
The extracted values of τ for 1, 2, and 2″ obtained under a
static magnetic field, B = 1.0 T, scanning the temperature, are
reported in Figure 3a in a log(τ) vs log(T) plot.
The absolute values of the spin−lattice relaxation times are
comparable for 1 and 2″ in a wide temperature region, whereas
those of 2 are lower, thus following the trend of the spin concen-
trations. The temperature dependence of τ shows a qualitatively
similar behavior for the three compounds in the entire T range. At
the lowest temperatures, between 4 and 10 K, the spin−lattice
relaxation time shows a T−2 dependence, which suggests the
presence of an important spin−phonon bottleneck effect.40,41 This
phenomenon affects the direct spin−lattice relaxation mechanism
in magnetically concentrated samples and is particularly relevant in
vanadyl-based molecules.42 Figure 3a shows that, in the 10−30 K
range, an unexpected remarkably weak temperature dependence of
τ is observed, with an exponent significantly lower than the unity
expected for a pure direct mechanism relaxation process.43 For
T > 30 K, the τ values of both compounds exhibit a faster
decrease with increasing temperature.
To have a better understanding of the relaxation mechanisms
involved in such compounds, the magnetization dynamics was
also studied as a function of the static magnetic field in a wide
magnetic field range (0.0−8.5 T) at different temperatures
(5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 K) for each compound (Figures S9−S17,
Supporting Information). The relaxation times at 5.0 K are
shown in Figure 3b, while the data obtained at all investigated
temperatures are reported in Figures S18−S20 (Supporting
Information). All compounds show the expected nonmono-
tonous behavior of the relaxation time, with an increase of τ at
low field, a plateau at intermediate fields, and then a decrease
at high fields. In the low-field region, up to 1.0 T, spin−spin
and spin−nucleus interactions, which promote spin relaxation
by breaking the time-reversal symmetry of the Kramers
doublet,44,45 are suppressed by the increase of the magnetic
field, resulting in a rapid growth of τ. Instead, in the high-field
region, beyond 3.0 T, the strong field dependence of the direct
mechanism causes the rapid decrease of τ. Indeed, the larger
the Zeeman splitting of the two MS states, the larger the
number of phonons matching this energy difference.
The absolute values of the relaxation times of 1 and 2″, as
well as the magnetic field dependence, are again comparable,
whereas 2 shows lower values of τ, in agreement with its tem-
perature dependence (Figure 3a). A striking feature in the
magnetic field dependence of the relaxation times is the dip
shown by all compounds at 2.0 T. This feature is particularly
pronounced for 2 (Figure S21, Supporting Information) and
less pronounced for 2″, suggesting that the presence of this dip
might be related to the spin−phonon bottleneck effect. How-
ever, the reason why an acceleration of the relaxation rate at
2.0 T is observed, is, at the moment, unclear. To check if an
anomalous temperature dependence of τ is also present at this
field value, ac susceptibility data for compound 2 were recorded
also at 2.0 T, showing a very similar behavior (Figure S22,
Supporting Information).
The magnetic field dependence of τ for 1 is reproduced
by the Brons−van Vleck model45,46 with a slight modification
(eq 1):
τ = +
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The first term is related to the low-field region where τ
increases due to the suppression of the internal fields, whereas
the second term accounts for the direct relaxation mechanism.
Figure 3. Temperature (a) and magnetic field (b) dependence of τ extracted from ac susceptibility measurements for microcrystalline samples of
compounds 1, 2, and 2″ under an applied static magnetic field of 1.0 T (a) and in the 0.0−8.5 T range at 5.0 K (b). Solid lines are the best fit of the
models (see the text).
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In the standard Brons−van Vleck model, the direct contri-
bution to the spin−lattice relaxation rate in Kramers systems
depends on the field as τ−1 ∝ cB4. This has indeed been con-
firmed by previous studies on vanadium-based molecular spin
qubits.13,16,22,32,34,42 However, in this case, τ shows a weaker
magnetic field dependence, and the best fits of the experi-
mental data obtained for 1 assuming different integer values of
m (Figures S23−S25 and Table S1, Supporting Information)
clearly favor a cubic field dependence. This points to a non-
conventional direct relaxation mechanism, in agreement with
the observed anomalous weak temperature dependence of τ.
The extended Brons−van Vleck model32 has been used to
properly reproduce the data obtained for 2″:
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In this case, a second term accounting for the suppression of the
internal fields due to the increase of the magnetic field is intro-
duced. The use of the extended law is justified in Figure S26
(Supporting Information), where the data of 2″ are fitted with
both models, while Table S1 (Supporting Information) con-
tains the best fit parameters for the three different tempera-
tures. Finally, it should be highlighted that the modeling of the
magnetic field dependence of the spin−lattice relaxation time
for 2 is not feasible because the distortions observed between
2.0 and 7.0 T do not allow for reasonable fits with either
standard or extended Brons−van Vleck models.
Continuous Wave and Pulsed Electron Paramagnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy. While ac susceptometry provides
useful information about spin−lattice relaxation as a function
of the applied static magnetic field in concentrated samples,
pulsed EPR spectroscopy techniques allow determination of
both spin−lattice and spin coherence relaxation times for magnet-
ically diluted systems in a wide temperature range.
Continuous wave (CW) and echo-detected field-swept
(EDFS) EPR spectra of the diluted compounds 1′ and 2′
recorded at T = 10 and 50 K, respectively, are reported in
Figure 4 together with their simulations.
Both compounds show similar spectra that are characterized
by the 8-fold hyperfine structure due to the coupling between
the S = 1/2 electronic spin of VIV and the I = 7/2 nuclear
spin of its most abundant isotope (51V, abundance 99.76%).
The signals are further split by the anisotropic components of
the hyperfine coupling in perpendicular and parallel directions.
Spectral simulations47 were then performed using the following
spin Hamiltonian:
μ= ·̂ · ̂ + ̂· ·I A S S g BB? (3)
to evaluate the anisotropy of the g factor as well as of
the hyperfine coupling constant (A). The experimental spectra
can be satisfactorily reproduced assuming an axial model
(i.e., x = y ≠ z) for both compounds, in agreement with the
tetragonal site symmetry of the molecular systems. The best fit
parameters are reported in Table 1. Such parameters agree with
those expected for vanadyl porphyrinate derivatives48,49 and
correspond to a ground state with the unpaired electron in a
dxy orbital. It is evident that the EPR spectrum of 2′ also shows
some weak features (<4% of the total signal and indicated
in Figure 4b) which cannot be attributed to vanadyl species.
On the basis of the best simulation parameters (Figure S27 and
Table S2, Supporting Information), these were attributed to a
radical monoanionic ligand and a residual TiIII species.
Hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE) experiments
have been performed on the two compounds to detect and
determine the hyperfine interactions due to the ligand nitrogen
atoms of the porphyrin ring and nearby hydrogens. The spectra
of 1′ and 2′ (Figures S28 and S29, Supporting Information)
are practically superimposable and typical for vanadyl por-
phyrin and phthalocyanine molecular systems.49 Spectral simu-
lation (Figure S30, Supporting Information) provided 14N
hyperfine and quadrupole splitting parameters that well com-
pare with previously reported data on similar coordination
environments (Table S3, Supporting Information).
The intense spin-echo-detected EPR spectra let us antici-
pate that quantum coherence could be measured for both com-
pounds. Moreover, the spin Hamiltonian parameters obtained
through the simulation of the CW spectrum provide good
simulations of the EDFS spectra as well, hence indicating
that the entire paramagnetic components are experiencing the
detected coherence.
Inversion recovery experiments on 1′ and 2′ were performed
in the 5.0−290 K temperature range at X-band frequency to
investigate the temperature dependence of the spin−lattice
relaxation time (T1) at the resonant magnetic field corre-
sponding to the hyperfine transition MI = −1/2 → +1/2. The
resulting saturation recovery traces were fitted with a stretched-
exponential equation:
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and the extracted T1 values (Tables S4 and S5, Supporting
Information) as a function of T are reported in Figure 5.
The temperature dependence of T1 for the magnetically diluted
samples 1′ and 2′ shows an increase of the slope on increasing the
temperature, which is characteristic of the crossover from a
dominating direct process of relaxation at low temperature to a
Raman mechanism at high temperatures. T1 values of 1′ at low
temperature are ca. 1 order of magnitude lower than that of 2′
despite the similar spin concentration of the two compounds.
As the temperature increases, the spin−lattice relaxation time
for 2′ starts to decrease more abruptly above 30 K, whereas 1′
Figure 4. Experimental and simulated CW and EDFS EPR spectra for
1′ (a) and 2′ (b) at X-band frequency (9.7 GHz). Spectral simu-
lations corresponding to the spin Hamiltonian parameters reported in
Table 1 are shown in red. The asterisk and the arrow on the CW EPR
spectrum of 2′ evidence the presence of unavoidable paramagnetic
impurities that have been included in the simulation (see the text and
Supporting Information for further details).
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shows such a behavior only at higher temperature and with a
weaker temperature dependence. Consequently, the curves for
the two compounds intersect around 60 K, and at room
temperature, T1 for 1′ reaches a value of ca. 1 μs vs 0.6 μs
observed for 2.
Different analytical functions are commonly used to repro-
duce the temperature dependence of T1.
50 Here, the experi-
mental data are well reproduced (Figure S31, Supporting
Information) by the phenomenological relation:
= +−T a T a Tx n1 1 dir Ram (5)
where, unlike in previous reports, the exponent x of the tem-
perature dependence of the direct process is left free to vary
from the unitary value which is expected.43 The best fit values
for the direct process are x = 0.54(6) and 0.3(3) for 1′ and 2′,
respectively, thus deviating significantly from unity. On the
other hand, the Raman process exponents, n = 2.5(1) and
3.4(1) for 1′ and 2′, respectively, are within the usual range
observed for vanadyl complexes (n ca. 3).13,16,34,51 It is worth
noting that replacement of the second term of eq 5 with the
Debye transport integral function (eq S3, Supporting Information)
does not significantly improve the overall fitting of data for 1
and worsens that for 2 (Figure S31 and Table S6, Supporting
Information).
To investigate the quantum coherence in detail and to deter-
mine the phase memory time (Tm) for 1′ and 2′ as a function
of the temperature, echo decay experiments were also per-
formed. Because T1 values, which limit the Tm values especially
at high temperatures, are sufficiently long for both compounds
in the whole investigated temperature range, echo decay traces
were detected up to room temperature for both 1′ and 2′.
As usually done for transition metal systems,50 echo decay traces
were fitted using the stretched-exponential equation:
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where I indicates the echo intensity, 2τp is the delay between
the initial pulse and the echo detection and βm is the stretch
factor.
The thermal variations of Tm for 1′ and 2′ (reported in
Figure 5) show an almost temperature independent behavior
in the 5.0−100 K range for 1′ (ca. 0.5 μs) and in the 5.0−60 K
range for 2′ (ca. 1.0 μs), with relative values that follow the
corresponding T1 values. These values are comparable to those
recently reported for a 2D network formulated as [Cu-
(TCPP)−Zn2(H2O)2] and the relative mononuclear building
block [Cu(TPP)] in a frozen solution, although coherence
time data were only measurable up to 90 K.29 At 150 K, Tm
assumes the same value for 1′ and 2′ (ca. 0.4 μs) and decreases
to reach the lowest values at room temperature (ca. 0.14 μs). It
is interesting to note that a crossover between the Tm values of
1′ and 2′ occurs in much the same way as observed for T1 at
slightly lower temperatures.
To prove that the observed coherence times for 1′ and 2′
allow coherent spin manipulations, i.e., placement of the spins
in any arbitrary superposition of states, nutation experiments
were performed at different microwave powers. Remarkably,
Rabi oscillations were clearly observed with the expected linear
dependence of the Rabi frequency (ΩR) as a function of the
microwave attenuation for both 1′ (Figure 6) and 2′ (Figure S32,
Supporting Information).
Terahertz Vibrational Spectroscopy. Terahertz spectra,
corresponding to the 10−110 cm−1 range, were recorded by
time-domain transmission spectroscopy (THz-TD) on poly-
crystalline samples of 1 and 2 dispersed in polyethylene pellets.
A striking difference between the isolated [VO(TPP)] units
of 2 and the extended structures of 1 is observed. Indeed,
2 shows a well-defined absorption band at ca. 67 cm−1, which
is absent in 1 (Figure 7).
Assignment of the low -energy absorption of 2 is not straight-
forward because porphyrinate complexes show metal−ligand
Table 1. Best Fit Parameters Extracted from Simulation of the Experimental Spectra of 1′ and 2′
compound gx gy gz |Ax| (MHz) |Ay| (MHz) |Az| (MHz)
1′ 1.9865(1) 1.9865(1) 1.963(1) 168(2) 168(2) 477(2)
2′ 1.9865(1) 1.9865(1) 1.963(1) 169(2) 169(2) 480(2)
Figure 5. Temperature dependence of T1 and Tm for 1′ and 2′
(see the legend) from pulsed EPR inversion recovery experiments at
X-band frequency. Solid lines are the best fits considering local
vibrational modes according to eq 7. Short-dashed lines represent a
guide for the eyes. Error bars are within the size of the symbols.
Figure 6. (a) Rabi oscillations recorded for 1′ at 5 K for different
microwave attenuations (X-band). (b) Fourier transform of the Rabi
oscillations. (c) Linear dependence of the Rabi frequency (ΩR) as a
function of the relative intensity of the oscillating field B1.
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vibrations that are often mixed with porphyrin ring defor-
mations.52−54 Moreover, previous theoretical studies on sim-
pler vanadyl-based potential molecular qubits showed that, in
the terahertz frequency range, a strong admixing between local
and collective degrees of freedom is present.32
The temperature dependence of the spectra of 2 (inset in
Figure 7) shows a pronounced narrowing and shift to higher
frequency of the absorption peak on lowering the temperature.
According to the idea that structure stiffening at low tempera-
ture is expected to increase the vibration energy of collective
modes, we can deduce that a significant contribution of collec-
tive vibrations to the nature of this mode is present. This is also
in agreement with the lack of this mode in the covalent lattice
of 1, as well as its similar frequency in the titanyl derivative 3
(Figure S33, Supporting Information).
■ DISCUSSION
Our investigation proves the successful inclusion of paramag-
netic vanadyl units in a structurally well characterized MOF,
which is, to the best of our knowledge, unprecedented though
not unexpected. More relevant is the preservation of spin
coherence at room temperature, with comparable coherence
times for the MOF and the mononuclear unit. This is a
remarkable result because it allows the application of pulse
EPR techniques at this temperature. These are known to pro-
vide more detailed information on the nature and the adsorp-
tion mode of guest molecules than CW techniques.55,56
The origin of this appealing behavior can be rationalized
thanks to the comparative study that we have performed. First,
it is important to stress that the electronic structures of the
vanadyl unit are practically identical in the MOF and in the
isolated molecule. This is clearly demonstrated by the very
minor modifications of the spin Hamiltonian parameters,
reported in Table 1, as well as of the hyperfine coupling values
with neighboring nuclei detected by HYSCORE and listed in
Table S3 (Supporting Information). It is also interesting to
note that some characteristic features of the spin dynamics are
preserved on increasing the material dimensionality, such as
the field dependence of the magnetization relaxation time that
shows a wide plateau extended up to several Tesla as reported
in Figure 3b. This behavior, typical of the VIV ion and much
more pronounced than in analogous S = 1/2 systems based, for
example, on CuII,29 allows high-field/high-frequency applica-
tions without significant acceleration of the spin dynamics.
Another feature common to the MOF and isolated molecule
is the very weak temperature dependence of the spin−lattice
relaxation time in the temperature range of 10−30 K, where
magnetic relaxation is dominated by the direct mechanism and
a linear dependence with temperature is expected. Such a
behavior was also observed, though not highlighted, for a vanadyl
phthalocyaninate complex.34 As data for the latter system were
collected on less concentrated samples with respect to those
investigated here, we can safely exclude that an intermolecular
process of relaxation is responsible for such a phenomenon.
This leads us to associate this peculiarity with the macrocyclic
coordination mode, although a rationale for it is still lacking.
In contrast to this remarkable similarity, 1 and 2 differ sig-
nificantly in their low-energy vibrational spectra. The first IR-
active vibrational mode, occurring at 67 cm−1 for 2, exceeds
our accessible range (110 cm−1) in 1. This originates remark-
able differences in the temperature dependence of T1 above
30 K. Local vibration modes have already been considered as
sources of magnetic relaxation, but the support of optical inves-
tigations is uncommon.57,58 We have therefore reproduced the
temperature dependence of the spin−lattice dynamics through
the already proposed phenomenological model50:
ω
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where ω is the frequency of the vibrational mode and adir and
aloc are coupling coefficients as in eq 5. The T1 data of 1 are
successfully simulated (Figure 5) with x = 0.64 and ω =
184(2) cm−1, thus suggesting that the first active mode occurs
at a frequency higher than our accessible spectral range.
Data simulation of 2 was performed by fixing the frequency of
the vibration mode to 67 cm−1, accordingly to spectroscopic
findings. The whole temperature range is well reproduced when
including a second mode at higher frequency, 303(35) cm−1, to
the model. This is reasonable because an increasing number of
active vibrational modes are expected to be present at higher
frequencies. Notably, similar unusually low x exponents of the
direct process are obtained independently of the model used to
simulate the data (see Table S6, Supporting Information),
confirming the robustness of the analysis.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized a 3D porous
network embedding vanadyl spin units that retains spin
coherence up to room temperature. This is a remarkable result
for coherent magnetic sensing of potentially adsorbed species.
Engineering of MOF structures with embedded vanadyl
moieties acting as quantum spin sensors toward specific analytes
seems indeed quite straightforward.
Our multitechnique investigation has also provided precious
hints for a better understanding of the spin dynamics in
molecular systems. In contrast to what could be intuitively
expected, the inclusion of [VO(TPP)] units in an extended
network does not affect the low-temperature regime. The n < 1
exponent in the T1 ∝ T−n law seems rather typical of the
rigidity of the tetraphenylporphyrin coordination environ-
ment. On the contrary, linking the vanadyl units in the 3D
network has pronounced effects on the infrared-active low-
energy vibrational modes. This is reflected on the tempera-
ture dependence of T1 in the intermediate temperature regime.
The observed behavior is of paramount importance for
quantum sensing as it warrants that spin coherence is not
Figure 7. Vibrational spectra in the 0.6−3.0 THz range (20−100 cm−1)
of compounds 1 and 2 recorded at 295 K. The arrow indicates the
frequency of the absorption. The inset shows the temperature
dependence (20−295 K range) of the absorption spectra of 2.
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limited at room temperature by a rapid spin−lattice magnetic
relaxation.
It also emerges from this study that the optimization of
metal−organic framework performance through chemical
design requires a deeper understanding of the role of intra-
molecular and intermolecular vibrations in the spin dynamics.
The first step we can envisage in this direction is obtaining
high-quality IR spectra on a continuous range to detect the
lowest vibrational mode of 1. Recording Raman spectra in the
terahertz regime is also important as it will allow exclusion of
relevant low-energy vibrational modes that might have
remained undetected in the IR absorption spectra. The disorder
in the VO orientation indeed symmetrizes the otherwise
acentric crystal structures of 1 and 2. Theoretical analysis of
the vibrational modes and their coupling to the spin system
would also add significant information, although this is expected
to be particularly challenging for 1. Finally, the results presented
here highlight the potentiality of vanadyl-based molecular units
as highly coherent spin qubit units for quantum sensing
applications despite a complex and nuclear-spin-rich crystal
structure. This opens the door for further studies focused on
the spin coherence measurements in the presence of guest
solvents inside the MOF cavities, to probe its potential use as a
molecule-based quantum sensor.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Remarks. All chemicals were purchased and used without
further purification except for the tetrakis(4-(methoxycarbonyl)-
phenyl)porphyrin (H2TMeCPP), the precursor of tetrakis(4-
carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (H2TCPP), that was synthesized according
to a previously reported study.37
Synthesis of [VO(TCPP)]·MeOH·2H2O. H2TMeCPP (1.00 g,
1.18 mmol) and [VO(acac)2] (0.31 g, 1.18 mmol) were reacted at
180 °C in 5 mL of PhOH for 6 h. After that, the solvent was removed
under vacuum, and the resulting solid of [VO(TMeCPP)] was
washed with EtOH and dried under vacuum (yield 83%).
[VO(TMeCPP)] (1.00 g, 1.10 mmol) was stirred in a mixture of
THF (25 mL) and MeOH (25 mL). To this solution was added a
solution of KOH (2.65 g, 47.2 mmol) in H2O (25 mL). The mixture
was refluxed for 12 h. After refluxing, THF and MeOH were removed
under reduced pressure through rotary evaporation. Additional water was
added to the solution, and then the solution was acidified with 1 M HCl
until no further precipitation occurred. The solid was collected by
filtration, washed with water, and dried in vacuum. Needle-shaped
crystals of [VO(TCPP)]·MeOH·2H2O were obtained by slow
evaporation (1 week) of a MeOH solution of the crude [VO(TCPP)].
Yield: 95%. Anal. Calcd for C49H36N4O12V: C, 63.71; H, 3.93; N, 6.07.
Found: C, 64.04; H, 3.89; N, 6.11. FT-IR (νm̅ax/cm
−1, KBr pellet):
3445m, 1696vs, 1606s, 1510vw, 1404m, 1276m, 1100w, 1005m, 803m.
Synthesis of [TiO(TCPP)]·H2O. [TiO(TCPP)] was synthesized by
following a slightly modified procedure with respect to that of
[VO(TCPP)]. H2TMeCPP (260 mg, 0.31 mmol) and [TiO(acac)2]2
(97 mg, 0.37 mmol) were reacted at 180 °C in 5 mL of PhOH for 63 h.
After that, PhOH was removed under vacuum. The resulting solid was
dissolved in a mixture of THF (15 mL) and MeOH (15 mL). To this
solution was added a solution of KOH (0.7 g, 12.4 mmol) in H2O
(15 mL). The mixture was refluxed for 12 h. After refluxing, THF and
MeOH were removed under reduced pressure through rotary evapo-
ration. Additional water was added to the solution, and then the solu-
tion was acidified with 1 M HCl until no further precipitation occurred.
The solid was collected by filtration, washed with water, and dried in
vacuum. Yield: 45%. Anal. Calcd for C48H30N4O10Ti: C, 66.22; H, 3.47;
N, 6.44. Found: C, 66.79; H, 3.66; N, 7.03. FT-IR (νm̅ax/cm
−1, KBr
pellet): 2953m, 1692vs, 1603s, 1563vw, 1488vw, 1406w, 1248m,
1106w, 1004s, 941w, 798w.
Synthesis of [VO(TCPP-Zn2-bpy)]·4DMF·4H2O (1). [VO-
(TCPP)] (50 mg, 58 μmol), Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (35 mg, 116 μmol),
and 4,4′-bipyridyl (18.1 mg, 116 μmol) were dissolved in 7 mL of
DMF, and the solution was placed in a glass capped vial. The solution
was heated in an oven at 80 °C for 24 h. After cooling, purple cubic-
shaped single crystals were obtained. They were collected by filtration
and washed with DMF and MeOH. Yield: 65%. Anal. Calcd for
C70H68N10O17VZn2: C, 55.93; H, 4.56; N, 9.32. Found: C, 56.11; H,
5.06; N, 9.48. FT-IR (ν ̅max/cm−1, KBr pellet): 3340w, 1630vs, 1548m,
1403vs, 1335w, 1204vw, 1180vw, 1069vw, 1007s, 806m, 779m, 713w.
Synthesis of VO0.05TiO0.95(TCPP-Zn2-bpy)] (1′). [VO(TCPP)]
(2.0 mg 2.34 μmol) and [TiO(TCPP)] (64.5 mg 75.66 μmol) were
mixed in 6 mL of DMF by using ultrasonication for 30 min. To the
solution were added Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (46.4 mg, 156 μmol) and 4,4′-
bipyridyl (29.2 mg, 187.2 μmol), and the resulting solution was placed
in a glass capped vial. The solution was heated in an oven at 80 °C for
24 h, and after cooling, purple cubic crystals of 1′ were obtained.
They were collected by filtration and washed with DMF and MeOH.
Yield: 57%. Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry
(ICP-AES) was used to determine the effective concentration of
VIV:TiIV. This was found to be 4.94:95.06.
Synthesis of [VO(TPP)] (2). H2TPP (0.25 g, 0.40 mmol) and
[VO(acac)2] (0.133 g, 0.50 mmol) were reacted at 180 °C in 6 mL of
PhOH for 9 h. After that, the solvent was removed under vacuum, and
the residual solid was solubilized in CH2Cl2. A small portion of
MeOH was added to the CH2Cl2 solution, inducing precipitation of 2
as a red-purple microcrystalline powder. The precipitate was washed
several times with MeOH and then with Et2O and air-dried. Yield:
70%. Compound 2 was recrystallized by slow evaporation of a CH2Cl2
solution, which gave purple shiny crystals suitable for X-ray analysis.
Anal. Calcd for C44H28N4OV: C, 77.76; H, 4.15; N, 8.24. Found: C,
76.72; H, 4.36; N, 7.79. FT-IR (ν ̅max/cm−1, KBr pellet): 3130vw,
3111vw, 3024vw, 1831vw, 1595m, 1506w, 1487m, 1439m, 1337m,
1204m, 1175s, 1157m, 1070s, 1005vs, 835w, 806s, 750s, 725m, 702s,
661m, 527w, 453m.
Synthesis of [TiO(TPP)] (3). H2TPP (0.50 g, 0.81 mmol) and
[TiO(acac)2]2 (0.260 g, 0.50 mmol) were reacted at 180 °C in 12 mL
of PhOH for 3 days. After that, the solvent was removed under
vacuum, and the residual solid was solubilized in CH2Cl2. A small
portion of MeOH was added to the CH2Cl2 solution, inducing pre-
cipitation of 3 as a red-purple microcrystalline solid. The precipitate
was washed several times with MeOH and then with Et2O and air-
dried. Yield: 74%. Compound 3 was recrystallized by slow evapo-
ration of a CH2Cl2 solution, which gave purple shiny crystals suitable
for X-ray analysis. Anal. Calcd for C44H28N4OTi: C, 78.11; H, 4.17;
N, 8.28. Found: C, 77.54; H, 4.41; N, 7.79. FT-IR (ν ̅max/cm−1, KBr
pellet): 3130vw, 3111vw, 3024vw, 1831vw, 1595m, 1506w, 1483m,
1439m, 1335m, 1200m, 1175s, 1069s, 1157m, 1009vs, 979s, 966s,
835w, 806s, 748s, 723m, 702s, 660m, 525w, 438m.
Synthesis of [VO0.02TiO0.98(TPP)] (2′). 2 (2.5 mg, 0.0037 mmol)
and 3 (97.5 mg, 0.144 mmol) were dissolved in 50 mL of CH2Cl2.
The solution was filtrated, and 5 mL of MeOH was added. Then the
solvent was slowly evaporated under reduced pressure. 2′ precipitated
as a red-purple microcrystalline solid that was washed with MeOH
and then Et2O and air-dried. Yield: quantitative. X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) analysis was used to estimate the effective percentage of
doping of VIV by comparing the XRF intensity of the vanadium Kα
emission of compound 2′ to a calibration curve obtained by mixing
weighted amounts of the pure compounds (2 and 3) in the 1−20%
concentration range. This was found to be 2(1)% VO2+ and 98(1)%
TiO2+.
Synthesis of [VO0.30TiO0.70(TPP)] (2″). Compound 2″ was pre-
pared according to the method described above for 2′ by
recrystallization of a mixture of 2 (30.0 mg, 0.044 mmol) and 3
(70.0 mg, 0.103 mmol) in 75 mL of CH2Cl2. Yield: quantitative. Mag-
netic measurements were used to estimate the effective percentage of
VIV doping. This was found to be in agreement with the nominal
content of VO2+ paramagnetic species (30(2)%).
Characterization. C, H, N analyses were performed with a CHN-S
Flash E1112 Thermofinnigan analyzer. FT-IR spectra were obtained on
KBr pellets and collected with a Shimadzu-8400S spectrophotometer.
X-ray fluorescence analyses were performed with a WD-XRF Rigaku
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PrimusII spectrophotometer. ICP-AES was performed at the Research
and Analytical Centre for Giant Molecules, Graduate School of
Science, Tohoku University, Japan, on a SHIMADZU ICPE-9000
spectrometer with 5% HNO3 aqueous solution.
Single X-ray Crystallography. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements for compound 1 were performed on an ADSC
Quantum210 installed in the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory PLS-II
beamlines. The synchrotron radiation was monochromated by using a
double-crystal monochromator (λ = 0.8000 Å). Single-crystal X-ray
diffraction measurements for 3 were performed on an Oxford Xcalibur
PX Ultra-Onyx charge-coupled device (CCD) diffractometer using
Enhance Ultra X-ray graphite-monochromated Cu Kα (λ = 1.540 Å)
radiation. The structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXL)59
and refined on F2 with full-matrix least-squares (SHELXL) using the
WinGX software package.60 All non-H atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters. Graphical material was prepared
using Mercury CSD 3.9.38 A summary of the crystallographic data and
the structure refinement for compounds 1 and 3 is reported in Table 2.
Full crystallographic data for the solved structures have been
deposited in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with
CCDC numbers 1847868 (1) and 1849460 (3).
Powder X-ray Crystallography. Powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) measurements on 1 and 1′ were performed on crushed
polycrystalline samples by using an AFC-7R/LW (Rigaku, Akishima,
Japan) operated at 50 kV and 300 mA at 293 K. The data were
collected in the diffraction angle range of 3−60° in steps of 0.02° with
an irradiation time of 2 s/step. To prevent evaporation of the crystal
solvent, the samples were loaded into a capillary (diameter 0.8 mm,
length 80 mm, Hilgenderg, Malsfeld, Germany) with the mother
liquor. Wide-angle PXRD patterns on polycrystalline samples of 2, 2′,
and 3 were recorded on a Bruker New D8 Advance DAVINCI
diffractometer in a θ−θ configuration equipped with a linear detector.
The scans were collected within the range 5−40° (2θ) using Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 1.540 Å). Simulated patterns were generated from the
atomic coordinates of the single-crystal structure solutions using the
Mercury CSD 3.5 software52 (copyright CCDC, http://www.ccdc.
cam.ac.uk/mercury/) using an fwhm (full width at half-maximum) of
0.10 and a 2θ step of 0.025.
Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic susceptibility measurements
were performed by using a quantum design physical property mea-
surement system (PPMS). Alternate current susceptibility measure-
ments were performed in the frequency (ν) range of 10−10000 Hz in
the temperature range of 2.0−50 K by applying an oscillating field of
10 Oe and applied static magnetic fields up to 8.5 T. Measurements
were performed on randomly oriented powder samples of 1 (37.12 mg),
2 (51.68 mg), and 2″ (45.38 mg). Susceptibility data were corrected
for the sample holder previously measured using the same conditions
and for the diamagnetic contributions as deduced by using Pascal’s
constant tables.61
Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy Setup. Terahertz
spectra were measured by time-domain transmission spectroscopy
using a table-top experimental setup equipped with optical laser pulses
(T-light 780 nm fiber laser, MenloSystems) and low-temperature
GaAs photoconductive antennas. Low-temperatures measurements
are allowed by means of a closed-cycle helium cryostat in the tem-
perature range from 20 to 300 K. The developed acquisition pro-
cedure enables achievement of a signal-to-noise ratio higher than what
is commonly achieved in standard far-infrared investigations. The
accurate analysis of the data enables disentanglement of the signals
from spurious contributions coming from multiple reflections. The
detailed description of the experimental setup and the data analysis
procedure is reported elsewhere.62,63 The spectra were measured in
pellets of 13.2 mm diameter and thickness of about 0.7 mm. These
were made by pressing under a manual hydraulic press (∼0.8 GPa) a
mixture of microcrystals and polyethylene powder (Merck).
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance. CW X-band EPR spectra of
all samples were recorded on a Bruker Elexsys E500 spectrometer
equipped with an SHQ cavity (ν ≅ 9.70 GHz). Low-temperature
measurements were obtained using an Oxford Instruments ESR900
continuous flow helium cryostat, and the temperature was controlled by
an Oxford Instruments ITC503. Pulsed EPR measurements were carried
out with a Bruker Elexsys E580 at X-band (ν ≅ 9.70 GHz) equipped with
a flexline dielectric ring ENDOR resonator (Bruker EN 4118X-MD4).
Temperatures between 4.5 and 250 K were obtained with an Oxford
Instruments CF935 continuous flow helium cryostat. Echo-detected field-
swept EPR spectra were recorded by using the Hahn echo pulse sequence
(π/2−τ−π−τ−echo) with fixed interpulse delay time τ = 200 ns, tπ/2 =
16 ns, and tπ = 32 ns. Phase memory times were measured by the Hahn
echo sequence upon increasing the interpulse delay τ starting from τ =
98 ns. Typical pulse lengths were tπ/2 = 40 ns and tπ = 80 ns. Spin−lattice
relaxation times were measured using the standard inversion recovery
sequence (π−td−π/2−τ−π−τ−echo), with tπ/2 = 16 ns. The uncertainty
in T1 estimated from replicate measurements was 5−10% depending
upon the signal-to-noise ratio at a given temperature−field combination.
Nutation measurements were performed with a nutation pulse (tp) of
variable length followed by a Hahn echo sequence (tp−td−π/2−τ−π−τ−
echo) with td≫ Tm (i.e., td = 7 μs for 4 K and 2 μs for room temperature
measurements). The interpulse delay τ was 200 ns, and the pulse length
of the detection sequence was adjusted depending on the attenuation
level of B1. Hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE) experiments
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were carried out with the pulse sequence π/2−τ−π/2−τ1−π−τ2−π/
2−τ−echo with the microwave pulse length tπ/2 = 16 ns and tπ = 16 ns.
The time intervals t1 and t2 were varied in steps of 8 ns starting from 96 to
2704 ns. Spectra with two τ values (100 and 136 ns), which are specified
in the figure captions, were recorded to avoid blind spot effects. An eight-
step phase cycle was used for eliminating unwanted echoes. The time
traces of the HYSCORE spectra were baseline corrected with a third-
order polynomial, apodized with a Hamming window, and zero filled.
After two-dimensional Fourier transformation, the absolute value spectra
were calculated. The HYSCORE frequencies were computed for a three-
spin system (S = 1/2; Ia = 1; Ib = 1) using the endorfrq function,
implemented in the Easyspin program.47
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Table 2. Summary of X-ray Crystallographic Data for 1 and 3
1 3
empirical formula C58H32N6O9VZn2 C44H28N4OTi
fw 1138.58 676.57
cryst size, mm 0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20 0.50 × 0.30 × 0.15
cryst syst tetragonal tetragonal
space group P4 I4
a, b, Å 16.644(2) 13.3796(2)
c, Å 13.854(2) 9.7766(3)
α, β, γ, deg 90 90
V, Å3 3837.9(9) 1750.15(7)
Z 1 2
T, K 100(2) 100(2)
ρ(calcd), Mg/m3 0.493 1.284
μ, mm−1 0.391 2.385
θ range, deg 0.81−50.00 5.61−72.51
GOF 1.074 1.037
R1a 0.0879 0.0503
wR2a 0.2547 0.1399
aR1 = ∑||Fo| − |Fc||/∑|Fo|. wR2 = [∑[w(Fo2 − Fc2)2]/
∑[w(Fo2)2]]1/2. w = 1/[σ2(Fo2) + (aP)2 + bP], where P =
[max(Fo
2,0) + 2Fc
2]/3.
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